
7.3.1.1.1 Popula.t·"on density and distribution 

The qualifyin:~ condition for population density and distribution is as 
follows: 

The site shall be located such that, during -.-,~~ository 
operation and closure, ( 1) the expected average ,.,1d ia t ion dose to 
members of the public within any highly populate area will not be 
likely to exceed a small fraction of the limitF E l.lowable under the 
requirements speclfifld in §960.5-l(a)(l), and ( :) the expected 
radiation dose to any member of the public in a!,., .mrestricted area 
will not be liKely to exceed the limit allowabh mder the 
requirements specified in §960.5-l(a)(l). 

Major considerations 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, potentf.ally aclverse and 
disqualifying conditions for this guideline (Table 7-9), two major 
considerations are identified that influence the favo.~ability of the sites 
with respect to population density and distribution. These major 
considerations are (1) remoteness of the site from highly populated areas and 
(2) the population density at the site, near the site, and in the general 
region of the site. These major considerations are of equal importance and 
are in turn influenced by several more-specific contributing factors, which 
are discussed below. 

Evaluation of the sites in terms of the major considerations 

Remoteness, The remoteness of a site i~ measured by its distance from 
highly populated areas of 2,500 people or more, or from an area with 1,000 or 
more persons within 1 sqtwre mile. This major consideration is derived from 
the second favorable condition and the second potentially adverse condition 
(see Table 7-9). It relates to the qualifying condition in that the potential 
for radiation exposure increases with proximity to population concentrations. 
The second favorable condition refers to the remoteness of the site from 
highly populated areasi and the second potentially adverse condition addresses 
the proximity of tte site to populated areas and areas with at least 1,000 
individuals in an area that is 1 mile by 1 mile. The two contributing factors 
related to this major consideration are (1) the air distance of the site from 
population concentrations and (2) the size of those concentrations. 
Specifically, the closer a site is to highly populated areas, and the larger 
such population concentrations are, the less favorable is the site. A summary 
of the evaluation for each site follows. 

The immediate vicinity of the Davis Canyon site contains no highly 
populated areas. Moab, with a population of 5,333, .i.s the closest and is 
approximately 33 miles from the boundary of the controlled area. Moab is also 
the nearest !-square mile area with a population of at least 1~000 persons. 

The Deaf Smith County site is approximately 17 miles north of Hereford, 
with a population of 15,853. Hereford is also the nearest area ·<iith at least 
1,000 persons in a 1-square-mile area. 
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-L1ble 7-9. Guidelir'le-condition fir'ldings by m<:jo1· consideration
population density ann distrib.,,;,_,.,a.b 

--------- -~-

Cc>ndi t ion 
D~v is 

Ct~~yon 
Oe .. 1 

Smi HMford 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 1: REMOTENESS FROM HIGi· 1' POPULATED AR£A 

r~vor~ble condition 2 

Remoteness of the site from 
highly populated ll"eas. 

Poter'ltially a~verse condition 2 

Proxill"ity of the site to highly 
populated areas, or to areas ht~ving ilt 
least 1,000 individuals in ~n area 1 mile 
by l mile as defined by the mo~t rr;~cent 
decennial cour'lt of the U.S. cj)nsus. 

p I 

NP 

MAJOR CONSIOERATION 2: POPULATION DENSITY 

favorable condition 1 

A low population Uensity in the 
general region o,f the site. 

Potentially adverse I!Onditi'on 

High residential, seasonal, or 
daytime population density I'Jithin 
the projected site boundBrles. 

p p 

NP NP 

p 

NP 

p 

Richton 
Dome 

p 

p 

.p 

NP 

YuCCil 
Hountain 

p 

NP 

p 

NP 

• Key: NA =not applicable; NP =for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, the 
favorable or potentially· adverse cOndition is n.a.t.. pre!Ocent at the site; P = for the purpose of 
thls comparative- evaluation, the favorable or potentially adverse condition is present at the. sHe. 

b Analyses supporting the entries in this tt~ble are presented in Chapter Q of t~e 
environmental assessment fo1• each site. 

I!; 

'' •r,-
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At the Hanfor·l :dte, Sunnyside is the nearest highly populated area. It 
haa a population c'C 9,22.9 and is approximately 15 mile~; southw~et of the 
site. Sunnyside i"i also the closest 1-square-mile arel:l with a population of 
at least 1,000. 

At the Ricbtcn site, the town of Richton, with a population of 1,205 
within a 1 squar-1~ mile? is adjacent to the proposed t>•1undary of the cont~·olled 
area. However, the town is 2 miles from the pt·oposec boundary of the su.rface 
facilities of thf) repository. The nearest highly pPpt 1.at€ld area is 
Petal/llattiesbucg with <1 population of 49,300; it ir 1:: kilometers from the 
boundary of the site, 

The Yucca Mountain s.ite is remote from highly flOpulat.ed areas or 
1·-square-mile areas with a population of at least 1,000. Las Vegas Valley, 
the nearest highly populated area, is at a distance of approximately 85 miles. 

Population density. Population density is evaluated for each site on the 
basis of density within the projected site boundaries, near the site, and in 
the general region of the site. FoJ:" this analysis, ",lear the site" is defined 
as being within 10 miles of the site nnd ":i.n the general region" as being 
within 50 mil!ls. This major consideration is derived from the first favorable 
condition and the first potentially adven>e condition (see !able 7-9). It 
relates to the qualifying condition in that a larger number of people are 
potentially exposed to radioact~ve relaaaes as the population density in the 
region of a site increases. The first favorable condition is a low population 
density in the general region of the site, and the first potentially advel.""se 
condition addresses high re8 iden t ial, seasonal, or daytin1e population density 
~!thin the projected site boundaries. 

In the evaluation of this major considerCJ.tion, a "low population density" 
is defined as being lesu than the average population denaity of the contiguous 
United States in 1980, or 76 persons per square mile. This major 
considerCJ.tion is also closely related to the third disqualifying condition for 
this guideline 1 ~hich in related to emergenr.:y planning. Specifically, as 
population density near the site increases, a more extensive 
emergency-preparedne5s plan is required, since protective measures would have 
to be taken on behalf of n larger number of people in the event of an 
accident. As the density on the site, near the site, and within the general 
region of the site increases, the favorability of the site decreases. A 
summary of the site evaluation for thie consideration follows. The 
site-specific information used in the evaluation is swnmnrized from Section 
6.2.1.2 of the environmental assesstnents for the five nominated sites. 

There is no residential or seasonal population within the projected 
boundaries of the Davis Canyon site. The daytime population is limited to an 
estimated peak of seven offroad-vehicle users. The onsite population density 
ia therefore far belo~ the national aver~ge. About 282 people are estimated 
to live ~ithin 10 miles of the site. The population density in the general 
region is also far below the national average, at 3.8 persons per square mile. 

The Deaf Smith County 6ite is estimated to have 27 residents within its 
boundaries. The s~asonal pop1~lation density at the site is about seven 
persons per square mile assuming that the 10.440 migrant workers who ~ere in 
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Deaf Smith County in 1975 are evenly distributed throughout the county, The 
combined resident:al, seasonal, and dayti.me populaticn density 1~it.hin th6 site 
boundary is apprf):•,imately 10 persons per square mile, The population 'ro'ithin 
10 rnilen of the s 'te is estimated to be 1,739. The pcoulation density in the 
general region of the site is 24 persons per square rr·! l~. 

Although tbo:e are no residences or seasonal poj.d.ation at the Hanford 
site, approximately 700 persons work within the site •l<undary at any given 
time, which is equivalent to a population density ol'" '9 persons per nquare 
mile. In addition~ 4,800 persons are employed inn· c:_,\ar energy jobs in the 
vicinity of the si ·e, (However, because these workt'.f receive trntntng in 
safety and e''LCuation procedures, thty are better pre1·:tred thl'.n the general 
public to respond to radiological hazards.) There are approximately lto 
people w3.thin 10 milef:l of the site. The population 1\f!nsity in the general 
region of the site is 1,3 persons per square mile. Federal ownership of the 
Hanford site reduces the uncertainty associated with future population growth 
in the area. 

The residential population within the proposed controlled area nf the 
Richton site is about 140 people, ast:>uming that therE" are 50 households with 
an average size of 2.8 persons, However, there are no residences within the 
proposed restricted area. Seasonal population fluctuations are expected to be 
minimal. The daytime population may vary by 100 because a school is located 
in the southeaf:lt portion of the area of the Richton Dome. The population 
within 10 miles is appro~imately 4,610. The population density in the general 
region is 40 persons per square mile. 

There are no residences within 6.2 n"liles of the Yucca Mountain site and 
~o seasonal or daytime populations within the site boundaries. About 5,200 
workers are employed at the Nevada Test Sit~, but most of their activities are 
conducted on the opposite side of the Nevada Test Site, Because of their 
experience with nuclear research and testing, workers at the Nevada Test Site 
are better prepared than members of the general public to deal with 
radiological hazards. The population· density in the general region of the 
site is approximately 2.5 people per square mile. Federal ownership of the 
site and the surrounding area reduces the uncertainty of population growth 
near the site. 

~ummary of the comparative evaluation 

Yucca Mountain i8 the most favorable site for both major considerations. 
There are no higbly populated areas within 50 miles of the site, and the 
regional population density is the lowest of all the sites. In addition, 
there is no residential or seasonal population on or near the site. Davis 
Canyon is less favorable because it is 33 miles from the highly populated area 
of Moab, which has a population of 5,333. Nonetheless, the site is remote in 
comparison with the remaining sites. The population density in the region is 
also very low--288 people are located within 10 miles of the site. The 
Hanford site is 15 miles from Sunnyside, which has a population of 9,229. The 
population density in the region is 43 persons per square mile. These two 
factors reduce the favo~ability of the site. There are only 110 residents 
within 10 miles of the Hanford site, and the 4,800 nuclear energy workers in 
the vicinity of the site are better prepared than other members of the getleral 
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public to deal witb t·adiological haze.rds. The Deaf Smi.t.h site i;~ 17 miles 
from Hereford, \~hi<..t has a population of 15 1 853. The population density in 
the region is 24 pc·sons per square mile, and 1,739 peor1e live within 10 
miles of the site. The Richton site is proximate to th town of Richton. and 
4,610 people live within 10 miles. The population denr::ty in the region is 40 
persons per square mile. Since there are 140 people end n st:hool within the 
controlled area, and the highly populated area of Peta.' and Hattiesburg with a 
population of 49,300 is 16 miles away, the Richton Dam is the least favorable 
site for this guideline. 

7.3.1.1.2 Site owner.ship and control 

The qualifying condition for site ownership and C\Hi.trol is as fo~low~.: 

The site shall be located on land for which the DOF. can obtain, 
in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 60.121, ownership, 
surface and subsurf~ce rights, and control of acCtlSS that are 
required in order that surface and subsurface activities during 
repository oper4tion and closure wiU r,ot be Likely t9 lead to 
radionuclide releases to an unrestricted area greater than tho&e 
allowable under the tequi~ements specified in §960.5-l(a)(l). 

Major consideration 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions of this guideline (Table 7-10), one major consideration is 
identified that influences the favorability with respect to the qualifying 
condition. It refers to the kinds of procedures that are available for 
acquiring land. The major consideration is, in turn, influenced by two 
contributing factors. 

Evaluation of the sites in terms of to the major consideration 

The single major consideration for this guideline is the complexity of 
procedures for acquiring the needed land. This consideration is derived from 
the favorable condition and the potentially adverse condition (see Table 
7-10). The favor.<'lhle condition addresses whether the DOE has present 
ownership and control of the site. The potentially adverse condition 
identifies three means of acquiring land: voluntary purchase-sell, 
condemnation, and undisputed agency-to-agency transfer. If the DOE is unable 
to acquire land through one of these means, Congressional action will be 
required. Each of these land-acquisition mechanisms involves different legal 
procedures. 

There are two ways the DOE can acquire private or State land: voluntary 
purchase-sell and condemnation. Voluntary purchase-sell means that a 
landowner voluntarily sells his land to the DOE under the provisions of the 
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Act of 1970. If a 
landowner is not willing to sell needed property, the DOE can acquire it by 
right of eminent domain, or condemnation, under the provisions of the 
Declaration of Taking Act (40 USC Section 258a). The DOE estimates that about 
90 days would be required to conden1n, privately owned land. 
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r1ble 7-10. Guideline-condition findings by 111<11jor consiclcration-
site ownership and control (prec-losure)"·" 

Conditione 

favorable condit1on 

Present ownership and control of hnd 
and all surface and subsurface mineral 
and water rights by the DOE. 

Potential"ly "d .. erse condition 

Projected land-ownership conflicts that 
cannr1t be successfull~ resolved through 
vo 1 untary purchase-se 11 ag1•eements, 
nondisputed agency-to-agency transfers of 
title, or federal condemnation proceedings. 

Davis 
Canyon 

NP 

p 

H<J.nford 

p 

NP NP 

Richton 
Dome 

NP 

NP 

Yucca 
Mountain 

NP 

p 

~Key: NA "not applicable: Nfl" for the purpMe of this comparative evc'lluation, the 
favorable or potentially adv"r1e condition is o.gj;, pre!lent o!.t the site; P"' for the purpose of 
this comp<lrative evaluation, the favor<J.ble or potentially <J.dverse cond1tion 15 present at the site. 

b Analyses supporting the entries in this table are presented in Chapter 6 of the 
environmental assessment for each site. 

c Both conditions in thit table are related to one m$jor consideration: compleKity of 
procedures for acquiring needed land. 

" 
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There are tw::~ ways that the DOE can obtain jurisdi!:tion over lands that 
are currently con' rolled by another Federal agency: ltgeucy-to-.Jgency transfers 
and legislative t ·anafer by Congress. The DOE can acquire land from another 
Federal agency f01. up to 20 years under the pr.ovisions of the Federal Land 
Policy and Manage.:ent Act of 1976. However, to meet ... ne requii·ements of 
applicable NRC re.;:ulations (10 CF'R 60.121), the DOE m,u;l obtain pei-manent 
jurisdiction ove ... the repository operations area ancl \.ht:: controlled area. 
This permanent w·i thdrawal will require a legislative ransfer. 

In evaluating the sites against this guideline. 1he DOE considered what 
property would be required for repository constructJ..)r, operation, closure, 
and deconuniss.i.onln~,, Land-acquisition procedu!·es, SUl : as leasing, that might 
be employed d·1ring site characterizlltion were not con~tdered. 

Site~ for which land will be easier to acquire from a procedural and 
legal point of view are more favorable. This <foes not mean that the DOE 
discounts the socioeconomic impact of acquiring lands, especially privately 
owned land. The socioeconomic impacts of land acquisttion are considered 
under the socioeconomics guideline. The DOE recogniz,··s, for example, that the 
condemnation of privately owned lands will disrupt the lives of displaced 
landowners. NevertLleless, condemnation is legally more stralghtforward than 
obtaining the Congressional authodzation that would be needed to acquire 
certain lands under the control of other. Federal agencies, The DOE estimates 
that about 90 days would be required for condemnation, whereas a Federal"land 
transfer requiring Congressional authorization could take longer and the 
result could be less certain. Thus, from a strictly procedural point of view, 
it is easier for the DOE to acquire permanent jurisdiction over Stata and 
private lands than Federal lands. 

The complexity of procedures for acquiring land depends, in turn, on 
current ownership (DOE, other Federal agency, State, or private} and the 
number of landownet·s, Current ownership determines 'ol'hich acquisition 
procedures are available, Similarly, the greater the division among 
landowners (Federal, State, private), the more complicated the overall 
land-acquisi.tion procedures. A summary of the evaluat:i.on for each site 
follows, 

Most of the Davis Canyon site ia Federal land controlled by the Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM), although small portions are owned by the State of Utah 
and private parties. A Congressional action would be required to obtain 
permanent jurisdiction over thP. BLM portion of the site, Although the OOE 
would prefer to acquire State and private lands by voluntary purchase-sell 
agreements, the land could be acquired by condemnation if necessary, 

The Deaf Smith site is privately owned, and ownership is divided among at 
least eight parties. The Richton site is also on private lands with ownership 
divided among many parties. Although the DOE would prefer voluntary 
purchase-sell agreements with the current owners, the land can b.e acquired by 
condemnation. 

The DOE controls all 
and the surrounding area, 
repository at Hanford. 

surface and subsurface rights to the Hanford site 
The DOE would not have to acquire any land fqr a 
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The Federal land of the Yucca Mountain site is under the control of three 
agencies: the DC\:, the BLM, and the Department of D~fense (the Air Force). 
Congressional ac~.ion would be required to permit a p&rmanent transfer of land 
from the B.LM anc; the Air Foree to the DOE, but the £.~ t.ion is not expected to 
be disputed by these agencies. 

Sununary of the ·::omparative evaluation 

The Hanford site is the most favorable for th. JrecloAut·e guideline on 
site ownership and control because the DOE has con rtJJ. over the entire site. 
The Deaf Smith an.i the Richton oitea are on private; ·and that can be acquired 
by voluntary purchase~sell agreements or tho right o( eminent domain. Control 
over the Yucca Mountain site is divided among three 7ederal agencies, and 
Congres.o::lonal action would be required to permit a ~crmanent transfer to the 
DOE. The Davis Canyon site is the least favorable h~cause tbe ownership of 
land is divided among the BLM, the State of Utah, and private parties, and a 
combination of nctions (voluntary purchase-sell agnl~ments, condemnation, and 
Congressional action) would be required to acquire 1·he needed land. 

7.3.1.1.3 Meteorology 

The qualifying condition for meteorology is as follows: 

The site shall be located such that expected meteorological 
conditions during repository operation and closure will not be 
likely to lead to radionuclide releases to an unrestrlcted area 
greater than those allowable under the requirements specified in 
§960.5-l(a)(l), 

Major considerations 

The qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse conditions for this 
guideline (soe Table 7-11) led to the identification of two major 
considerations that influence favorability with respect to the qualifying 
condition. These major considerations 1 in order of decreasing importance, are 
(1) conditions that affect the transport of radionuclide releases in the 
atmosphere and the significance of transport, and (2) extreme weather 
phenomena. The transport consideration addresses prevailing meteorological 
conditions, while the extreme weather consideration addresses specific 
episodes. These major considerations are influenced by several contributing 
factors which are discussed below. 

Evaluation of the sites in terms of the major considerations 

Conditions that affect transport and the significance of transport. This 
major consideration addresses meteorological conditions that affect the 
transport of airborne radionuclide releases to unrestricted areas where the 
general public might be exposed. Contributing factors are the dispersion 
characteristics of the atmosphere, wind speed and direction, episodes of 
stagnation, atmospheric mixing levels, the terrain, and the locations of 
nearby populations. This is the most important major consideration under this 
guideline because the potential for a preferential transport of radionuclides 
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l<·blf' 7-11. Guidalil'la-condition findin~s by ono'ljor considMation-
meteorologya' 

Condition~ 
Davis 

Canyon Hanford 
Richton 

Dome 
Yucca 

Mountain 

favorable condition 

Prevailing Meteorological conditions 
such that any radioactive releases to 
the atmosphero during repository operation 
and closur~ would ~e effectively dispersed, 
thereby r&ducing signific<lntly the 
likelihood ~f unacceptable exposures to 
any member of the public in the vicinity of 
the rp;.osi tory. 

Potentially adverse condition 1 

Prevailil'lg mete~rological conditions 
such that radioactive emissions from 
repository operation ~nd closure could 
be preferentially transported toward 
localities in the vicinity of the 
repository ~tth highe~ population 
densities than are the average for 
the region. 

Potentially adverse condition 2 

History of e~t~eme weather phenomena-
such as hurricanes, tornadoes, severe 
floods, or severe and frequent winter 
storms that could significantly affect 
repository operation or closure. 

---- ----------

I' 

p , p p 

p p NP p 

8 Key: NA = not applicable; NP = for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, the 
favorable or potentially adverse condition is OQ1 present at the site; P = for the purpo$e of 

p 

NP 

NP 

this comparative evaluation, the favorable or potentially adverse condition is present at the site. 
b Analyses supporling the entries in this table are presented in Chapter 6 of the 

environmer1tal assessment for each site, 
c All of the conditions in this table are related to one major consideration: conditions 

that affect transport and the significance of transport. 
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directly affect10 a site'b ability to meet the requiret1tents of the preclosure 
system guidelin on radiological safety. In terms of the significance of 
transport, the ,_;oses delivered to the maximally exposed person beyond the 
boundaries of the site are estimated to be well wit!" in the limits of 40 CFR 
1.91 for each sit.e. The estimate is based partly 011 ::stimates of radionuclide 
releases to un.,.-~stricted areas; at each site, these releases would be within 
the limits spe( ified by the NRC in 10 CFR Part 20. A sUIMlary of the 
evaluation for each site follows. 

For the Davis Canyon site, representative of!;;· \e data indicate that 
relatively high rtixing heights and moderate averag,·l 1odnd spe~ds prevail. 
Dispersion may bt; hampered by the rugged surrounding terrain·, and local 
inversions \about 39 episode-days per year) can cause air to be trapped in 
valleys. The prevaili.ng wind directions at the site are from the southwe,:;-t. 
The on:y population concentration in the downwind direction within 50 miles of 
the site is La Sal Junction, which is 19 miles away. 

F'or the DEaf Smith site, representative offsiL'I data :indicate that 
neutral etmospheric stability conditions and high average wind speeds 
predominate, resulting in relatively good dispersion condition~. The 
prevailing mixing level, the infrequent occurrences of stagnation ti!pisodes, 
and the generally flat terrain at the site also favor dispersion. The 
prevtJ.iling wind directions at the site are from the southwest. The nearest 
population concentrations in the downwind direction are Masterson and E~ell, 
which are both about 50 miles away. 

The data recorded at the Hanford Meteorological Station indicate that 
dispersion conditions at the Hanford site are generally good. Favorable 
conditions include moderate average wind speeds and deep mixing levels. The 
prevailing wind directions are from the northwest. The Tri-Cities area 
(Richland, Kennewick, and Pasco) is 22 to 28 miles from the site in the 
predominant downwi'nd direction. 

Representative offsite data used for the analysis indicate that 
atmospheric stability and average wind-speed conditions favor fair to good 
dispersion. Mixing-level heights, the relative infrequency of stagnation 
episodes, and the flat to rolling terrain also favor good dispersion. The 
prevailing wind directions at the site are from the south and southeast. The 
nearest large population concentrations located in the downwind direction are 
Laurel and Bay Springs, which are 24 and 40 miles, respectively, from the site. 

Meteorological data recorded at Yucca Flat indicate that wind velocities, 
atmospheric stability, and mixing heights at the site should provide effective 
atmosphefic dispersion. Topographic conditions should also favor dispet·sion, 
The nearest population concentrations are Beatty, which is 19 miles to the 
west, and Amargosa Valley, which is 14 to 28 miles south of the site. Beatty 
and Amargosa Valley are downwind of the site less than 5 percent and about 10 
percent. of the time, respectively. 

Extreme-weather phenomena. This major consideration addresses the 
hi~torical frequency and intensity of extreme-weather phenomena--such as 
hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, and winter storms--that could have a 
significant effect on repository operation or closure. It relates to the 
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concern in the qualifying condition with meteorologicaJ conditions that could 
lead to unacceptab e levels of exposure to persons in unrestric~ed areas. It 
is derived from tb·· second potentially adverse condition of the meteorology 
guideline. This c >nsideration is less important than I he first major 
consideration beca·HI€: 1 unlike atmospheric transport cJ--r ~-acteristicG, which 
tend to reflect pr·-!vailing meteorological conditions 1 .·:·t reme-weather 
phenomena are epi~ odic conditions, A SWlllllllry of the r·,•aluation for each site 
follows. 

Hurricanes are not known to occur in tbe Davia r aH;ton site area, and 
tornadoes are unlik•1ly. The area _is not subject to h•1 -vy snowfalls, but 
snowfalls greater than 1 inch occur 10 to 20 days per y-.~ar. Local flooding or 
local heavy fo~ may occur about 8 days per year. 

Extreme weather such as local flooding, hurricanr:s, tornadoes, freezing 
rain, and heavy fog occur in the area of the Deaf Smith County site about 
29-31 days per year. The area also experiences dust etorms •with winds 
exceeding 65 mph. There are usually snowstorms less than one day per year. 

Extreme-weather conditions nccur infrequently at the Hanford site, 
Tornadoea are rare, and severe winter storms are seldom experienced. 

Local flooding, hurricanes, tornadoes, and heavy fog occur in the Richton 
site area 30 to 70 days a year. Freezing rain, high winds, or snowstorms 
usually occur less than one day per year. 

The frequency .of extreme weather at the Yucca Mountain site is among the 
lowest in the nation. High winds, snowfall, and tornadoes are rare, and the 
area does not experience severe local flooding. Sandstorms are common, but 
they would rarely be severe enough to disrupt repository operation. 

Summary of comparative evaluation 

The Y11cca Mountain site is the most favorable under the meteorology 
guideline. Meteorological data from Yucca Flat suggest that good dispersion 
conditions are likely to prevail at the site. Prevailing winds would not be 
likely to pret:"erentially transport re.dionuclides toward populati.on 
concentrations. The Yucca Mountain area has a low frequency and magnitude of 
extreme weather. Meteorological data from the Hanford Site show good 
dispersion conditions and a low incidence of extreme weather. The 
favorability of the Hanford site is reduced by the presence of major 
population centers in the prevailing downwind direction. The Deaf Smith and 
the Richton sites are both expected to have good dispersion characteristics. 
Their favorability is reduced in comparison to the Hanford site because they 
experience more severe weather. Davis Canyon is the least favorable for 
meteorology. The favorability of this site is reduced by the presence of a 
population center in the prevailing downwind direction, reduced dispersion 
conditions, and a greater frequency of severe weather. 



7.3.1.1.4 Oftiolte installations and operations 

The quaU(_,.ring condition for the preclosure guideline on offsite 
installations a'i/d operations is as follows: 

The si ce shall be located such that preser!i projected effects 
from neal:'l'.f industrial, transportati.on, and m·. 'itary installations 
and opera'~ions, including atomic energy defem .. activities, (1) lo'ill 
not sip:nif:icantly affect repository siting, l 01 ~truction, operation, 
closure, or decommissioning or can be accommu lbted by engineering 
measures an~, (2) when considered together witt emissions from 
repository t.)f>e:r:ation and closure, will not be Lkely to lead to 
radian· elide releases to an unrestricted aroa greater than those 
allowable under the requirements specified in ~·)60.5-l(a)(l). 

Major considerations 

On the bas-'.s of the qualifying, favorable, and !;)Otentially adverse 
conditions for this guideline {see Table 7-12), two major considerations 
influence a site's favorability with respect to the qualifying condition. 
These major considerations, in order of decreasing importance, are {1) the 
presence of nearby nuclear installations or operations and (2) the presence of 
nearby hazardous inatallations or operations. 

Evaluation of sites in terms of the major considerations 

Nenrby nuclear in~tallations or operations. This major consideration 
addresses radionucllde releases from atomic-energy defense activitiea and 
nuclear installations rogulated by the NRC, which could, together with 
operational releases from the repository, subject the general public to 
radionuclide exposures above allowable limits. The evaluation accounts for 
the proximity of nuclear installations and operations to the site and the 
levels of radionuclide releases that could be expected during accidents and 
routine operating conditions at these installations. This consideration is 
derived from the favorable condition and the second potentially adverse 
condition. It relates directly to the qualifying_ condition'~> concern with the 
potential contribution of other nuclear facilities to radionuclide releases 
from the repository. This major consideration is assign~d greater importance 
than nearby hazardous installations in this evaluation because of the primary 
focus in the qualifying condition on compliance with regulations on releases. 

In evaluating this consideration, the term "nearby" for offsite 
installations and operations is defined as the area within 5 miles of the 
site. The assessment of potential cumulative impacts considers nuclear 
facilities within 50 miles. A summary of this consideration for each site 
follows. 

At the Davis Canyon site, the only nearby nuclear operat.ions are three 
uranium mills, which are 36 to 58 miles from the site. The combined 
radionuclide releases from the uranium mills and a repository at the site 
would be significantly lower than the specified limits. 
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Tabl~ 1-12. G~ideline-condition findings by ~ajor co~sideration-
offsite install<1tions and o~eration!>"'b 

-------·----·------ ·----------

Con l\ tion 
------·----

Davis 
CMyon 

-------

De<1f 
Smith Hanford 

Richton 
'Oome 

1-'.AJG\-": CONSIDERATION 1: NEARBY NUCLEAR INSTALLAT ;_ ,S OR OPERATIONS 

Favorable condition I 

Absence of contributi19 radio~ctive 
releases from other nuclear insta1l<J.t.ions 
and operations that must be considered 
under the requirements of 40 CFR 191, 
Subpart A 

l'otentia11y adverse condition 2 

Presence of other nuclear installations 
and operations, su .. ject to the 
requirements of 40 CFR Part 190 or 
40 CFR 191, Subpart A, ~ith actual or 
projected rele~ses near the ~·xim~m 
vo1lue permissible un'der thos_, standards. 

NP 

NP p 

Nr NP NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 2: NEARBY HAZARDOUS INSTALLATIONS OR OPERATIONS 

Potentially adverse condition l 

The pruen<le of 11earby potent tally 
hazardous installations or operations 
that could adversely <J.ffect repository 
operation or closure. 

NP p p p 

Yuc.C<l 
Mo~nto1in 

p 

p .I• , 

• Key: NA = r10t applicable; NP = for the purJlOSe of this comparative !!valuation, the 
f<l.vorab1e or potenli.:~lly adverse conditiofl is lllli present at the slte; P = fol" tile purpose of 
this comparath·e evalllation, the favorable or potentially adv•l"se condi~ion is praunt at the sH.e.

b Analyses supporting the entries in this table are pl"esentad in Chapter 6 of the 
environmental a">sessment for each site. 

'· ;,. 
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The Deaf S.r~ith site is 48 miles from the Panttex Plant, .:a major atomic 
energy defense ·acility near Amarillo. Releases f·:-~,m this plant 11re predicted 
to be only a SllL,d.l fraction of the specified limit1; and would not 
significantly c.mtribute to radionuclide levels in 11-te vicinity of the 
repository. Tht~re are no other nuclear facilities . n the vicinity. 

Commerc:l_nJ nuclear facilities near the Hanfort :,;lte include one operating 
nuclear power plant of the Washington Public Powet· . upply System, commercial 
site for the, disposal of low-level radioactive wat tt t and a plant that 
fabricates nuclear- fuel. The predicted releases L ·efT, these facilities are 
substantially lef.s than the maximum permissible va.l\ and would not contribute 
significantly to radionuclide levels in the vicinity of the repository. 
DOE-owned n •. clear f ac i 1 i ties near the repository site include a 
plutonium-production reactor, the Purex reprocessinL: plant, and a reactor for 
testing breeder reactor fuels and components. The c.ostulated worst-case 
accident at these facilities would result in a radintion exposure at the 
boundary of the Hanford Site that would be below applicable limits, 

The Richton site has no nearby nuclear facilities, nor are there any 
facilities subject to 40 CFR Part 190 or l,O CFR Part 191, Subpart A, w-ithin 50 
miles of the site. 

At the Yucca Mountain site, there are no nearby nuclear facilities that 
are subject to 40 CFR Part 190 or 40 CFR Part 191, Subpart A. Potential 
sources of radionuclide emissions in the area are a commercial site for 
low-level-waste disposal about 19 miles west of Yucca Mountain, and the 
research with spent fuel at the Nevada Research and Development Area, which is 
adjacent to the east side of Yucca Mountain. The releases resulting from the 
postulated worst-case accident at these facilities would culminate in total 
radiation releases at the Nevada Test Site boundary below applicable limits. 
Most of the radioactive emissions from undarground nuclear testing at the 
Nevada Test Site are contained. 

Nearby hazardous installations or operations, This major consideration 
addresses the possible adverse effects of nearby hazardous operations and 
installations on repository siting, cons true t ion, opera tlon, closure, or 
decommissioning. Such operations and install.t~tions could include chemical 
plants; fuel production, refining, transportation, and storage facilitiee; 
pipelines; major transportation routes used that could carry hazardous 
materials; air traffic associated with nearby airports; military operations 
areas; toxic materials handling facili.ties; and sites for hazardous-waste 
disposal. These facilities or operations are consider-ed hazardous if they 
could affect repository operations or worker safety. Potential hazards could 
include shock waves from explosions, incendiary fragments, and flHmmable or 
toxic vapor clouds. This major consideration is derived from the first 
potentially adverse condition. It relates directly to the concern in the 
qualifying condition with adverse impacts of nearby hazardous installations 
and operations on repository operation or closure. A summary of the 
evaluation for each site follows. 

At Davis Canyon, there are no hazardous installations within 5 miles. 
The site is more than 35 miles from the airports at Blanding and Monticello 
and n~re than 18 miles from the San Juan County airport. The nearest State 
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highway is more tl\f •i 5 miles from the site, 
instnllstiona or o·: .ere tiona that urc likely 
Canyon. 

Therefore. 
to affect a 

there are no hazardous 
rcposit{Jry at Davis 

At the Deaf Sl>.lith County a 4-inch natural-gas pip:l.ine passes within 
3,000 feet of the "estricted area, but it does not con2ritute a hazard to a 
repository. U.S. Highway 385 passe& within 3 miles o_f t'ne site. Trucks using 
this highway m.,..y carry hazardous cargoes that could a' foCt the repository in a 
serious transportation accident, 

Potentially ha:.ardous inBtallations and opereti~•n, in the vicinity of the 
'Hanford site :i;.clude national defense and waste-manage~ ant facilities. 
Potentially hazardous facilities include a plutonium-production reactor, a 
reprocess!.ng plant within 1.8 miles of the site, and ·'l. reactor for testing 
breeder t·eactor fuels and components within 12 miles nf the site. A aeriouB 
accident at any of these facilities would disrupt repository operations. 

The Richton site has Beveral nearby potentially hazardous installations 
and operations. The Richton Airport is within 3 m:l.le:. of the site, but the 
probability of an air crash at the site is extremely low. A portion of the 
restricted airspace of the DeSoto Military Operations Area is within 5 miles. 
Future expansion or a more intensive use of the restricted airspace could 
increase the risk of an airplane crash. A 16-inch underground gas pipeline 
passea 1 mile from the site, but it does not constitute a credible hazard to a 
repository. There are two producing oil fields ~ithin 3 miles of the site. 
Explosions or fires at these facilities are unlikely to affect a repository at 
the site, State Hi;h~ays 42 and 15 pass within 2 and 3 miles of the site, 
respectively. These highways oould be used for hazardous cargoes. The 
nearest railroad ia more then l2 miles from the Richton sit~~t. 

The Yucca Mountain site has several nearby ha:z:ardous installations and 
operations. including the underground testing of nuclear devices, an Air Force 
range, and the Nevada Research and Development Area. Underground testing of 
nuclear weapons occurs about 10 to 20 times per year at the Nevada Test Site, 
which h. more than 24 mi.les from Yucca Mountain. Some of this testing might 
require that underground repository activities be temporarily suspended. The 
Yucca Mountain site occupies a small portion of the Nellis Air Force Range, 
which is used for aircraft overflights but not as a target area. The only 
potential hazard from theBe overflights is the very remote chance that an 
airplane carrying ordinance could crash at Yucca Mountain. Research with 
spent fuel is performed at the Nevada Research and Development Area, which 
includes a major portion of Yucca Mountain. (The spent fuel is tentatively 
scheduled for removal in 1986.) However, these research activities are not 
likely to affect repository operations, 

Summary of comparative evaluations 

Th3 Davis Canyon and the Richton sites are the most favorable for the 
guideline on offsite installations and operations. There are no nuclear 
faciLities or other facilities subject to 40 CFR Part 190 or 40 CFR Part 191, 
Subpart A, located within 50 miles of the Richton site. Potentially hazardous 
facilities near the site inclu~e a major State highway, a gas pipeline, an oil 
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field, em airpul~t. and restricted airspace a.snoc!ated with C1o.rnp Shelby. 
However, these ;acilities detract less from a site'n favorabirity than a 
nearby nuclear .'.:1stallation would. At Davis Canyon, the only potential 
sources of rad1oactive emissions in the area of the 'dte are three uranium 
mills. Radionudide releases from these facilities 1ould not contribute 
significantly l.t releases from a repository. There !He no nearby hazardous 
installations o·· operations that are likely to posr; ·~ credible risk to a 
repository. Th·fl Deaf Smith site is slightly less f votable. The O>'lly 
potential scurc.e of radioactive emissions is the f·u ~ex plant, but the 
contributions from this plant are not expected to ·€ significant. Potentially 
hazardous installations and operations near the si t.f include a major U.S. 
Highway. There ace no nuclear facilities subject to '~0 CFR Part. 190 or Part 
191. Subpar~ A, located near the Yucca Mountain site. Nonetheless, several 
potential sources of radioactivity that reduce its ;,.worability are within 50 
miles, including nuclear weapons testing and radioa(;tive-waste disposal. The 
Hanford site is the least favorable for thio guidellne: then~ are potentially 
hazardous national defense facilities or other facilities subject to 40 CFR 
Part 190 near ttte Hanford site that could affect reJ'OSitor.y operations. 

7.3.1.2 Preclosure system guideline for radiological safety 

The preclosure system guideline for radiological safety requires that any 
projected radiological exposures of the general public and any proJected 
releases of radioactive materials to restricted and unreetricted areas during 
repository operation and closure shall meet the applicable requirements .set 
forth in 10 CFR Part 20. 10 CFR Part 60, and 40 CFR 191, Subpart A. The 
evidence does not support a finding that any of the sites is not H.kely to 
meet this qualifying condition. 

The pertinent system elements are (1) the .site-specific characteristics 
that affect radionuclide transport through the surroundings; (2) the 
engineered componentS whose function is to control releases of radioactive 
materials; and (3) the people who, because of their location and distribution 
in unrestricted areas, may be affected by radionuclide releases. This 
guideline is aseigned the greatest importance among the preclosure system 
guideli11es because it is directed at protecting both the public and the 
repository workers from exposures to radiation. To provide a comparative 
context for understanding the evaluation for this preclosure system guideline 
in Chapter 6, a brief summary of the evaluation of each of the sites with 
respect to the pertinent system elements is presented below. 

With the exception of meteorological conditions. the Davis Canyon site 
has favorable characteristics for preclosure radiological safety. From an 
integrated-system viewpoint, atmospheric dispersion conditions that could be 
poor at times are not likely to prevent compliance with the radiation 
protection requirements. However. radioactivity releases from a repository 
are predicted to be small and are expected to more than compensate for the 
less than favorable atmospheric dispersion. Modeling results indicate that no 
member of the public is likely to receive an annual whole-body dose of more 
than 1.3 millirem during the construction period or more than 1.8 millirem 
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in any year during ~ ne operational pedod. On compadng thet1e values with the 
regulatory limits(';) CFR Part 191) of 25 rnillirem per ,!'-ear to the whole body 
or approximately 1M.' millirem per year from natural background radiation, it 
appears tht~t a repod.tory can be loca.ted and operated a'~ the Davis Canyon site 
with insignificant :·adiological risks to the public. 

The Deaf Smitf1 site also has generally favorable ·aracteristics for 
preclosure radiological safety. A potentially adverse \,ndition is that the 
~ominant wind direction is from the south, and the ci y ~f Vega is 
approximately 8 mile~ to the north. However, the rad, H.:ctive releases from 
the repository at·e pt·edicted to· be veJ.·y small, and the::· 1.-ore compliance is 
likely. Modcl:hg results indicate that no member of tbe public is likely to 
receive an annual wbole-body dose greater than 0.04 millirem during 
constructivn or greater than 0.17 milU.rem in any year from normal operations 
during the operational period. Comparing these values vtith the limits of 
40 CFR Part 191 (25 millirem per year to the whole body) or with approximately 
95 millirem per ye<Lr from natural background, it appearr; that a repository at 
the Deaf Smith site would pose :l.nsignificant radiological risks to the public. 

The Hanford site has favorable characteristics pertinent to preclosure 
radiological safety. The meteorological conditions in the area show good 
atmospheric dispersion and infrequent occurrences of extreme weather. 
Moreover, there are no permanent residents at the site. Because of the very 
5mall radionuclide releases from the repository, the low population density in 
the surrounding area and the distance from the repository to highly populated 
areas, routine repository operations would not be expected to exceed the 
regulatory limits for the exposure of the general public to radiation.· The 
individual radiation doaes from other operations in the vicinity of the 
Hanford Site are greater than that projected for the repository. These doses 
are monitored and are within applicable Federal standards. 

At the Richton Dome, the site characteristics that are pertinent to 
preclosure radiological safety are generally favorable except for 
meteorological conditions, which could be poor at times, with occasional 
stagnant conditions. From an integrated-system viewpoint~ these conditions 
are not likely to prevent compliance with the radiation-protection 
requirements. Radioactive releases from a repository are predicted to be very 
small, which would more than compensate for the less-than-favorable 
atmospheric dispersion conditions. Modeling results indicate that no member 
of the public is likely to receive an annual whole-body dose greater than 0.41 
millirem during the construction period. A comparison with the limits of 40 
CFR Part 191 (25 milli~em per year to the whole body or approximately 10 
millirem per year from natural ·background radiation)~ it appears that a 
repository at the Richton site can be operated without significant 
radiological risks to the public. 

At Yucca Mountain the meteorological characteristics favor the ability of 
the site to limit exposure to radiation among workers and the public; the 
distribution of people who live outside the area would also restrict 
exposures. Estimates of both the extreme worst-case accidental radiological 
exposures to the general public and the exposures due to normal operation are 
below the limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20 (1984), 10 CFR Part 60 (1983), 
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and 40 CFR 191, St•bpart A (1985). Estimated releases under nor.mal repository 
operation (Sectiot· 6.4.1) produce radionuclide concentrations that are well 
below the maximulf1 permissible concentrations. 

The evidencf' does not support a finding that any of the sites is not 
likely to meet tb~ qualifying condition for preclosu(<: radiological safety. 

7.3.~ ENVIRONMENT, SOCIOECONOMICS, AND TRANSPORTAU•N 

7. 3. 2.1 Technical, guigel ines 

Three technical guidelines are associated with the preclosure system 
guidelinP. on environment~! quality. socioeconomics, ~nd tran~portation. The!r 
objective is to ensure that the public and the environment are protected from 
the effects of repository construction, operation, closure, and 
decommissioning. 

7,3.2.1.1 EnvironmQnt~l quality 

The qualifying condition for the environmental quality guideline is as 
follows: 

The site shell be located such that (1) the quality of the 
environment in the affected area during thia and· future generations 
will be adequately protected during repository siting, construction, 
operation, closure, and decommissioning, and projected environmental 
impacts in the affected area can be mitigated to an acceptable 
degree, taking into account programmatic, technical, social, 
economic, and environmental factorsi and (2) the requirements 
specified in §960.S-l(a)(2) can be met. 

Major considerations 

On the basis of the qualifyi_ng, favorable, ~nd potentially adverse 
conditions for this guideline (see Table 7-13), four major coosideratiooa are 
identified that influence the favorability of the sites ~ith respect to the 
qualifying condition. These major considerations are (1) the ability to meet 
applicable environmental requirements, (2) the ability to mitigate 
environmental impacts, (3) the absence of protected Federal resource areas as 
well as threatened and endangered plant and animal species, and (4) the 
absence of protected State or regional resource areas, Native American 
resources, and cultural sites. As a group, major considerations 1 and 2 are 
more important than major considerations 3 and 4, but the factors within each 
group are considered to be of equal importance. 

Evaluation of site~ in terms of the to major considerations 

Ability to meet applicable environmental requirements. This major 
consideration addresses the procedural and substantive requirements of 
environmental regulations "rlith wl)ich ,.the repository must comply. It addresses 
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Tat,lJ. 7-13. Guideline-condition findings by major consideration-
environmental quality"·'' 

Davis 
Canyon 

Deaf 
Smith 

------------
Hanford 

Richton 
Dome 

MAJOR CO~UDERATION 1: ABILITY TO MEET APPLICABLE EN\' ·,oi~MENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

Projected abilit!l to meet, within time 
constraints, al1 Fed~cral, State, and local 
procedural and subst.::.1tive environmental 
requirements a_-plicable to the site and 
the activities proposed to take place 
thereon. 

Potentially adverse condition 1 

Projected major- conflict with applicable 
Federal, State, or local environmt~tal 
requirements. 

NP 

NP 

' p 

NP NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 2: ABILITY TO MITIGATE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 

Favorabl-e condition Z 

Potential significant adverse environmental 
impacts to pr1nent and -future generations 
can be mitigated to an· in~ignificant level 
through th• application of- reasonilble 
meilsures, taking into acoount programmatic, 
technical, social, economic, and environmental 
factors. 

Potentially adverse condition 2 

Projected significant adverse environmental 
impacts that cannot be avoided or mitigated. 

NP NP p 

p NP NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 3: PROTECTED fEDERAL RESOURCE AREAS 

Potentially adverse condition 3 

Prollimity to, or projected significant 
adverse environmental impacts of the 
repository or its support facilities on, 
a cumponent of the National Park System, 
the National Wildlife Refuge System, the 
National Wild and St:enic Rivers System, 
the National Wilderness Preservation System, 
or Nat;uo.al Forest land. 

Potentially adverse condition 6 

Presence of critical ha~itats for 
threatened or endangered species that 
may be compromised by the repository 
or its support faci"\ities. 

R o o o a 

p NP NP 

NP NP NP 
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NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

p 

NP 

Yucca 
Mountain 

p 

NP 

p 

NP 

NP 



T;·ble 7-13. Guideline-condition findings by m&jcr consid.,ration-
environmental quality 8 't> (con~ir.ued) 

~o~dition 
Davis 

C.Jnyon Hanford 
Richton 

Dome 

HAJOR CO~: .. DERATION 4: PROTECTED STATE OR REGIONAL R£' "Jil.CE AREAS, WtTIVE AHERICA!-1 
RESOURCES, CULTURAL SITES 

Potentially adverse condition 4 

Proximity to, and nrojected significant 
t~dverse t-nvi rotlmttn' ~1 implilcts of the 
repository or its :;;pport facilities on, 
a significat.'. State or regional pt·otected 
resource aroa, such as a State park, a 
;;ildlifP. are&, or a historical area. 

Potentially adverse condition 5 

Proximity to, and projected significo1nt 
t~dverse envi ronmtnttll impacts of the 
repository and its support facilities on, 
a signiflc~nt Nativf Alnerlca.n r•sllurce, 
such as a major Indian religious site, or 
other sites of unique cultural interest. 

p ' NP 

N' NP 

Yucca 
Mountain 

NP 

NP 

a Key: NA =not applicable; NP = for the purpose of thi~ comparative evaluation, the 
fo11vorable or potentially adverse condition is nJl.1 present at the site; Po: for the purpose of· 
this comparative evaluation, the favorable or potentially advaru condition is present at· the site. 

"' Analyses supporting the entries in this table are p.-eseoted in Chapte.- 6' of the 
environmental assessment for each site. 

: :1 
, .. ' 
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applicnble sito~s·:.ecific regulations at the Federal, State, and local levels. 
A site's standing against this consideration is determined by evaluating the 
degree to which r1 pository activities will comply wit.h requirements as well as 
the ability to do ,go within specific time constraints. Thi6 consideration 
relates directly ... 'J the qualifying condition and the 1 i.rst favorable and 
potentially adven~ conditions, which address the ab! dty to comply with 
environmental rec:·,irements within time constraints. j~.::ause compliance with 
environmental re,~.drements is a measure of the abil.l ·t to protect the 
environment at a site, this consideration is a direct indicator of a site's 
ability to meet the qualifying condition for enviro·.m~.C'ltal quality. Table 6-2 
and Table 6-3 in each EA (Table 6-9 and Table 6-10 ·fw the Yucca Mountain EA) 
sunanerize actions !:'"tat are planned at the sites to en:. \lre they comply with 
applicable rer>uirements and review their ability to m~et each requit·ement. A 
s~~ry of the evaluation for each site follows. 

The Davis Canyon site is expected to meet all potentially applicable 
environmental requirements. However, it may not be possible to do so within 
time constraints l:lecause of uncertainties about the t:i.me required to obtain 
certain permits, such as those required under the Uta:1 Air Conservation Act. 

The Deaf Smith site is expected to meet all potentially applicable 
environmental requirements. llowever, it may not be possible to do so within 
time constraints because of uncertainties regarding the time ~equired to 
comply with requirements like the Texas Drilled and Mined Shaft Act. 

The Hanford site is an area that has been dedicated to nuclear activities 
since 1943. The environmental requirements are known for the ared, and it is 
expected that the site will be able to meet the potentially applicable 
environmental requirements within time constraints. 

The Richton and Yucca Mountain sites are expected to meet all potentially 
appl.i.cable environmental requirements, but the Richton site may not do so 
within time constraints because of uncertainties regarding the time to obtain 
certain permits. 

Abili.ty to mitigate environmental impacts. This consideration evaluates 
the significanf'.e of the environmental impacts of the repository and accounts 
for the degree to which impacts can be mitigated. It also considers features 
of the mitigation measures~ such as their time requirements and technological 
feasibility, and the social, economic, or environmental f~ctors that affect 
their applicability to a particular site. This consideration relates directly 
to the qualifying condition and the second favorable and potentially adverse 
conditions, which address the ability to mitigate impacts at each site. 
Becauae of its direct relevance to the qualifying condition, the 
environmental-impact consideration is a direct indicator of a site's ability 
to meet the qualifying condition for the environmental-quality guideline. A 
summary of the evaluation for this consideration for each site follows. 

It is projected that all potentially significant impacts at the Davi6 
Canyon site can be avoided or mitigated to an acceptable level. However, 
extensive mitigation measures would be required because of the close proximity 
of Canyonlands National Park. Although it is projected that all applicable 
environmental impact standards can be met, 6ome impacts cannot be mitigated to 
insignificant levels. For example, construction and operation noise will be 
audible within Canyonlands National Park, and access corridors and facilities 
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will be visible ·from the Park. Night-sky glow from project lighting may also 
be visible with] .l the Park, 

It is proje~ted that all potentially significart impacts at the Davis 
Canyon site can <;e avoided or mitigated to an accert·able level and all 
applicable ePvir'mmental standards can be met. Ho.,.~n'r, extensive mitigation 
measures would l',tJ required because of the close prc •.i:nity of Canyonlands 
National Pari~. Furthermore, some impacts cannot tH. ndtigated to insignificant 
levels. For example, con.'iitruction and operation T'O .Je will be audible within 
the Canyonlands National Park, and access corridot > ii.nd facilities will be 
visible from the '?ark. Night skyglow from reposit\il" lights may al~o be 
visible within th~ Park. 

At the Deaf Smith site, it is projected that aU potentially significant 
impacts can be avoided or mitigated to an acceptabl~ level and that all 
applicable environmental standards can be met. How6·ver, some impacts cannot 
be mitigated to insignificant levels, For example, about 5,760 acres of 
farmland will bt permanently removed from production. 

At the Hanford site, all potentially significant impacts can be avoided 
or mitigated to insignificant levels. No noise or air-quality impacts s.re 
expected outside the boundary of the larger Hanford Site, and no impacts are 
projected for the Columbia River. Potential impacts associated with offsite 
developments will be mitigated through siting and engineering measures. 

At the Richton site, it is projected that all potentially significant 
impacts can be avoided or mitigated to ar1 acceptable level, and that all 
applicable environmental standards can be met. However, some impacts cannot 
be mitigated to insignificant levels. The repository will be Visible, and 
noise will be audible in offsite areas. 

It is projected that all potentially significant impacts at the Yucca 
Mountain site can be avoided or mitigated to insignificant levels. 
Air-quality impacts at the controlled-area boundary will be maintained within 
the limits specified in applicable regulati.ons. Releases of radioactivity 
from naturally occurring material will increase during the excavation of the 
underground facility, but they are not expected to be significant. 

Protected Federal resource areas. This consideration relates directly to 
the third and sixth potentially adverse conditions. It addresses the 
following Federal lands that are identified in these conditions: the National 
Park System, the National Wildlife Refuge System, the National Wild and Scenic 
Rivers System, the National Wilderness Preservation System, and National 
Fot·est Land, as well as designated critical habitats for threatened or 
endangered species. The evaluation of sites for this consideration is based 
on their proximity to, and the degree of projected impacts on, the listed 
areas, except for critical habitats. Critical habitats are considered on the 
basis of whether they could be compromised by the repository. Because this 
consideration addresses the protection of environmental quality in terms of a 
subset of enviroMJental conditions (i.e., specifically identified resource 
areas), it ia relatively less important in the overall evaluation of sites 
than the first two considerations. A summary of the evaluation for each site 
follows. 
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The repository operations ar~Ja at the Davis Canyou eite is within 1 mile 
of the eastern bouil.'.ary of tbe Canyonlands National Ped: .and is considered to 
be proximate to the Park. Impacts on the park include increased suspended 
particulate and nitrogen oxides, increased noise level~, visibility of 
repository far:iliti\JS, temporarily disrupted access, ar;•1 night skyglow. There 
are no known or des '.gnated critical habitats for tbrea.:ened or endangered 
species that could be compromised by the repository or its support facilities, 
although there are crucial riparia~ habitats. 

The Federal resource area nearest to the Deaf Sn i.l h site, the Buffalo 
Lake National WildlHe Refuge, is 22 miles from the ~.u·~. No significant 
adverse impacts are projected for thls resource. The:r-:. are no critical 
habitats for thi:eatened or endangered species 'li'ithin tbe site or site vicinity 
that could be compromised by the repository or its sur·port facilities. 

The Hanford site is on Federal land not designated for protection. The 
site is 4 miles from the Saddle Mountains ~ildlife Refuge (a multipurpose area 
of the Hanford Sitli!) and 16 mile~ from the McNary National ~ildlife Refuge. 
No significant adverse impacts are projected for these wildlife refuges. No 
federally recognized threatened or endangered species ~re known to inhabit the 
Hanford site, though several species (e.g., the bald eagle and the peregrine 
falcon) bave been sighted within the site. Three Ypecies of birds that are 
candidates for designation as threatened or endangered neat within or near the 
site. 

1be Richton site ia 2.5 miles from the DeSoto National Forest, but no 
significant advet·se impacts are projected for the forest. There are no known 
or designated critical habitats for threatened or endangered species that 
could be compromised by the repository or its support facilities. 

At the Yucca Mountain site, the northern part of the controlled area is 5 
miles from the Timber Mountain Caldera National Natural Landmark, which liea 
within the Nellis Air Force Range and the Nevada Test Site. The Toiyabe 
National Forest is about 50 miles from the site, and the Death Valley National 
Monument is 20 to 25 miles from the site. The rail line to the site will pass 
within several miles of the Desert National Wildlife Range, parts of which are 
suitable for inclusion in the Wilderness Preservation System. There are no 
critical habitats at the Yucca Mountain site. Ash Meadows, which contains 
several protected species, is about 25 miles away, No significant adverse 
impacts are projected for any designated Federal lands or protected species. 

Protected State or regional resource areas, Native American resources, 
and cultural sites. This consideration relates directly to the fourth and 
fifth potentially adverse considerations. The fourth potentially adverse 
condition identifies three significant State or regionally protected resource 
oreas: State parks, wildlife areas, and historical areas. The fifth 
potentially adverse condition requires an evaluation of significant Native 
American resources, such as religious sites, and other sites of unique 
cultural interest. The evaluation addresses the combined effects of a site's 
proximity to resource areas and the projected level of impact on those areas. 
Because this consideration addresses the protecticn of environmental quality 
in terms of a subset of environmental conditions (i.e., specific resource 
areas), it is equal in importance to the third consideration but less 
important than the first two considerations. A summary of the evaluation for 
each site follows. 
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The Newspal)e1·· Rock State Historical Monwnent is near Utah State Highway 
211, 17 miles frc,:•.l the Davis Canyon site. The petJ:oslyph pan,'.ll at NeYspaper 
Rock is a signifLant cultural resource and is listt~d on the National Resister 
of Historic PlacAg. The increased traffic flow past the Monument that would 
be associated wit~ a repository at Davie Canyon will 1isrupt some visitation 
and overnight can.ping at the Monwnent. The nearest ~:tate park is the Dead 
Horse State Pad~, which ls 30 mileY away. The near~!.t significant Native 
American resourc:~~ or site of unique cultural intere1 is the Salt Creek 
Archaeological District, which lies tllong the east•lr'' edge of the Canyonlands 
National Park. Impacts of the repository and supp1 '-'', facilities on these 
resources are not expected to be signifi.cant. 

The State protected resource nearest to the Deaf Smith site is the Palo 
Duro Canyon State Park, located 44 miles away. Sinr.e no significant State, 
regional, or Native American resources are known to be present in the area of 
the site, no significant adverse impacts are expected. 

A repository at the Hanford site would not aff~:ct any protected resource 
area. There are no known significant State, regiom:.l, or Native American 
resources Yithin or adjacent to the site, There are significant Native 
American resources along the shorelands of the Columbia River, 4 miles from 
the site, but no significant adverse impacts are projected for these resources. 

The nearest State or regionally protected resource to the Richton site is 
the Paul E. Johnson State Park, which is 20 miles aYay. The park is not 
expected to experience any significant adverse impacts •. There are no 
significant Native American resources or cultural sites recorded at the 
Richton site, and the potential for discovering such resourceB is considered 
low. 

The Yucca Mountain site b not lt~cated near any State or regionally 
protected resource area. The rail corridor that would be constructed to the 
site is not projected to adversely affect any resource areas, although it ~ill 
pass within 0.9 mile of the F. R. Lamb State Park. Most of the Yucca Mountain 
site has been surveyed for cultural artifacts. Limited investigations have 
identified 178 prehistoric and 6 historic sites, many of which consist of 
scattered debris. No major impacts are projected for any significant Native 
Amer.ican resource or unique cultural site. 

Summary of comparative evaluation 

The Hanford and the Yucca Mountain sites are most favorable under the 
environmental-quality guideline. Both sites are expected to meet all major 
environmental requirements ~Hhin time constraints. Adverse envirorunental 
impacts at both sites can be avoided or mitigated to insignificant levels. 
Since these sites are not near any protected Federal, State, or regionally 
protected resource. or near any significant Native American resource or site 
of unique cultural interest, the development of a repository at either of 
these sites is not projected to have significant impacts on any of these 
resources, 

The Deaf 
environmental 
constraints. 
be limited to 

Smith site can comply with all potentially applicable 
requirements, but may not be able to do so within time 
Similarly, it is p{ojected that adverse impacts at the site can 
acceptable, but not insignificant, levels. The Deaf Smith site 
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is favorable with ;'3gard to the third (protected Federal resource areas) and 
the fo~rth (prott~ct:ed State or Native American resources) majol" considerations 
because the site .t.~ not near any of the relevant resource area::J and would not 
be expected to adv,,rsely impact such areas. 

The Richton s'te is also expected to meet all ap, .dcable environmental 
requirements, althrnq~h it may not be able to do so wit .. dn time constraints. 
All adverse impdct'- at the site can be avoided or mit. :p•ted, but not to 
insignificant levo?~s. The Richton site is less favoL· ··.lle than the Hanford, 
'iucca Mountain, and Deaf Smith sites with respect to t<•:otected Federal 
resource areas because of its proximity to the DeSot · ,\fation~.i Forest, The 
R:lchton site is favorable with regard to the fourth .o"\aideration (protected 
State or Native American resources) because a reposii:o y at thia site is not 
projected to cause adverse impacts on any State or reg~onally protected 
re~ource area, significant Native American resource, or site of unique 
cultural interest, 

The Davis Canyon site is the least favorable for che 
environmental-quality guideline. It is pt·ojected that all potentially 
applicable envirorunental requirements can be met, but .tt me.y not be possible 
to do so within time constraints. It is also projected that 4dVerse impact's 
can be mitigated to acceptable but not insignificant levels. The favorability 
of the Davis Canyon site is further reduced by its proximity to, and potential
impacts on, the C4nyonlands National Park .. and the Newspapflr Rock State 
Historical Monument. · · 

(. .·' 
7.3.2.1.2 Socioeconomic impacts ' d " 

The qualifying condition for the socioeconomics guideline is as, follows: ,-,, 

The site shall be located such that (1) any significant 
adverse social and/or economic impacts induced in communities 
and surrounding regions by repository siting, construction, 
operation, closu:t'e, and decoitlrrd:esioning can be· offset by 
reasonable mitigation or compensation, as determined by a 
process of analysis, planning, and consultation among the DOE, 
affected State and local goverr~ent jurisdictions, artd 
affected Indian Tribes; and (2) the requirements specified in 
960.5-l(a)(2) can be met. 

Major considerations 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions for this guideli-ne (see Table 7-14), si:x major considerations Are 
identified that influence the favorability of the si'ti~S with respect to the 
qualifying condition. These major considerations are (1) potential impacts on 
co~munity services and housing, (2) potential impacts on direct and indirect 
employment and business sales, (3) potential impacts on primary sectors o'f the 
economy, (/•) potential impacts on the revenues and expenditures of public 
agencies, (5) the need to purchase or acquire water rights that could affect 
development in the area. and (6) potential social impacts. No order of 
importance is assigned to these six consideiations. Each consideration is, in 
turn, influenced by a number of more-spe~ific conditions or contributing 
factors, which are discussed below. 
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Table 7-14. G1,ideline-condition finding$ b.v major considercJtion--socio~!CIInomics"·"' 

-- ----------· 
Condition 

Davis 
Canyon 

Deaf 
Smith 

Ri cllton 
Hanford Dome 

HAJOR CUNSTI ERATION 1: POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO COMHUHITY s:.wlCES AND HOUSING 

Favorable condition 1 

Ability of an affect~d area to absorb 
the project-related population changes 
without significant dls~uptlons of 
comumity ser'o'ices and ,•ithout significant 
impacts on housinq supply and demanU. 

Potentially ad'o'erse condition 1 

Potential for significant repository
related impacts on cormwnity ser'o'ices, 
housing supply and demand, and the 
finances of State and local go.,.ernment 
agencies in the affec~ed area. 

NP p p p 

p NP NP 

HAJOR CONSIDERATION 2: POT~NTIAL IMPACTS QN DIRECT AND INP~RECT EMPLOYMENT AND 
BUSXNESS SALES 

fa.,.orable condition 2 

Availability of an adequate- labor 
force in the affected area. 

favorable condition 3 

Projected net. increases in employment 
and business sales, improved community 
ser'o'ices, and increased government 
revenues in the affected area, 

Potentially adverse condition 2 

Lack of an adequate labor force in the 
affected area. 

NP 

p 

p 

NP NP NP 

p p p 

p p p 

HAJOR CONSIDEAATl.ON 3: PQTENTIAL IHPACTS TO PIUKARY SECTORS pr THE ECONOMY 

favorable condition 4 

No projected substantial disruftion of 
primary sectors of the economY of the 
affected area. 

Potentially adverse condition 4 

Potential for major disruptions of 
primary sectors of the economy of the 
affected area, 

p 

NP 

p p 

NP NP NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 4: POTENTIAL IMPACTS TO THE RE\IEMUES AND EXPENDITURES Of 
PUBLIC AG~NCIES 

ravorable condition 3 

Projected net incruses in .~mployment 
and business sales, improved"Co11111unity 
se1·vices, and increased gove'l"~nient 
revenues in the affected·area., 

p 

7.-80 

p p p 
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Yucca 
Mountain 

p 

NP 

NP 

p 

p 

p 

NP 

p 



Table 7-14, Guideline-condition findings by major consideration-
sotioeconomics•·0 (contlr.ued) 

--------···· 
CtonJition 

Davh 
Ccmy~n 

Deaf 
Smith 

Richton 
Har.ford Dome 

Yucca 
Hounto1i r. 

-·----··--
MAJOR C~NSI"tERATION 4: POTENTIAl IMPACTS TO THE REVENUi' liND DIPENDITURES OF 

PUBLIC AGENCIES (Contir.ued) 

Favorable condition 3 (continued) 

Potentially advers~ condition 1 

Potential for slgniflf:ant repository
related impacts on coununlty ser11ices, 
housing supply .nd demand, an9 the 
finances of State and local government 
agellcies ill the effectl!d ar~a. 

p NP NP NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 5; THE NEED TO PURCHASE OR ACQU%RE WATER RIGHTS THAT COUtO EFFECT 
DEVELOPMENT IN THE AREA 

Potelltially ad11erse conditioll J 

Need for repository-related purchase 
or acquisitioll of water rights, if such 
rights could have sigllificallt odverse 
impacts oil the preselll or future 
developmellt of the affected area. 

NP NP NP 

HA.JOR CON$10ERA.TlON 6: POTENTIAL SOCIAL IMPACTS 

Favorable condition 1 

Ability of an affected area to abso~b 
the projed-relat.ed populC~tion chang•s 
without significant disruptiOns of 
community services and without significant 
imp~cts on housing supply and demand. 

Pot~ntially adv~rse condition 1 

Potential for significant repositorf~related 
impacts on communit~ services, houS11lg, 
supply and demand, and the finahees Of state 
and local go11ernment agencies in the aff~cted 
area. 

NP 

p 

p p 

NP NP 

NP 

p 

NP 

• Key: NA ~ not applicable; NP ~ for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, the 
favorable or potentially adverse condition i$ DJ1.t. present at the site; P =for the purpose of 

NP 

NP 

p 

NP 

this comparative e11aluation, the favorable or potentially adveru condition is present i!l the site, 
0 Analyses supporting the entries in this table are presented in Chapte~ 6 of the 

environmental assess~ent for each site. 

,. 
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Evaluation of t_be. sites in terms ,of the major considerations 

Potential -is pacts on conununity services and hq_!~.§l!!s:· This consideration 
relates to the r:;quirement in the qualifying condit.ion that impacts on 
community servic:<:-:: or housing in a.ffected areas and ronununities can be 
mitigated or com:--2nsated for. This consideration is derived from the first 
favorable conditJon and the first potentially adverB!' condition. The first 
favorable condit.··on focuses on the ability of the nfle:cted area to absorb 
repository-relat".:·d population gro~o~th without disrup· .ng community services and 
the supply and <lemand for housing. The potentially 1dverse condition 
addresses impacts on coRUnunity services and housinr .. n conununities near a 
potential site. Impacts on conununity services and :tl·using depend on five 
contributing factc·:s: population composition and der. ·,dty, the distribution of 
in-migrants, current capacity and trends in the use of cotmnunity services and 
infrastructure, housing supply and demand, and the c~;.1nununity's ability to 
acconunod~te growth, A site's favorability improves ar. the combination of 
these contributing factors leads to fewer impacts on coRUnunity services and 
housing. A summary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

A repository at the Davis Canyon site is likely to result in substantial 
impacts on community services and housing in the affected ~rea. The projected 
net change in the population of Grand and San Juan Counties is expected to be 
approximately 20 percent above the baseline population dur.ing the peak of 
in-migration. This level of population increase may cause a significant 
disruption in housing and community services. The number of housing units 
needed by repository-related households could reach 1,600 units. Fe~er than 
half this number of units are currently available in the study area. The 
communities of Moab, Monticello, and Blanding are projected to have peak-year 
cumulative growth rates of 31, 50, and 24 percent, respectiVely, Although 
this level of growth would occur over a 6-year period, it would cause 
significant impacts. 

The development of a repository at the Deaf Smith site is not expected to 
result in major impacts to community services or housing. Most Project 
in-migrants are expected to locate in Amarillo, .about 40 miles from the site. 
Amarillo is a large urban center that has a sufficient community 
infrastructure to accorrmodate repository workers and their families. Vega, 
which is the closest community to the site, is projected to experience a 
peak-year cumulative growth of 8 percent. Since this gr.owth would occur over 
a 6-year period, it is not considered to have potential for significantLy 
disrupting the community. However, in-migration is expected to cause some 
minimal increase in the demand for community services (e.g., housing, schools, 
police protection, medical services, water supply, and recreation) in the 
affected area. 

The Tri-Cities (Richland, Kenewick, and Pasco) have historically received 
most of the in-migrating work for.ce associated with large projects at the 
Hanford Site. If the most lik~ly estimate of 1,700 in-migrants for the 
repository is used, annual growth rates during the peak year would be less 
than 4 percent for all communities. These annual growth rates are low in 
comparison ~o~ith previous levels of growth in the area. There is also a Large 
and underused infrastructure, particularly excess housing, in the Tri-Cities 
area. This suggests that the development of a repository at Hanford 
represents an opportunity for the area to more fully use its resources. 
Therefore, community-services and housing impacts are projected to be 
favorable. 
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For the Richto-·t site, the capacity of housing in counties t'f.!cei.ving 
in-migrants is expvcted to be adequate. Because the eovailability of COim!Unity 
services generally ~1ara:r.lels the availability of houo-~':\8, these (;ervices are 
also expected to b'"' ade<juate in the affected area. At a community level, the 
town of Richton is projected to experience a peak-yeat· cumulative growth of 37 
percent. This gr(Jo.Jth w<>uld occur over a 4-year periol Although the average 
annual growth ratt. is higher than thE:! 6-percent growtt, ;:.lte projected for 
Richton's baseline pop!.>lation, significant disruptioD •.tJ not expected. 
Nonetheless~ tile in-mig•ating population is projecteC ~a cause moderate 
service impacts in the study area, including the ne~ i ~·or r;ome additional 
housing, teachers, -.>oli,.:e officers, physicians, hasp ta.l beds, and water and 
sewage facilities. 

For ~he Yucca Mountain site, over SO percent of the in-migrants are 
expected to settle in the Los Vegas area, where the idrastl'ucture is 
sufficient to accoJTfllodate them. In the rural communi Ues closer to the site, 
the maximum 1-yet~.r growth rates, which are projected from the historical 
settlement pattelns of workers at the ~evada Test Sit~, will be less than 5 
percent for all corrrnunities near the site except Pah!'WllP (5 percent) and 
Indian Sp•inga (13.2 percent). Although demands for services and housing in 
communities could increase in proportion to these peak 1-year growth rates, 
the potential impacts would be largely confined to the service providers that 
are best equipped for dealing with growth. Generally, services in the 
unincorporated communities near the site (i.e., Indian Springs, Pahrump, 
Beatty, and Amargosa Valley) are provided not by town governmentj but by 
county-wide agencies that have broad tax bases, planning capabilities, and 
experience in responding to popul~tion growth rates within the range of those 
projected for the repository. With only a few exceptions. water in the 
unincorporated communities near the repository site is supplied by private 
wells, and waste water. is disposed of in private septic tanks and leach 
fields. In addition, housing in rural sou them Nevada is provided almost 
entirely by the private sector. 

Potential impacts on direct and indirect employment and business sales. 
This major conside•~tion is derived from the second and the third favorable 
conditions and the second potentially adverse condition. Two factors 
contribute to the potential for increased direct and indirect employment and 
business sales: reposito•y-•elated needs for labor and expected local hires, 
and repository-related local purchases of materials. This major consideration 
is related to the qualifying condition in that increased local employment and 
business sales enhance the ability of affected areas and communities to absorb 
repository-related growth by increasing business and tax revenues. A site's 
favorability increases with repository-related economic growth. A !iummal'y Of 
the evaluation for each site follows. 

At the Davis Canyon site, a repository is expected to generate over 2,000 
direct and indirect jobs at it.'i peak, of which about 400 a•e expected to be 
filled by local residents. The repository is also expected to generate about 
$5.4 million per year in local purchases during the construction phase. 

At the Deaf Smith site, local residents are expected to fill 1,380 of the 
total number of jobs at the peak of repository development, Direct local 
purchases of about $11.3 million per year are projected during repository 
construction. An additiona-l $5 .. 7 .million per year is expected to be spent as 
a result of indirect effects caused by material purchases. 
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At the Hanford site, total employment eould increase by more than 2,400 
at the peak of .epository development. A substantlal number of these jobs 
will be filled l..;acally. In addition, substantial spending through 1o'ages and 
on purchases of materials from local suppliers is e-o'\!JBcted. 

At the Richton site, the repository is expecte·, to generate about 1,300 
jobs for local .·esldents at the peak of its develOJ ent:. In addition, about 
$5.3 million in direct local material purchases w-;_u be made during repository 
construction. 

For the Yucc11\ Mountain site:, up to 4,800 jobs c uld be created during 
peak repository development. Many of these jobs are expected to be filled by 
current resicients of the area. The increases in ar~:M income from wnges for 
repository construction and operation could reach $1t0 million in 1998. 

Potential impacts on primary sectors of the economy. The third major 
considecation is derived from the fourth favorable condition and fourth 
potentially adve.tse condition. The contributing fac1.ors are major sectors of 
the economy, employment distribution and trends by economic sector, and the 
compatibility of a repository with the area's economic base. The smaller any 
projected disruption, the greater the site's favorability. A summary of the 
evaluation for each site follows. 

Primary sectors of the Davis Canyon study area are retail trade and 
services (31 percent of employment), government (24 percent of employment), 
and minins (14 percent of employment). Since unemployment in mining has 
increased significantly in the last 6 years, a repository may have a positive 
effect on this sector. The extent of this positive effec.t is unknown, because 
significant numbers of miners have left the area 6ince 1983. The demands on 
local government cr.eated by new growth should create jobs in the government 
sector. In retail trade and services, tourism represents approximately 475 
man-years of employment for San Juan and Grand Counties or about 24 percent of 
the jobs in these sectors. Because the Canyonlands National Park is near the 
repository, some tourists may choose to avoid the park, and some jobs related 
to tourism could be lost. The total number of jobs directly associated with 
purchases made by tourists with Canyonlands as their primary deetination is 
approximately /6 man-years of. employment. The local retail-and-service jobs 
directly related to local purchases associated with the repository will 
average 240 man-years of employment during construction and 230 man-years 
during operation. Therefore, while some tourism-related jobs in the retail 
and service sectors may be lost, other jobs are expected to be created. 

The primary S$ctors of the Deaf Smith study area are government (18 
percent), retail trade (15 percent), services (14 percent), agriculture (10 
percent)~ and manufacturing (10 percent). It is expected that the repository 
will increase the need for products and services provided by the retail trade, 
government, and service sectors. No subBtantial loss of employment due to the 
repository is expected for the agricultural or manufacturing sectors because 
most of their markets are outside the region of the site. However, the sales 
of health foods and bottled water could decline. In addition, projected 
impacts on the agricultural sector include a loss of more than $1.6 million in 
crop and liveatock revenues at the peak of construction (about 0.12 percent of 
the expected crop and livestock revenues in the region in 1997); a loss of 
$1.7 million in crop and livestock revenues at the peak of operation; a loss 
of $2.5 million and $3.0 million in a8ricultural business during the peak of 
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repository constr.uc<.ion and operation, respectively; and e loss nf 0.61 
percent of the pmf~~ctive lend in Deaf Smith County. 

In the affect-:.f\ area of the Hanford site, the pot~~fltial for major 
disruptions of primt~.ry sectors of the economy is very >.!IIBll. The.primary 
sectors of employr.-:·nt at'e the Washington Pulllic Power ·;~pply System and its 
contractors, the Iii)E and its contractors, and agricult :n;, A repository at 
the Hanford site would probably stabilize economic co1 itions and employment 
in the area, 

In the affected area of the Richton sitc 1 the p!.l"!HY economic sectors 
are manufacturing (21 percent), government (25 percent , and retail trade (22 
percent). The repoAitory is not expected to affect man:ets for manufactured 
goods. Er.1ployment in the trade and governmant aectorR is l ikeiy to increase 
because of increases in wages, local purchases, business &ales, and demands 
for services. 

The primary sectors of the economy in southern N~vada arc mining and 
tourism. A repository at Yucca Mountain is expected ·:o increase the number of 
mining jobs in Nye County, In regard to tourism, even though 
repository-related increases in population may have a small positive effect, 
only potential negative impacts have been investigated to date. Freliminary 
results of an ongoing evaluation are inconclusiv~. ~tudiea of the effects of 
well-publicized accidents have yielded no evidence of long-term effects on 
tourism, 

Potential impacts on public agency revenues and expenditures. This 
consideration is derived from the third favorable condition and the first 
potentially adverse condition, which addresses the potential for increased 
revfmues, and the net fiscal balances of State and local government agencies, 
respectively. This consideration relates to the qualifying condition in that 
the DOE must be able to mitigate adveroe economic impacts, including impacts 
on the finances of State or local governments. Impacts on the revenues and 
expenditures of public agencies depend on three contributing factors: the 
sources of 1 and trends in, the expenditures and revenues of local government; 
the additional needs for community services induced by the repository project; 
and economic growth in the area and resulting increases in tax revenues. A 
site's favorability increases as the repository more positively affects State 
and local finances and decreases as more mitigation of fiscal impacts is 
required. A summary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

At the Davia Canyon site, a repository will increase the 
collected through property taxes, sales taxes, and user fees. 
in revenues, however, may not offset increases in outlays for 
services and infrastructure needs. 

revenues 
These increaBes 

community 

At the Deaf Smith site, the repository will also increase the revenues 
collected in property taxes, snles taxes, and user fees. These increases in 
revenues are expected to offset the projected minimal impacts on community 
serviceB. 

At the Hanford 
significant adverse 

site, the State 
fiscal impacts. 

3000iJ 

or local governments will not experience 
There are virtually no projected impacts 
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on corrununity L~N:vices, and there are some economic benefits that will result 
in additional tdx revenues. 

The potent..:al impact on the revenues and exper·,~itures of public agencies 
affected by t·.ht: Richton site ia .similar to that at hP- Deaf Smith site, 
Revenues from r-roperty taxes, sales taxes, and uael ~~des are likely to 
increase. The'>~ l'evenuc increases nre expected to •;ffset increases in 
expenditures d!.e to changes in service requirement•· 

At the Yucca Mountain site, significant repot i.tc.ry-induced expenditures 
are expected to result in increased State and locn.'. '·ax revenues, \<lhich may be 
offset by addititnal outlays in the study area. 

Need to purchase or acquire water rigP,ts that ::·1uld affect devt~lopment in 
the are~. This major consideration is derived from the third potentially 
adverse condition (see Table 7-14). The need to acq..1ire water rights depends 
on two contributing factor.s: project-related water ,cequirements and current 
water rights, uae, and capacity. Specifically, the greater the compelition 
foe water at thto site and the more the DOE's acquisition of water rights could 
affect development in the area, the lower the site's favorobility. A summary 
of the evaluation for each site follows. 

At the Davis Canyon site there is a variety of potential water sources. 
A likely source of water is the San Juan County Water Conservatory District, 
which has jurisdiction over the site. The Conservatory District has indicated 
that it would enter into an agreement for the annual sale or lease of up to 
2,800 acre-feet of water from the Colorado River or one of its tributaries 
during construction and up to 500 acre-feet during the operation of the 
repository. Because the San Juan Planning Council expects that two new 
reservoirs that are being built in the Blandi.ng and Monticello area will 
supply enough water for future needs and because the Cound.l is willing to 
sell or lease part of its avo appropriation, development in the area should 
not be affected. 

The Ogallala aquifer, the major source of water for municipal use and 
irrigation in the Texas Panhandle and in the area of the Deaf Smith site, is 
being depleted. The Texas Water Commission predicts that only part of the 
projected water requirements for irrigated agriculture in 1990 will be met 
under a high-demand scenario. Although a repository at the Deaf Smith site 
will require relatively little water to operate in comparison with oUter 
industrial users in Texas and leas than one-fout·th of one percent of projected 
water supply in the County throughout the life of the repository, the water 
requirements of the repository will further deplete the aquifer and may 
compete with other users, especially agricultural users. Municipal and 
industrial water requirements are expected to be met because these users are 
able to pay the higher prices associ!!ted with more a limited supply. 

The Federal Government already owns the water rights that are needed for 
a repository at the Hanford site. Water will be supplied from the Columbia 
River by an existing pump station. No significant impacts on municipal water 
systems in the study area nre expected because there is excess capacity in the 
Tri-Citiea area, where most in-migrants would live • 
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At the Richte-r, site 1 the DOE will not need to acquire water. rights 
because ground watf r is expected to be available at the site. ln addition, no 
planned developmetl!., in the study area have been ident !.fied that would be 
adversely affectetl oy the watet• use projected for the 1:'"2:pository. 

It is proj~ct.1d that sufficient water for a repos i -;ory at Yucca Mountain 
can be obtained f:.>m new or existing wells at the Neva~(b. Ter,t Site, for which 
the DOE has exist:.ng water rights. For local water S\ 'terns, secondary impacts 
due to the inc~:eased demand associated with populatio1 increases are expected 
to be minimal. although some communities may req~ire m'tigat~on aasistance to 
expand their water 'lyatems to meet the needs of new. n-·!:tigranta. There are no 
major developments -..r population centers that will co·11 ·~~te with the repository 
for ground wat.~r. The Las Vegas Valley is projected t.r have WElter-supply 
problema by the yenr 2020 with or without the population increases resulting 
from the development of the repository. 

Potential social impacts. This major consideration reLates directly to 
the requirement b the qualifying condition that significant social impacts on 
communities and surrounding areas can be offset by reasol)able mitigation or 
compensation. It alao relat~s to the first favorable and potentially adverse 
conditions, which address the quality of life by focuGing on impacts to 
community services and the finances of State and local government agencies. 
Three factors contribute to the potential for social imp~cts: the quality of 
life and existing social problems in the affected communities, the size of the 
in-migrating population in comparison with the existing population, and the 
compatibility of the in-migrating population with the lifestyles and 
characteristics of the current residents. The more compatible the 
in-migrating population with the current population and the fewer the 
disruptions thaL it causes, the greater the site's favorability, A summary of 
the evaluation for each site follows. 

At the Davie Canyon site, it is estimated that Moab and Blanding will 
experience an increase of 31 and 24 percent, respectively, in population 
during the first 6 years of the repository. Monticello is expected to grow by 
about 50 percent during the a~~ period. These increases would be dramatic 
and could lead to conflicts between long-time residents and newcomers over 
leadership p~sitions. Rapid growth could also contribute to increases in 
alcohol and drug abuse, crime, and family conflict. 

At the Deaf Smith site, Vega is expected to receive an 8-percent increase 
above the baseline population. On the basiP of this population increase, Vega 
could experience some social changes. The lifestyles of construction workers 
may not be compatible with long-time residents, though most workers are 
expected to live in Amarillo or Hereford. Major conflicts over leadership 
positions between long-term residents and newcomers are not expected. 

At the Hanford site, a reposi.tory will make a small but positive 
contribution to the recovery of the area from the decline of tne early 1980s. 
The effect of any impacts on social conditions is likely to be posi,tive. 
Since expected in-~igrating work force is small in comparison with the 
projected baseline population, serious social disruptions are unlikely. The 
Yakima Indian Nation, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian 
Reservation, and the Nez Perce Tribe are formally designated as affected 
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Indian Tribes under the Act, 
significant so.~ al impacts on 

A repository 
these Indian 

at Hanft~rd is not expected to cause 
Tribes, 

At the Ric''ton site, the town of Richton is dX~.'I!cted to receive 483 
repository-relaLed in~·migrants, a 37-percent change JVer baseline projections 
for the peak y1H.r of construction. This repoaitory·tdat.cd growth for Richton 
is significant and will probably cause social chan\ "13 and conflicts over 
leadP-rship positions in the community. 

For the Yucca Mountain site, most of the in-1. .l~yating population is 
projected to be l;'bsorbed in Clark County, Since trl· size of the in-migrating 
population is small in comparison with the project~~ baseline population, and 
the existing social E;tructure in urban Clark County is highly diverse, the 
growth-related effects on social. structure are not txpected to be 
significant. In contrast, Nye County is a rural at:·l?!o where experience with 
large eoergy-development projects 1ndicates that grnwth-related social 
disruptions could occur. However, preliminary aaseE".ament& suggest that 
in-migrating conatruction workers would be assimilated within the existing 
social structure. Historically, communities in Nye County have had a large 
population of miners, and mining continues to be important in the area. 
Therefore, because of the diversity of existing cultural environments within 
Nye and Clark Counties, in-migrating workers would be able to select a 
compatible cultural environment and are likely to be readily assimilated into 
the community. 

Summary of comparative evaluations 

The Hanford site is the most favorable for all six 1najor considerations. 
The Tri-Cities has a large and under-used infrastructure, and the area would 
benefit from repository-related employment and increases in business sales. 
The economy of the affected area is largely based on nuclear activities, 
although there is also substantial agriculture. No significant adverse fiscal 
or social impacts are expected, and the DOE owns all necessary water rights. 

At the Yucca Mountain site, most of the in-migrants are expected to 
settle in the area of Las Vegas, which has a sufficient infrastructure to 
accommodate them. Services in the unincorporated communities nearer the site 
are generally provided by county-wide organizations that are well equipped to 
deal with growth. Both Nye and Clark Counties are expected to benefit from 
increased employment and business sales. Employment in the mining industry in 
Nye County is expected to increase substantially. The tourist industry is not 
expected to be negatively affected, Public revenues will probably increase, 
and social impacts are expected to be small. Sufficient water for the 
repository can be obtained from walla at the Nevada Test Site, and secondary 
impacts should be minimal. 

At the Deaf Smith site, population growth may cause minimal adverse 
impacts on community services. Vega could also experience social changes 
because the lifestyles of newcomers and long-time residents may be 
incompatible, In addition, a repository is expected to cause minor disruption 
to the agricultural industry in the affected area. Some water may also be 
diverted from ot-her uses beca01:1e the DOE 'r."ill need to acquire water rights in 
a region where the major source of water is being depleted. The area is 
expected to benefit from increased employment, business sales, and tax 
revenues. 
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At the Richton site, moderate impacts on community services are projected 
because of the pov.&lation growth associated with a repository. Local 
purchases and job ·-!pportunities will increase, but adverse social impacts 
could occur, espedal.ly in the town of Richton. Prima··y sectors of the 
economy are not e:J1pected to b£l disrupted, and public ,.,,·.,renues should 
increase. Thei.·e is no need for the DOE to purcha.qe o~ 1r:quire water rights. 

A repository at the Davis Canyon site is expect.e to induce major 
impacts on con•munity services and housing; these imrac•·s will occur in 

adverse 
San 

In Juan County and in three small COIJUllunities near the ·ovis Canyon site, 
addition, a significant population growth may cause t,n.;tantial social 
impacts. Although a small nwnber of jobs related to t. urism in the retail and 
service s~ctors may also be lost, net local employment~ business sales, and 
tax revenues should increase. Water rights are likelv to be obtained from the 
San Juan Planning Council without affecting present o-:- fUture development. 

7.3.2.1.3 Transportation 

The qualifying condition for the transportatf.on guideline is 8s follows: 

The site shall be located such that (1) the access routes constructed 
from existing local highways and railroads to the site (i) will not 
conflict irreconcilably with the previously designated usf,l of any. 
resource listed in 960.5-2-S(d)(2) and (3); (ii) can be designed -and 
constructed using reasonably available technology; (iii) will not require 
transportation system components to meet performance standards more 
stringent than those specified in the applicable DOT and NRC regulations, 
nor require the development of new packaging containment technology; (iv) 
will allow transportation operations to be conducted without causing an 
unacceptable risk to the public or unacceptable environmental impacts, 
taking into account prograrranatic, technical, social, economic, and· 
environmental factors; and (2) the req~irements of Section 960.5-l(a)(2)· 
can be met, 

Maier considerations 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adver·se 
conditions for this guideline (see Table 7-15), four major considerations are 
identified that influence the favorability of sites with respect to the 
qualifying condition. These major considerations, in order of decreasing 
importance, are (1) transportation safety, (2) potential for envirot~ntal 
disruption, (3) the cost of transportation infrastructure, and (4) the cost of 
transportation hardware and operations. Each of the major considerations is, 
in turn, influenced by several contributing factors, which are discussed below. 

Evaluation of the sites with respect to major considerations 

Transportation safe!!• Transportation to the repository will present a 
potential hazard, albeit small, to people living along the routes traveled. 
The hazards are both radiologicBl (i.e., due to the radiological nature of the 
cargo) and nonradiological (i.e., due to the movement of the transport vehicle 
and not related to the character of the cargo), The guidelines emphasize that ,, 
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Table 7-15. Guideline-condition finding~ by major consideration--tr.~nsportation"'., 

c-.nditlon 
D<tvis 

Canyon 
Oe<tf 

Smitt-

----------------
Richton 

Hanford Dome 

MAJOR CI'!'JSIDERATION 1: THE SAFE TV OF TRANSPORTING SHIH FUEL ANO HIGH-LEVEL 
WASTE TO THE REPOSITORY 

Favorable condi t.ion 1 

Availability of access routes from local 
e>~.isting highways ard railroads to the 
site which have MY 1f tho following 
charact&ristirs; 

(' ) Such routu are relatively· short and 
~~~nomical to construct as compar~d 
to access routes for other comparably 
siting options. 

( iv) Such routes are free of sharp curves 
or steep grades are not likely to be 
affected by landslides or rock slides. 

(v) Such routes bypass loc"l cities ar.d 
towns, 

Favorable condition 2 

Proximity to local high~ays and railroa~s 
that provide access to regiona1 highways 
and rai 1 roads and ar_e .adequate to ·Serve ·the 
r~po~itory without ~igntHciHl~ upgr"ding or 
reconstruction. · 

Favorable condition 4 

AvailabllHy of " rl!'gional ral1roild system 
with a !tlinil'lum number· of 'interChange points 
at which. train ere.,.. ar1d .equipment changes 
would be required. 

favorable condition 5 

Total projected life-cycle cost and risk 
for transportation of all wastes designated 
for the rl'!pository site which are 
significantly lower than those for 
comparab1f siting,options, considering 
locations of present ar1d potential sources 
of wast&, in'hrim storage -faci'lities, ll"d' 
other repositor,ies. 

Favorable CQI\diif~;, 8 
-- ,'\• 

Plans, procedures, and capabil.Hies for 
respo~i:e t~. _r~~i fl.~c;t i_y~ .. iff'S ~e ,transpor
tation acc1dents 1n th_e aOected State 
that 'are 'complete'd or· being ·deVeloped. 

Favorable condition g 

A regional meteorological history 
indicating :that- signiHcan,t transpor
tation disrupti,o~?)would .. n~t b!i!: routine 
seasonal occurrences. 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

' 

p 

r p 

., p NP 

p p p 

p p NP 

p p NP 

NP NP "' 

NP NP p 

p p p 

p p p 

Yucca 
Mountain 

p 

NP 

r 

p 

p 

p 

NP 

p 

p 



hh!c 1-15. GuicJcline-condition findings by major ~onsider<Jtion·-
tr<J.nsportation0·~ {continued) 

Con. 'ti~;HI 
O<lvis 

Canyon 
Deaf 

Smith Hun ford 
'hchton 

l'ome 

MAJOR CON: DERATION 1: THE SAFETY OF TRANSPORTING SflD·~< 1"\IEL IINU H[GH-LEVEL 
WASTE TO THE REPOSITORY {Conti, IH:) 

Potentiollly <>dver•.e condition 2 

T!H"r;Jin between the site Md ewisting local 
highways ilfld railroad~. suth that steep 
grades, sharp s~!i tchb~o..;ks, rivers, 1 akes, 
landslides, roc'. slides, or potential 
sources of h,llard to ir~coming waste 
shlpmer~ts '"'ill be encountered along uccess 
routes to tt1e site. 

Poter~tially adverse condition 3 

EJ<isting local high••ays and railroads 
that could requir~ signific<lnt re
construction or upgrading to provide 
adequate routes to the regional and 
national transportation system. 

Potentially adverse condition 4 

Any local condition that could cause the 
transportation-related costs, environmental 
impucts, or risk to public health and safety 
from waste transportation operal',ons to be 
significantly greater than those projected 
for other comparable sitir1g options. 

p 

p 

p 

NP NP 

NP NP NP 

NP NP 

MAJOR COt-ISIDERAHON ~: THE AHOUNT ANO NATURE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL DISRUPTION 
CAUSED BY DEVELOPING THE T~ANSPORTATION NETWORK AND 
ACCESS ROAD (INFRASTRUCTURE) AROUND ANO TO THE S~TE 

Favorable condition 1 

Availability of access routes from 
local eJ<isting highways and railroads 
to the site which have any of the 
followir~g characteristics: 

(i) Such routes are relatively short 
and economical to construct as 
comparad to access routes for 
other comparable siting options. 

(iii) Cuts, fills, tunnels, or bridges 
are not required. 

( iv) Such routes are fr11e of sharp 
curves or steep grades and ore 
not likely to be affected by 
landslides or rock slides. 

Such routes bypass local cities 
and towns, 

Favorable condition 2 

Proximity to local highways ar1d 
railroads that provide access to 
regional highways and railroads, and 
are adequate to serve the repository 
without significant upgt·adiny or 
reconstruction. 

NP 

NP 

'" 

NP 

NP 

" 
., 

p p p 

NP p NP 

NP p NP 

p p P, 

p p NP 

NP p NP 

l'uo:col 
Mountain 

NP 

p 

p 

NP 

p 
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)'.,ole 7-15. GuideHne-conditlon findin9s by o•aJor conside1·ation-·~ 
transportation a·'' {cant i nul\'6} 

Condition 

-------------
D<1vis 

Canyon Hanford 
Richton 

Dome 
Yucca 

Mount<~ in 

MAJOR fONSJJERATIDN 2: THE AMOUNT AND NATURE OF THF." W lfiDNMfNTAL DISRtJ!'TION CAUSED 
BY DEVELOPING THE TRANSPORTATH· NEfWORK AND ACCESS ROAD 
{INfRASTRUCTURE) AROUND AND TO ! ;E S!Tf. {Continued) 

Proximity to rtJgioral highways, muinline 
railroads, or inlad waterways thC~t provide 
<lCcess to the national transpo1·tatioo 
system. 

Poteotia!ly adverse conditioo 3 

Existing local highways and railroads 
that could ret~uire significant re
construction or upgrading to provide 
at.lequate routes to the regional and 
national transportation system. 

Potentially adverse condition 4 

Any local condition that could C•IUse the 
transportation-related costs, environmental 
impacts, or risk to public health and 
safety from waste transportation operations 
to be signiflca~tly greater than those 
projected for other comparable siting 
options. 

NP 

r 

r 

NP 

NP 

r 

NP 

NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 3: THE COST Of DEVELOPING AN ADEQUATE INfRASTRUCTURE BETWEEN 
THE SITE AND THE NEAREST NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION NETWORK 

Favorable condition 1 

Availability of access rouhs from loca1 
existing high~ays and railroads to the 
site ~nich have any of the following 
characteristics: 

( ii } 

Such routes are re1ativ11ly sho1·t and 
economical to construct as compared 
to access routes for other comparable 
siting options. 

Federal condemnation is not required 
to acquire righh-of-way for the 
accP.ss routes. 

(iii) Cuts, f;lls, tunnel!, or bridges are 
not required, 

\iv) Su~h ro~tes are free of sharp curves 
or steop grades and are not likely 
to be affected by landslides or rock 
slides, 

Sl.lch routes bypass local cities and 
to~ns. 

G () b 0 '8 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 
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Tab!<! 1~15. Guideline-condition findings by major considerati<Jn-
transportu.tivnn·1' (continued) 

-----------------·---

Cor,-J:tion 
Davis 

Canyon 
Deilf 

Smi t.h 

MAJOR CCI ;roERATION 3: THE COST OF DEVELOP!NG AN AQ~fl 
BETWEEN THE SITE AND THE NEAR' 
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK (Conti 

Fa~Oriible condition 2 

Proximity to local hit;t,ways and railroadi 
that providf" acr.ess to regiol'lal highways 
ilnd roJilroads, ~nd are adequate to serve 
the repository without significant 
up9rading ur reconstructiol'\. 

Potentially adverse condition 1 

Access routes to existing local highways 
and railroilds that <tre expel'lsive to 
construct relative to comparilble sitil'lg 
options. 

Potentially adverse condition 3 

Existing local highways und railroads 
that could require significant re-
con~tructton or upgrading to provide 
adequate routes to the regional and 
national transportation system. 

Potentially adverse condition 4 

Any local condition that could cause the 
transportation-related costs, environmental 
intpacts, or risk to public health and 
safety from waste transportation operations 
to be significantly greater than those 
projected for other comparable siting 
options. 

r 

p NP 

p NP 

Hanford 
Richton 

Dome 

,\ fE INFRASTRUCTURE 
r NATIONAL 
~d) 

r NP 

Nr p 

NP NP 

NP NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 4: THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSPORTING THE SPENT fUEL AND 
HIGH-LEVEL WASTES TO THE SITE 

favorable condition 4 

Availability of a regional railroad system 
with a minimum number of Interchange points 
~t which train crew and equipment changes 
would be required. 

favorable condition 5 

Total projected 1 lfo-cycle cost and riSk 
for transportation of all wastes designated 
for the repository site which are 
significantly lower than those for 
comparable siting options, considering 
locations of present and potential sources 
of waste, interim storage facilities, and 
other repositories. 

Favorable condition 6 

Availability of regional and local 
carders-truck, rail, and waste-which 
have the capability and &re willing to 
handle wute shipm~tnts to thllt rlltposltory. 

NP 

NP 

p 
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Till.> e 7-15. Guideline-condition tindinqs by m.:.jor consider.:>.tion-
trnnsport.:.tior'lu'" (Cor'ltinued) 

Condition 
D<lvis 

Canyon 
Dear 

Smith Hanford 
Richton 

Dome 
Yucca 

Mou"tain 
~--~-------

MAJOR CONS·l)ERATION 4: THE COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH TRANS,·J~l!NG THE SPENT FUEL AND 
fHGH-LEVEL WASTES TO THE SIH: (' 'nt.inued) 

Favorable cond',tiorl 7 

Absence of legal impediment with regard to 
compliance with Fedrral regulations for thi! 
transportation of w-.ste in or through the 
affected Stat~ und <ldjoining States. 

favorable condition 9 

A regional meteorological history 
indicating that significant transpor
tation disruptions wo11ld not be routine 
seasonal occurren~es. 

p p 

~Key! NA =not applict~ble; NP = for· the purpose of this comparative evalu.:.tion, the 
favorable or potentially adverse condition is aQ1 present <lt the site; P = for the purpose of 
this comp<1rative evaluation, the favorable or potenti<llly adverse condition is present ~t the site. 

"'Analyses supporting the entriu in this table are present11d in Cha~ter 6 of the 
envi•·onmental assessment for each site. · 
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the people living ~.ear the site will be most significantly affe~ted, but they 
also recognize the,·· the hazards and impacts of transpnrting was~es are 
national in scope. Because the DOE's main goal in tr.:msporte.tion is safety, 
and the guidelinee emphasize the role of safety, transportation ~afety is the 
most important consiJeretion in evaluating the sites. 

The transpo1: at ion of radioactive materials durir ~: .:he past llO years has 
been accomplished with an exen1plary record of safety. l"Jodels that are used to 
eatimate the radiological risks of transportation teno to generate extremely 
loll( expected-risk values for the public. because they n'!ly on hiatorical data. 
WheQ. relative term~· like "high'' or "moderate" are us. ci in this evaluation, 
they must be r.onsidered in the context of the low ovet ,11 radiological risk 
from transportation. The nonradiologlcal risk is calci.llated under the 
asswnptioa that the probability of accidents for radioactive-waste shipments 
can be represented by accident statistics for general cmmnerce. 'Ehe DOE: 
believes that these accident statistics will overestimate the actual number of 
deaths and injuries. Other factors being equal, the Bite with the smallest 
radiological hazurd will also have the Hmallest nonradiological hazard. 

Since the principal contributing factor in determining risk is the 
distance traveled~ a better site for this consideration is one that is close 
to the sources of spent fuel and high-level waste. Other contributing factors 
that increase the favorability of sites ere access and local routes that avoid 
population centers, flat local terrain with good visibility, and :regional 
weather conditions that rarely cause hazardous road conditions. It should be 
noted that, regarding weather conditions, the DOE needs additional information 
before determining the comparative favorability of the sites. In contrast, 
less favorable sites are distant from waste sourceij, must be reached by routes 
that pass through population centers or rugged terrain, and are located in 
regions where ~esther conditions often cause hazardous road conditions. A 
su.nunacy of transportation ri.sk and cost calculations is presented in Table 
7-16; the reader is referred to Appendix A for more-extensive analytical 
results. Table 7-17 presents the factors used to evaluate disruptions of the 
environment and the cost of infrastructure. A summary of the evaluation for 
each site follows. 

Davis Canyon is centrally located in the l~rge region defined by the five 
nominated sites, but it is more difficult to reach because of its remote and 
rugged setting. Access from existing highways and railroads is extremely 
difficult, and there is a potential for landslides that could interrupt or 
jeopardize shipments. A long stretch of noninterstate highway must be 
traversed before reaching the site. From a national perspective, the relative 
risk of transporting to Davis Canyon is moderate to high, but that risk has to 
be considered along with the potential hazards near the site that could 
further reduce the overall level of safety. However, the ~dded risk 
associated with hazardous local access to the site is somewhat offset by the 
remoteness of the site and the low population density in the area. 

The Deaf Smith site is convenient to major national highways. The 
distance from sources of spent fuel is low to moderate, and, as shown in Table 
7-16, the level of relative safety is therefore moderate to high. The terrain 
surround:l.ng the site is generally flat and poses no safety hazard. The 
population density around the site ia low to moderate. 

"' 
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Table 7-16. Summary of transportation risks and costs 

Davie Deaf iucca 
Parameters. Canyon Smith Hanf{,,:d Richton Mountain 

·-·-----
Risk' 

1001 truct 
Radiological 9.5 7. 9 u 6.3 11 
NonradioloF.ical 30 24 39 19 36 

lOOt. rail 
Radiological 0.3 0.2 0.3 0. 2 0.3 
Uonradiologica1 2.6 2.1 3.2 1.8 3.0 

Number of interchanges 3 2-4 2-4 2-4 1-2 

Total shipment-milesb 

1001. truck 145.1 121.4 186.7 96.4 176,.8 
1001. rail 25.5 21.7 33.3 17. 7 31.1 

Number of interchanges" 3 2··4 2-4 2-4 1•2 

Costd 

1001 truck 1,305 1,127 1,615 936 1,538 
1001 rail 1 ?207 1,122 1, 376 982 1,345 

'Number of fatalities during the 
bOne-way million milea. 

preclosure period. 

"Within the transportation 
dMillions of 1985 dollars. 

s.tudy area. 

, ....... 
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Table 7-lf Factors used to evaluate disruption of the environment 
and cost of infrastructuPl 

Davis Deaf Yucca 
Canyon Smith Hanfq l_ Rich to'! __ Mountain 

Parameter Truck/Rail Truck/Rail Truck .'R.dl Truck/Rail Truck/Rail 

-----

Access route 
Miles 25/38-54 1/25-35 <31<".3 4/26 16/100 
Cost• 79/141-269 1/21-44 <6' 3/16 12/151 

Upgrade 
Miles 64-68/0 4/0-13 0/0 23/0 0/0 
Cost• 15-35/0 l/<10 0/0 6/0 0/0 

Distance from 64-173/30-36 14/0-13 0/48 22/0 0/0 
end of access 
route to major 
highway or 
mainline rail 

Need fa< tunnels Yes No No No No 

Need fo• bridges Yes Yes No Yes Yes 

Need fo• Federal 
condemnation Yes Yes No Yes No 

Terrain Very Generally Generally Gently Gently 
rugged flat flat rolling sloping 

•rn millions of 1985 dollars. 
bTotal cost for truck and rail tr8nsportation. 

~"' 
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Sir.ce the :iunford site is the most distant from the laq:e majority of 
spent-fuel sour -es, it has the highest relative rb~ from a national 
perspective. r~,e introduction of a second repository reduces the effect of 
distance on th~ overall transport risk (for a m0re · :".lmplete discussion of the 
effect of a sec~.:1d repository see Appendix A, Secti.~ A.ll). Transportation 
safety net~r the site is cor.sidereJ to be relatively higq b~cause of the flat 
terrain and tht. gooc! existing transportation netwo.•_ Th€ population density 
in the area is 1110derate. 

The Richton site is favorable for the transpo tation-safety consideration 
because it is closer to the sources of spent fuel U: n the other sites. 
National transpor ·.at ion risk~ are therefore reduced, Jnd the relative level of 
transportathn safety is high. The site would be mo1~e favorable if there were 
fe.,er Local town.s and cities were nearby; however, r..::th the construction and 
upgrad·iPO of the local access routes, local safety s-hquld be high as well. 

Yucca Mountain is easily accessible, but it is far from most sources of 
spent fuel. Th€1 local rail network that will be dev:<Jlopt;td will effectively 
bypass Las Vegas. ;Local roads pt·ovide good access to tl'\~ interstate high..,ay 
system. One potentially hazardous feature of the access routes is their 
proximity to an Air For-ce bombing range. Although ~tli!f ;i!i no~ ~xpected to 
prt'!sent a significant risk, some additional safeguarding of shipments may be 
required. The local terrain presents no hazards. · 

Environmental disruption. The second major consideration accounts f~r 
the envirorunental impacts caused by improving the existing infraatructure and 
constructing new aq_cess routes to the site. Though not ap .important as the 
first consideratio~·. the potential for envirorunental disruption has much 
significance. For axample. transportation operations and the development of 
access routes might adversely affect semdtive speci.es on a large scale (over 
many miles), and the aesthetic quality of the region may be reduced by tha 
construction of road and rail routes. This consideration r,eflects the focus. 
in the guideline on local conditions around the site. Effects on the 
environment along national high,...ays and railroads were considered when those 
networks were deyeloP~d for regular commercial traffic. In ~his respect, the 
incremental environm-ental impacts of transporting radioactive waste are not 
considered to be significant on a national scale. 

A contributing factor for this consideration is whether a site requ~res 
access routes that would disrupt the environment, Table '7-17 lists the major 
factors that are considered in evaluating the potential for environmental 
disruption. A more favorable site would be one that does not require the 
construction of lengthy access roads. Other qualities that would make a site 
better are access routes that do not conflict with current land-use plans; no 
requirements for cuts, fills, tunnels, or bridges; and disruptions that would 
affect the least number of people. A less favorable site would require 
significant construction of access routes through pristine or unique 
envi1·onmental areas. Other qualities that reduce the favorability of a site 
are access routes that conflict with current land-use plans; a requirement for 
many cuts, fills, tunnels, and bridges; and the displacement of many people by 
the access route. A sun~ry of the evaluation for each site follows. 

the 
Major construction 

Davis Canyon site. 
of highways and railroads would be required to 
Thls new construction would disrupt previously 

,, 
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undisturbed lancl -'~nd diminish the aesthetic quality of the area.. The 
construction of a·cess routes would require majo~ cuts and fills as well as 
tunnels. The exi: ting transportation network wouLd • .dso have to be imprOV{!d. 

Deaf Smith c._·unty is located on generally flat tarain that would not 
require major exc.lVa t ion during construe t ion, Upgrad 'ng of the existing road 
is not expected ~- ·, cause significant environmental im!-acts. A long segment of 
new track must o~-. laid to roach the site, but the en .. !:"onmental disruptions 
would be minor, 

For the Hanford site, the truck and rail acces:;, · ~utes would be short, 
and little environnental disruption would result from .onstructing the access 
routes. No i~provement in the existing transportation network is needed. 

The Richton site is on generally flat terrain. AJthough a long railspur 
would have to be built to reach the site, it would follow an abandoned 
railroad right-of·-wsy. The existing local road would have to upgra<t~d for a 
significant length. A short length of new road would have ~o be buil~ to 
reach the site. The environmental impacts of new con,~truction are not 
expec:ted to be s ignif i.e ant, 

To reach the Yucca Mountain site, a long railspur and a moderate length 
of new road would have to be constructed. A long bridge would also be 
necessary. The terrain is such that the construction of these routes will 
cause minimal environmental disruption. 

Cost of transportation infrastructure. This major consideration 
addresses the cost of constructing and upgrading the access routes to the 
sites. Its importance is gained from th~ emphasis in the qualifying condition 
on the local infrastructure and access routes. It i.s not as important a& the 
first consideration because the protection of health and safety is more 
important than reducing costs. 

The cost of the transportation infrastructure is considered s~parately 
from the costs of transporting waste to the site, Table 7-17 presents a 
comparison of costs for the construction of new road and rail access routes 
and the upgrading of existing networks at each site. 

A favorable site for this consideration is one that needs little 9 if any, 
repair or upgrading of access routes. Other qualities of a favorable site 
include no requirement for Federal condemnation for rights-of-ways, a flat 
terrain, low costs for rights-of-way, and absence of other local anomalous 
features that may increase costs. A less favorable site has a poorly 
maintained or no transportation infrastructure; if it does exist, it is a long 
distance from the site, thus requiring much new construction. Other qualities 
of a less favorable site are a mountainous terrain, high costs for 
rights-of-way, the need to secure rights-of-way by Federal condemnation, and 
other features that could require expensive mitigation. 

Cost of transportation hardware and operations. The least important 
consideration is the cost of developing the cask fleet and shipping the waste 
to the repository. This consideration is not as important as the others 
because tran~portation costs are relatively insensitive to loGation, and the 
protection of health and safety is more important than· reducing costs. 

' 
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The cost \'h transporting spe!tt fuel to the repository s\.tes depends to 
some extent on • istance; that is, i.t costs about af: much to ship 'IJaste 1,000 
miles as it dot<!.!- 500 miles. Other factors that can influence cost, at least 
as determined l1l this stage of investigation, provi \ ~ little additional 
guidance for db;...:riminating among sites. A summary .lf tl·anspol"tation costs is 
presented in Talle 7-16. 

Like transportation safety, tt'ansportation cos. is also affected by 
decisions ab'.:lUt the configura lion of the waste-man 'g :ment system, such as the 
second repository. The effect of the second repos t>)~·y is considered as 
quantitatively as possible, 

A favor.1hle site is one that is close tn the sources of waste, is not 
subject to weather that will interfere with access L: the t·epository, is 
served hy existing carriers, is located in an area \l'ith emergency-response 
capabilities. is not located near communities that i1,1pose legal impedimenta to 
transport, and is served by rail routes that require few crew changes, A 
less-favorable site has characteristics that are the converse of the above 
factors. 

Summary of comparative evaluations 

The Richton aite is the leading site for the major considerations that 
address transportation· safety and the cost of transportation hardware and 
operations; it is the second most favorable site with respect to environmental 
disruption and the cost of the infrastructllre. Because of the paramount 
importance assigned to t:l"ansportation safety, the Richton site is the most 
favorable. The Deaf Smith site is distinguished from Richton mainly by being 
farther from the sources of the waste. The Hanford site is less favorable 
from a nationwide transportation pel"spective because it is the farthest from 
the sources of the v&ste. Local conditions at Hanford, however, are highly 
favorable in terms of safety, cost. and environmental disruption. Yucca 
Mountain, which is about equal in favorability to Hanford, is far from the 
sources of waste and would require major construction of access routes. Davis 
Canyon is the least favorable site for this guideline. Although it is 
moderately far from the sources of the waste, it is not readily accessible 
because the terrain in the area is very rugged. Moreover~ major construction 
of highways and railroads is required, and it would cause significant 
environmental impacts. 

7.3.2.2 System guideline on envirorunent, socioeconomics, and transportation 

Ranked second in importance in the pl"eclosure system guidelines is 
environment, socioeconomics. and transportation. The pertinent system 
elements for environment, socioeconomics, and transportation (10 CFR 
960.5-l(a)(2)) will, in general, consist of (1) the people who may be 
affected, including their lifestyles, sources of income, socif.ll and aesthetic 
values, and community services; (2) the air, land, water, plants, animals, and 
cultural resources in the areas potentially affected by such activities; (3) 
the transportation infrastrUcture; and (4) the potential mitigating measures 
that can be used to achieve compliance with this guideline. To provide a 
comparative conte}(t for understanding ... the ... evaluation of this system guideline 
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in Chapter 6, this 1 -~ction presents a brief summary of the evalu.atlon of each 
site in terms of th,~ system elements. 

At Davis Canyo1o. the level of suspended particulatl'!~ and gaseous 
emissions will i•lcr.•~use during repository construction !'J.d. operation. 
However, the concm ~rations of total suspended particubte·s (TSP) and nitrogen 
dioxide during all phases would be bel.ow the national r11bient air quality 
standards (t,Q CPR Fart 50). Construction l-ighting may e.ve an effect on 
skyglow in the vicinity of the site. Repository cons~r ·ction and operation 
would increase the l~vels of noiset which may be hear :II the Canyonlands 
National Park. lt it; expected that direct impacts on ~:_ ,(tural resources 
during siting h!ld construction can be minimized. Indirt·,~t impact~> would not 
result in a loss of significant amounts of cultural information, 

The site .,auld not intrude on nearby dedicated la.·:>.ds, Transportation 
access to the Newspaper Rock State Historical Monument and the Canyonlands 
National Park would be temporarily disrupted, No unique aquatic or 
terrestrial habitat is likely to be significantly affe~ted by the repository. 
The overall visual impacts of the repository would not be significant away 
from the inunediate vicinity of the repository, except 3long Utah 2.11 and from 
the Davis Canyon Jeep Trail. The surface facilities would not be visible from 
any scenic view points or key observation points in Canyonlands National 
Park. A repository in Davia Canyon would, however, cause a significant 
adverse visual impact as viewed from the upper reaches of Davis Canyon in the 
park. Each of the four alternative rail corridors would create significant 
visual-contrast impacts from two to three key observation points in the area; 
none of these is inside the park. 

Cumulative impacts on the Canyonlands National Park include shared 
traffic on Utah 211 (during site characterization), increased particulates and 
noise at the edge of the park, visibility of the site from Davia Canyon at the 
park boundary, sky brightness at night, and the potential of nearby industrial 
development. The impact of episodic noise intrusion on solitude in the park 
would be significant, but of short duration. During repository operations, 
all impacts mentioned above will be eliminated or reduced in the sections of 
the park desisnated for scenic, cultural, or solitude enjoyment purposes. 

At Davis Canyon, available labor supplies within commuting distance of 
the site are expected to be insufficient to meet the requirements of the 
repository. The projected number of persons (workers and families) expected 
to in-migrate into the area during peak employment is significant. This would 
result in significant population increases in the rural communities of 
Monticello, Blanding, and Moab. 

The population increase would require additional cormrunity services and 
facilities. The need for expanded community services and facilities could 
result in financial burdens to host communities because increased revenues 
from project and worker expenditures may not immediately be available to 
finance these capital expenditures. The increased demand for labor could 
reduce local unemployment but also cause competition and decreases in the 
labor available for other sectors of the economy. Advance community
development planning and financial and technical assistance can lessen the 
impacts on affected communities. Increased tax revenue!i and business activity 
would contribute to mitigation ·in ~b.e .long term. Significant population 
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increases would also cttuse social changes within communities.. Planning for 
additional prct.-'!Ctive, social, and cultural servicli!B can mitigate these 
ehanges. 

Some tempo:.:ary disruption in the ex.i.sting vehicle-traffic flow can be 
expected, and Burne localized ineonveniences exped.e:,c~d, during the 
construction of. new transportation corridore and U upgrading of others. 
Depending on the alternative road and railroad rou'l:.loS selected for the 
repository b.nd the time of year, some threatened f.,)( endangered species or 
their preferred habitats may be affected. The nd .clogi~.:al risks of 
transportation ar.pear to be smell. Estimates indica e that the maximally 
exposed individual could receive up to 3 percent of the doses delivered by 
natural background radiation. It may be possible to provide new highway and 
rail routes that will not disrupt local cities and towns. 

At the Deaf Smith site, the local areas would sustain increases in 
suspended particulates and nitrogen oxide emissions, particularly during site 
clearing and COtlstruction. Mitigation measures wou11 limit any significant 
increases of suspended particulates to the immediate vicinity of the site. 
Preliminary modeling results indicate air quality can be maintained within 
regulatory standards. Short-term increases in sound levels will occur in 
areas around drilling sites and near truck-mounted generators during t:he site 
characterization. At the nearest residences, noise during some stages of 
construclion could exceed EPA guidelines. Practical engineering measures can 
be used to prevent runoff and ground-water contamination from the salt pile at 
the site. Salt-handling and control measures would be used to minimize the 
deposition of wind-blown salt on adjacent lands. 

The site is in an agricultural area that is heavily dependent on 
irrigation. While the repository would represent a water demand on a limited 
resource, the demand is less than that required to irrigate an equivalent 
area. Repository development will divert 5,760 acres from potential 
agricultural uses. The withdrawal of this land represents less than 1 percent 
of the total prime farmland in the county~ Neither the site nor potential 
transportation corridors would intrude on any dedicated resource areas. No 
unique aquatic or terrestrial species are likely to be affected. Structures 
and equipment at the site during siting and construction would be visible but 
not visually atypical of the region. Depending on the dist8nce. the visual 
intrusion will range from moderate to high. 

At the Deaf Smith site, employment predictions indicate that the 
available labor supply within commuting distance to the site ~ould not be 
sufficient to satisfy repository labor requirements~ particularly during the 
p~ak employment periods. Some in-migration of workers is therefore likely. 
The area seems able to absorb the projected population changes without 
significant disruptions in housing and other community services. However~ 

some increases in the demand for community services can be expected. 
Increased tax revenues and mitigation grants from the DOE will assist in 
providing required additional services. 

There are several feasible highway and railroad access routes to the Deaf 
Smith site that do not irreconcilably conflict with Federally protected 
resource areas. These routes can be designed and constructed with available 
technology and -will not require waste-transportation packaging standards more 
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stringent than oxhting NRC and DOT regulations, nor the develo<;,.ment of new 
transportation cas··.a. A preli.minary evaluation of op•'n·ations over 
representative hig:,ways and railroads to the Deaf Smit~ s:l.te indicates that 
wasle-transportaU')O operations can be conducted over \ hese routes without 
unacceptable risk ·.o the public or impacts on the env:. onment. Also, adequate 
protection for th•e public and the environment can tie P'L"'ided during both the 
construction of tl .e accesn routes and during operatic, over those routes. 

For the Hc~nford site, no adverse environmental 1m -act6 have been 
identified that cannot be mitigated. The site is no. 1-::.thin any protected 
resource areas, and compliance with regulatory requitrl ·1nts should not be a 
problem. No federally recognized threatened or endan~e~ed species are known 
to use the situ as a critical habitat. There are significant native American 
resources on the Hanford Site, but they are far enougl. from the repository 
location uo that there would be no significant adverse impacts. 

Projected employment and population growth assod.ated with the repository 
could be readily 8Ssimilated by the area. A technically qualified work force 
(except for miners) is located in the Tri-Cities and surrounding area. Roads, 
schools, utiliti.eR, and housing are all expected to ha•Je the ability to accept 
additional people in the area without stress on community services and 
facilities. 

Access routes to the site would have no undesirable features that would 
require unique design or construction methods or special featu~es of 
transportation system components, including the transportation packaging. 
Risks to public health and safety of proposed acceu routes would be 
acceptably low, since these routes are short and pass through a~eas without 
population. The environmental impacts of transportation are expected to be 
acceptably low, since the access routes are short and do not pass throush 
protected resource areas. Projected risks, costs, and other impacts of ~aste 
transportation have been considered in repository siting, and transportation 
operations would be conducted in compliance with applicable regulation. 

At the Richton site, the ~esidual air-quality impacts are acceptable 
because they are below secondary standards. Clearing and conatruction 
activities would increase ambi~nt noise levels near the site. Engineering 
design and distance to the nearest residences in the area ~ill mitigate these 
noise levels to acceptable levels, 

The construction of shafts to the underground facility would require the 
penetration of aquifere. Engineering safegUB.rds to prevent threats to this 
water source are a recognized necessity. Existing technology is adequate to 
provide the needed protection. 

Engineering measures can be used to prevent runoff and ground-water 
contamination from the salt pile at the site, Salt handling and control 
measures would be used to minimize the deposition of wind-blown salt. No 
known cultural resources will be affected by project activities. 

The site would not intrude: on any dedicated land or recreational areas. 
Any potential transportation riBhts-of-way that may be required through land 
under the National Forest System would be sited on existing or abandoned 
rights-of-way, thus minimizing land d~sru~tion. 
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No unique a<tuatic or terrestrial species are likely to be significantly 
affected. The b trface facilities wiil be vbi.ble tv some areas in the 
vicinity of the ... ite, However, the emplacement is nf't likely to affect any 
existing unique features of the area. 

At the Ric•h .on site, Employment predictions imli c.ate that lhe Bwdlable 
labor !lUpply wHn.in co/Miuting distances to the site "ill not be sufficient to 
satisfy repository labor requirements, particularl~ u•1ring peak empLoyment. 
Some in-migrution will therefore occur. Job-train1 ,,~ programs cnn provide 
opportunities of employment for lH'ea residents, thw. Jecreasing in-migration. 
The area seems car.·able of absorbing the projected pop ·lation change without 
significant disruptions in housing and other coflltnunity services. However, 
some increastd demand for community services can be P.Xpected. Increased tax 
revenues will be received by Stat£! and lor.al government. The town of Richton 
will experience impacts. This population increase wuuld require expanded 
community services and facilities and may cause social changes in the town of 
Richton. Advanced community-development planning car: lessen these impacts. 

Some temporar.v disruption in existing vehicular traffic flow can be 
expected, and some localized inconvenience may be experienced during the 
construction of new transportation corridors and upgrading of others. The 
radiological risks of waste transportation appear to be small. Estimates 
indicate that the maximally exposed individual could receive up to 5 percent 
of the dose deliv~red by normal background radiation. Needed new highway and 
rail routes can be provided without disruption to local cities and towns. 

At Yucca Mountain, the poterttially significant adver!;e environmental 
impacts include {1) the destruction of approximately (1,608 acres) of desert 
habitat; (2) fugitive-dust emissions from surface preparation, excavation, and 
manipulation of spoils piles; (3) vehicle emissions from waste transport, 
personnel transport, and materials transport and the operation of construction 
equipment; and (4) radioactive-material releases during (a) repository 
excavation (e.g., from naturally occurring radotl), (h) normal repository 
operation, and (c) accidents. Potential impacts on surface and ground water 
are considered lnsignificant, chiefly because there is no psrennial surface 
water in the area, and ground water is several hundred meters beneath the 
repository hor!zon. A permanent land withdrawal would be required if the 
Yucca Mountain site is selected for repository development, and the 
reservation of water rights is explicit in such an action. Studies to d~te 
suggest that aquifers underlying the proposed locations of the surface 
facilities can produce large quantities of water for long periods without 
lowering the regional ground-water table. Other potential impacts, such as 
the diversion of natural runoff and the leaching of ~~cerials from excavated 
rock, are being considered in the repository design, and they are not expected 
to pose significant environmental problems. 

During repository construction, the maximwn estimated ambhnt 
concentrations of particulates, carbon monoxide, and the oxides of sulfur and 
nitrogen are not expected to exceed the air-quality limits of 40 CFR Part 50 
(1983). Asswning the repository is subject to the "prevention of significant 
deterioration" provisions of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1977, the 
predicted pollutant concentrations would violate nonE of the e.pplicable 
standards. 
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Negative impf\1 ts on community services, housing; supply and demand, and 
the finances of St.•te and local government agencies in the affected area are 
:wt expected to be significant for repository siting, construction, 
:Jperations, and de~:,)mmissioning at Yucca Mountain. 

The affected. -_,rea, including the Las Vegas Vallt'!y. has the ability to 
absorb the reposit:Jry-related population changes withe c significant 
disruptions of community services and without signifi.L:c.n.t impacts on housing 
supply and demand. 

Although conununity-specific service and housing dt' :ands could increase at 
rates proportL·nal to the maxitnwn 1-·year community-popctation-growth rates 
estimated with the repository, these rates are generally within the range of 
those expt"-rienced historically by the urban conununities and their municipal 
service providers. Because the unincorporated towns nearest the Yllcca 
Mountain site have limited capability for community services, the potential 
population growth iu these communities would generally impact county-wide 
service providers, These service providers are more 1 '.kely to have resources 
for managing growth. In addition, the con~unity-level growth rates estimated 
for the unincorporaLed towns are generally within the ~ange of those 
experienced historically by Nye and Clark Counties. The work force in 
southern Nevada is sufficiently large to site, construct, and operate a 
repository at Yucca Mountain. Although an adequate total work force may be 
available for a repository at Yucca Mountain, the available work force with 
mining skills would be inadequate. and the available construction work force 
may also be inadequate. A repository at Yucca Mountain would increase 
employment and business sales in southern Nevada. Community services and 
government revenues Bt"e likely to incx·ease. 

For rail access to Yucca Mountain, a rail line extending approximately 
100 miles from the existing mainline rail facilities at Dike Siding has been 
proposed. This route would be entirely on la.nds administered by the DOE and 
the U.S. Department of the Air Force and public-domain lands under the 
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management. The terrain over which the 
rail line would cross is gently sloping. No tunnels and only a minor amount 
of excavation Rnd fill would be required. A bridge would be required at 
Fortymile Wash several miles east of Yucca Mountain. 

For highway access to the proposed site, a route is projected northward 
from U.S. Highway 95, originating approximately 0.5 mile west of the 
intersection of U.S. Highway 95 and Nevada State Routa 373. The roadway 
access would be constructed on federally controlled lands that slope gently 
and would pose no significant engineering problems. No tunnels and only a 
minor amount of excavation would be required. Some minor drainage control 
measures and a bridge spanning Fortymile Wash would be required. The bridge 
would accommodate both the railroad and trucks. Between Las vegas and Mercury 
U.S. Highway 95 is a four-lane divided highway; it is a two-lane highway from 
Mercury to the access road near the intersection of U.S. Highway 95 and Nevada 
State Route 373. A requirement for significant upgrading of this regional 
highway is unlikely. 

The evidence does not support a finding that any of the sites is not 
likely to meet the qualifying condition for environment, socioeconomic, and 
transportation, ,., 
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7.3.3 EASE AND l'JST OF SITING, CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION, AND CLOSURE 

The four technical guidelines in this group add~·.1ss the surface 
characteristics ~·f the site, the characteristics of ·:1,~ host rock and the 
surrounding ~;tn1:.a 1 hydrologic conditions, and tectu ~ca. These guidelines 
are concerned w'lth the ease and cost of siting, con6t.·:ucting, operating, and 
closing the repository. 

7.3.3.1.1 Surface characteristics 

The qualifying condition for surface characteriotics is as follows: 

Th~ site shall be located such that 1 considt•ring the surface 
characterisl:ics and conditions of the site and ~urrounding area·~ 
including surface-water systems at\d the terrain, the requirements 
specified in §960.5-l(a)(3) can be met during repository siting, 
construction, operation, and closure. 

Major Considerations 

On the basls of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditicns for this guideline (see Table 7-18), there are two major 
considerations that influence the favorability of the sites with respect to 
the qualifying condition. These major consideration~, in order of d~crea~ing 
importance, are (1) the potential for flooding the surface or underground 
facilities and (2) the characteristics of the terrain. 

Evaluation of sites in terms of the major considerations 

Potential for flooding surface or undergro'.md facilities. 

This consideration is derived from the potentially adverse condition. It 
is important because the effects of flooding can be significant design 
considerations for cost and safety. The potential for, and the frequency of, 
flooding depend on the terrain and drainage of a site. Contributing factors 
are the location and likelihood of flooding from natural causes at the surface 
or underground facilities, the failure of man made surface-water impoundments, 
and the failure of engineered components of the repository. A summary of the 
evaluation for each slte follows. 

At the Davis Canyon site, a portion of the repository operations area 
lies within the flood' plains of the 100-year and the probable maximum flood. 
There are no surface-water impoundments whose failure could flood the surface 
facilities, and there are no known surface characteristics that could cause 
the failure of engineer'ed repository components. The potential for flooding 
would be reduced by using fill to elevate the site and constructing a lined 
flood-control channel. 

Parts of the Deaf Smith' site lie in the flood plains of the 500-year and 
the probable maximum flood, but no safety-related facilities would be 
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Table 7 .. ]1 •• 4uidelin~-Cor>dition finding$ by major CM~irieration-· 
surface chara~teristics 8 ·b 

Cordi\."'ln 
Davis 

Canyon 
Deaf 

5mi th 11. ntord 

MAJO~ CON5IDERATIDN 1: POTENTIAL fOR fLOODING Of •JflFACE DR 
UNDERGROUND fAULITIES 

~otent iall y <Hlverse condition 

Surfat:e charutteris.tlcs l.1at could lead to 
the flooding of s~ face or underground 
facil i ti e'i by the occupancy and modi f i c.~
tion of flood plains, the fili1ure of 
e~isting or ?la.nned ma.n-mude surface-water 
impounrl'l'ent~. or thl! failure of engineered 
components of the ropo,itory. 

p p 

MAJOR CONSIDERATrON 2: TERRAttl CHARACTER!SHC5 

Favorable condition 1 

Generally flat terrain. 

'a.vorable condit.ion 2 

Generally well-drained terrain. 

NP p 

p p 

p 

p 

p 

Richton 
Dome 

p 

p 

p 

Yucca. 
Mountain 

p 

p 

p 

8 Key: NA = not appllt;ab1•i NP = for the purpose pf this ~Omf•rativ.e evaluation, the 
favorable or potentially i!dVer·se condition is D.Q..t. present at the s1h: P = for the purpose of 
this comparative evaluation, the f.lvorable or pote'ntially adverse condition is presel'1t at the site. 

" Ana, lyses support.ing .the &n.t;rtes ln this table are presl!l'1ted in Ch41pter 6 of the 
environmental i!Uessmen.t for each site. 
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threatened by t'i•:hcr flood. Thare are no surface-wrtter impoundments that 
could flood th(• ·Jut'fac:e facility, and surface chat'acteristics should not lead 
to failures of e.1gineered repository components, Any effects of potential 
flooding would be mitigated by filling during constr11ction. 

The eleuati•m of the Hanford site protects it f ;.•0m the probable maximum 
flood of the Co'umbia and Yakima Rivers, including t-.•th natural flooding and 
dum-breached floods. A shallow probable fl18.Ximum fl )rj could occur in the 
southwestern portion of the site along the drainage r'hannel of the 
intermittent Cold Creek. The duration of such a f O'Jd would be short, and its 
effects could be ,nitigated to preclude any danger t..c the workers or to the 
surface and subsu:.-face facilities. 

During an estimated probable maximum flood at the Richton site, the head 
"''"aters of the Fox Branch river could flood the area proposed for surface 
facilities. There are no existing or planned man-made f.lurface-water 
impoundments in the vicinity of the Dome. It is assumed that Fox Branch would 
be diverted and channeled around the surface facilhies and that grading and 
fill operations would raise the elevation of the site area above the flood 
plain. 

At the Yucca Mountain site, the exploratory shaft would be located in a 
wash within a flood plain that would be affected by sheet and debris flow. 
Parts of the candidate locations are in an area that would be affected by the 
500-year and the regional maximum floods. There are no existing or planned 
man-made surface-water impoundments near the site that could flood the surface 
facilities. Some engineering measures would be required to mitigate the 
impacts of the probable maximum flood. The hazards of sheet and debris flow 
at the exploratory shafts could be mitigated by measures 1ike channel lining 
or diversion. 

Terrain characteristics. This consideration addresses the effects of the 
terrain and drainage characteristics of a site on repository construction, 
operation, and closure. This consideration is derived from the first and 
second favorable conditions. It is less important than the first 
consideration because the characteristics of the terrain are more closely 
related to the ease and coot of construction than ·to safety and can generally 
be mitigated mot·e readily than conditions that could cause flooding. 

The contributing factors for this major consideration are the terrain and 
drainage characteristics of the site, the potential for landslides, and soil 
characteristics. A summary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

The area around the Davis Canyon site is characterized by steep canyons 
and rugged terrain. Though the terrain at the surface facilities is quite 
flat, the terrain through which the access roads and railroad would be 
constructed is rugged. Existing drainage would be rechanneled around the 
surface facilities during construction. Soils are likely to be well drained, 
with low water retention since their parent materials are mainly sandstones 
and siltstones. 

The surface of the Deaf Smith site is nearly flat. sloping eastward less 
than 1 percent. Topographic features include small, internally drained lake 
basins (playas) and narrow stream valleys that carry surface water after 
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.instorms, SoHR appear to be acceptable for a large grading operation 

.ring repository (.0nstruction. 

The Hanford aile is surrounded by an area of gene ,·.~J.ly flat terrain for a 
.dius of nearly n m:Ue. The lack of surface-runoff f ::at.ures suggests the 
·latively coarse :lurficial sediments are effective in keeping thb surface 
:11 drained and vreventing surface-runoff features L m devf<!loping north and 
.at of the co:.d Creek flood plain. 

The Richton sHe :l.s surrounded by generally flat. 'l;1rrain, with slopes of 
to 4 percent and locally up to 10 percent. The soilt. are generally well 

·ained, thoug1l small temporary ponds and marshy areas may form in the area 
I!Jlediately after a heavy rainfall. Soils appear to b(~ acceptable for large 
·ading overations during repository construction. 

At Yucca Mountain, ~otential locations for tbe surface facilitieG are on 
1e eastern side of the mountain. All are generally Clat and covered with 
.luviwn derived from adjacent highlands. The surfacr, slope at these 
1cations io less than 5 percent and in several places less than 3 percent, 
1e exploratory-shaft facilities would be built ...,ithin a wash that h p,artly 
1rrounded by rugged terrain. Yucca Mountain has a well-established drainage 
•stem because of its porous alluvial soils and eastward-dipping slopes. 

~ry of comparative evaluation 

The most favorable site is Deaf Smith where only small parts of the site 
1uld be affected by the probable maximum flood. At Hanford, which ia 
.ightly less favorable. the probable maximum flood mAY reach portions of the 
1rface facilities. Both the Deaf Smith and the Hanford sites have flat 
trrain that is generally well drained. 

The Richton and the Yucca Mountain sites are somewhat lea~ favorable than 
taf Smith and Hanford. At Richton site, the surface facilities would be 
1cated in the flood plain of the probable maximum flood, but the potential 
1r flooding could be reduced by diverting the Fox Branch stream. Ponds may 
1rm after a heavy rainfall because the site is on flat terrain that is not 
~11 drained. At Yucca Mountain the exploratory-shaft facilities would be in 
wash that is subject to sheet-and-debris flo..., and surrounded by rugged 
lrrain. Parts of the candidate locations fa~ the surface facilities may be 
.thin the flood plains of the 500-year 1,md regional maximlJI!I floods, Although 
te surface facilities would be built on flat terrain, the site is well 
:ained. 

The Davis Canyon site is the least favorable for this guideline. The 
trface facilities at Davis Canyon would be within a 100-year flood plain, and 
1e area ia surrounded by steep canyons and rugged terrain. More-extensive 
tgineering measures, such as channeling and drainage diversion. would be 
~cessary to mitigate the impacts of a 100-year flood. 
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7.3.3.1.2 Rock characteristics (preclosure) 

The qualifying condition for preclosure rock chanlcterisLics is as 
follows: 

The sl.'e shall be lor:ated such that (1) th,; thiclcness and 
lateral extent and the charact:erll!ltics and cot; \lsttion of the host 
rock will be suitable for accouunodation of tht ilnderground facilityj 
(2) repository construction, operation, and c'c.qure will not cause 
undue ha~ard to personnel; and (3) the requir; n;•mt.s specified ln 
Section 960,~-l(a)(J) can Le met. 

Major considerations 

On the basis of the qualifying, favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions for this guideline (see Table 7-19), there are three ma.ior 
considerations that influence the fa,rorability of s\tes with respect to the 
qualifying condition. In order of decreasing impor•·ance these considerations, 
are (1) in situ conditions that could lead to safety hazards or difficulties 
during repository siting, construction, operation, end closure; (2) in situ 
conditions that could require engineering measures beyond reasonably available 
tec.hnology in the construction of the shafts and the underground facility, and 
(3) flexibility in Belecting the location and configuration of the underground 
facility. 

Evaluation of sites with respect to major considerations 

SafeSLhazards and difficul~. This consideration includes in situ 
conditions that could lead to safety hazards or difficult.f.es during repository 
siting, construction, operation, and closure. It is ~elated to the qualifying 
condition through concern about safety hazards to workers and the costs and 
technical feasibility of mitigating difficult conditions and safety hazards. 
It is derived from the second favorable condition and the third, fourth, and 
fifth potentially adverse conditions. Because of its concern with the safety 
of workers, this is the most important of the considerations related to this 
guideline. A summary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

At Davis Canyon, the mechanical properties of the salt are such that no 
significant safety hazards fr~~ rock instability are expected. A significant 
safety hazard is the potential for the presence of combustible gas. Although 
the~e is no direct evidence that such gas is present at the site, experience 
in salt mines at other locations suggests that it may occur. The hazards from 
gas can be mitigated by following safety procedures and providing adequate 
ventilation. The ~equi~ements for artificial rock support are expected to be 
relatively minor (only occasional bolting) because of the apparent massiveness 
of the salt and the lack of nonsalt interbeds in the host rock. Alao, the 
presence of any carnallite in the salt should not require increat:u!d-·artificial 
support since no differences in rock strength have been observed between 
Paradox Basin salt and carnallite during preliminary testing. However, 
maintenance of underground openings may be reqcired because of salt creep at 
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Tcrlli.r 7-19. GuidelirJ~t·-cofldition fir~dings ~Y major· conlf,ideral•on-~ 
rock characteristics (preclosure)"·b 

Cw''' it ion 
Di.lvi ~ 

Canyon 
Deaf 

Smith Hilnford 
Rickt.on 

Dome 

HAJOR CONSt-•f.RATION l; SAFETY HAZARDS OR DIFFICULTIES 1: ,ll.\IG REPOSITORY SITING, 
CONSTRUCTION, OPERATION AND CLOS ~f, INCLUDING RETRIEVAL 

Favorable condition 2 

A host rock with chancteristics thi.lt would 
require minimal or no trtificial support 
for underground openings to ensure safe 
repository consi.l'uction, operation .:~nd 

closure. 

Potentially adverse condition 3 

Geochemi cal prQfl!lrt.i eli,·~ ·~h~t- cou) d 
tate eJttensive IJIII.ll\!",~.njlo"fe .. pf the 
ground openings during, ,repoJ.i t.9ry 
and closure. 

Potentially adverse condition 4 

" ' necessj-
1,10der-:
ope r-ill Jon 

Potential for such phenomena as thermally 
induced fracturing, the hydration and 
dehydration of mineral components, or other 
physical, chemical or radiatioro-related 
phenomena that could lead to safety ha~ards 
or difficulty in retrieval during reposi
tory operation. 

Potentially adverse condition 5 

EKisting faults, shear ~ones, pressuri:ed 
brine pockets, dissolution effects, ar 
other stratigraphic or structural features 
that could compromise the safety of 
repository personnel because of ~ater 
inflo~ or construction problems. 

NP 

p 

p 

p 

NP NP NP 

P, NP, p 

p p p 

p p p 

HAJOR CONSIDERATION 2: ENGINEERING MEASURES BEYOND REASONABLY AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY 

Potentially adverse condition 2 

In situ characteristics and conditions that 
could require engineering measures beyond 
reasonably available technology in the 
collStruction of the shafts and undergr•ound 
facility. 

NP NP "' 

WIJOR CONSIDERATION 3: FLEXIBILITY IN LOCATING 'fHE REPOSITORY WITHIN THE HOST ROCK 

Favorable condition 1 

A host rock that is sufficiently thick and 
laterally extensive to allow significant 
flexibility in selecting the depth, 
configuration and location ~f the under
ground facility. 

.... ,..., n t'l 

p NP p p 

n L 

YuccJ 
Hounto1in 

p 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 

NP 



Tilbi<Jo 7-19. Guideline-condition findings by majot· consideration-
rock characteristics (preclosure)~·~ (continued) 

C!lndition 
Davis 

Canyon 
Deaf 

Smith Hilnford 
Richton 

Dome 

HAJO!l .:ONSIDERATION J: FLEXIBILITY IN LOCATING THI IH:.POSrTORV IIITfHN 
THE HOST ROCK (Continu~d) 

Potentially adve~se condition 1 

A host rock lh<~t is suitabla for repository 
construction, operat'on and c1os\lre, but is 
so tllin or laterally restricted that little 
flellibi'lity Is av111ilable for selecting the 
depth, configu,•ation, or location of an 
underground facility. 

NP NP 

'I've: ca. 
Hounta in 

p 

a Key: NA =not applicolble; NP:: for the purpose of this comparative evaluation, the 
favorable or potentially adverse condition is D.ll.1 present at the slte: P = for the purpose of 
this comparative evaluation, the favorable or potentially adverse tondltlon is present at the site. 

b Ant~lyses supporting the entries in this table are presentee tn Chapter 6 of the 
environmental assessment for each site. 
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the candidate horiznn. Salt creep will grndually reduce the size of 
underground openir.g-·; 9 and. if significant, may require ;reexcavation to 
maintain minimum r~·tuired dimensions, Snlt creep could be a major factor if 
the waste needs to be retrieved 9 because it could cause difficulties in 
maintaining room S1'ability and emplacement holes. HO\ot!Ver 9 available 
information indic.a.Les that the salt at Davis Canyon slv.nJ.ld have a relatively 
low rate of creep :iuring the duration of the preclosur•! period. 

At the Denf Smith site, possible safety hazards a!e the potential for 
mine-roof instabilities, water. inflow down the shaft ~l-:"m aquifers above the 
repository, and the presence of combustible gas. Int .. :~Oeds in the salt above 
the underground openings may cause mine-roof instabilit ,_es. Rock falls can be 
prevented by adequate artificial supports. ',Jater inflow from overlying 
aquifers can readily be prevented through ground-treatment and shaft-sealing 
techniques. Although there is no direct evidence that combustible gas is 
present at the site 9 experience in salt mines at othei locations suggests thal 
it may occur. The hazards from such gas can be mitigated by following safety 
procedures and providing adequate ventilation. The ocly artificial rock 
support required at the site is expected to be regula:. rock bolting, which 
will be needed to minimize mine-roof instabilities caused by interbeds in the 
roof. As at Davis Canyon, maintenance of underground openings may be required 
because of salt creep. Available information indicates that the salt at the 
Deaf Smith site would creep at a moderate rate during the duration of the 
preclosure period. 

The safety hazards at the Hanford site are the potential fo~ rock 
instabilities. large water inflowst high temperatures in the underground 
facility, and the presence of combustible gas. The high-stress conditions and 
high rock strength of the basalt suggest a possibility for rock bursts or 
other hazardous rock movements. However, preliminary evaluations indicate 
that such bursts are not likely to occur because of the closely jointed nature 
of the dense interiors, low extraction ratios, and the installation of 
rock-support systems. Regularly spaced rock bolting and shotcrete over wire 
mesh would probably be used at Hanford to support the underground excavations, 
but the extent of needed artificial supports is uncertain because of a lack of 
experience under similar conditions and a lack of understanding of the impact 
of thermally induced stress in the emplacement rooms. The high underground 
temperatures are not expected to csuse a significant deterioration of support 
or instability of the rock, The basalt should not creep significantly, but 
maintenance, which is typical of deep hard-rock excavations, will probably be 
required. The potential for large ~later inflows can be reduced by probing 
with exploratory boreholes and mitigated through ground treatment and other 
methods. Combustible gas may be present as it comes out of solution from the 
ground water. Although the expected quantity of gas is uncertain, the hazards 
from the gas can be mitigated by following safety procedures and providing 
adequate ventilation. High temperatures (120 6 F) in the host rock also pose a 
potential hazard to workers, but this hazard can be mitigated by providing 
ventilation, protective clothing, and artificial cooling. There is a 
potential for minor difficulties in waste retrieval if the emplacement holes 
do not remain stable during the retrieval period. 
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At the Richt >n site, the mechanical properties of the salt are such that 
no sign if lcant sr~ .'ety hazards from rock instability nr.e expecttJd, A possible 
safety hazard i6 .he potential presence of combustib1.rl gas. Although there is 
no direct eviden.L""" that gnsas are present, oxperiencP in salt mines at other 
locations indicates that it may occur. Hazards from ,as can be mitigated by 
following safety procedures and providing adequate v•.·1~.i.lation. On the bash 
of experience \oli .. b artificial support in salt mines rt the Gulf Coast region, 
the artificial support required at the Richton Dome <;expected to be widely 
spaced rock boltinB• As with the other salt sitea 1 .~ .~gnificant maintenance of 
underground op13nings may be required because of sal.. :creep. However, the 
magnitude of creer over iong t1.mc periods is highly t ".certain at the Richton 
Dome, as it ~s at the other sites. Available inforr1.a· icn indicates that salt 
at the Richton Dome would undergo a moderate rate of preclosure creep. 

At Yucca Mountain, safety hazards are limited to the potential for rock 
falls. The rock strength of welded tuff and in situ stres,s;es are favorable. 
However, the fractured nature of the tuff could caus~ rock falls in 
underground openings. Faults encountered in the underground facility may also 
contribute to local instabilities because of the po01; quality of rock 
associated with brecciated fault zonea. The potenti.!ll for rock falls can be 
mitigated through the use of appropriate artificial supports for the 
underground openings. On the basis of previous excavation at the Nevada Test. 
Site, the expected artificial support requirements at Yucca Mountain are 
regularly spaced rock bolts with steel mesh covering the rock surface. 
Occasional supplemental bolting or ahotcrete may be required in areas of 
poor-quality rock, but these requirements are minimal compared with the ground 
support needed in similar underground construction projecta. Since the tuff 
does not creep, little deterioration of the rock and the artificial support is 
expected because of time and temperature change5. Fractures in the tuff could 
complicate retrieval, especially if waste is emplaced in long horizontal 
holea. Such difficulties could be avoided by providing liners for the 
emplacement holes. 

ComplexJ!I of engineering measures. This consideration includes in situ 
characteristics and conditions that could require engineering measures beyond 
reasonably available technology in the construction of shafts and underground 
facilities. The complexity of engineering measures relatee directly to the 
concern in the qualifying condition with technical feasibility. This 
consideration is derived from the second potentially a.dverse condition. 
Although the success of repository construction depends on its technical 
feasibility, the comploxity of engineering measures is second in importance to 
the safety of personnel. A summary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

At Davis Canyon, the construction of th~ shafts and under.ground facility 
is not expected to require engineering measures beyond existing technology. 
Shaft sinking, underground excavation, artificial aupport 1 and protection 
against any preemplacement safety hazards (such as gas or brine pockets) can 
be accomplhhed with technology that has been developed in the salt-mining 
industry. 
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At the Deaf S·dth site, the shafts and underground facility would also be 
constructed with t lchnology developed in the salt-mining industry. However, 
because the Ogslln'.a aquifer lies above the repositot·y at this eite, 
stabilizing the gt"~und for shaft sinking and providinb affective water seals 
for the shaft lin~r would be more difficult. In addir.on, the oresence of 
interbeds at the r·Jpository horizon would requirE! addl"·J.1>nal art:W"idal 
support in the unr .. erground facility. 

Although the technology required to c,matruct t. e underground facility at 
the Hanford si.te ~.;; reasonably available, constructi1 i: 'he repository shafts 
by blind hole ddll'.ng is at the limil of available te. 'lnology. The shaft 
would be drill~d in an environment that involves a dif!~cult combination of 
depth, rock conditions, ground-water conditions, and s\;ress conditions. 
Because shaft drilling i.n equivalent environments has cot been attempted, a 
reliable data base is not available. Potential grouncl--water inflows, gases, 
and high rock temperatures can be m~naged with availabLe technology, but the 
combination of conditions could require engineering meastlres that are more 
extensive than th&t usually requirGd in underground co~struction. 

At the Richton site, the shafts and the underground facility can also be 
constructed with technology developed in the salt-mining industry. A number 
of salt mines have operated in the Gulf Coast region, and the expected 
conditions (and the technology to handle those conditions) are relatively well 
known, 

At Yucca Mountain, the construction of the shafts and the underground 
facility would not require engineering measures beyond existing technology. 
Construction experience at the G-tunnel on the Nevada Test Site and in other 
excavations in tuff, coupled with the· unsaturated-tuff conditions, indicate 
that construction at Yucca Mountain should require proved engineering 
techniques. 

flexibility. Flexibility in selecting the depth, configuration, and 
location of the underground facility is related to the thickness and the 
lateral extent of the host rock--the concern of the qualifying condition. 
Derived from the first favorable condition and the first potentially adverse 
condition, thia consideration is judged to be less important than worker 
safety and technical feasibility. A summary of the evaluation for each site 
follows. 

At Davis Canyon, the host salt bed is expected to offer significant 
flexibility in locating the repository. Its thickness appears to be several 
times greater than necessary, and the available host rock appears to extend 
laterally for many kilometers. It also appears that there are no significant 
interbeds, impurities, or other stratigraphic or structural features within 
the salt bed that would limit this· flexibility. However,. this evaluation is 
based on a limited database for th~ site. 

At the Deaf Smith site, flexibility is limited by the expected presence 
of interbeds in the host salt bed. Although the fiost salt bed· is relatively 
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thickt the interb-··ds in the salt restrict the vertical flexibi:iity for 
locating the npocitory, In contrast. there :!.s exteuaive lateral flexibility 
because the host ~ock appears to extend for many kiloMeters. Thia evaluation 
is based on geol(·~ic information obtained from borehcd.P.s near the site. 

The Hanford site appears to offor restricted ve1 :.:\.cal but significant 
horizontal flexibility. The thickness of other basa ·" flows in the area 
varies significantly over short distancest and the pr,:dictability of the 
host-rock thicltness at Hanford is uncertain because o~- a limited data base. 

The host salt at the Richton site appears to ott r significant 
flexibility. Flexibility is greatest in the vertical direction, with the salt 
dome extBnding for thousands of meters, but there is some lateral fle~{bility 
as ~ell. Although the shape of the dome is relatively well known from 
boreholeo and geophysical surveys, there is a potential for undetected and 
unfavorable int~rnal structures in the dome that could limit flexibility. 

There appears to be significant vertical flexib.llity to locate a 
repository at Yucca Mountain, but lateral flexibility may be limited by minor 
faultR, a shallow overburden, or site anomalies. The lateral extent of 
homogeneous host rock outside the primary repository area has not been 
es tabliahed. 

Summary of comparative evaluations 

Since Yucca Mountain is the most favorable site for the two most 
important considerations. it is the most favorable site for the preclosure 
guideline on rock cheracter-btics, Yucca Mountain is expected to have the 
fewest safety hazards, and it would require only existing construction 
technology and minimal artificial support and maintenance. The limited 
host-rock flexibility does not outweigh the favorability of the other 
considerations. 

Davis Canyon is relatively favorable for all the major considerations. 
but it is less favorable than Yucca Mountain. Although there is some 
potential for safety hazards and retrieval difficulties. and some maintenance 
would be needed, Davis Canyon would require only existing construction 
technology and offers significant flexibility in locating the underground 
facility. The salt at Davis Canyon is expected to creep at a slower rate than 
the salt at the Deaf Smith or the Richton site. 

The DeBf Smith site is as favorable or only slightly less favorable than 
the Davis Canyon site for the major considerations. Because of the presence 
of interbeds, it n~y be more difficult to engineer the repository and maintain 
underground openings and waste-retrieval capability. The favorability of the 
site is further ~:educed by the limited flexibility for locating the 
underground facility and the faster rate of salt creep in comparison with the 
other salt sites. 

The Richton sito is generalLy favorable for all considerations, but it is 
less favorable than Davis Canyon for host-rock flexibility and less favorable 
than both of the other salt sites with respect to the potential for 
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combustible gas. <\.so, the salt at Richton is expected to creep at a faster 
rate than the salt ;,t Davia CJ.myon. 

Hanford :is gen~rally less favor-able than the other .->ltes for the most 
important C()nsider.a··.i.ons (safety hazards and difficulti1.s, engineering 
measures) and mor•~ favorable f.or the lf!BSt impor-tant c:c!•f:. .. derations. The 
potential safety h.azards and the engineering measures .quired for
r.onstruction ar~ the key considerationf! that ma\c:l'! Hanf.J ·u the least favorable 
site for this guideline. 

7.3.3.1.3 Hydrology 

The qualifying condition for the hydrology g~,~o~dflline is ~Iii foU,ows; 

The site shall be located such that the geohydrnlo8iC setting of 
the site will (1) be compatible with the activiti·18 required for 
repository conatruction, opexra~..tion, and closut·e; (2) not compromise 
the intended functions of the shaft linere and Be1.1ls; and (3) permit 
the requirements specified in 960.5-l(a)(3) to be met. 

Major considerations 

On the basis of· the qualifying,: favorable, and potentially adverse 
conditions for this guideline (see Table 7-20), there are three major 
considerations thot influence the favorability with respect to the qualifying 
condition. These major considerations, in order- of decveo£ing importance, are 
(l) the complexity of required ground-water-contrOl measures, (2) the 
existence of surface-water systems that could cause flooding of the repository 
operations area, and (3) the availability of water for repository 
cons true tion, ope rat ion, and cloS.J,~.re. 

Evaluation of the sites in terms of the 1¥-jor considerations 

Complexity of required ground-water-control measure5. Thia consideration 
includes ground-water conditions that could necessitate extensive and complex 
ground-water-control measures in shafts and drifts during repository siting, 
construction, operation, and closure. It relates directly to the qualifying 
condition by favoring hydrologic conditions that are compatible with 
repository construction, operation, and closure and will not compromise shaft 
liners and seals. This major consideration is derived from the first 
favorable condition and the potentially adverse condition. The complexity of 
required ground-water-control measures is the most important of the three 
considerations for hydrology because it has the greatest effect on the ease 
and cost of repository construction, operation, and closure. A summary of the 
evaluation for each site follows; 
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Table -ZO. Guideline-condition findings by major considerat;,n--hydrologya.b 

Condition 
Oavi s 

Canyon 
Richton 

Hanford Dome 
Yucca 

J.lountain 

----··-----------
MAJO~t CONSIDERATION 1: COMPLEXITY OF REQUIRED Gll.i 'lfJ-WATER CONTROl MEASURES 

favorable condition 1 

Absence of aquifers between the host rock 
and the land surhce. 

Potentially bdverse condition 

Grour~-wat&r conditions that could r&quire 
comp-!eK t>ngineering measures that are 
beyond reasonably available technology for 
repository construction, operation ~nd 
closure. 

NP 

NP 

~!P NP NP 

NP 

MAJOR CONSIDERATION 2~ EKISTENCE OF SURfi\CE-WATER ShTEl'!S THAT COULD POTENTIALLY 
CAUSE FLOODING Of THE REPOSITORY 

favorable condition Z 

Absence of surface-water systems that 
could potentially cause flooding of the 
repository. 

NP NP NP 

MAJOR CONSlDE~ATlON 3; AVAILABI-LITY OF WATER FOR CONSTRUCTION, OP[RATlON AND CLOSURE 

Favorable condition ~ 

Availabili~y of the w~ter requir~d for 
repository con•tr~ction, oper~t\on, and 
closure. ' 

p p p p 

• Key: NA = not applicable; NP = for the pu1·~ose of this comparative !!valuation, the 
favorable or potentially adverse condition is ~ present at the site: p = for the purpose of 

NP 

NP 

p 

this comparative evaluation, the favorable or potentially adverse condition is present at the site. 

~Analyses supporting the entries in this table are presented in Chapter 6 of the 
environmental assessment fc~ each site. 
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At the Davis GIHl.yOn site, rock units above the host rock and the host 
rock are generally f low permeability. Sflveral minor aquifers 1o1i.th limited 
water-producing pott ntial are present above the host rcrk. The snJ.Bll amounts 
of ground water th.:~.~. would be encountered during shaft Binking can be readily 
handled with staude.rd engineering practice. 

At the Deaf SJ·ith site, an aquifer ia present betw:·~;;r. the host rock and 
the ground surface. The potential for ground~·water inflows during the sinkillg 
of shafts throu;~h the High Plains aquifei', the unconsO· dated sediments above 
the repository, and the water-bearing interbeds in th . .;,st salt bed can be 
controlled with estahlished technology, such as pretr, li.:l,ltmt by freezing. 
Little ground water .:.s expected within the repository ~1 dzon. 

At the Hanford site, a number of aquifers exist be•.:ween the host rock and 
the ground surface. During shaft sinking, ground wnte: would be controlled 
with established practices, After construction, seals .JI,gsociated with the 
shaft liner would protect the shafts and repository drifts from ground-water 
inflow. The construction of the repository may result in the penetration of 
water zones under high hydrostatic head. Hm~ever, the potential for large, 
inadvertent ~ater inflows can be reduced by probing with exploratory bo~eholes 
in advance of drifting to locate water zones under high hydrostatic head. 

At the Richton site, several aquifers are present above the host rock and 
adjacent to the flanks of the dome. Control of ground water during shaft 
sinking through the sediments above the dome and aaprock would require ground 
freezing because of potentially high ground-water inflo..,s and the presence of 
unconsolidated sediments. Little water is expected within the dome. 

At the Yucca Mountain site, there are no aquifers bet~een the host rock 
and the ground surface. Because the repository would be located above the 
water table, no significant amounts of ground water ar·e likely to be 
encountered in the shafts or underground workings. 

Existence of surface-water systems that could flood tEe geologic 
repository opet·ations area. This consideration includes ponds, lakes, 
streams, and mann~dfl impoundments that could flood the underground workings 
during repository construction, operation, and closure, endangering the safety 
of workers and interrupting repository operations. It relates to the implied 
concern in the qualifying condition with the compatibility of surface-water 
systems with repository construction, operation, and closure. This 
consideration is derived from the second favorable condition and is considered 
second in importance because it is generally easier to manage the potential 
for surface flooding than underground ground-water inflo..,s: standard 
engineering measures like dikes and berms can minimize the potential for 
flooding. A summary of the evaluation for each site follows. 

At the Davis Canyon site, the area of the surface facilities could be 
inundated by the 100-year and the probable maximum ·flood. To reduce the risk 
of flooding, the site would be filled in to an elevation above the flood 
level, and control channels would be constructed to divert any flow around the 
site. 
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At the Deat 'Smith site, minor flooding occurs witllin the controlled area, 
but there are nn surface-water systems that could flood the n-stricted area. 
Although a small portion of the restricted area may -:ntercept the flood plain 
of the probable MlXimum flood, there is considerable flexibility for locating 
surface facilities and shafts to avoid flooding. 

At the Hautdrd site, the probable maximum flood 1f the Columbia and 
Yakima Rivera would not reach the repository operatl -1UI area. The maximwn 
flood of the ephemeral Upper Cold Creek could reach ~one area proposed for the 
surface facilities, but flooding would be shallow L1< short-lived, and it 
would not pose a rdgnificant hazard to surface or B-dt "lurface facilities. The 
100-year flood of Cold Creek is not expected to reacl· the surface facilities. 

The surface faci.lities at the Richton .aite would be located on high 
ground that ie drained by Fox Branch and a tributary of Linda Creek. The 
present site of the surface facilities would be modHted by filling in 
low-lying areas, constructing dikes, or diverting streams to prevent flooding 
of the surfa.ce l .. nd underground facilities. 

At the Yucca Mountain site, each of the candidate locations for surface 
facilities ie above the flood plain of the 100-year flood, but parts of these 
areas would be affected by the 500-ycar flood and the regional maximum flood. 
The proposed exploratory-shaft Bite in Coyote Wash may be subject to localized 
flooding and debris flow. However, the impacts of this infrequent, localized 
flooding can be mitigat€d by engineering measures like channel lining and 
drainage diversion. 

Availability of water for repository construction, operation, and 
closure. This consideration relates to the availability of an ample source of 
ground or surface watttr for repository construction, operation, and closure. 
It is related to the concern in tho qualifying condition about the 
compatibility of the geohydrologic setting with the ease and cost of 
construction and is derived from the third favorable condition. This 
consideration is third in importance because, although it affects the ease and 
cost of construction, it has a limited effect on the technical feasibility of 
construction, operation, and closure. A summary of the evaluation for each 
site followE. 

At the Davis Canyon site, ample water for repository development is not 
available in the immediate vicinity of the site, but water could be purchased 
from the San Juan Water Conservancy District. The water supply may be taken 
from the Colorado River south of Potash, Utah, and piped 22 miles from the 
river to the repository site along the proposed railroad access route. 

The availability of water at the Deaf Smith site may be limited becnuse 
the High Plains aquifer could become depleted through normal irrigation use 
within the operating lifetime of the repository. Consequently, the underlying 
Dockum aquifer will be evaluated during site characterization to determine its 
suitability as a supplementary water supply. 

At the Hanford, Richton, and Yucca Mountain sites, there is ample ground 
water in the immediate vicinity of the sites for repository construction, 
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·peration 1 and clot:p·ce. There is little doubt that this water W('Uld be 
.vailable for a rep· sitory at these three sites • 

. ummary ot' comparar: .. ve evaluation 

The Yucca Mom···.ain site !s the most favorable fOite f.cr the preclosure 
.ydrology guideliw;·, It iB the leading site for the m1, · t important 
onsideration: the repository would be located in the nsatursted zone, and 
0 significant amounts of ground water are likely to l e ,mcountered in the 
hafts and drifts. There is also ample water availab; ~ tor construction, 
•peration, and elosu:ce from a source within the contra: ·,d area. Although 
here is a pote.-.tial for flash flooding, standard draina,;e-eontrol measures 
•auld protect against such flooding, Current engineering technology is more 
han adequate to handle the hydrologic conditions that :re likely to be 
·ncountered at Yucca Mountain. 

Davis Canyon is only slightly less favorable for the most important major 
onsideration because little difficulty is expected in controlling ground 
•ater at the site. However, there is a potential for fLooding, and water for 
he repository would have to be piped in from the Colorado River. 

At the Richton site, shafts can be sunk with standard technology, but 
.round freezing would be required to control ground-water inflow; therefore, 
he Richton aite io less favorable than Davis Canyon and Yucca Mountain for 
he most important major consideration. Ample water is available for 
epository construction, operation, and closure, but engineering measures 
uuld be required to divert surface drai.nage. 

The Deaf Smith and the Hanford sites are least favorable for this 
uideline. At the Deaf Smith site, ground-\lo·ater conditions would make shaft 
inking more difficult and would require ground freezing. There is also 
.ncertainty about the availability of ample water for the life cycle of the 
epository. However, there is no potential for flooding within the restricted 
rea. At the Hanford site, there is a potential need for ground-water-control 
.easures that are more complex and costly than those at the other sites. 
here is minimal potential for flooding the surface or subsurface facilities 
nd an ample supply of water for construction, operation, and closure. 
owever, the potential complexity of the required ground-water-control 
.ensures is judged to re<luce the overall favcrability of the Hanford site in 
omparison with Davis Canyon and Richton • 

• 3.3.1.4 Tectonics (preclosure) 

The qualifying condition for preclosure tectonics is as follows: 

The site shall be located in a geologic setting in which any 
pr0jected effects of expected tectonic phenomena or igneous activity on 
repository construction, operation, or closure will be such that the 
reQuirements specified in §960.5-l(a-)(3) can be met. 
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The object:i_.·e of the preclosure tectonics guideline is to ensure that a 
site is not lik.:,:. 1 y to be affected by tectonic events of such magnitude that 
unreasonable or '11\(easible engineering design featut1:1> would be required. On 
the basis of th·'! qualifying, favorable, and potantit~! 1y adverse conditions for 
this guideline ~see Table 7~21), two major consider1 '.ions are identified that 
affect favorability with respect to the qualifying r1dition: (1) the 
potential £or earthquake ground motion at the site a.. ,d (2) the potential for 
faulting at the site. These major considerations • :-q; of about equal 
importance. 

Evaluation ol:' sites in terms of the major conaideratJor!_! 

It is important to note that the third potenti&.U.y adverse condition is 
not present at any of the five sites (see Table 7-19). The historical 
seismicity in the geologic setting was used as the basis of this evaluation 
because it is r~presentative of earthquake potential for short periode of 
time, such as the preclo~;ure period for the reposito1~y. Current understanding 
indicates that a seismic event of larger tha.n historical magnitude is not 
likely (less than about 1 chance in 100) to occur during the operation and 
closure of the repository. This interpretation does not consider earthquakes 
that may be associated with design events or grourld-motion estimates (the 
second favorable condition and the second potentially adverse condition) or 
evidence of active faults (the first potentially adverse condition). These 
are considered to be of low probability. However, as discussed below, the 
evaluation of ground-motion potential (first major consideration) does 
consider the earthquake potential of tectonic structures and faults, and data 
developed for the evaluation of the third potentially adverse condition. 

The qualifying condition for the preclosure tectonics guideline also 
requires an assossment of the potential for igneous activity at each of the 
sites. On the basis of preliminary data, igneous activity 1s not expected to 
cause any adverse preclosure impacts at any of t:he sites, and therefore 
igneous activity is not discussed further in this section. 

Potential for earthquake ground motion at the site. This consideration 
requires an evaluation of whether strong ground motion at the site could lead 
to safety hazards or difficultie£ during repository siting, construction, 
operation, and closure. It is related directly to the concern in the 
qualifying condition about the effects of tectonic phenomena and technical 
feasibility. It is derived from the favorable condition and the second and 
third potentially adverse conditions. This major consideration is about equal 
in importance to the expected impact of fault displacement, Although the 
likelihood of ground motion at a given site is generally higher than the 
Ukelihood of faulting, ground motion and faulting can both be significant 
design considerations. 

Contributing factors for this major consideration include the historical 
earthquake record, evidence of man-induced aeisruicity, estimates of ground 
motion from historical and man-induced earthquakes, the correlation of 
earthquakes with tectonic structures and faults, and evaluations of the 
effects of ground-motion hazardG on design. In addition, the evaluation of 
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Table 7-:··1. G .. id"line-coodition findings by major C{.o•1Slderation-
tectonic! (preclosure)•·b 

----·-----------
Condf 1 ion 

Davi ~ 
C.anyon 

Deaf 
Smith 

Richton 
•. aroford Dome 

HAJOR COt·ISIOERATION 1: POTENTIAL FOR EARTHQUAKE GROUf· tiOTION AT THE 
REPOSITORY SITE 

Favorable condition 

Jhe nature and rates of ,'a,ulting, if any, 
within the geolog~c s~tting are such that 
the m.:.gnltude and intensity of the 
associa.ted seismicity are significantly 
len than H.ose generally allowable for the 
construction and operation of nuclear 
facilities. 

Potentially oldveru conc'itlor~ 2 

Historical earthquakos or pa.st man-induced 
seismicity that, If either were· t'O· recur, 
could produce ground motion,at .. tt\e site in 
eMcess of reasonable design limits. 

Potentially adverse condition 3 

' Evidenctt, baud on correltti.on,!i. o~ e~trttl-
quakes with tectonic processes and features 
(e.g., faults) within the gto1oglt settin~, 
that the magni tud&. o.f OIU"thquaku, at the 
site during reposHory. construction, . 
operation, and closure may be larger than 
predicted fr~ historical seisMicity. 

NP p NP 

NP NP NP NP 

NP NP NP NP 

HAJOR CONSIDERATiqN. ,2: POTENTIAL FOR fAULT OISPLACEHENT AT THE REPOSITORY SITE 

Potentia 11 y adverse condit i ori 1 

Evidence of acliv' faulti~g Jolit~jn ~h": 
geologic sett\ng. 

p 
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NP p NP 

Y'"cca 
Mountain 

NP 

NP 

~p 

p 
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ground motion der·ends on the evaluation of potential !hlrface faulting in the 
geologic settinp,. The potential for ground motion 1~enerally 1ncreases as the 
potential for fa .. lting near the site increases. However, the ground-motion 
potential from cd.l seismogenic sources cannot be eva?uated individually: it 
must be consider-".!d collectively to accurately evalUJJ 1:~ t.he potential for 
ground motion ani associated uncertainties, A summ£·r:' of the evaluation for 
each site follol's. 

At Davi;;; Canyon, the estimated ground motion is not significantly smaller 
than that generally allowable for nuclear faciliti s .. These estimates are 
based on the assu.t1ption that the maximum earthquak.,.; 1 t~hich has a magnitude of 
6.5, could occu:r 1:1.t Shay Graben, the closest (10 mih-s) f;ignificant structure 
in the geolog;lc setting. Ground--motion estimates 8.1Jsoclated with these faults 
are moderate compared with design values for m1clear facilities. Since 1979, 
microearthquake monitoring has detected no seismicity at the site, However, 
events with a magnitude of up to about 3.0 have occu~red in the Paradox 
Basin. Although the seismic hazard appears to be low, the record of 
seismicity ia 1 imited, Man-induced seismicity may te occurring at one 
location in the Paradox Basin, but it is not firmly ·~stablished. Entimates of 
ground motion will remain uncertain until the faults near Shay Graben and the 
Needles area and the potential for man-induced seismicity at the site are 
fully evaluated. 

At the Deaf Smith site, there appear to be no Quaternary faults in the 
geologic setting, and the known faults are not associated with recorded 
seismic activity. The site has a very low potential for induced seismicity. 
Predicted ground rnotiona are significantly smaller than those generally 
alloW"!:'_ble for nuclear facilities. Quaternary faulting (i.e., the Meers fault) 
outside the geologic setting appears to be present along the Amarillo Uplift, 
Study of the Meers fault to determine its tectonic characteristics and 
earthquake potential may influence evaluations of the portion of the Amarillo 
Uplift in the Texas Panhandle. This may effect estimates of ground motion at 
the site, although the distance to the uplift is more than 30 miles. On the 
basis of a qualitative understanding of present conditions, projected ground 
motions are well below the level that is likely to cause significant damage to 
underground structures. 

At the Hanford site, potential ground motions. are not significantly 
smaller than those generally allowable for nuclear facilities. However, the 
ground motions associated W"ith possible Quaternary faulting in the vicinity of 
the Hanford site are within reasonable design limits for nuclear facilities. 
An earthquake record of over 100 years shows the historical seismicity of the 
Columbia Plateau to be loW" to moderate. This is consistent with data from 
seismic monitoring initiated in 1969. Recurrence rates for moderate 
earthquakes (of a magnitude greater than 6 to 6.5) appear to exceed 10,000 
years. Earthquakes are not currently associated W"ith mapped geologic 
structures, nor do hypocenters align in a manner suggesting that there could 
be unmapped buried faults in the Pasco Basin. The impact and the likelihood 
of potential earthquake SW"arms at the repository site have not been 
determined. Although uncertainties exist, it is expected that the effects of 
subsurface ground motion can be mitigated by existing engineering measures. 

At the Richton aite, ground motion is expected to be significantly 
smaller than that generally allowable for. nuclear facilities. Studies to date 



provide no evidence ·?f active hulting during; the Quatemary Per.i.od and no 
association of kno,,,,_ faulta with recorded seismic eventD within the geologic 
setting, The site '·a in an area of extremely low eartt,quake frequency, and 
there is little pot~ntial for induced seismicity. The nearest knr,;.wn 
earthquake epicente!' is 45 miles sway. On the basis of .~ qualitative 
underatanding of p:C•!Sent conditions, predicted ground m;dons are w~ll below 
the level that cou~.j cause significant damage to undeqc-:mnd structures. 
Uncertainty in estimates of ground motion is considere(· to be relatively low, 
.nrimarily becau~e the site is located in a region with ;, vety lo\o' level of 
historical seismicity. However·, there is some uncert1 \J.t_y about the southern 
extent of the New Madrid fault zone. This would likel.f nsult in more 
long-period motion than shaking from a maximum earthqua, J in the site's 
geologic setting. 

On the basis of current knDwledge, there is large uncertainty in the 
evaluation of potential ground motion at the Yucca Mouncain site. Data on the 
age of the last movement, the total amount of movement during the Quaternary 
Period, and the ex,ent of faulting within 1 to 5 kilom(lt:era of the eite &re 
limited, and the assessment of ground motion is preliminary. It is prama.ture 
to place much confidence in estimates of ground motion until s more complete 
assessment can be made of the extent of faulting near the site and of the 
appropriate assumptions for such parameters as fault length, fa.ult 
displacement, attenuation relationshi.ps, and earthquake potential. The brief 
historical seismic record at Yucca Mountain shows no earthquakes that have 
produced damaging ground motions, and current estimates of recurrence 
intervals for large earthquakes (greater than magnitude 7.0) in the geologic 
setting exceed about 25,000 years. Although estimates of ground motion for 
the surface nnd subsurf.ace facilities are not expected to be significantly 
smaller than for other nuclear f~cilities, reasonably available technology is 
expected to be sufficient to accommodate the seismic design requirements. 
These requirements would be established during site characterization. This 
judgment is based on current knowledge of faults near the site. The maximum 
acceleration from ground motion induced by underground nuclear explosions is 
less than that from natural earthquakes. Tbe reader is referred to Chapter 6 
of the environmental assessment for Yucca Mountain for a description of the 
approach to be used in establishing the appropriate seismic design 
requirements. 

Expected impact of fault displacement at the repos!.tory site. This 
consideration requires an assessment of fault-displacement potential that 
could lead to safety hazards or difficulties during repository siting, 
construction, operation, and closure. It is related directly to tha concern 
in the qualifying condition about technical feasibility and the effects of 
tectonic phenomena. It is derived from the first potentially adverso 
condition and is equal in importance to the first major consideration. 
Although the likelihood of faulting at a site is generally lower than the 
likelihood of ground motion, the need to design for fault displacement can 
have a significant effect on the site's favorability. Successful construction 
experience where fault-displacement conditions exist is an important 
contributing factor to favorability. Contributing factors for this major 
consideration are the evidence and location of, and rates of movement ont 
Quaternary faults in the geologic setting. A summary of the evaluation for 
each site follows. 
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In the Pante'.ax Basin, Quaternary faulting is suspected in the vicinity of 
the Davi~ Canyon ~ite at both Shay Graben and the Needles fault zone. 
However, additio· .. d data are needed to determine whether these displacements 
are seismogenic VL related to gravitational sliding, nalt flow, or salt 
dissolution. Thf,iJe faults do not trend toward the n:poaitory operations area, 
and there is no known seismicity within the site bour.;:u!ldes. Thus, no impact 
is expected fr.on, fault displacement at the repositor' uite. There is 
uncertainty asscn::iated with this conclusion because ~ the possibility that 
mining the repository could induce seismicity at the .:ite, 

Since no ti.Ctive surface faulting of Quaternary a·-;e has been recognized in 
the geologic setti.1g of the Deaf Smith site, there is ,,o expected impact from 
fault displarament, The geologic setting has experietlced little ot no 
tectonic activity during the Quaternary Period. The Meers fault, which 
appears to show evidence of recent activity, is outside the geologic setting. 

Quaternary faults have been identified within the geologic setting of the 
Hanford Site, but: they do not intersect the repositoi·y location, Active 
faults are not known to be present at the site. Sine.::~ the site iF.; away from 
areas of known or suspected surface faults and there is no significant 
seismicity within its boundaries, no impacts from fault displacement are 
expected, There is uncertainty associated with this conclusion because the 
potential effects of earthquake swarms on underground facilities are unknown, 

Studies to date provide no geologic evidence of Quaternary faulting in 
the geologic setting of the Richton site. Growth faults, which are not 
generally associated with seismicity, may occur in the Miasissippi salt 
basin. However, b~cause the Mississippi salt basin is not considered to 
contain a~eas of active subsidence and is isolated from the area of the Gulf 
Coast that is associated with growth faults in the Wiggin; Anticline 9 active 
growth faulting is not expected. 

There are uncertainties in the data on the age of last movement and the 
total movement of faults at and near Yucca Mountain during the Quaternary 
Period. Since the area has been mapped and studied in sufficient detail, it 
is unlikely that major fault zones are undetected. New data may indicate 
1 centimeter. of fault displacement in the eastern Crater Flat area more 
recently than about 6,000 years ago. Estimated recurrence intervals for large 
earthquakes (magnitude 7.0 or greater) associated with surface faulting appear 
to be long (on the order of 25 9 000 years). Only minor seismicity has been 
detected near the aite. These conditions suggest that the potential for fault 
displacement at the site is low during the precloaure period; thus, there are 
no expected impacts from fault displacement. Existing seismic design 
technology can accommodate small amounts of surface displacement if necessary. 

Summary of comparative evaluation 

The Richton site is the most favorable for the preclosure tectonics 
guideline. It is located in a region of extremely low ground motion and 
seismic hazard,, Ground motion at the site i9 likely to be accommodated by 
reasonably available'· technology. No seismogenic faults have, bElen identi-fied 
in the geologic setting. 



The Deaf Stnitt site is similar to the Richton sit~ for the two major 
considerations, e1cept for a slightly higher potential for ground-motion 
impacts from the /v>.arillo Uplift, which reduces its fav0rability, No 
seismogenic faultn ~ave been identified in the geologie setting, the 
ground-motion potential for the region is low, and gro-rr•d motion at the site 
is likely to be a~ :ommodated with existing technologie·r, There is• some 
uncertainty in th<! potential for ground motion, primar .ly because the impact 
of earthquakes on the Amarillo Uplift requires additit el study. 

The Davis Canyrm and the Hanford sites are favo! 1f<ie with respect to the 
potential impacts o.' fault displacement. However, efi•:'mates of ground motion 
at both sites Jre uncertain because of Quaternary Perit.-1 faults in the 
geologic setting and the potential for earthquake swarms at Hanford and 
man-·induc~d seismicity at Davis Canyon, Although current estimul:es of ground 
motion for both sites are considered moderate, the se·'~mic record 
qualitatively indicatPs that the seismic hazard for th~se regions is low. At 
Davis Canyon the closest known potential seismogenic fault is about 10 miles 
from the site, but this fault would not intersect the site. 

At Hanfr.rd, the closest potential seismogenic faults are 6.2 to 7.4 miles 
from the site, but they, too, would not intersect the Hanford site, 

Yucca Mountain is the least favorable aite for bot.h mujor 
considerations. A qualitative understanding of faulting near the site 
supports the conclusion that individual faults have long recurrence intervals 
(on the order of 25,000 years or more) for large earthquakes (magnitude 7.0 
and greater). There are uncertai.nties with respect to the age of the last 
movement and the total amount of Quaternary movement on faults within 1 to 5 
kilometers the site. Although estimates of ground motion are preliminary, it 
is expected that available technology could accommodate likely ground motion. 
Final estimates of ground motion will depend on the outcome of further seismic 
evaluations and the full assessment of nearby faulta. 

7.3.3.2 ~tern guideline on the ease and cost of siting, construction 
operation, and closure 

The third preclosure system guideline is ease and cost of siting, 
construction, operation, and closure. The pertinent elements are (1) the site 
characteristics that affect siting, construction, operation, and closure; (2) 
the engineering, materials, and services necessary to conduct these 
activities; (3) written agreements between the DOE and affected States and 
affected Indian tribes and the Federal regulations that establish the 
requirement for these activities; and (4) the repository personnel at the site 
during siting, construction, operation, or closure. It is third in importance 
because it does not relate directly to the health, safety, and welfare of the 
public or the quality to the environment. A summary of the pertinent 
characteristics of the host rock at each site and estimates of the 
engineering, materials 1 services, and personnel costs are presented below for 
the salt, basalt, and ·tuff sites. 
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Total life·.rycle cost estimates"' for a repository in basAlt (the Hanford 
site), salt (the Davis Canyon, Deaf Smith, and Richl~r.:n sites), and tuff (the 
Yucca mountain l:i: te) are shown in Table 7-22. These ostimates were developed 
as part of the .t'lE's annual evaluation of the adeque'.y of the fee (1 mill per 
kilowatt-hour) p:ti.d into the Nuclear Waste Fund for t'iElposal services and do 
not represent f·Ltal cost estimates. More deflnit.iv~ tl;tilU8tes will be 
completed when n 'jre-de tailed designs and s i te~cham. •· eriza t ion data become 
available. The salt cost estimate was based on des ·n parameters that are 
representative of a genenic salt site. Therefore, t .is estimate does not take 
into account site-specific differences that exist , t each salt t;ite. 

------------------------------

Table 7-22 Repository cost estimates 
(billions of 1984 dollar~) 

Sit,,ec_ ____ ~D~&~E~------~~nstruction Operation D__!.tconuniss ioning 

Basalt 
Salt" 
Tuff 

1.5 
1.8 
1.5 

1 All salt sites. 

2.3 
1.6 
1.1 

8.3 
4.9 
>.8 

0.2 
0·.2 
0. 1 

The major cost components idantified in Table 1~22 are defined below 

Total 

• Development.and evaluation (D&E): lncludes costs for all activities, 
excluding final .design and construction, that are conducted before 
repository operation. These activitiea include site characterization, 
conceptual and license-application design* licensing, and technology 
development. 

• Construction: Includes costs for fine.l design and costs for the 
construction of all surface facilities and a limited number of underground 
waste-disposal rooms and corridors. 

• Operation: Includes costs for the construction of most of the underground 
rooms anc;l corridors and costs for the operation of the surface and 
underground .facilities. 

• Decormnissioning·: ·Includes :cost for the decontamination and 
decollltlissioning of the· surface facilities. 

• Total: Represents the total life-cycle cost for a geologic repository and 
includes the sum of· all the above cost components. 

*U.S. Department of Energy, Analysis of the Total Sy.stem Life Cycle Cost 
for the Civilian Radioactive Waste Management Program, DOE/RW-0024, 
Washington, D.C., April 1985. 
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The uncertaint'; t.hat has been assigned to these efttlmates :l.t! based on 
engineering judgmE:w:. and is ::!:35 percent of the total C01lt of the- facility. 
This, coupled with 1. 10 to 40 percent contingency alre1~dy built into the 
estimates, reflect;· the accux-acy of preconceptual design from which the costs 
were derived. The exact contingency used depends on LM complexity of the 
design of specifiC' repository facilities or processes. 

Salt repositQ!Y 

Host-roci>'_ dept~. The horizons of the host rock a the Davis Canyon, Deaf 
Smith, and Richton sites are 3,000, 2,700 and 2,100 feuc below the surface, 
respectiv":tly. The horizon assumed for the generic tu•.lt cost ~stimate is 3,000 
feet below the service. This is R relatively deep hor~zon when compared with 
other siting alternatives. 

Rock conclit.ionR and tunnel stability. At the Dads Canyon and Richton 
sites, the artificial rock support r.:;quired is expect.Jd to be minor (only 
occasional rock bolting) bec.ause of the apparent massiveness of the salt and 
the ab~ance of nonsalt interbeds in the host rock. However, significant 
maintenance may be required for underground openings because of salt creep. 
Salt creep will gradually reduce the size of the underground openings, and 
reexcavntion of the openings will be required to maintain the minimum opening 
dimensions. 

At the Deaf Smi'th site, the potential for roof instability is due to the 
interbeds that would exist above the underground openings. Rock falls can be 
prevented by adequate artificial support (regular rock bolting). As with the 
Davis Canyon and the Richton sites, significant maintenance may be required. 

The in situ rock temperatures for e&oh of the three sites are as 
follows; 34-43°C (93-109°F) for Davis Canyon, 27°C (8l°F) for Deaf 
Smith, and 50°C (122°F) for Richton site. 

The rock conditions assumed for the salt cost estimate include good 
tunnel stability, like those of the Davis Canyon and Richton sites, and 
favorable in situ rock temperatures similar to the Davis Canyon site. 
Reexcavation is assumed to be necessary to maintain the underground openings 
at all salt sites and was therefore assumed for the cost estimate. These 
parameters were selected to be representative of a generic salt site. 

Ground-water conditions. At the Davis Canyon site, one minor aquifer is 
present above the host rock. The small amounts of ground water (28 gallons 
per minute) that would be encountered during shaft sinking can be readily 
handled with standard engineering practices. Little water is expected at the 
repository horizon. 

At the Richton site, 6everal regional aquifers are present above the host 
rock and adjacent to the flanks of the dome. Ground-water control during 
shaft sinking through the above-dome sediments and caprock would require 
ground freezing because of potentially high ground-water inflows (1 1 700 
gallons per minute) and unconsolidated sedi~nta above the salt dome. Little 
water is expected at the repository horizon the dome. 
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At the Deet Smith site, there are aquifers between the t.ost rock and the 
ground surface, The control of water while sinking shafts throush these 
aquifers and wa•;ur-bes.ring interbeds within the evaporite section can be 
accomplished wlth established technology. Potentia: ,_y high ground-water 
inflows (1,400 ~-1llons per minute) 11nd unconsolidatt' ... 3ediments above the 
repository n:qui-:-e pretreatment by freezing to allo~· 1maft sinking through 
these sediments Little water is expected within t repository horizon. 

The sal:: cost estimate assumed that only smal •mounts of water would be 
encountered during shaft sinking (similar to Davis ":!<myon) and at the 
repository horizoH (similar to all three salt sitet;), These conditions were 
assumed to be rep~·esentative of a generic salt site. 

Gassy conditions. Although there is no direct e'lidence that toldc gas is 
present at any of the three salt sites, experience ib salt mines at other 
locations suggests the possibility. The hazards fr01u such gas can be 
mitigated through safety procedures and adequate ventilation. These gassy 
conditions have been assumed in the generic salt cos·· estimate. 

Subsurface conditions, Although specific salt d tes may have certain 
subsui-face conditions that are less favorable than others, on balance, it was 
assumed that mining will be conducted in a relatively good environment. This 
asswnption was based on the subsurface conditions discussed above for the 
generic salt site. 

Ventilation requirements. The ventilation requirements for salt can be 
described as moderate in comparison with basalt and tuff. Ventilation 
requirements are higher than those for tuff because of the deeper repository 
horizon and gassy conditions, but not as high as those for basalt. 

Wsste-pack~~osts. The design for the waste package is determined by 
subsurface conditions. The salt waste package consists of a thick-walled 
carbon-steel container and an internal canister assembly. The internal 
canister assembly segregates fuel rods into compartments for the consolidated 
spent~-fuel design, whereas a spaceframe is used for the unconsolidated 
spent-fuel design. No external packing is assumed. The waste-packages 
asswned for tl:.e generic salt cost eatimote are as follows: 

Parameter 

PWR/BWR ratio 
Nwnber of packages 
Material 

Unconsolidated 
spent fuel 

1/2 
4,600 
Carbon steel 

Consolidated 
spent fuel 

12/30 
12 t 200 
Carbon steel 

The total cost for the fabrication of all waste packages for a salt 
repository is $0.7 billion. This cost is lower than that for both tuff and 
basalt because salt repository emplaces significantly fewer waste packages 
than either tuff or basalt. 

Excavation quantities. 
excavation requirements can 

Given the waste-package requirements, the 
be calculated. For the cost estimates used here, 
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it was assumed that about 22 million tons of salt will be excaval-e:d. This 
includes 4 million .;ons of aalt: reexcavated because of creep, 1'1:\.e total 
amount excavated iiJ higher than that assumed for basal~ and tuff. 

Mining method. The generic salt cost estimate asE.~~'Iled that a mechanized 
mining techniqur. "'·ill be used to develop the undergrour· .. facilities. Using 
this technique 1 mi dog is faster than mining by the cmou.ttional 
drill-and-blast t~.;;lmiqu!! 1 which is used for harder rt! ::1;; li\ce tuff and basalt, 

Mining rate. The mining rate for salt can be ct. u~:~cterized as "fast 
average," This rating is due to, high mining producti ·ity (tons per 
man-shift), which i~ the result of the following; 

• The relative softness of the rock. 
• Th~ stability of the underground openings. 
• Small quantities of water underground. 
• Low temperatures. 

The productivity for salt is 13.3 tons per man-shift, Salt has tile highest 
productivity of all sites considered. 

Underground-facility conatruction ease, The conatruction of the 
underground facilities will be easier at a repository located in salt than a 
repository located in basalt or tuff. This conclusion is based on the 
information previously presented which discussed the less difficult mining 
conditions associated with the salt reposHory. 

Staffing levels and· labor rates. Given the mining conditions expected at 
the generic salt site assumed for the cost estimate, staffing levels for the 
underground development can be estimated. The staffing levels (in full-time 
equivalents) for the emplacement period are as follows: 

Surface 
Underground 
Total 

863 
252 

1 '115 

These estimates are low when compared with other siting alternatives and 
result from the more favorable mining conditions expected at the salt sites. 

Salt has the lowest labor rate ($28.50 per hour) of the sites 
considered. When combined with the low staffing levels assumed for salt, the 
labor cost for salt is expected to be low. 

Underground facilities costs. Assuming the conditions described above, 
the total (construction, operation, and decommissioning) cost of the 
underground facilities for a salt repository is $2.2 billion. This is 26 
percent of the total cost of $8.5 billion shown in Table 7-22. The remaining 
$6.3 billion consists of $1.8 billion for development and evaluation, $3.8 
billion for surface facilities, and $0.7 for waste packages. The underground 
facilities cost fat• salt ($2.2 billion) is lower than that for the other sites. 

Operation duration and backfilling, The life of a salt repository is 53 
years long. It consists of a 27-year emplacement period, a 23-year ·caretaker 
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period, and a 3··y~·.tr backfill period. Decause salt hoa the shortest backfill 
period of all the ~ites considered, salt also has the: ahortest operating 
life. The short ,·perating phase, coupled with tha lcH labor cost, results in 
low operating coB\~ for salt, 

Operating_s:_g_~1_!=_. The operating cost for a reposi•.,)ry in salt is $4,9 
billion. This is 58 percent of the total cost of $8 •. ' "illion end is clearly 
the largest port.J'.un of the total-faciU.ty cost. The •.)maining $3.6 billion 
consists of $1.8 for development and evaluation, $1.£, .Jillion for 
construction, and $0.2 billion for decommissioning. 

Most of the op~rating costs 6re associated with t e opoJration of the 
surface facil:itf.es, Of the $4,9 billion operating cos~., $2.9 billion is for 
the operation of the surface facilities, $1.3 billion !s for underground 
development, and $0.7 billion is for the fabrication CJ{ the wasta packages. 

Total facility costa. Table 7-23 presents the total facility costs for a 
generic salt repoaitory, This table SWMlarizes the costs mentioned in this 
section and is consistent with tha costs shown in TabJ e 7-22. 

Cost 
category 

D&E 

Surface 

Underground 

Waste 
packages 

Total 

Table 7-23. Cost estimates for a salt repositor,y 
(billions of 1984 dollars) 

D&E Construction Operation Deaommd.ssiond.ng 
1 i 

1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.8 2.9 0.1 

0.8 1.3 o. 1 

o.o 0.7 0.0 

1.8 1.6 4. 9 0.2 

Total 

1.8 

3.8 

2.2 

0.7 

8.5 

The total facility cost for salt is the same as for tuff and lower than 
that for basalt. This is due mainly to the lower underground costs resulting 
from favorable subsurface condi-tions. 

~asalt repository 

Host-rook depnh. The interior of the Cohaasett flo~ has been selected as 
the preferred candidate horizon for the basalt repository. The horizon is 
approximately 3.300 feet below the surface. It is the deepest horizon of. all 
sites considqred. 
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Rock conditior's and tunnel stability. The basalt at the Hanford site is 
a physically and c:,emically stable rock that will be little afhcted by 
repository conditi~'ns. The rock is fractured. Heat-induced and rock-matrix 
fracturing are exp~cted but will be minor and will not create a safety hazard. 

High stres.s c-mditions are associated with bnsalt, This suggests that 
artificial suptJor would be required for repository cr·.sl:ruction, operation, 
and closure, Thifi artificial support is not consider 1 minimal Bnd will 
consist of roc:.:: bolts and shotcrete over wire mesh. 'f,ds support is needed to 
control instabilities in the rock caused by stress. A:; exarnple of a 
stress-induced insLtbil.ity is rock bursts. However, r ;ck bursts are expected 
to be mild bec8use uf the low extraction ratio planned for the repository 
excavation anc. the closely jointed nature of the dense interiors. Rock bolts 
will use the high strength of basalt to control rock hursts or other 
deformations. 

Basalt should not creep significantly, and therefore, maintenance of the 
underground openL1gs will not be excessive, 

The rock temperature in the Cohassett flow is high (Sl°C, or 124°F) 
and is a potential hazard to the health of the personnel working underground. 
A ventilation system that provides a continuous, acceptable working 
environment must be installed at the basalt repository. The effects of 
temperature are not expected to cause Bignificant deterioration of support or 
instability of the rock, 

Ground-water condition¥.• Aquifers are present between the Cohassett flow 
and the land surface. Ground-water inflo~ into the repository is high and is 
estimated to be about 100 gallons per minute. A worst-case esti1nate ~ould be 
as high as 3,400 gallons per minute, but this is considered untikely. The 
potential for these large water inflows can be reduced by drilling exploratory 
boreholes before excavation to identify any zones of abnormal ~ater production. 

During shaft sinking and the construction of the undergrouna facility, 
ground-water ~ill be controlled by established practices. After construction, 
seals associated with the shaft liner wQuld protect the shafts and the 
repository drifts from ground-water inflow. 

Because the rock temperature is high, it is expected that the ~ater 
ternp€lrature ~ill also be high. There is also the potential for water to enter 
the repository under high pressure. 

Gassy conditions. Methane gas is not indigenous to basaltic rock. 
However, methane could occur in the underground openings because it might be 
introduced ~ith any water inflow. A ~ay to minimize the potential for methane 
entering the underground facilities is to control the water inflo~ into the 
repository. Ventilation will be required to control the concentration of any 
methane present underground. Ho~ever, because of the limited amount of gas 
expected underground, gassy conditions were not assumed for the basalt cost 
estimate. 

Subsurface conditions. Mining ~ill be conducted in a difficult 
environment because of the conditions discussed above. 
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yentilation_J"~gui rements, 
higher than thost: for salt and 
conditions descrir-.:l:d above. 

The ventilation requj1·ements fot' basalt are 
tuff because of the dif.ficult subsurface 

Weste-peckage_costs. The design for the waste p:1 Jc.age is determined by 
subsurface condiUons. The basalt waste package cons .. 1~1 of a thick-walled 
carbon steel cont"iner and an external packing assemh' 11, An internal 
spaceframe is .incLuded fo:r: unconsolidated spent fuel. The external packing 
consists of a miJ,ture of basalt and bentonite, Ths ''if!. te-peckage parameters 
assumed for the cost estimate are as follows: 

Unconsolidated Consolidated 
Parameter -------.!.2.8 n t f ue 1 -~nt fuel 

PWR/BWR ratio 4/9 4/9 

Number of packages 1,000 38,800 

Material Carbon steel Carbon steel 

The total cost for the fabrication of all basalt waste packages ia $1.1 
billion. This cost is high because the basalt repository en1placea more 
waste-packages than any of the other sites. 

Ex~avation quantities. Given the waste-package requirements, the 
excavation requirements can be calculated. For the cost estimates used here, 
it was assumed that about 19 million tons of basalt will be excavated. This 
quantity is higher than that assumed for tuff, but lower than that assumed for 
salt. 

Mining method. The basalt design assumed that the conventional 
drill-and-blast excavation technique will be used to develop the underground 
facilities, This technique is particularly suited to the subsurface 
conditions found at Hanford. For example, this technique is required because 
basaltic rock is very hard. However, the basalt mining method is slower than 
mechanized mining. 

Mining rete. The mining rate for basalt can be characterized as "slow 
average." This rating is due to a low mining productivity (tons per 
rnan-shift), which is the result of the following: 

• The hardness of basaltic rock. 
• The depth of the repository horizon. 
• The high str.ess conditions. 
• The presence of large quantities of water underground • 
• High temperatures • 
• High excavation quantities • 

The productivity for basalt is 3.1 tons per man-shift. This is the lowest 
productivity of all sibes considered. 
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Underg_rounE_ __ {.~~ilitles cons.~ruction ea11e, The constructio'l of the 
underground facill· ies will be more difficult for a rt~f)ository l.i)cated in 
basalt than a repo·itory located in tuff or salt, This conclusion is based on 
the information pr ··viously presented which discussed t 1 e more difficult mining 
conditions aosocia·:;ed with the deeper, higher temperal1.:r~ 1 satu-rated zones of 
the basalt reposi···Jry. 

Staffing Levels on_q. __ lab_gr rates. Given the mini·., conditions expected at 
Hanford, staff.i.ng levels for the underground develop.·e ,t can be estimated. 
These estimated staffing levels for the emplacement 1 ·~, :i.od are as follows: 

As shown 
levels. 
staffing 

Surface 
Underground 
Total 

917 
1,051 
1, 968 

above, the difficult mining conditions result in 
When combined with a high labor rate ($31.00 per 
levels lead to high labor costs for basalt. 

high staffing 
hour), the high 

Underground-faci~ity costs. Assuming the conditions described above, the 
total (construction, operation, and decommissioning) cost of the underground 
facilities of a basalt repository is $6.1 billion. This is just under 50 
percent of the total cost of $12.3 billion shown in Table 7-22. The remaining 
$6.2 billion consists of $1.5 billion for development and evaluation, $3,6 
billion for surface-facilities, and $1.1 billion for waste•paokages, The cost 
of the underground facilities ($6.1 billion) is the highest of all sites 
considered. 

Operating duration and backfilling. The basalt repository has a longer 
operating life than both tuff and salt: 61 years. It consists of a 27-year: 
emplacement period 1 a 23-year caretaker period, and an 11.-year backfill 
period, This is the longest operating phas~ of all sites considered because 
basalt assumed the longest backfill period. The long operating life, coupled 
with the high staffing levels and high labor rates, leads tc. high operating 
costs for basait. 

ppera~ost. The operating cost for a basalt repository at the 
Hanford site ia $8:3 billion. This is 67 percent of the total cost of $12,3 
billion and is clearly the largest partion of the total facil.i.ty cost. The 
remaining $4.0 billion consists of $1.5 billion for development and 
evaluation, $2.3 billion for construction, and $0.2 billion for 
decommissioning. 

Most of the operating costs are associated with underground development. 
Of the $8.3 billion, $4.3 billion is for underground development, $2.9 billion 
is the operation of the surface facilities, and $1.1 billion is for the ~sate 
packages. 

Total facility costs. Table 7-24 presents the total-facility costs for 
the basalt repository. This table summarizes the costs mentioned in this 
section; the costs are consistent with the cost~ shown in Table 7-22. 
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Cost 

TabLJ 7-24. Cost estimates for a basalt. repository 
(billions of 1984 dollars) 

.:::ategory D&E Construction Operation 1'-"!commi.ssioning Total 

-----
D&E ,_ .s 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 
Surface 0.5 2.9 0.2 3.6 
Undergrour",d 1.8 4.3 o.o 6.1 
Waste 

packages o.o 1.1 0.0 1.1 
Total 1.5 2. 3 8.3 0.2 12.3 

The total facility cost for basalt is the highest of all sites 
considered. This is due primarily to the higher underground costs resulting 
from the difficult subsu.r face conditions, 

Tuff repository 

Host rock depth. The proposed repository horizon is about 1,200 feet 
deep. Thie is the most shallow horizon of all sites considered. 

Rock conditions and tunnel stability, The welded tuff of the Toppah 
Spring Member at Yucca Mountain is a physically and chemically stable rock 
that will be little affocted by repository conditions. Currently, the rock is 
fractured, and any additional thermally induced fracturing will be minor. 

The rock strength of welded tuff and the associated in situ stresses are 
favorable, The frnctu~ed nature of the tuff, however. may provide the 
potential for rock falls in underground openings. Faults encountered in the 
underground facility may also contribute to local instabilities because of the 
poor quality of rock associated with the fault zones. The potential for rock 
falls can be mitigated through the use of appropriate artificial supports for 
the underground openings. Previous excavation experience at the Nevada Test 
Site indicates that lhe expected artificial support requirements at Yucca 
Mountain are regularly spaced rock bolts, with steel mesh covering the rock 
surface for safety. Occasional supplemental bolting or shotcrete may be 
required in local areas of poor-quality rock. These requirements are 
considered minimal. 

Little deterioration of the rock and the artificial support is expected 
over time and from temperature changes, since the tuff does not creep. 
Therefore, the rock is expected to remain in a stable condition and will not 
require extensive maintenance for the underground openings. 
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The rock ttn'perature ia favorable (27°C or 8l°F) and is n')t e:xpected to 
be a hazard to tln health of the personnel working uD.derground. The effects 
of temperature a1· ~ not expected to significantly aff~ct the stability of the 
mined openings. 

Ground-wa~!: conditions. At the Yucca Mountain rdte, there are no 
aquifers between che hoflt rock and the land surface. B·ecause the repository 
would be locllted nbove the water table, no significm amounts of ground water 
are likely to be encountered in the shafts or the Ulldt,rgrou.nd workings. 

Gassy conditinE!• No significant accumulation~ rf to:xic gases are 
expected at the re.1 oaitory horizon. Therefore, gass:v :onditions have not been 
asswned for t 11e tuff cost estimate. 

~ubs'-lrface conditions. Mining will be conducted in a relatively good 
environment, assuming the conditions discussed above. 

Ventilation requirement§_. 
lower than those for basalt and 

The ventilation requirements for tuff are 
salt. This is a resu~t of the relatively good 

environment expected underground. 

Waste-package costs. The design for the waste package is determined by 
subsurface conditions. The tuff waste package conBists of a stainless-steel 
canister and an internal apaceframe. No external packing is assumed. The 
waste-package parameters assumed for the cost estimate are as follows. 

Pa_f!!mete~ Unconsolidated Consolidated 
spent fuel __!.ESnt fuel 

PWR/BWR ratio 3/9 6/18 
Number of packages 1,400 23 t 100 
Material Stainless steel Stainless steel 

The total cost of fabricating all tuff waste packages is $1.1 billion. This 
cost is high because of the combined effect of emplacing a large number of 
waste packages and high material costs. The cost of the tuff waste package is 
higher than the cost of the salt waste package for thia reaaon. However, the 
tuff waste package costs the same es the basalt waste package. This happens 
because, though tuff emplaces a smaller number of packages than basalt, the 
resulting cost savings are offset by the cost of the stainless-steel 
container. which is higher than the cost of the carbon-steel container for 
ba.sa lt. 

Excavation quantities. Given the waste-package requirements, the 
excavation requirements can be calculated. For the cost estimates used 
it was estimated that about 17 million tons of tuff will be excavated. 
is lower than that assumed for salt and basalt. 

here, 
This 

Mining method. The tuff design assumed that mechanized mining techniques 
will be usee in conjunction with conventional techniques to develop the 
underground facilities. This should lead to a mining rate the.t is fester then 
that basalt (conventional mining only) but not as fast as that for salt 
(mechanized mining o~ly). 
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Mining rate_. The mining rate for tuff can be (~!iaracterized as "fast 
average." This r 1ting is due to a high mining produd:ivity (tons per 
man-shift), which is the result of the followingt 

• Shallow ~epository horizon. 
• The stab 1 li ty of underground openings, 
• Lack of .,.ater underground. 
• Lower t~mperatures. 

• Lowe1: excavation quantities, 

The produc ti v:: ty for tuff is 9.1 tons per man-1:1 :1 (:' t. The product! vi ty 
for basalt is significantly lQWer because of the mor8 ~lifficult mining 
conditions tluit will be encountered. The productivity for salt is higher 
largely be~ause salt is softer than tuff and therefoi: can use only totally 
mechaniz~d mining techniques. 

Underground facilities construction ease. The construction of the 
underground facilities will be easier at a repository located in tuff than a 
repository located in basalt, but not salt. This conclusion i8 based on the 
information previously presented which discussed the mining conditions 
associated with the tuff repository. 

Staffing levels and labor rates. Given the mining conditions expected at 
the tuff site, staffing levels for the underground developmsnt can be 
estilt\8ted. The staffing levels for the emplacement period (in ful-l-time 
equiYalents) are estilt\8ted to be as follows: 

Surface 
Underground 
Total 

846 
372 

1, 218 

The staffing estimates can be characterized as low, but oot the lowest of 
all sites considered. Tuff has the highest labor rate ($32.00 per hour) of 
the sites considered. However, when combined with the staffing levels assumed 
for tuff, the tabor cost is expected to be low and fall between the labor cost 
expected as basalt (high) and ·salt (low). 

Underground facility costs. Assuming the conditions described above, the 
total (construction, operation, decommissioning) costs of the underground 
facilities for a tuff repository -is $2.3 billion. This is 27 percent of the 
total cost of $8.5 billion shown in Table 7-22. The remaining $6.2 billion 
consists of $1.5 billion for development and evaluation, $3.6 billion for 
surface facilities, and $1.1 for waste packages. 

Operation duration and backfilling. The tuff repository will be in 
operation for 58 years. This consists of a 27-year emplacement period, a 
23-caretaker period, and an 8-year backfill period. The 58-year operating 
phase is 3 years shorter than the basalt operating period and 5 years longer 
than the salt operating period. This is due to the duration of the backfill 
period assumed for each host rock. Because of the operating period, tuff has 
moderate operating costs when compared with salt and basalt. 
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QE_erating coat~. The operating cost for a repository located at the 
~ucca Mountain sit- is $5.8 billion. This is 68 perce·ot of the total cost of 
$8.5 billion and il· clearly the largest portion of the total fadlity cost. 
fhe remaining $2.7 billion consists of $1.5 billion for development and 
8valuation, $1.1 bUlion for construction, and $0.1 fo·; decommissioning. 

Most of the tperating costs are associated with t ·.e operation of the 
surface fa~ilitie11. Of the $5.8 billion total operatj g cast, $2.8 billion is 
for the operat.:.on of the surface facilities, $1.9 bUl:0n is for underground 
development, and $1.1 billion is for the waste packs.~··~f., 

Total facility costa. Table 7-25 presents the toUt facility costs for a 
tuff repository. This table sufi"IR8rizes the costs mentioned in this section 
and is consistent' with the costs shown in Table 7-22. 

Cost 
category 

D & E 
Surface 
Underground 
iot'aste 

packages 
rotal 

Table 7-25, Cost estimates for a tuff repository 
(billions of 1984 dollars) 

D&E Construction Operation DecorMiiss ioning 

1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.7 z. 8 0.1 
0.4 1.9 0.0 

o.o 1.1 0.0 
1.5 Ll 5.8 0.1 

Total 

1.5 
).6 
2.) 

1.1 
8.5 

The total-facility cost for tuff is the same as that salt and lower than 
that for basalt. This is due mainly to the lower underground costs that 
result from favorable subsurface conditions. 
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GLOSSARY AND LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 



ablation 

absorbed 
radiation 

access corridor 

accessible 
en vi ronmen t 

Act 

actinides 

active fault 

GLOSSARY 

All processes by which snow and :1. ·.~ are lost from a 
glacier; also, the amount lost. 

A measure of the amount of ioniz 
a given mass of absorbing mediun 
radiation is the rad. 

ll[~ radiation deposited in 
The unit of absorbed 

Access to controlled roads, rai:, l .,ads, transmission for 
utilities, or other muans. 

The atmosphere, the land surfac~ 1 surface water, oceans, 
and the portion of the lithoApher.e that are outside the 
controlled area. 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. 

Chemical elements with atomic numbers beginning at 89 and 
continuing through 103. 

A fault along which there is recurrent movement, which is 
usually indicated by small periodic displacements or:. 
seismic activity. 

active dissolution See "dissolution front." 
front 

active 
institutional 
controls 

adit 

adsorption 

aeromagnetic 
survey 

affected area 

affected 
Indian Tribe 

Controls instituted by government to guard a repository 
against intrusion and to perform monitoring or 
maintenance operations. 

A nearly horizontal passage from the surface by which a 
mine is entered. 

Adherence of ions or mole~ules that are in solution to the 
surface of solids wit.h which they are in contact. 

A survey made of the magnetic field of the earth by the 
use of electronic magnetometers suspended from an aircraft. 

Either the area of socioeconomic impact or the area of 
environmental impact. 

Any Indian Tribe (1) within whose reservation bounda-ries a
repository for radioactive waste is proposed to be located 
or (2) whose federally defined possessory or usage rights 
to other lands outside the reservation boundaries arising 
out of congressionally ratified treaties may be 
substantially and adversely affected by the locating of 
such a facility: provided thBt the Secretary of the 
Interior finds, upon the petition of the appropriate 
governmental officials of the Tribe, that such effects are 
both substantial and adverse to the Tribe. 
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affected State 

aging 

air-fall tuff 

albite 

alkaline 

alluvial fan 

alluvial piedmont 

alluvium 

alpha decay 

alpha particle 

alunite 

amorphous silica 

amphibole 

analcime 

andesite 

Any State that (1) has been notified by the DOE in 
accordnnct! with Section 116(a) of the Act as containing a 
potentially acceptable site; (2) contains a candidate site 
for site characterization or repository development! or 
(3) contains a site selected fat repository development. 

Storage of radioactive materials 
fuel, to permit the decay of she 

t~specially spent nuclear 
t-lived radionuclides. 

A tuff deposited showerlike fr, m a. volcanic eruption cloud. 

A white or c.olorless triclinic ,11. :1eral of the feldspar 
group (NaAlShOs). It occurs cor.a110nly in igneous and 
metamorphic rocks. 

Having a pH greater than 7. 

An outspread, g~ntly sloping mavs of alluvium deposited by 
a stream. 

Alluvium that li.es at the base of a mountain or a mountain 
range. 

A gene~al term for clay, silt, sand,. gravel, or similar 
material that is not compacted and bas been deposited in 
fairly recent geologic time by streams, rivers, or 
floods. 

A radioactive transformation in which an alpha particle is 
emitted by a nuclide, thus changing one nuclide to another 
tbat has a smaller atomic uumber and weight. 

A positively charged particle emitted in the radioactive 
decay of certain nuclides. Made up of two protons and two 
neutrons bound together, it is identical to the nucleus of 
a helium atom. It is the least penetrating of the three 
common typos of radiation--alpha, beta, and gamma. 

A mineral with chemical formula, KA1l(S04) 2 (0H),, 
It usually occurs in white, gray or pink masses in 
hyd~othermally altered feldspathic rocks. See also 
"feldspathic". 

A form of silicn that lacks any ordered internal structure. 

A mineral group that includes common rock-forming minerals 
characterized by good prismatic cleavage. 

A mineral with chemical formula: NaAlSi20, H20. It 
is an isometric zeolite, coll'IDOnly foWld in alkali··rich 
basalts. 

A dark colored, fine-grained, extrusive igneous rock. 
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angle of internl!.). 
friction 

anhydrite 

anox:ic 

anticline 

apatite 

application 

APPLICON 

aquiclude 

aquifer 

aquitard 

argillaceous 

argillite 

arroyo 

The angle between a resultant force and the line 
perpendicular to the plane of f:d.ction. 

A white to grayish or reddish mineral of anhydrous calcium 
sulfate, CaS04. 

A general term meaning in the llb!C'nce of oxygen. 

An uparchcd fold composed of st .... ta that dip outward from 
a conunon ridge or axis. The c, r., of an anticline contains 
stratigraphiCally older rocks .L 11l is convex upward. 

A group of hexagonal minerals cor.-.1Jisting of calcium 
phosphate together with fluorinet chlorine, hydroxyl or 
carbonate in varying amounts. 'lt.ey occur as accessory 
rninernls in igneous rocks, metamorphic rocks, and 
ore-deposits. 

The act of making a finding of c:'>mpliance or noncompliance 
with the qualifying or disqualifying conditions specified 
in the siting guidelines, in accordance with the types of 
findings specified in Appendix III of the siti':lg 
guide lines, 

A computer-aided total graphics design system that 
generates contour maps, etc. from data input. 

A geologic formation that will not transmit water fast 
enough to furnish an appreciable supply. 

A formation, a group of formations, or a part of a 
formation that contains sufficient saturated permeable 
material to yield sufficient quantities of water to wells 
and .springs. 

A confining bed that retards but does not prevent the flow 
of water to or from an adjacent aquifer; a leaky confining 
bed. It does not yield water to wells or springs, but may 
serve as a storage unit for ground water. (See also 
"aquiclude.") 

A term applied to all rocks or substances composed of clay 
minerals or having a notable portion of clay in their 
composition; examples are shale snd slate. 

A compact rock, derived from either mudstone or shale, 
that haa undergone a somewhat higher degree of induration 
than is present in mudstone or shale. 

A term applied in the arid and semiarid southwestern U.S. 
to a small deep flat-floored channel or gully of an 
ephemeral or intermittent stream. 
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artesian 

ash-flow tuff 

atmospheric 
dispersim·1 

atmospheric 
stabilit) dass 

atomic energy 
defense activity 

a us ten it ic. 

backfill. 
backfilling 

background 
radiation 

bajada 

barrier 

basalt 

basalt flow 

base metal 

A term describing ground water confined ander hydrostatic 
pressure. The water level in a artesian well stands above 
the top of the artesian water body it taps. If the water 
level in an artesian well stands above the land surface, 
the well is a flowing artesian .... ell. 

A tuff deposited by an ash flo·1 :u gaseous cloud. 

Atmospheric transport of part:l '.llates or gases by airflow 
within the atmosphere and atn ·lli oJheric diffusion by random 
air motions. 

An index that indicates the atou.•'Jphere's ability to 
disperse airborne releases. 

Any activity of the Secretary coT: Energy performed in 
whole or in part in carrying ou.'~ any of the following 
functions: naval reactor development, weapons activities, 
verification and control technology, defense nuclear 
materials production, defense nuclear waste and materials 
by-products management, defense nuclear materials security 
and safeguards and security investigatlons, and defense 
research and development. 

Characteristic of a solid solution in iron of carbon and 
sometimes other solutes that occurs as a constituent of 
steel under certain circwnstances. 

The placement of materials. originally removed or new. into 
the excavated areas of a mine, including waate-emplacement 
holes, drifts, accessways, and shafts. 

Radiation that is produced by sources such as naturally 
occurring radioactive minerals in the earth, cosmic rays, 
and naturally occurring radionuclides in living organisms. 

A broad, gently inclined detrital surface extending from 
the base of mountain ranges out into an inland basin, 
formed by the later~l coalescence of a series of alluvial 
fans, and having an undulating character. 

Any material or structure that prevents or substantially 
delays the movement of water or radionuclides. 

A dark to medium dark igneous rock usually formed from 
lava flows and composed chiefly of calcic plagioclase and 
clinopyroxene in a glassy or fine-grained ground mass. 

A solidified body of lava formed from 
molten basalt from a fissure or vent. 
structures.~') 

the outpouring of 
(See "intraflow 

Any of the more common or more chemically active metals 
(e.g.t lead and copper). 
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basement rock 

basin 

Basin and 
Range 
province 

bedding 

bedrock 

benchmarking of 
computer code,; 

bentonite 

berm 

beta particle 

biological 
half-life 

biotite 

blind-hole 
drilling 

block faultir.g 

Undifferentiated rocks that un~erly the stratified rocks 
of interest in an area. 

A depressed area in the earth's surface .,..ith no outlet. 
Sediments may have accwnulated ..:~ such areas. 

Physiographic province in thf;l Si< U.S. characterized by a 
series of tilted fault blocks 1 .rming longitudinal, 
asymmetric rldgea or mountains , nd broad, intervening 
basins. 

The arrangement of rock in lay~;:~ ·. of varying thickness and 
character. 

Solid rock that underlies ali s,)il, sand, clay, gravel, 
and loose material on the earth's surface. 

Code-to-code comparisons in which simulations obtained 
with DOE codes are compared to !:hose obtained with other 
available codes of the aame kind. The test cases used for 
benchmar~ing will use data representative of the actual 
repository setting. Benchmarking is complete when a 
reasonable consensus between i11dependent code predictions 
is achieved. 

A clay, containing the mineral montmorillonite, that was 
formed over time by the alteration of volcanic ash and has 
variable magnesium and iron contents. B~ntonite can 
absorb large quantities of water and expand to several 
times its normal volume. 

As used in this document, a relatively narrow, horizontal 
man-made shelf, ledge, or bench bullt along an embankment, 
situated partway up and breaking the continuity of a slope. 

A negatively charged particle, physically identical with 
the electron, that is emitted by certain radionuclides. 

The time required for an organism to eliminate half the 
amount of a radionuclide ingested or inhaled. 

A common rock-forming mineral of the mica group. It is 
black in band specimen and brown or green in thin section. 
and i~ has perfect baaal cleavage. 

A technique for sinking shafts. 
bit with a diameter larger than 

It uses 
6 feet. 

a multiple-cone 

A type of vertical faulting in which the crust is divided 
into structural or fault. blocks of different elevations 
an'd orientations. 
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blooie line 

boiling-water 
reactor 

boomtown 

borehole 

borehole jacking 
test 

borehole log 

borosilicate 
glass 

branch corridor 

brattice 

breccia 

bridge plug 

brine 

brine migration 

broadband sound 

bulkhead 

A pipe or flexible tube that :::onducts air or other gas 
laden with cuttings from the r:ollar of a borehole to a 
point far enough removed from · he drill rig to keep air 
around the drill duat-free. 

A nuclear reactor that uses br ling water to generate 
electricity. 

A community that experiences l b"Udden rapid growth and 
expanRi.on. 

An excavation, formed by drilling or digging, that is 
essentially cyli.ndrf.cal and is used far cxplor11tory 
purposes. 

A test thRt measures in situ rock-mass deformation through 
the applicntlon of unidirectior;al pressures to the opposite 
sides of a borehole. 

A record of the characteristics and thickness of the 
different layers of rock or other material encountered in 
the excavation of a borehole. 

A silicate glass containing at least 5 percent boric 
acid and used to solidify commercial or defense high-level 
waste. 

A corridor that runs at an angle to the main corridors of 
the repository and that leada to the storage rooms. 

A temporary fabric curtain from directing or restricting 
underground ventilation flow. 

Rock consisting of sharp fragments cemented together or 
embedded in a fine-grained matrix. 

A downhole tool, composed primarily of slips, plug 
mandrel!, and rubber sealing elements that is run in and 
set in dense, nonfractured rock in a borehole to isolate a 
zone. Multiple bridge plugs may be set in a borehole to 
isolate numerous zones. 

H-ighly saline water containing calcium (Ca), sodium (Na), 
potassium (K), and chlorine (Cl) and minor amounts of 
other elements. 

The movement of brine through interstices in rock. 

Sound that encompasses the audible frequencies. 

A stone, steel, wood, or concrete wall-like structure 
designed to resist earth or water pressure. 
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cage 

calcine 

calcite 

caldera 

caliche 

Cambrian 

candidate site 

canister 

capable fault 

capillary fringe 

caprock 

carnallite 

The car or platform of a mine hoir.t used to carry men or 
material!!, 

Material heated to a temperature telow its melting point 
to bring about loss of moisture F'!H.i oxidation. 

A COIM\On 

white or 
and most 

rock-forming 
gray, It is 
marble. 

mineral (C· .!(1 3 ) that is usually 
the chief Jtl.f!lituent of limestone 

A large bash1-shaped volcanic •h~J r.ession, more or less 
circular. 

Gravel, sand, or desert debris f'..:>mented by porous calcium 
carbonte; also the calcium carbc-nate itself. 

The oldest of the periods of the Paleo~oic Era, which 
lasted ftom 570 million to 500 uillion years ago. 

An area, within a geohydrologic setting, that is 
recommended by the Secretary of Energy under Section 112 
of the Act for site characterization, approved by the 
President under Section 112 of the Act for 
characterization, or undergoing sits characterization 
under Section 113 of the Act. 

A metal vessel for consolidated spent fuel or solidified 
high-level waste. Before emplacement in the repository, 
the canister will be encapsulated in a disposal container. 

A fault that has exhibited one or more of the following 
characteristics, as described in the NRC's 10 CFR Part 50: 
(a) movement at or near the ground surface at least once 
within the past 35,000 years or movement of a rccu~ring 
nature within the past 500,000 years. (b) macroseismicity 
instrumentally determined with records of sufficient 
precision to demonstrate a direct relationship with the 
fault, or (c) a structural relationship to a capable fault 
according to characteristics a and b such that movement on 
one could be reasonably expected to be accompanied by 
movement on the other, 

The zone immediately above the water table in which all or 
some of the rock pores or fractures are filled with water 
that is under less than atmospheric pressure and that is 
continuous with the water below the water table, 

Layers of insoluble mineral deposits that may be derived 
from the dissolution of a salt dome, "capping" the dome. 

A white 1 brownish, or reddish mineral 1 KCl•MgClz·6H 2 0. 
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carbonate 

casing 

cask 

catchment area 

Cenozoic 

chronic intake 

cinder cone 

cladding 

cladding hulls 

clastic rock 

clay 

clinoptilolite 

A mineral compound 
structure of co; 2

• 

of a carbonate. 

characterized by 1.1. fundamental anionic 
Calcite (CaC03) ts an example 

(1) A liner in a shaft or boreho:~ to prevent entry of 
loose rock, gas, or liquid, or t:. prevent the loss of 
circulating liquid into porous~ ( overnous, or fractured 
ground. (2) The process of inr>-' ting casing into a 
borehole. 

See "shipping caak" and "trana:. g··· cask." 

As applied to an aqui.fer, the re{:.la~ge area and all areas 
that contribute to it. 

The latest of the eras into whL:h geologic time, as 
recorded by the stratified rockn of the earth's crust, is 
divided; this era is considered to have begun about 65 
million years ago. 

A continuou6 inhalation or ingestion exposure lasting for 
days or years. 

A conical hill formed by the accumulation of cinders and 
other pyroclasts around a volcanic vent. 

A long metal tube used to contain pellets of nuclear fuel; 
usuaUy made of stainless steel or Zlrcaloy, an alloy of 
steel and zirconium. 

The empty metal casings that remain after spent fuel is 
removed from them for processing. 

Any deposit that is composed of fragments of preexisting 
rocks or of solid products formed during the chemical 
weathering of such older rocks and has been transported 
some distance from the place of its origin. 

A fine-grained natural material composed mainly of hydrous 
aluminum silicates. It may be a mixture of clay minerals 
and small amounts of nonclay materials, or it may be 
predominantly one clay mineral. The type of clay is 
determined by the predominant clay mineral (i.e., kaolin, 
montmorillonite, illite, halloysite, etc.). 

A relatively common zeolite mineral associated with other 
zeolites; is also a widespread alteration product of 
intermediate to acid volcanic glass and occurs a& a 
mineral in sedimentary rocks, especially tuffaceous 
sandstones. It is a potassium-rich variety of the mineral 
heulandite and is commonly white~ 
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clinopyroxene 

closure 

coefficient 
of friction 

coeval 

cohesion 

collapse fracture 

collar 

colloid 

colluviwn 

Columbia Plateau 

coi!D1lercial waste 

complex 

compressive 
strength 

Any of the group of pyroxenes cr:,rstallizin~ in the 
monoclinic system and sometimes '~ontaining considerable 
calcium with or without alwninwn &nd the alkalies. 

Final backfilling of the remainir1b open operational areas 
of the undf!rground repository fa< L1ty and boreholes after 
the termi.nntion of waste emplacc1 .nt, culminating in the 
aealing of shafts. 

An experimental constant dealin1,. ·.,o.i.th forces when two solid 
bodies that are in contact slide < tend to slide on each 
other. The constant depends largt>1y on the roughness of 
the mating surfaces. 

Originating or existing over the aame period of time. 

Shear strength of a rock not rel~'ted t:o interparticle 
friction. 

Any rock structure resulting from the removal of support 
and consequent collapse by the force of gravity. 

The top or uppermost portion of a shaft:, A concrete ring 
or slab around a shaft used to prevent water inflow and to 
support the headframe. 

A susp~nsion of finely divided particles in a liquid, 
gaseous, or solid substance. Suspended particles are not 
easily filtered out. 

A general term applied to the accumulation of loose 
incoherent soil and rock material at the base of a slope. 

A region of approximately 200,000 square kilometers 
(78,000 square miles) occupying a major part of eastern 
Washington. a portion of northeastern Oregon, and a small 
part of western Idaho. It is underlain by a flood basalt 
province consisting of approximately 375,000 cubic 
kilometers (90,000 cubic milea) of basalt; this is called 
the Columbia River Basalt Group. 

Radioactive waste generated in private industrial and 
other nongovernment facilities--in particular, the spent 
fuel discharged from n~clear power reactors and the waste 
resulting from the reprocessing of spent fuel. 

In chemistry, any combination of cations with molecules or 
anions containing free pairs of electrons. An organic 
complex ia a complex in which the cation ia combined with 
an organic ligand. An inorganic complex is formed vhen 
the cation is combined with an inorganic ligand. 

The maximum compressive stress that can be applied to a 
material under given conditione before failure occurs. 
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conceptual modt'l 

confined aquifer 

confinement 

confining unit 

constitutive 
model 

contact~handled 

transuranic 
waste 

contairunent 

container 

contamination 

continuous mining 
machine 

A physical description of a system devit'led to sho"' 
property variations ae based u~ field and laboratory 
measurements and best technical judgments. 

An underground water-bearing u.;j t. or formation with 
defined, relatively impermeabl.• upper and lower 
boundaries. It contHins confl ed ground water whose 
pressure is usually greater tht, atmospheric pressure 
throughout. 

As pertain.!! to radioactivity, L ·e confinement of 
radioactive material within some specified bounds; 
confinement differs from containment in that there is no 
absolute physical barrier. 

A body of impermeable or distinctly less permeable 
material stratigraphically adj~•cent to one or more 
aquifers. 

A mathematical model of a material or a process that 
expresses its essentlal quality or nature. A constitutive 
model is expressed by constitutive equations that 
mathematically exp~ess the relationship between the 
quantiths of interest (e.g., constitutive equations 
establishing a linear elastic relat-ionship between stress 
and strain). 

Tranauranic waste, usually contained in matal drums, whose 
surface-radiation-dose rate (less than· 0.2 rem per hour) 
is sufficiently low to permit direct handling. Such waste 
does not usually require shielding other than that 
provided by its container. 

The confinement of radioactive waste within a desianated 
boundary. 

The metal envelope in the waste package that provides the 
primary-containment function of the waste package and is 
designed to meet the containment requirements of 
10 CFR Part 60. 

The presence of radioactive material on the outside 
surfaces of 8 transportation vehicle, a shipping cask, 
repository equipment, or a waste disposal container. 

A machine equipped with a rotating cutting head with 
picklike bits for cutting into rock end for dropping the 
cutti"ngs into 8 collection device for loading into cars or 
conveyora. 
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controlled area 

conventional 
shaft-sinking 
methods 

cooling 
(A pent fuel) 

core (geologic) 

craton 

creep 

creep closure 

cristobalite 

critical path 

criticality 

cryptocrystalline 

crystalline 

crystalline rock 

A surface location, to be marked by su!table monumentA, 
extendins horizontally no more th.-9.n 5 kilometers in any 
direction from the outer boundary of the underground 
facilityt and the underlying subsu ·face, which area has 
been conunitted to use as a geolog·',· repository and from 
whlch incompatible activiti.es wou: d l:le prohibited before 
and after permanent closure. 

Methods employing drilling, blast.i~g, and mucking 
procedureB in shaft construction 

Storage of fuel elements after discharge from ~eactors, 
usually under water, to allow for t:he decay of short-lived 
radionuclides and hence the decre~se of radioactivity and 
heat emission to acceptable levels. Synonymous with aging, 

A cylindrical section of rock, us\~lly 5 to 10 centimeters 
in diameter and up to ~everal met~rs in length, taken as a 
sample of the interval penetrated by the drill. 

A generally large part of the earth~-s crust that has 
attained stability and is relatively immobile. 

Slow deformation (alteration of form) that results from 
long application of a stress. 

Closure of underground openings, especially openings in 
salt, by plastic flow of the su~roundins rock under 
lithostatic pressure. 

A mineral, SiO:, that is a high-temperature form of 
quartz and tridymite, and occurs as white octahedrons in 
acidic volcanic rocks. 

Environment$! exposure pathway that dominates the 
transport of material, from the source of emission to 
human receptors, 

The condition of supporting a nuclear chain reaction. It 
occurs when the number of neutrons present in one 
generation cycle equals the number generated in the 
previous cycle. 

A t~xture of rock consisting of crystals that are too 
amall to be recognized and distinguished under an ordinary 
microscope. 

Of or pertaining to the nature of a crystal (i.e., having 
a regular molecular structure). 

An inexact but convenient term designating igneous or 
metamorphic rock, as opposed to sedimentary rock. 
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cultural resource". Any of the various nonrenewable acti.facts or other 
antiquities which have been made or utiliznd by past human 
cultures. By extension, sensitiva areas, which exhibit 
past human habitation or activitiP.s, as well as any 
contained features or structures rlr.e included, 

cumulative impac .. 

cumulative 
releases of 
radionucli~ea 

curie 

Darcian flow 

dacitic 

darcy 

dBA 

debris flow 
(geologic) 

decay, 
radioactive 

decay chain 

Projected impact of a proposed ft .::tlity in combination 
with other existing and proposed ·:ucilities and actions. 

The total number of curies of r>ritoactivity entering 
the accessible environment in a .. y 10,000-year period, 
normalized on the basis of radio1. :xicity in accordance 
with 40 CFR Part 191. The peak cumulative release of 
radionuclides refers to the 10,000-year period during 
which any such release attains ils maximum predicted value. 

A unit of radioactivity defined as the amount of a 
radioactive material that has an activity of 3.7 x 1010 

disintegrations per second. 

Flow of fluids that is described by a numerical 
formulation of Darcy's law. 

Characteristic of a fine-grained extrusive rock with the 
same g~neral composition as andesite but having a less 
calcic feldspar (d~cite). 

A unit of measurement of permeability equivalent to the 
passage of 1 cublc centimeter of fluid, flowing in 1 
second under 1 atmosphere of pressure through a porous 
medium with a cross-sectional A~ea of 1 square centimeter 
and a length of 1 centimeter. 

A sound level in decibels measured with the A-weighting 
network of a Round-level meter. The A-weighting network 
adjusts the measurement to correspond with the frequency 
response of the human ear. 

A moving mass of rock fragments~ soil, and mud, with 
more than half the particles being larger than sand siz~. 

(1) The process whe~eby radioactive materials undergo 
a change from one isotope, element, or state to another, 
releasing radiation in the process. This action 
ultimately results in a decrease in the number of 
radioactive nuclei present in the sample. (2) The 
spontaneous transformation of one nuclide into a different 
nuclide or into a different isotope of the same nuclide. 

The sequence of radioactive disintegrations in succession 
from one nuclide to another until a stable daughter 
product is reach~d. 
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decibel 

decollement 

decommissioning 

de con taml,ta t ion 

decrepitation 

defense waste 

density log 

denudation 

deposition 

deeign bases 

design-basis 
event 

design life 

A unit of measure, on a logarithmic scale, of the ratio of 
particular sound preSS\lre to a s~tmdard reference pressure 
squared. The reference pressure ~R 20 micropascals. 

Detachment structure of strata dm.: to deformation, 
resulting in independent styles oL deformation in the 
rocks above and below. 

The permanent removal from serv: ~··; of surface facilities 
and components necessary only f{,, preclosure operations, 
aft.or repository closure, in accor -lance with regulatory 
requirements and environmental pol~cies. 

The removal of unwanted material (especially radioactive 
material) from the surface of, ot from within, another 
material. 

The shattering of a rock mass or ::-oek sample caus.eO: by the 
buildup of excessive pressures in contained fluids as a 
result of heating, or the aetion of differential thermal 
expansion or contraction of its heated grains. 

Radioactive waste derived from the manufacturing of 
nuclear weapons and the operation· of naval reactors. 

A gamma-gamma log used to indicate the varying bulk 
densities of rocks penetrated in drilling by recording the 
amount of back-scattering of gamma rays. 

The sum of the processes that result in the wearing away 
or the progressive lowering of the earth's surface by 
various natural agents, including weather, erosion, mass 
wasting, and transportation. 

The laying down of rock-forming material by any natural 
agent (e.g,, the mechanical settling ~f sediment from 
suspension in water). 

Information that establishes boundaries for design by 
specifying the functions to be performed by the structure, 
syctem, or component of a facility and the values or 
ranges of values for controlling parameters. 

A credible accident Ot' natural phenomenon (e.g., 
earthquakes or flood) that is used to establish deaian 
bases because its consequencea are the most severe of all 
those postulated for other credible accidents or phenomena. 

The period of time for which a structure, system, or 
component is designed to perform its intended function. 
The ·.design life of the repository ends when the repository 
is of no further operational use, waste retrieval is no 
longer a concern, and closure and decommissioning begin. 
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JetrituB 

deviatoric str._.ss 

devi tri f icat ion 

diagenesis 

diapir 

diapirism 

diastrophism 

diffusion 

dike (geologtc) 

dip 

dip-slip fault 

direct work force 

discharge point 
(or area) 

discontinuity 
(seismologic) 

dispersion 

Loose roclc or minerlll material removed d:irectly by 
mechanical means or deposited 1..1t another site. 

In the engineering discipline T'. rock mechanics, the 
difference between the major pdncipal stress and the 
minor principal stress. 

The process by which glassy sut"tances lose their vitreous 
nature and become crystalline 

All the changea undergone by a ,,ediment after its initial 
depositlon, exclusive of weather1ng and metamorphism, or 
the recombination or rearrange111ent of a mineral into a new 
mineral. Also known as diagenetic alteration, 

A geologic flow structure, either a dome or an anticlina, 
in which overlying rocks have been ruptured by the flow 
upward of a plastic core materit\1 such as salt. 

The process by which a d-iap-ir is produced. 

A general term for all movement of the crust produced by 
earth forces, including the !'ormation of continents··ando: 
ocean basins, plateaus and mountains, folds of strata, and 
faults. 

A solute-spreading phenomenon important only at low 
ground-water velocities. 

A tabular body of isneous rock that cuts across the 
structure of adjacent rocks or cuts massive rocks. 

The angle at which a bed, stratum~ vein, or any planar 
feature of rock is inclined from the horizontal. The dip 
is measured perpendicular to the sti"ike of the planar 
feature. (See "strike.") 

A fault in which the earth's displacement is parallel to 
the dip of the fault, and there is no horizontal component, 
of movement parallel to the strike. 

People hired for jobs at the repository. 

In ground-water hydraulicA. the point (or areA) where 
watsr comes out of an aquifer onto the surface. 

A surface at which seismic-wave velociUes abruptly change; 
a boundary between the seismic layers of the earth. 

The solute-spreading or dilution phenomena caused by 
·~echanical :mixing during ground-water mOvement and 
molecular ·diffusion. 
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disposal 

disposal system 

disqualifying 
condition 

disruptive e\lent 

dissolution 

dissolution from 

distribution 
coefficient 
(K,) 

disturbed zone 

dolom:lte 

dome (general) 

dome (salt) 

The emplacement in a repository of high-Level ra.dioactive 
waste, spent uuclear fuel, or o\:ber h,ighly radioactive 
material w.ith no foreseeable intent of recovery, whether 
or not such emph.cement. permits :.hoe J;"ecovery of such 
waste, and the isolation of &uch waste from the accessible 
environment, 

See "repository system," 

A condition that, if present at l; site, would eliminate 
that site fr.om further consider~l ,on. 

Any action that could breach a b~rrier. 

A process of chemical weathering by which minerals and 
rocks are dissolved in w~ter, 

An underground zone in which rocl·s or minera.ls are P~ing 
dissolved in a fluid (roore specifically, in ground water), 

Th,e ratio of the concentratio~ of a solute sorbed by ion
exchange substances (e.g., earth materials, particula.rly 
clays) to the concentra~ion of th~ solute remaining in 
solution. A large distrib"tion coefficient implies that 
the substance is readily sorbed and is redissolved 
slowly. The concentration of a materie.l in the saUd 
phase (i.e., rock or sediment) (moles per gram) divided by 
the concentration of material in the a.queous phase (~les 
per liter). 

That portion of the controlled 4reo., ti!Xcluding shafts, 
whose physical or chemical properties are predicted to 
change as a result of underground fac;:ility construction or 
heat generated by the emplac;:ed r~diQact~ve waste such that 
th,e resultant ch,ange of properties could have a 
signi.ficant effect on the performance of a geologic 
repository. 

A sedimentacy rock consist.ing IUOI!iltly of the mineral 
m$gnesium calcium carbonate, CaMg(COa)a. It is 
commonly found with, and is usually formed from, limestone. 

A dome-shaped landfot·m or rock mass; a large igneous 
intrusion ~hose surface is convex up~ard with sides 
sloping a~ay a.t low but gradually increasing angles; an 
uplift or an anticlinal structure, eith$r circular or 
elliptical, in which the rock dips ge~tly away in all 
directions. 

A dhpiric or pierceroent struct4re with _,a central plug 
tl\at h&s ds~n .through tl\e enclodng se~iments from a deep 
mother bed of salt, 
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dose corrmitment 

dose equivalent 
(radiation) 

dose limit 

dose rate 

dosimetry 

downfaul ted 

downgradient 

down-warping 

drag fold 

drift 

drill-and-Ulast 
mining 

drill and test 

drill hole 

The integrated dose that results from an intake of radio
active material when the dose in evaluate··! from the 
beginning of the intake to a latar timej also used for the 
long-term integrated dose to whic-h people are considered 
cof!D11itted because radioactive m~i.ftrial has been released 
to the environment. 

A concept used to describe the ·:fectiveness of a given 
unit of absorbed radiation dose. The unit of dose 
equivalent is the rem. 

The limit established by the Env ronmental Protection 
Agency or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for the 
exposure of people to radiation. 

The radiation dose received per unit of time. 

The measurement and evaluation of absorbed radiation doae 
or dose equivalent, 

Rocks on the downtht•own side of n fault, 

Movement of ground water from an area of higher hydraulic 
pressure to one of lower pressure. 

Subsidence of the earth's crust. 

A minor fold, usually one of a series, formed in an 
incompetent bed lying between more-competent beds, 
produced by movement of the competent beds in opposite 
directions relative to one anrther. 

In mining, a horizontal opening excavated underground. In 
geology, a general term for all rock material transported 
eithe~ by a glacier or by preglacial meltwater. 

A method of mining in which small-diameter holes (less 
than 1 foo·t) are drilled into Lhe rock and then loaded 
with explosives. The blast from the explosives breaks the 
rock from the face of a structure so that rock can be 
removed. The underground opening is expanded by repeated 
drilling and blasting. 

Hydrologic testing of selected rock intervals when each 
interval is first penetrated by a borehole. This testing 
takes place before a borehole is completed to its total 
depth. 

A cylindrical hole made by drilling, especially one made by 
cable tool riga or one IOBde to explor-e ·for valuable 
minerals or to obtain geologic information. Synonymous 
with borehole. 
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drill-stem teat 

ductility 

earthquake 

ecosystem 

ecotone 

effective porosity 

Eh 

elastic modulus 
(modulus of 
elasticity) 

electrical 
resistivity 

emplacement 

employment 
multiplier 

endangered species 

engineered
barrier system 

environmental 
assessment 

A test of the productive capacity of a well when it is 
still full of ddlling mud. 

A property of a solid material t:,at undergoes more or less 
plastic deformation before it r:.··tures. 

A audden motion or trembling io ·he earth caused by the 
release of slowly accumulated s ·<.~in. 

An ecologic system composed of :J ·g-animns .and their 
environment. 

An ecological community of mixP.d vegetation formed by lhe 
overlapping of adjoining ecologi<: communities. 

The amount of interconnected pan. space and fracture 
openings available for the transmission of fluids, 
expressed as the ratio of the vol\~e of interconnected 
pores and openings to the volume of rock. 

The oxidation potential of a solution. 

A constant expressing the ratio of the unit stress or 
strain to the unit deformation of a material when 
a stress or strain is exerted on the material. 

The olactrical resistance per unit length of a unit 
cross-sectional area of a material. 

The act of emplacing radioactive waste, encapsulated in 
disposal containers, into a prepared hole. 

A figure based on the estimated ratio of the sum of 
indirect and direct project employment to direct project 
employment. It is multiplied by the expected project 
employment to give total direct and indirect employment. 

Any plant or animal species protected under Public 
Law 93-205 that is in danger of extinction throughout all 
or a significant portion of its range (other than species 
of insects determined to be pests). 

The manmade components of a disposal system designed 
to prevent the release of radionuclides from the under
ground facility or into the geohydrologic setting. It 
includes the radioactive waste form, radioactive-waste 
containers, material placed over and around such 
containers, any other components of the waste package, and 
barriers used to seal penetrations in and into the 
underground facility. 

The document required by Section ll2(b)(l)(E) of the 
Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. 
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environmental 
impact 
statement 

eolian 

The document required by Section 114 of the Nuclear Waste 
Policy Act of 1982. 

Pertaining to the wind; especb· .. ly eaid of sediment 
deposition by the wind, of str !":tures like wind-formed 
ripple marks, or of erosion ar. rmplished by the wind. 

ephemeral drainage A stream or portion of a strf'ln that flows briefly in 
direct response to precipitat · C!l in the immediate vicinity 
and is dry during some or moe\. 'f the year. Its channel 
is at all times above the water table, 

epicenter (of an 
eartilquake) 

erg 

erosion 

escarpment 

evaluation 

evaporite 

exclusion area 

expected 

expected 
repository 
performance 

The point on the earth's surfa···2 directly above the 
exact subsurface location of an earthquake. 

A unit of energy or work equal to the work done by a force 
of 1 dyne acting over a distance of 1 centimeter. 

The wearing-away of soil and rock by weathering, mass 
wasting, and the action 0f streams, glac:l.ers, waves, wind, 
and underground water. 

A long, more or less continuous cliff or relatively steep 
slope that was produced by erosion or faulting and faces 
in one general direction, breaking the continuity of the 
land by separating two level or gently sloping surfaces. 

The act of carefully examining the characteristics of a 
site in relation to the requirements of the qualifying or 
disqualifying conditions specified in the siting 
guidelines. Evaluation includes the consideration of 
favorable and potentially adverse conditions. 

A sedimentary rock composed primarily of minerals from a 
solution that became concentrated by evaporation, 
especially salts deposited from a restricted or enclosed 
body of seawater or from the water of a salt lake. 

The area surrounding a nuclear facility in which the 
licensee has the authority to control all activities, 
including the exclusion or removal of personnel and 
property from the area. 

Assumed to be probable or certain on the basis of existing 
evidence and in the absence of significant evidence to the 
contrary. 

The manner in which the repository is predicted to 
function, considering those conditions, processes, and 
events that are likely to prevail or may occur during the 
time period of interest. 
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exploratory 
shafts 

extenuometer 

extraction ratio 

extrusive 

facies 

fallout 
(radioactive) 

far field 

fault 

fault block 

fault escarpment 

fault plane 

fault scarp 

fault system 

faulting 

favorable 
condition 

Excavations into the host rock to the depth of 
the repository. The shafts will be large enough to allow 
people and test equipment to be transport~d from the 
surface to the underground exca ·.~tions, 

An instrument used to measure s .r..cdn. 

The ratio of the amount of rock ·amoved to the total 
amount of rock available in a .'i fen area, 

Igneous rock that has been erupt of onto the surface of the 
earth. 

Tha aspect, appearance, and chal.t:cterbtics of li rock 
unit, usually reflecting the conditions of its origin, 
especially as diffarentiating th1~ rock unit from adjacent 
or associated units. 

Fission and activation products produced by the above
ground detonation of a nuclear device. 

The portion of the geologic setting that lies beyond the 
near field. 

A fracture or zone of fractures along which there has been 
displacement of the sides relative to one another, 
parallel to the fra~ture or zone of fractures. 

A structural unit of the earth's crust that h formed by 
faulting and is bounded completely or in part by faults. 
This st~ucture behaves essentially as a unit during 
tectonic activity. 

See "fault scarp." 

The plane along which faulting has taken place. 

The cliff or escarpment formed by a fault that reaches the 
earth's surface. 

A system consisting of tYo or more fault sets that were 
formed at the same time. 

The process of fracturing or displacement that produces 
faults. 

A condition that, though not necessary to qualify a site, 
is presumed, if present, to enhance confidence. that the 
qualifying condition of a particular siting guideline can 
be met. 
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feldspar 

feldspathic 

ferromagne&ian 

findins 

finite-element 
computer code 

fission (nuclear) 

fission product 

flat-jack test 

A group of abundant rock-forming minera)s of the general 
formula MAl(Al,Sl)30 8 , where f'l is potassiwn, sodium, 
calcium, barium, rubidium, strontium, or iron. Feldspars 
are the most widespread of any •dneral group and 
constitute 60 percent of the e.1:th's crust. 

Containing feldspar as a prin(_ ~<11 constituent. 

Containing iron and magnesiur , 

A conclusirm t:hat is reached .d 'er evaluation. 

A computer code that uses the finite-element method. 
The finit:e-~lement; method is a ·rtethod of numerical 
analysis that divides a region of interest into discreet 
elements and represents the behavior of the elements with 
a set of simultaneous equation~. Solution of the set of 
equations yields the beh11vior <lt discreet points within 
the region of interest. 

The division of the atomic nuclei into nuclides of lower 
mass, accompanied by the emission of gamma rays, neutrons, 
and significant energy. 

A ~uclide produced by the fission of a heavier element. 

Testing apparatus used for the determination of in situ 
stresses or rock-mass deformability. 

flooding potential Areas susceptible to flooding by precipitation-, wind-, 
or ear~hquake-induced floods (i.e., floods resulting from 
dam failure, river blockage or diversion, or distantly or 
locally generated waves) are considered to have a flooding 
potential. 

flood plain As defined in 10 CFR Part 60, the lowland and relatively 
flat areas adjoining inland and coastal waters, including 
the flood-prone areas of offshore !Blanda and~ at a 
minimum, the area that is subject to a !-percent or 
greater chance of flooding in any given year. 

fluvial 

flux 

focal-mechanism 
solution 

fold (geologic) 

Of or pertaining to rivera; growing ·or living in a stream 
or river; produced by the action of a stream or river. 

Rate of flow over a surface (quantity per unit area per 
unit time). 

A double-couple solution obtained··by using the first 
motion of arrival of P-waves at a particular seismic
recording station. 

A curve or bend of 
or bedding planes. 
deformation. 

a planar structure such as rock strata 
A fold is usually a product of 
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fold belt 

foriTill.tion 
(geologic) 

fracture 

fracture 
permeability 

fuel assembly 

fuel 
consolidation 

fuel element 

fuel rod 

fuel 
reprocessing 

fugitive 
emissions 

fumarole 

gamma radiation 

An essentially linear region that. has been r.ubjected to 
folding or deformation. 

The basic rock-stratigraphic unit tn the local classi
fication of rocks. It consists cC a body of rock 
generally ch/J.racterized by some C) l!,;ree of internal 
lithologic homogeneity or distin, •-i.ve features. 

A general term for any break or cLscontinui.ty in a rock 
caused by mechanical failure re ut>;ing from stress, 
whether or nvt it causes displace '~nt on either side large 
enough to be visible to the unaidr-1 eye, It may be a 
joint, fault, or fissure caused by g@ological or 
mechanical process and can range from microscopic to 
macroscopic and megascopic scale,;:, 

The capacity of a fracture for transmitting a fluidi 
it is the measure of the relativ1~ ease of fluid flow under 
unequal pressure, 

An assembly of nuclear-fuel rods. Also called "fuel 
element." 

The removal of spent-fuel rods from an assembly and 
repacking in a denser array to reduce the volume per 
metric ton of fuel. 

See "fuel assembly." 

A long slender, cylindrical tube of stainless steel or 
Zircaloy containing nuclear fuel in the form of uranium 
oxide fuel pellets. Also called "fuftl pin." 

The process whereby spent fuel is dissolved, waste 
materials are removed, and reusable materials are 
segregated for reuse. 

Emissions of any pollutant, i.nc::luding fugitive dust 1 

that do not pass through a stack, chimney, vent, or a 
functionally equivalent opening and are generated by 
activities necessary for the continued operation of the 
source. 

A vent, usually volcanic, from which gases and vapors are 
emittedi it is characteristic of a late stage of volcanic 
activity, 

Electromagnetic ion~z~ng radiation that is emitted during 
some types of radioactive decay processes. Gamma 
radiation can penetrate various thicknesses of absorbed 
material, depending mainly on the energy of the gamma ray 
and the composition of the material. Gamma radiation is 
mainly an external radiation hazard. 
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general siting 
guidelines 

geochemistry 

geochronology 

geodetic S".rvey 

geoengineering 

geohydrologic 
setting 

geohydrologic 
system 

geohydrologic 
unit 

See "siting guidelinee. '' 

The study of the distribution ,:_ld amounts of the chemical 
elements ~n minerals, ores, ro',-.cs, soils, water 1 and the 
atmosphere and the chemical in,~ractions between these 
phases. 

The study of time in relatio1 :;t 1:p to the history of the 
earth. 

A survey of a laroge land area i1, which account is taken of 
the shBpe and 8iZe of the earth and corrections are made 
for the earth's curvature. 

The application of geologic data, principleb, and 
techniques to the study of naturally occurring rock and 
soil materials or ground water for ~ht! purpose of ensuring 
that geologic factors affecting the location, planning, 
design, construction, operation, and maintenance of 
engineering structures and the development of ground-water 
resources are properly recognized and adequately 
interpreted, used 1 and presented for use in engineering 
prsctice. 

The syatem of hydrologic units that is located within 
a given geologic setting. 

The geohydrologic units within a geologic setting, 
including any recharge, discharge, interconnections 
between •units, and any natural or man-induced processes or 
events that could affect ground-water flow within or among 
those units. 

An aquifer, a confining unit, or a combination of aquifers 
and combining units that constitutes a framework for a 
reasonably distinct component of a geohydrologic system. 

geologic formation Any igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic rock represented 
as a unit in geologic mapping. 

geologic 
repository 

geologic
repoaitory 
operations 
area 

A system, requiring licensing by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, that is intended to be used, or may be used, 
for the disposal of radioactive waste in excavated 
geologic media. A geologic repository includes (1) the 
geologic-repository operations area and (2) the portion of 
the geologic setting that provides isolation of the 
radioactive waste and is located with:l.n the controlled 
area. 

A radioattive-tla&te facility that is part of the geologic 
reposi'torn ineluding both surface and subsurface areas. 
and faci'Htiea -where waste-handling: activities are 
conducted. 
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geologic setting 

geologic syst(!m 

geologic time 
scale 

geomcchanics 

geomorphic 
processes 

geomorphology 

gee phone 

geophysical 

geophysical 
anomaly 

geophysical log 

geophysical 
survey 

geosyncline 

geotechnical 

The geologic• hydrologic• and geochemical 1•ystems of the 
region in ll'hich a geologic-repository operations area is 
or muy be located. 

The host rode or host-rock units ! .. n(\ surrounding rocks 
that provide l:"adionuclide contain,·le.ut und isOlation. 

A system of subdividing geologic .:ime, usually 
presented in the form of a char ihowing the names of the 
various divisions of time, stra i.uaphy, or reek as 
currently understood. 

Tho branch of geology that: deals ·.,.ith the response of 
earth materials to deformational !orces and embraces the 
fundamentals of structural geolos,y. 

Geolog:l.c processes that are responsible for the general 
configuration of the earth's surface, including the 
development of present landforms and their relationships 
to underlying structures, and pr.ocesaes that are 
responsible for the geologic changes recorded by these 
surface features. 

The branch of geology that deals with the general 
configuration of the earth's surface; specifically, the 
study of the clas6ification, description, nature, origin, 
and development of landforma. 

Sde "seismometer." 

Pertaining to the properties of the earth related to its 
structure, composition, and development. 

An area or restricted portion of information derived from 
a geophysical survey that is different in appearance from 
the general pattern of informatiOn. 

A graphic record of the measured or computed physical 
characteristics of the rock section encountered in a ll'ell, 
plotted as a continuous function of depth. 

The use of one or more geophysical techniques, such as 
earth current, electrical, gravity, magnetic, or seismic 
surveys, to gather information on subsurface geology. 

A large, generally linear trough that deeply subsided over 
a long period of time and in.which a thlck sequence of 
stratified sediments accumulated. 

Pertaining to the application .of scientific methods and 
engineering principles. to the acquisit-ion, interpretation, 
and use of knowledge of the materials of the earth's crust • 
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geothermal 
gradient 

geotransport 

gouge 

gneiss 

graben 

granite 

granite wash 

grants equal 
to taxes 

gravity survey 

Great Basin 

ground magnetic 
survey 

ground motion 

The rate of increase in temperature of the earth with 
depth. The average geothermsl p·adient in the earth' a 
crust is approximately 25°0 per ~ilometer of depth, 

Movement of radi.onuclides throu11'1 subsurface soils and 
rocks, especially the movement }f radionuclides in ground 
water. Used in contrast to "b"i ·tnmsport." 

The clay or clayey material L <. fault zone. Also crushed 
rock along a fault slip. 

A folillted rock formed by regior .. 1l metamorphism, in which 
bands of grAnular materials alternate with bands of 
minerals with elongate prismat~ (' habit. 

A usually elongated depression of the earth's crust 
between two parallel faults. 

A medium- to coarse-grained intrusive igneous rock 
consisting primarily of feldsp&r and quartz. 

A drillers' term for material eroded from outcrops of 
granite rock and redeposited to form rock having 
approximately the same major mineral constituents as the 
original rock, 

Grants made by the Secretary of Energy to each State and 
unit of general loce.l government in which a site for a 
repository is approved equal to the amount such State and 
unit of general local government, respectively, would 
receive were they authorized to tax site characterization 
activities at such site, and the development and operation 
of such repository, as such State and unit of general 
local government tax and other real property and indus
trial activities occurring within such State and unit of 
general local government. 

Measurements of the earth's gravitational field at a 
series of different locations. The purpos~ is to 
associate gravitational variations with differences in the 
distribution or densities of rock and hence rock types. 

A subdivision of the Basin and Range province, located in 
southern Nevada in a broad desert region. The Yucca 
Mountain site is in the Great Basin. 

A determination of the magnetic field at the surface 
of the earth by means of ground-based instruments. 

The displacement of the ground due to the passage of 
elastic ~aves arising from earthquakes, explosions, 
seismic shots, and the like. 
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ground water 

ground-water 
basin 

ground-water f 1 tw. 

,ground-water 
recharge rote 

ground-'ilater 
residence time 

ground-water 
sources 

ground-water 
travel time 

grout 

guidelines 

Gulf interior 
region of the 
Gulf Coastal 
Plain 

half-life 

hanging wall 

halite 

Water that occurs beneath the water table in soils and in 
geologic formations that are fulty saturat:-;d, 

An underground structure with the character of a basin 
with respect to the collection, 1::tention, and outflow of 
water. 

The rate of ground-water flow pt unit area of porous or 
fractured media, measured perpenu:.cular to the direction 
of flow. 

The rate e.t which ..,.ater is absod, d by the ground and 
later added to the zone of satura·don. 

The time that ground water remaiu~ in an aquifer or 
aquifer system. 

Aquifers that have been or could be economically developed 
as sources of ground water in th··· foreseeable future. 

The time required for a unit volume of ground water 
to travel between two locations. The travel time is the 
length of the flow path divided by the velocity, where 
velocity is the average ground-water flux pa~sing through 
the cross-sectional area of the geologic medium through 
which flow occurs, perpendicular to the direction of flow, 
divided by the effective porosity along the flow path. If 
discrete segments of the flow path have different 
hydrologic properties, the total travel time will be the 
sum of the travel ti~s for each discrete segment. 

A mortar or cement-and-water mixture that is used to seal 
the walls of boreholes and shafts. 

See "siting guidelines." 

A region in northeastern Texas, northern Louisiana, and 
south-central Mississippi containing several hundred salt 
domes. Also called the "Gulf Coastal salt-dome baain" or 
simply the "Gulf interior region." The Richton Dome site 
is located in this region. 

The time it takes for one-half of the radioactive atoms 
initially present in a sample to decay. Each radionuclid~ 
has a characteristic but constant half-life. (See also 
"biological half-life.") 

The overlying side of a fault or other structure. 

Rock salt, which consist& of sodium chloride (NaCl), 
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Hanford Site 

head, bydraul'.c 

head frame 

heat emis.s ;,on 

heavy metal 

high-level 
radioactive 
waste 

II igh Plains 
aquifer 

highly populated 
area 

historical 
seismicity 

Holocene 

Hooke's law 

A DOE reservation covering nt•arly 600 1~quare miles in 
south-central Washington. A portion of this reservation 
has been identified as a potentially acceptable site in 
basalt and is called the "Han1'.)rd site" or the ''reference 
repository location. 11 

See "hydraulic potential" or · ~ydraulic head." 

The steel or timber frame at 
supports the sheave or pulle. 
serves other purposes. 

t ·.e top of a shaft that 
f..Jr the hoisting cables and 

f'or the purposo of establishing waste-package acceptance 
criteria, the total amount of t>eat dissipated from a 
package of radioactive waste. 

All uranium, plutoniwn, or thorium placed lnto a nuclear 
reactor. 

The highly radioactive material rest•lting from the 
reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel, including liquid waste 
produced directly in reprocessing and any solid material 
derived from such liquid waste that contains fission 
products in sufficient concentrations; other highly 
radioactive material that the Nucleat· Regulatory 
Commission, consistent with existing law, determines by 
rule to require permanent isolation. 

An unconfined aquifer conshting of the Ogallala Formation 
and the Dockum Group. 1 t is the uppermost of the three 
major hydrogeologic units beneath the Southern High Plains. 

Any incorporated place (recognized by the decennial 
reports of the U.S. Bureau of the Census) of 2,500 or more 
persons, or any census-designated place (as defined and 
delineated by the Bureau) of 2,500 or more persons, unless 
it can be demonstrated that any such place has a lower 
population density than the mean value for the continental 
United States. Counties or county equivalents, whether 
incorporated or not, an:! specifically e.xcluded from the 
definition of "plsce" as used herein. 

Earthquakes that occurred during recorded history, 
including those. reported before the existence of 
seismographs (preinstrumental) and those recorded by 
seismographs (instrumental). 

An epoch of the Quaternary Period, from the end of the 
Pleistocene to the present. 

In elastic defor.mation, the strain is linearly 
proportional to the applied stress. 
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horizon 

host rock 

hot cell 

hundred-year 
storm 

hydraulic 
conductivity 

hydraulic 
gradient 

hydraulic head 

hydraulics 

hydrogeologic 
unit 

hydrograph 

hydrologic 
modeling 

(1) In geology, a given defin;i.te positior~ or interval in 
the stratigraphic column. (2) [n this document, a 
specific underground li::!Vel or elo.!vation, 

The rock in which the rarlioacti1•.: waste will be 
emplaced; apecificnlly, the geo 1g:lc materials that will 
directly encompass nnd will be ,\ close proximity to the 
underground repository. 

A highly shielded compartment n .,..hich highly radioactive 
material can be handled, generul y by remote control. 

A storm whose intensity iA such, on a statistical ba~is, 
that it is expected to recur on~.~· once every 100 years. 

The rate of water flow through a giVE:!n cross section of 
rock in a unit time under a unit. hydraulic gradient 
measured perpendicular to the direction of flow. 
Synonymous wi.th the ease of ground-water moven1ent. 

A change in the static pressure of ground water, expressed 
in t:erms of the height of water above a datum per unit of 
distance in a given direction. 

The height above sea level to which a column of water can 
be supported by the static pressure at that point. The 
total hydraulic head is the sum of elevation head, 
pressure head, and velocity head. 

An engineering discipline that deals with the statics and 
dynamics of fluids. 

Any soil or rock unit or subsurface zone that affects 
the storage or movement of ground water by its porosity or 
permeability. 

A graph showing stage. flow, velocity 9 or other 
characteristics of water with respect to time. 

The process of using a mathematical representation of a 
~ydrologic 6ystem (as embodied in a computer code) to 
predict the flow of ground ~ater. 

hydrologic process Any hydrologic phenomenon that exhibits a continuous 
change in time, whether slow or rapid. 

hydrologic 
properties 

hydrologic regime 

The properties of a rock that govern the entrance of 
water and the capacity to hold, transmit, and deliver 
water, such as porosity, effective porosity, specific 
retention, permeability, and the directions of maximum and 
minimum permesbilities. 

The distribution, characteristics, and interrelation6hips 
of the aqueous co~ponents of the geologic environment. 

' 
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hydrologic 
transport 

hydrology 

hydras tat ic 
pressure 

hydrostrati
graphic ··.nit 

hydrothermal 

hydrothermal 
alteration 

hydrothermal 
reactions 

hydrovolcanic 

Hypalon 

hypocenter 

igneous activity 

igneous rock 

ilmenite 

Transport of solutes through a geologic mediwn caused 
by the movement of ground watur. 

The study of global water and its properties, circulation, 
and distribution, from the tim; it falls as rain water 
until it is returned to the at l.:n:.phere through 
evapotranspiration or flows i.n!n the ocean. 

The pressure exerted by the w.:.. er at any given point in 
Q body of water that is at r1 9 

A term used for a body of roc·.c ·1aving considerable lateral 
extent and composing a geologic framework for a reasonab-ly 
distinct hydrologic system, 

An adjective applied to heateci or hot solutions, to the 
processes with which these solutions are associated, and 
to the rocks, ore deposits, and alteration products 
produced by these solutiona. 

Alteration of rocks or minerals by the reaction of heated 
water with preexisting solid phases. 

The reaction of materials under aqueous conditions 
at elevated temperatures and pressures, A component of 
hydrothermal test mixtures is usually the host rock, but 
such mixtures may contain any or all waste package 
components. 

Refers to explosive volcanic activity which occurs when 
magma or magma-generated heat encounters surface waters or 
ground water. 

Brand name for an impermeable synthetic fabric 
manufactured by DuPont. 

The focus or specific point at which inhial rupture 
occurs in an earthquake. 

The emplacement (intrusion) of molten rock (magma) into 
material in the earth's cruot or the expulsion (intrusion) 
of such material onto the earth's surface or into its 
atmosphere or surface water. 

A rock that solidified from molten or partly molten 
material (i.e., from a magma). Igneous rock is one of the 
three main classes into which rocks are divided, the 
others being metamorphic rock and sedimentary rock. 

An iron-black opaque rhombohedral mineral with 
formula, FeTiOl. It is a common accessory mineral in 
basic igneous rocks and is also concentrated in mineral 
sands. 



immobilization 

important to 
safety 

impoundment 

indirect 
employ:nent 
multiplier 

indirect work 
force 

induration 

in-migrants 

in-migration 

in-migration 
model 

in situ 

in situ stress 

in situ tests 

institutional 
controls 

Treatment or emplacement of wastos to impeJ.e the movement 
of their radionuclidee. 

The engineered structures, systenu., and components 
essential to the prevention or m:' dgation of any accident 
thnt could result in a radiation .. iose to the wh•ole body or 
an organ of 0.5 rem or more at 01 Deyond the nearest 
boundary of the controlled area ': any time until the 
completion of permanent closure. 

The process of forming a lake o 
other barriet'j also, the body of 

p0nd by a dam, dike, 
ater so formed. 

or 

Figure based on the estimated ratio of project employment 
to the local employment resultinb from both the project 
and project employees with their families purchasing goods 
and services in the area. It ill multiplied by the project 
employment to give indirect employment growth. 

People hired for jobs that are available because of the 
repository location but not at i~s facilities; for 
example, jobs with repository suppliers, town services, or 
retail business. 

The hardening of rock n~teriel by heat, pressure, or the 
introduction of some cementing mt.~terial. 

Workers and their .families relocating permanently or 
temporarily to the vicinity of the site, During 
construction and operation, these workers and their 
families are considered to be in-migrants for as long as 
they are present. 

Moving into a region or a community, especially as part of 
a large•scale and continuing movement of population. 

The analytical or mathematical representation or 
quantification of in-migration. 

In its natural or original position. The phra5e 
distlnau'ishes -in-place experiments. rock properties, and 
the like from those conducted or measured in the 
laboratory. 

The magnitude and state of ground stresA in a rock mass. 
The inherent stress in a rock mass at depth. 

Tests. that are conducted with the subject material in its 
original place (i.e,, at the repository site and depth). 

Administrative controls, recordsy physical constraints, 
and combinations thereof that would limit intentional or 
inadvertent human access to the waste emplaced in a 
re.posito~y. 
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instrumental 
seismicity 

intensity 
(earthquake) 

interbed 

intercalateG. 

interstice 

intrusive 

inversion 

ion exchange 

ionizing 
radiation 

isolation 

isolation barrier 

isopach 

isopach map 

isopleth 

Earthquakes recorded on a seismograph (ao instrument 
designed to de teet and record e1u·thquakes). 

A measure of the effects of an e1rthquake on people~ on 
structures~ and on the earth's ~wrface at a particular 
location; quantified by a numer .. cd value on the modified 
Mercalli scale. 

A bed of one kind of rock mBted,\1, typically relatively 
thin, occurring between or alt :rr~ating with beds of 
another kind, 

Occurring bet~een two rock layers or ~ithin a series of 
layer a. 

An opening or space bet~een rock materials or soil 
particles. 

Of or pertaining to the emplace,,1ent of magma in preexisting 
rook. 

An atmospheric condition where a lower layer of cool air ia 
trapped below an upper layer of ~arm air so that the 
cooler air cannot rise. Since inversions spread air 
horizontally, contaminating substances cannot be widely 
dispersed. 

A chemical reaction in which mobile ions from a solid a~e 
exchanged for ions of like charge in a solution. 

Any radiation displacing electrons from atoms or 
molecules, thereby producing ions (e.g •• alpha, beta, and 
gamma radiation), 

Inhibiting the transport of radioactive material so that 
the amounts and concentrations of this material entering 
the accessible environment will be kept within prescribed 
limits. 

The earth material around the underground disposal rooDISf 
it acta to prevent radioactivity from entering the 
biosphere, 

A line on a map drawn through points of equal thickness of 
a designated unit. 

A map that shows the thickness of a geologic unit 
throughout a geographic area by means of isopach linea at 
regular intervals. 

A general term for a line on a map or chart along which 
all points have a numerically specified constant or equal 
value of any given variable, element, or quantity with 
r

1
espect to space or time. 
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isotherm 

joint 

kinematic 
.analysis 

lacustrine 

Lahontan 

latite 

leachate 

leaching 

leakage 

level l 

level 2 

A line joining data points on a map or chart having tha 
same temperature. 

A surface of fracture or parting ir •:r::ock, whhout 
ciisplacement; the surface is oftet1 11 plane and may occur 
with parallel joints to form a jojnt set. 

See "distribution coefficient." 

The analysis of d:isplacements an · "trains; it is based on 
geometric analysis plus a number £'~ asswnptions regarding 
the manner in which geometrical rc ationships serve to 
indicate displacements. 

Day-night equivalent sound level: 
sound level with; a 10-dBA penalty 
hours (1@ p.m. to ].a.m.), 

24-hour equivalent 
applied for the ~ightime 

Energy-equivalent sound level: t-:1e average of the time
vaty.ing sound energy. 

Pertaining to, produced by• or inhabiting a lake or lakes. 

Pntr.aining to a Pleistocfi!ne lake· .of the··. Great Basin:. Also 
•a glacia,l .stage correlative to' bhe Wisconsin (see also 
"Wilicon.a in"'). 

A·porpny:ritic extrusive rock with nel!lrLy equal amounts1:of, 
plagioclase and potassium feldspar, little or no qua~tz, 
and a finely crystalline groundmass. 

A solution obtained by leaching; for example, water that 
haa percolated through soil containing soluble substances 
and thus contains certain amounts of these substances in 
solution. 

·The dissolution- of soluble constituents of a solid 
material'(e.g., the waste to be empl$eed in a repository) 
by the action of percolating water or chemicals. 

-Oround ... water flow across or through a .rock zone of low· · · ; 
-petrme&.bility. 

A specific finding on a disqualifying condition as 
described in Appendix III of the Siting guidelines. A 
level l finding means .,the evidence. does not support a 
finding that the site is disqualified." 

A s.pecific finding on .a diequalifying condition as 
described in Appendix III of the siting guidelines. A 
level 2 flnding·,means "thfl evidence supports a finding 
that the,Site ia not disqualified on.ths basis of that 
evidence and is not likely to be disqualified." 
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level 3 

level 4 

license 
application 

licensing 

lignite 

lineament 

linear energy 
transfer 

linear expansion 

lithology 

1 i thophysae 

1 i thos phe re 

lithostatic 
pressure 

loess 

A specific finding on a qualifying condit.ion as described 
in Appendix III of the siting f.!!J.idelines. A level 3 
finding means "the evidence does not eupport a finding 
that the site is not likely to 'lef:!t the qualifying 
condition." 

A specific finding on a qual if) i nz condition as described 
in Appendix III of the siting I· idelines. A level 4 
finding means "the evidence S''Pi .)rts a finding that the 
site meets the qualifying con(L!ion and is likely to 
conti.nue to meet the qualifyin~; ·~ondition." 

An application for a license from the Nuclear Regulatory 
Conunission to construct a repoE."itory. 

The process of obtaining the pe1·mits and authorizations 
required to site, c.onstruct, op~rate. close and 
deconunission a repository. 

A brownish-black coal in which the alteration of vegetable 
material haR proceeded farther than in peat, but not so 
far ae subbituminous coal. 

A linear topographic feature of regional extent that is 
believed to reflect crustal structure. Examples are fault 
lines, aligned volcanoes, and straight stream courses. 

A measu:r:e of the energy deposited per unit of path length. 

The change in the length of a solid due to a change in 
temperature. The coefficien.t of linear expansion is the 
ch.ange· in,a solid's unit length per 1 degree change in 
temperature. 

The study of rocks. Also the d~scription of a rock on the 
basis of such. characteristics as structure, color, m~ne~al 
compbsition, grain size, and arrangement of its component 
parts. 

Hollow bubblelike structuren in rocks; composed of 
concentric shells of finely crystalline alkali feldspar, 
quartz, and other materials. 

The solid part of the earth, including any ground water 
contained within it. 

Th.e confining pressure at depth in the crust of the 
earth from the weight of the overlying rocks. 

A homogeneous unstratified deposit of windblown dust 
composed mainly of sand and ,silt. 



log 

logging 

low-level 
transuranic 
waste 

low-level waste 

mafic 

magma 

masnetic survey 

magnetometer 

magnetite 

magnetotelluric 
method 

magnitude 

man-rem 

A record that shows the character of rock being drilled, 
the drilling process, the drillin1g: tools usl.'ld 1 mud weight 
and condition, personnel on duty, ~nd any pertinent or 
unusual events occurring during th·1 drilling. 

Recordlng observations, condition .. , activities, or 
measurements, 

See "contact-handled transuranir ~"\s.te." 

Radioactive material that is not high-level radioactive 
waste, spent nuclear fuel, trsns•u·anic 'Waste, or 
by-product material as defined in Sl!ction lla(2) of the 
Atomic Energy Act of 1954. 

Said of an igneous rock composed chiefly of dark 
ferromagnesian minerals. 

Naturally occurring mobile rock material, generated within 
the earth and capable of extrusion and intrusion, from 
which igneous rocks are thought to have been de~ived 
through solidification and related processes. 

A survey made with a magnetometer on the ground or in the 
air; it reveals local variations in the intensity of the 
magnetic field. 

Instrument that measures the earth's magnetic field or the 
magnetic field of a particular rack. 

A black, isometric, strongly magnet-ict opaque mineral. it 
constitutes an important ore of iron and is very common 
and widely distributed in rocks of all types. 

A geophysical surveying method that measures the natural 
electric and magnetic fields. of the earth. 

The measure of the strength of an earthquake; related to 
the energy released in the form of seismic waves. 
Magnitude is quantified by a numerical value on the 
Richter scale. 

The unit of population dose. It is obtained by 
multiplying the average dose equivalent to a given organ 
Qr tissue (measured in rem) by the number of persons in a 

. population. 
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maximally expc1to Jd 
individual 

maximum credible 
earthquake 

maximum drawdown 

maximum individual 
dose 

maximum 
permiuible 
concentration 

member of 
the public 

Mercalli intensity 

mesostasia 

Mesozoic 

metamorphic rock 

A hypothetical person who is exposed to a release of radio
activity in such a way that he receives the maximum 
possible individual radiation dose or dose commitment, 
For instance, if the release L. a puff of contaminated 
air, the maximally exposed indJ :'!dual is a person at the 
point of the largest ground-lev.~.l concentration and etays 
there during the whole time U! c..ontamin.uted-a.ir cloud 
remains above. This term is n ...... meant to imply that there 
really is such a person; it i · .taed only to indicate the 
maximwn exposure a person cou d receive. 

The strongest earthquake that, cvnsidering the earthquake 
history and the tectonic setting of a place, could be 
reasonably expecti!'d to occur d~Ling the preclosure and 
postclosure phases of a reposihH'Y• 

The greatest lowering of the WB.l:er table or potentiometric 
10urface caused by pumping (or nrtesian flow). 

The highest radiation dose delivered to the whole body or 
to an organ that a person can receive from a release of 
radioactivity. The hypothetical person who receives this 
dose, the maximally exposed individual, is one whose 
location, activities, and habits ~imize the dose. 

The average concentration of a radionuclide in air or water 
to which a worker or member of the general population 
may be continuously exposed without exceeding regulatory 
limits on external or internal radiation doses. 

Any individual who is not engaged in operations involving 
the management, storage, and disposal of radioactive 
waste. A worke-r so engaged. is a member of the public 
,except when on duty at the· geologic-repository operations 
area. 

A scale for measuring earthquake i~teneity in terms of the 
effects pe.rceived by people. 

The last~formeQ interstitial material of an igneous rock. 

An era of geologic time, from the end of the Paleozoic to 
the beginni.ng of the Cenozoic, or from about 225 million 
to about 65 million years ago. 

All t~ocks that were formed in the ·saUd state in response 
to pronounced changes in temperature, pressure, and 
chemical environment--changes that take place, in general, 
below the surface zones of weathering and cementation. 
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metamorphism 
(geologic) 

metasedimentary 

meteorological 
monitoring 
station 

mica 

microearthquake 

millidarcy 

millirern 

mined g~ologic 
disposal system 

mineral 

mineralogy 

Miocene 

mitigation 

mixing height 
(or depth,) 

Thlil mineralogical, chemical, and structur.cd adjustment of 
solid rocks to physical and chemf,~al cundi tions imposed at 
depth below the surface zones of weathering and 
cementation, which differ from the conditions under which 
the rocka originated. 

Sedimentary rocks altered by the .tlffects of heat or 
pressure or both. 

A tower containing instruments 
wind direction, temperature at 
point, etc. 

o measure wind speed, 
,jfferent heights, dew 

A group of minerals consisting of complex silicates with 
perfect basal cleavage; they spl~L into thin elastic 
laminae and range from colorless to black. 

An earthquake that ls not felt or· has a magnitude of less 
than 3 on the Richter scale. Alt·o called "microeelsm." 

A unit of measurement of fluid permeability equivalent to 
0.001 dnrcy. 

1 millirem is 1/1,000 of a rem, 

See ''repository. system.'' 

A naturally occurring inorganic element or compound with 
an orderLy interna'l structure a!ld a characteristic 
chemical composition, crystal form, and physical 
properties, 

The study of minerals, Also the formation, occurrence, 
properties, and composition of the minerals that make up a 
rock. 

An epoch of geologic time .fn the Tertiary Period, after 
the Oligocene Epoch and before the Pliocene Epoch. 

(1) ·Avoiding .the impact altogether by not taldng a certain 
action or parts of an action. (2) Minimizing impacts by 
limiting the degree or magnitude of the action and its 
implementation. (3) Rectifying the impact by repairing, 
rehabilitating, or restoring the affected environment, 
(4) Reducing or eliminating the impact over time by 
preservation and maintenance operations during the life of 
the action. (5) Compensating for the impact by replacing 
or providing substitute resources or environments. 

l'he height above the surface of the earth defining a 
layer where vigo·rous vertical mixing of air occurs; this 
mixing layer; represents the vertical extent to which 
pollutants can be mixed in the atmosphere. 
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modal analysili 

model 

modeling, 
hydrologic 

monitoring 

modified 
Mercalli scale 

modulus of 
deformation 

modulus of 
elasticity 

monol:lthic 
structure 

moraine 

mordenite 

morphology 

muck 

mudstone 

multi barrier 
system 

The analysis of the actual mineral compnaition of 
usually expressed in weight Ol' volume percentage. 
''conceptual model," "tectonic !n:ldel. 11 

a rock, 
See 

A conceptual description and t;l! associated mathematical 
representation of a system, co:n.Hent, or condition. It 
is used to predict changes in · '1.(~ system, component, or 
condition in response to inter. >.1 or external stimuli as 
well as changes over time and &.ace. An example is a 
hydrologic model to predict g. ::~·,:.ud-water travel or 
radionuclide transport from th1~ "'<aste ... emplacement area to 
the accessible environment. 

See "hydrologic modeling." 

Routine measuring of the quantity and type of radionuclide 
releases from a wa.ste-lllfil.nagemenl: facility or nteasuring of 
the changes in the physical, chemical, or biological 
characteristics of the site and the surrounding area. 

An earthquake-intensity scale with 12 divisions ranging 
from I (not felt by people) to XII (dan~ge nearly total); 
commonly abbreviated MM. 

A term used for materials that deform in a manner other 
than according to Hooke's law; also called "modulus of 
elasticity" (see "Hooke's law"), 

See "elastic modulus." 

A structure formed or composed of rock material 
without joints or seams. 

A mound, ridge, or other accumulation of unsorted~ 
unstratified rock material left at the margins of a 
retreating glacier. 

One of the zeolite minerals which generally has a 
sodium-rich composition and is frequently associated with 
clinoptilolite, having essentially the same occurrence. 

The study of topographic features; the form of land. 

Broken rock that results from mining. 

A dark-gray, fine-grained shale that decomposes into mud 
when exposed to the atmosphere. 

A system of natural and engineered barriers, operating 
independently or relatively independently~ that acts to 
contain and isolate the waste. 
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multiwell squif~,, A test to determine nn aquifer's capacity~ it involves 
test adding or withdrawing measured quantities from more than 

one well and measuring the resulting changes in hydraulic 
head. 

natural backgrou:"d See "background radiation. '1 

radiation 

natural barrier The physical, mechanical, chemi1, 1, and hydrologic 
characteristics of the geologic 1 .wironment that, 
individually and collectively, n t to minimize or preclude 
radionuclide transport. 

natural gamma log A log ot the natural radioactivity of the rocks traversed 
in a borehole obtained by measUl hg naturally emitted 
gamma rays. 

natural system 

near field 

neutron log 

neutron probP. 

Nevada Test Site 

noble gases 

nonconformity 

nonradiological 
risk 

normal fault 

A host rock suitable for repository construction and waste 
emplacement and the surrounding rock formations. Includes 
natural barriers that provide containment and isolation by 
limiting radionuclide transport through the geohydrologic 
environment to the biosphere and provides conditions that 
will minimize the potential for human interference in the 
future. 

The region where the natural geohydrologic system has been 
significantly perturbed by the excavation of the 
repository and the emp~acement •Of the waste. 

A radioactivity lag that measures the intensity of 
neutrons or gamma rays produced when rocks &l'ound a 
borehole are bombarded by neutrons from a synthetic source. 

A probe used to measure the intensity of radiation for a 
neutron log. 

An area in Clark and Nye Counties in southern Nevadai 
it is dedicated to the underground testing of nuclear 
weapons. 

A group of g&Hes that includes helium, neon, argon, 
krypton, xenon, and sometimes radon. Also known as inert 
gases, these gases have great stability and extremely low 
reaction rates. 

An unconformity in which stratified rocks above the 
surface rest on unstratified, older rocks. 

A risk from sources other than exposure to radiation. 

A fault in which the hanging wall appears to have moved 
do~ward relative to the footwall. The angle of the fault 
is usually 45 to 90 degrees. 
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occupational dot.;e 

operational phac.~ 

orogenic 

outcrop 

overburden 

overcoring 

overthrust 

oxidation-
reduction 
reaction 

package 

pac"ker 

packer-injection 
tests 

paleoclimate 

paleoecology 

paleohydrology 

paleomagnetism 

The radiation dose received by 11 person .tn a re9tril!:ted 
araa or in performing work dutit~s i-nvolv:·.ng exposure to 
radiation. 

The period of ti.me from the rec(~lpt of the first waste at 
the site of the repository to c .. osure and decorwt.LssiOning. 

Of or pertaining to the procesb Jf mountain formation, 
especially by folding of the ~a1t.h's crust. 

The part of a geologic format:l.1:-r or Structure that appears 
at the surface of the earth. 

Loose soil, sand, gravel, or other unconsolidated ijlllter:Lal 
that overlies bedtock. 

A process that determines stress components in a rock 
mass •. The process· consists of rlri"llinS:· a small .... d.lameter 
borehole and inserting deformat· ... on-senaing devices, A 
larger hole is then drilled con·centriaa-lly witb the first 
hole, which relieves the stress in the rock cylinder. The 
measured· deformations are related. to -stresses through 
elastio relationships. 

A low-angle thrust fault of a large scale, with 
disp·1aoement· generally measured in k ilbmete rs, 

·A chemioal reaction in which one or more electrons are 
transferred between two or more chemi.cal constituents of 
the system. 

See "waste package." 

A dev-ice used in drilled holes· to isolate one part of a 
borehole from another in order to carry out studies of 
particular formations or parts thereof. 

A. series of tests whereby a liquid ,(usually water) or gas 
is injected into a sealed off or isolated portion of a 
borehole or well to obtain data on formation permeability, 
fracture flow, and the like. 

A climate of the geologic past, 

The study of the relationship between ancient organisms 
and their environment. 

The study of ancient hydrologic features preserved in rock. 

The study of the natural remnant magnetization of the 
earth to determine the intensity and direction of the 
eartl:l·' s magnetic .field in the .geolbgil:: past. 
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paleontology 

paleoaol 

Paleozoic 

paludal 

palynology 

panel 

Paradox Basin 

particulates 

Pasco Basin 

passive 
inatitutional 
controls 

pathway 

pedology 

perched ground 
water 

percolate 

The study of life of the geologi1! past based on fossilized 
plant and animal remains. 

A buried soil of the geologic pas·:. 

The era of geologic time, from t!1'1 end of the Precambrian 
to the beginning of the Mesozoic IJ7" from about 570 million 
to 225 million years ago. 

Pertaining to a marsh or swamp. 

The study of spores, pollen, anc\ .licroorganisms that occur 
in sediments. 

A collection of underground rooms connected by a common 
access and common ventilation corridors. 

A 25, 900-square~·kilometer ( 10 ,00-J-square-mile) area in 
southeastern Utah and southwestei'U Colorado j it is 
underlain by bedded salt and a series of salt-core 
anticlines. The Davis Canyon aite in in the Paradox 
Basin, 

Finely divided particles suspended in a gaseous medium, 
such as dust in air. 

A structural and topographic basin in the western Colwnbia 
Plateau. '£he Hanford Site and the reference repository 
location are in the Pasco Basin. 

(1) Permanent markers placed at a disposal site. 
(2) Public records or archives. (3) Federal Government 
ownership or control of land use. (4) Other methods of 
preserving knowledge about the location, design, or 
contents of a disposal system. 

As related to waste disposal, possible or potential routes 
by which wastes might reach the accessible environment. 

The study of the morphology, origin, and classification of 
soils. 

Unconfined ground water separated from an underlying 
body of ground water by an unsaturated zone- Perched 
ground water is supported by a perching bed whose 
permeability is so low that water percolating downward 
through it is not able to bring water in the underlying 
unsaturated zone above atmospheric pressure. 

In hydrology, the passage of a liquid through a porous 
substance; e.g., the movement of water, under hydrostatic 
pressure developed naturally underground, through the 
interstices and pores of the rock or soil; i,e,, the slow 
seepage of water through soils or porous deposits. 
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performance 
assessment 

performance 
confirmat:..on 

performance 
criterion 

periglacial 

permanent closure 

permeability 

Permian Basin 

permissible dose 

petrography 

petrology 

pH 

phenocryst 

phosphatic rock 

photogr 8llll'le try 

Any analyllis that predicts the bt~havior of a system 
or system component undar a given set ot constant or 
transient conditions. For the repository, such an 
analysis identifies the events lnd p['oCeflses that might 
affect the disposal system, exn~dnes their effects on its 
barriers, and estimtites the prf·'J'l'bilities and consequences 
of the events. 

A program of test, experiments, and analyses required by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commis; _iq;1 and conducted to 
evaluate the accuracy and adeq,J.. cy of the information used 
to determine reasonable assuranL~ that the postclosure 
performance objectives can be mat. 

A criterion establishing qualitiltive opet•ational, safety, 
or environmental limits. 

Pertaining to the areas, condit.tons, processes, and 
deposits marginal to an ice shebt or glacier. 

See "closure." 

The capacity of a medium like rock, sediment, or soil to 
transmit ground water. Permeability depends on the size 
and shape of the pores in the medium and the manner in 
which the pores are interconnected. 

A region in the Central United States where, during 
Permian time 280 to 225 million years ago, there were many 
shallow seas that laid down vast beds of salt and other 
evaporites. The Deaf Smith site is in the Permian Basin. 

That dose of ionizing radiation that, in light of present 
knowledge, carries negligible probability of causing a 
severe somatic injury or a genetic effect. 

The branch of geology that deals with the description and 
systematic,claasification of rocks, especially igneous and 
metBmorphic rocks and especially by the microscopic 
examination of thin sections. 

The branch of geology that deals with the origin, 
occurrence, structure, and history of rocks. 

A measure of the acidity or alkalinity of a solution. 

A term applied to any large, conspicuous crystal in an 
igneous rock. 

Any rock that contains one or more phosphatic minera·ls, 
espec-ially apat,ite .• 

The science and art of obtaining reliable measurements 
from photographs. 
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physiography 

physiographic 
province 

piezometer 

piezometric 
surfaC'd 

pillar 

plasticity 

The descriptive study of landform~ as opposed to 
geomorphology, which is the interpretive study of land 
forma. 

A region in which all parts are r l;nilar in geologic 
structure and cl{mate lind which fl)"1<;equently had a unified 
geomorphlc history. 

A tube or pipe in which the eleva• ion of water level can 
be determined. A piezometer mu t :)e s~l,lled along its 
length, and it must be open to t,;,a'.er flow at the bottom 
and to the atmosphere at the top. 

See "potentiometric surface." 

A flO lid mass of rock left standing to RI..Lpport a mine roof. 

1'he property of a mo.teria.l that e.nables it to unc.lergo 
permanent deformation without appreciable volume change or 
elastic rebound without rupture. 

plate bearing test A procedure performed in small tunnelt or adits to 
measure the deformation character.iatics of a rock mass. 

platform 

ploys 

Pleistocene 

Pliocene 

plug (geologic) 

plug (shaft 
or borehole) 

A general term for any level or nearly level surface under 
water. 

The ~~west central portion of an arid basin that is dry 
and totally barren most of the time, but is occasionally 
flooded. Clay and silt are the principal constituents, 
often resulting from lakea formed in Pleistocene time. 

The first epoch before the Holoc.ene of the Quaternary 
Period. 

The latest epoch of geologic time in th~ Tertiary Period, 
preceded by the Miocene Epoch and followed by the 
Pleistocene Epoch. 

(1) The vertical pipe-like magnetic body representing the 
conduit of a former volcanic vent. (2) A crater filling 
of lava, the surrounding material of which has been 
removed by erosion. (3) A mass of clay, aand, or other 
sediment filling the part of a stream channel abandoned by 
the formation of a cutoff. 

A watertight seal .in a shaft formed by. removing the 
lining and inserting a concrete and/or metal dam, or by 
placing a plug of clay avec ordinary debris used tp fill 
the shaft up to the location of the p~_ug. 
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pluvial 

point source 

poison 

Poisson's ratio 

population center 

population dose 

pore 

porosity 

porosity log 

porphyritic 

postclosure 

potable water 

potentially 
acceptable site 

potentially 
adverse 
condition 

Said of a geologic epi!wde, change, proceH~, lieposit, or 
feature resulting from the action or effects of rain. 
Also !IBid of a climate characterized by relatively high 
amounts of precipitation, More troadly, pertaining to 
rain or other form of precipitatJ·Jn. 

A source of effluents small enon\:h to be treated as if it 
were a point. 

Any material that has a h.igh n1 ,L''on-absorption cross 
section and, by absorbing neut~:.)-,G unproductively, removes 
them from the fission chain rettc'. ion, thus decreasing the 
radioactivity, 

The ratio of the lateral unit sl".rain to the longitudinal 
unit strain in a body that hao been stressed longitudinally 
within its elastic limit. 

A densely populated area of 25,t00 or more inhabitants. 

The sum 
members 
event. 

of the radiation doses received by the individual 
of a population exposed to a particular source or 
It is expressed in units of man-rem. 

Any small open space, generally one that admits the 
passag~ or absorption of liquid, within the rock or soil. 

The ratio of the total volume of interstices in rock or 
soil to its total volume, ust~lly expressed as a 
percentage. 

A record of pore volume per unit volume of formation; it 
is made from a sonic log, density log, neutron log, or 

·resistivity log. 

A texture of igneoug rock in ~hich large crystals are set 
in a finer gr.oundmass that may be crystalline or glassy or 
both. 

Of or pertaining to the time, conditions, or events after 
the closure of the repository. 

Water that is safe and palatable for human use. 

Any site at which, after geologic studies and field 
mapping but before detailed geologic data gathering, the 
DOE undertakes preliminary drilling and geophysical 
testing for the definition of site location. 

A condit:l.on that is presumed to detract from expected 
system 1 performance unless further evaluation, additional 
data, or the identification of compensating or mitigating 
factors indicates that its effect on the expected 
performance of .-1:-t'.e repository system is acceptable. 



potentially 
disruptive 
processes and 
events 

potentiometric 
surface 

Precambr~an 

precipitation 
(geochemical) 

precloaure 

pressurized 
water reactor 

pre-waste
emplacement 

primary sector 

prime farmland 

probable maximum 
flood 

probable maximum 
precipitation 

protected area 

Natural processes and events or processes 1md events 
initiated by human activities, affecting tbe geologic 
setting that are judged to be raa~onably unlikely during 
the period over which the intended performance objective 
must be achieved, but are neverth·~ 1.ees sufficiently 
credible to warrant consideration. 

The surface to which water from 1 given aquifer will 
rise by hydrostatic pressure, Th·~ surface is usually 
represented as a contour map in ,.,h7.ch each point tells how 
high the water would rise in a \1-i .. l tapping that aquifer 
at that point. 

All geologic tlme, and its correnronding rocks, that 
elapsed before the beginning of t.he Pa·leo:r.oic ern (the 
Paleozoic era began about 570 million years ago). 

The process by which mineral coniJtituents are separated 
from magma or from a solution by evaporation to form 
igneous rocks, 

Of or pertaining to the time, activities, operations, and 
conditions before and during the clo·sur~ of the repository. 

A nuclear reactor that uRea pressurized water to generate 
electricity. 

Of or pertaining to geologic conditions before waste 
emplacement. 

The businesses that predominantly sell their goods and 
services to individuals and businesses outside the local 
economy. (See "aecondary sector.'') 

Land with the best physical and chemical characteristics 
for producing agricultural crops with minimum use of fuel, 
fertilizers, pesticides, and labor and without intolerable 
soil erosion, as determined by the Secretary of 
Agriculture pursuant to the Farmland Protection Policy Act 
of 1982 (Public Law 97-98). Prime farmland includes land 
that has these characteristics and is being used to 
produce livestock and timber, but it excludes land already 
in, or committed to, urban development or water storage. 

A statistical representetion of the greatest flood 
expected ever to occur at a specific location. 

A statistical representation of the most precipitation 
that can reasonably be expected in a given area. 

An area encompassed by physical barriers and to which 
personnel access is controlled. 
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protected specia:f-1 

pumice 

pyroclast 

quadrangle 
(geologic) 

qualified site 

qualifying 
condition 

quality assurance 

quality control 

quartz 

quartzite 

Quaternary faults 

Quaternary Period 

rad 

radiation 
(ionizing) 

Plants Bnd animals officially listed by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service:. Species listed by the States as rare, 
threatened, or endangered are nd: included unless they are 
also on the Federal list. 

A light-colored. ceUular, glas1;,' rock C<'""~monly having the 
composition of rhyolite. 

An individual particle ejected . Jring a volcanic eruption. 

A tract of country repregentea tv one of a series of map 
~beets published by the U.S. Gc>_ '.ogical Survey. 

A site that, having been characterized, is considered to 
be technically suitable for a u.posi.tory. 

A condition that must be satisfied for a site to be 
considered acceptable with respt~ct to a Dpecific siting 
guideline. 

All the planned and systematic actions necessary to 
provide adequate confidence that a structure, system, or 
component is constructed to plans and specifications and 
will perform satisfactorily. 

Quality-assurance actions that provide a means to control 
and measure the characteristics of an item, proceijs, or 
facility to establ.ished requirements. 

Crystalline silica (SiOz); an important rock-forming 
mineral. 

A metamorphic rock consisting mainly of quartz grains of 
equal size, formed by the recrystallization of sandstone 
by regional or thermal metamorphism. 

Faults that formed or experienced movement during the 
Quaternary Period. 

Tha second part of the Cenozoic 8ro (after the Tertiary), 
beginning about 1.8 million years ago and extending to the 
present. 

The basic unit of the nbsorbed dose of ioniz.ing 
radiation. A dose of 1 rad equals the absorption of 100 
ergs of radiation energy per gram of absorbing material. 

Particles and electromagnetic energy emitted by nuclear 
transformations that are capable of p~oducing ions when 
interacting with matter; gamma rays and alpha and beta 
portloles are primary examples. 
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radiation zone 

radioactive 
decay 

radioactive 
material 

radioactive 
waste 

radiological risk 

radiolysis 

radiometric 
dating 

radionuclide 

radionuclide 
retardation 

rain shadow 

reasonably 
achievable 

rensonably 
available 
technology 

reasonably 
foreseeable 
releases 

An area that contains radioactive materia).o or radiation 
field in quantities significant f!nough to require the 
control of personnel entry to the area. 

See "decay." 

In general, any material that SI'- ntaneously emits 
nuclear particles or rays from tld nuclei of its atoms. 

High-level radioactive waste, S£.11 -,_t nuclear fuel, and other 
radioactive materials that are 1-·e~eived for emplacement in 
a geologic repoRitory. 

A risk derived from exposure to n;~,diosctive materials. 

The decomposition (splitting) of a chemical molecule 
(often the water molecule) by ex·e~osure to radiation. 

The calculation of the age of a material by a method that 
is based on the decay of rsdionuclidev that occur iu the 
material, 

An unstable radioactive isotope that decays toward a 
stable state at a characteristic rate by the emission of 
ionizing radiation, 

The process or processes that cause the time required 
for a given radionuclide to move between two locations to 
be greater than the g1·ound-wster-travel time because of 
physical and chemical interactions between the 
radionuclide and the geohydrologic unit through which the 
radionuclide travels. 

A very dry region on the lee side of a topographic 
obstacle, usually a mountain range, where the rainfall is 
noticeably less than that on the windward side. 

Mitigation measures or couraes of action shovn to be 
reasonable considering the costs and benefits in 
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969. (See "as low as reasonably achievable.") 

1'echnology which existR and ha.A been demont'ltrated. or for 
which the results of any requisite development, 
demonstration, or confirmatory testing efforts before 
application will be available within the required time 
periods. 

Releases of radioactive wastes tr the accessible 
environment that are estimated to have more than one 
chance in 100 of occurring within 10,000 years. 
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recharge 
(hydrologic' 

recharge area 

redox 

reduction 
(chemical) 

redundant 
equijJment 
or system 

regulated area 

regulatory agency 

regulatory guide 

relative porosity 

release 1 imit 

rem 

remotely handled 
transuranic 
waste 

repository 

repository 
closure 

The process by which water ir; absorbed anrt added to the 
zone of saturation, either directly into a geologic 
formation, indirectly by way of another formation, or 
indirectly through unconsolide.·ed sediments. 

In ground-water hydrology, tht ~::~ea where surface \'later 
enters an aquifer. 

See "oxidatiotl-roduction rea ~t '::m." 

A decrease in the oxidation a•:, ":e of an element or 
ohemical compound. 

Any piece of equipment or any •wstem that duplicates 
the essential function of any '1ther piece of equipment or 
system and can perform the entire function regardless of 
the operating state of the other. 

An area to whlch access is limited or controlled. 

The government agency responsible for regulating 
the use of sourceB of radiation or radioactive materials 
or emissions and responsible for enforcing compliance with 
such regulations. 

Onf! of a series of off-i<lial Nuclear Regulatory Comnission 
guides prescribing standards and recommendations for 
nuclear facilities. 

The ratio oi: the aggregate volume 
rock or soil to its total volume. 
a percentage. 

of interstices in a 
It is usually stated as 

A regulatory limit on the concentration or amount of radio
active material releasee to the environment; usually 
expressed aa a radiation dose. 

A unit doSe of ionizing radiation that has the same 
biological effect as l roentgen of x-rays; 1 rem 
approximately equals 1 rad for x-, g~. or beta 
radiation. Thus, a rem is a unit of individual dose that 
allows a comparison of the effects of various radiation 
types as well as quantities. 

Transuranic waste that requires shielding in addition 
to that provided by its container in order to protect 
people nearby. 

See "geologic repository." 

See '!closure;.·" 
''·'' 
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reposHory 
construction 

All excavation and mining activities associated with the 
construction of shafts~ shaft ~>t.-~tiona, n1oms, and 
necessary openings in th~ underg~ounq facility, 
preparatory to radioactive~waatq emplacement, as well as 
the construction of necessary a: .:face facilities, but 
excluding site-characterizAtion ~ctivities. 

repository horizon The horizontal plane within tbt. host rock where t;he 
location of the repository is p: ,mned, 

repository 
operation 

repository 
support 
facilities 

repository system 

reproce8sing 

residual 
saturation 

residual 
uncertainty 

restricted area 

retention pond 

retrievability 

retrieval 

reverse fault 

All of the functions at the si•:• leading to and 
involving radioactive-waste em?l-\cement in the underground 
repository, incLuding receiving, transporting, handling, 
ernplacing, and, if necessary, ~-~~trievi.ng the waste. 

All permanent facilities const.rtlcted to support site 
characterization and reposito_ry const;;ruction, operation, 
and closure, including surface structures, utility lines, 
roads, railroads, but excluding the underground repositQry. 

The geologic setting at the site, the waste package, and 
the I7ftpos1tory, all acting togetper ~.o, J::ontain and ifi!~l.4t.,e 
the waste. 

See "fuel reprocessing." 

The minimum saturation that occurs due to gravitational 
forces alone in the absence of ~echarge. 

Those inherent uncertainties in data, modeling, and 
auumed future conditions that cannot be diminated. 

Any area to which access is controlled by the DOE for 
purposes of protecting of individuals from exposure to 
radiation and radioactive materials before repository 
closure, but not including any areas ~sed as residential 
quarters, although a separate room or rooms in a 
resid~ntial building may be set apart as a restricted area. 

An earthen structure designed to hold s~ormwater runoff; 
sometimes used to mean an evaporation pond. 

The capability to remove waste from its place of isolation 
in accordance with preestablished criteria for the method 
and the rate of removal. 

The· act of intentional.ly removing radiQactive waste b~fore 
repository closure from the underground location at which 
the waste had been previously emplaced for disposal. 

A fault in which the hanging wall appears to have moved 
upward relative to the footwall. 
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rhyolitic 

Richter magnitvde 

Richter acale 

dft (geolosic) 

right-J.dteral 
fault 

right-lateral 
offset 

riparian 

risk 

rock bolt 

rock burst 

rock-mass quality 

room-and-pillar 
mining 

rubble 

Characteristic of a group of t>.xtruaive ~gneous rocks, 
generally porphyritic and exhihiting flo~ texture with 
crystals of quartz and alkali f<~ldepar in a glassy to 
cryptocrystalline groundmass ("'.~yolite), 

See "Richter scale." 

A scale for mea/Juring the ener,. • released by an 
earthquake. It was devised i"' ·.935 by the seismologist 
C. F. Richter. 

A long, naJ:""row trough of regione-'. extent, bounded by normal 
faults, often associated with volcanism. 

A fault, the displacement of whi.eh is dght-lateral 
separation. In plan view, the r,pparent movement of the 
side opposite the observer is to the right. 

See "right-lateral fault." 

Relating to or living or located on the bank of a natural 
'~ater course (e.g., a river). 

The product of the probability and- the consequenoea of an
event. 

A bar, usually constructed of steel, that is anchored i:nto 
predrilled holes in rock as a support device. 

A sudden yielding that occurs when & volume of rock is 
strained beyond its elastic limit and tho accompanying 
failure is such that the accumulated energy i8 released 
instantaneously. A rock burst can vary from the splitting 
off of small slabs of rock from a mine wall to the 
collapse of large pillars, roofs, or o~her massive parts 
of a mine. 

A description of the physic~l characteristics and 
mechanical behavior of the rock mass. Rock-mass quality 
classifications a~e appli.ed empirically to estimate 
requirements for underground-excavation support and 
mechanical properties like the etrength and deformation 
modulus of the rock mass. 

A system of mining in which the rock is mined in rooms 
separated by pillars of undisturbe·d rock left for roof 
support. 

Loose, unconsolidated J:""ock consisting mostly of large, 
angular rocks intermi-Xed with ·a sm8U amount of Soil or 
earthy material. 
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rulemaking 

salt 

salt creep 

sandstone 

saturated zone 

scabland 

scaling 

scanning
transmission 
electron 
microscope 

scarification 

scenario 

scenario analysis 

scouring 

screening 

seal 

secondary 
compression 

secondary sector 

Process of formulating specific ngulationr. governing a 
particular matter, 

The common mineTal sodiwn chloride ('N$Cl) and any 
impurities in it. 

See "creep," 

Variously colored sedimentary :rc.~ ·.:. composed mainly of 
snndlike quartz grains cementeL l.v lime, silica, or other 
materials. 

That part of the earth's crust be,;eath the water table in 
which all voids, large and smell, are ideally filled with 
water under pressure greater thtH. e.tmospheric. 

An elevated area, unclerl.ain by f Lat ... lyin.g basalt flows, 
with a thin soil cover and sparttt~ vegetation that is 
crossed by coulees. 

The removal of loose rock from ~ newly blasted wall or 
roof. 

A type of electron microscope that scans with an. 
extremely narrow beam of electrons transmitted through the 
sample; the detectJ.on apparatus produce~> an image ""·hose 
brightness depends on the atomic number of the aample. 

The process of breaki~g up end loosening the surface of a 
materiaL 

A particular chain of hypothetical f;:i~cumsta.nces often 
used in performance analysis to model possible events. 

Analytical process that attempts to quantify the 
probabilities and consequences Q{ a postulated sequence of 
events. 

Erosion, especially by moving water. 

The process of evaluating an Qrea on the basis of criteria 
or guidelines to identify places that best fulfill the 
criteria or guidelines, 

An engineered barrier to prevent radio~~clide migration or 
the intrusion of undesirable substances. 

The reduction in volume of aedimentp·under constant 
pressure that :results from changes tn, the internal 
structure of the sediments. 

The s~ctors 
bUfiinessea. 

of the economy, th,at serve 
(See "primary sector.") 
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sedimentary roc:k 

seismic 

seismic reflection 
line 

Rock formed of aediment, especially (a) clastic rocks 
(e.g., conglomerates, .sandstone, and shales) formed of 
fragments of other rock transpc1:ted from their sources and 
deposited in water and (b) rock~ formed by precipitation 
from solutf.on (e.g., rock salt 11<1d gypsum) or from the 
secretions of organisms (e.g,, -r H>t limefitones). 

Pertaining to, charactedstic r: , or produced by 
earthquakes or earth vihrat:l.on~ 

A line on the earth's surface llo:.ng which a seismic 
reflection survey is conducted. 

seismic reL8ction A survey based on measurement of the travel times of waves 
survey that originate from an artifid<d.ly produced disturbance 

and are reflected back to the s·,•.rface at nearly vertical 
inc-ldence from boundaries separoting modia of different 
elastic-wave velocitie6. 

seismic refraction A survey based on the measurement of the travel times o( 
survey seismic waves that have moved nearly parallel to the 

bedding in high-velocity layers. 

seismic survey Seismic data gathered from 1:1.11 area. 

seismicity 

seismometer 

shaft 

shaft liner 

shaft pillar 

shaft seal syatem 

The occurrence of earthquakes or the spatial distribution 
of earthquake activity. Also the phenomenon of e~rth 
movement. 

An instrument that receives seismic impulses and converts 
them into electrical voltage or otherwise makes them 
evident. Also known aR a geophone. 

With regard to a geologic repository, the penetration of 
the natural isolation barrier to provide access to 
subsurface facility; it is usually of limited cross
sectional area compared to its depth. A more common 
definition is a manmade hole, either vertical or steeply 
inclined, that connects the surface with the underground 
~orkings of a mine or excavation. 1be difference between 
a shaft and a borehole is primarily in size and use. 

A structural lining usually made of steel, concrete, or 
timber that provides safe rock support and aids in 
preventing ground water from entering the shaft. 

An undisturbed buffer zone surrounding a shaft of 
sufficient area, so that any possible subsidence in nearby 
mined areas will not disturb the integrity of the shaft 
facility. 

The devices, mechanisms, or materials used or emplaced 
between the shaft liner and the rock wall during operation 
or shaft closure to retard the flow of liquid or gas. 
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shaft station 

shale 

shear 

shear resistance 

shear zone 

sheave 

shield rocks 

shielding 

shipping cask 

shotcrete 

shrub-steppe 

A horizontally excavated opening of a ahaH at a desired 
depth. 

A fine-grained detrital sedimnntary rock formed by the 
compaction of clay, Bilt, or mu,~. 

(1) A strain that causes contigwms parts of a body to 
slide relative to each other iP ,:J. direction parallel to 
their plane of contact. ( 2) St.t faces and zones of failure 
by shear or surfaces along whi ~r. differential movement has 
taken place.· 

The internal resistance of a body to shear stress, 
typically including a frictional part and a part 
independent of friction called \~ohesion." Also callod 
"shear strength." 

A tabular zone of rock that haa been crushed and 
brecciated by many parallel fral'tures due to shear strain. 

A large, pulley-type wheel at the top of the headframe 
that carries the hoist rope. 

Areas of exposed basement rocks in a craton commonly with a 
very gently convex surface, surrounded by sediment-covered 
platforms. 

The material interposed between a source of radiation and 
personnel to protect against radiation exposure; coamonly 
used shielding materials are concrete, water, and lead. 

A large, heavily shielded vesael for transporting fuel 
assemblies and radioactive waste. The cask provides 
physical protection to the contents and radiation 
protection to its surroundings. Radioactive waste is 
transported to the repository in shipping casks. 

Cement-based compounds sprayed onto mine surfaces to 
prevent erosion by air and moisture and onto rock surfaces 
to stabilize asainst minor rock falls. Also used to 
prevent dehydration and decrepitation. 

Distinguished from a true steppe by the presence of forbes, 
shrubs, and a few tr:ees in an extensive grassland area. 
Generally not as dry aa a steppe. 
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significant 
source of 
ground water 

silica 

silicification 

sill (geologic) 

silt 

siltstone 

sinkhole 

site 

site character
ization 

As defined in 40 CFR Part 191, an aquifer that (1) is 
saturated with water having le~A than 10,000 milligrams 
per liter of total dissolved solids, {2) is within 
770 meters (2 1 500 feet) of the •_and surface, (3) has a 
transmissivity greater than 3 l' l.Q- 5 square meter per 
second (200 gallons per foot pn· r:lay), provided that any 
formation or part of a fortnatir:, induded within the 
source of ground water has a h h~eulic conductivity 
greoter than 1 x 10- 6 meter par second (2 gallons per 
square foot per day), and (4) i > ca~able of continuously 
yielding at least 1,600 liter£. ·,ar hour (10,000 gallons 
per day) to a pumped or flowing w-ell for a period of at 
least a year; or an 8quifer that provides the primary 
source of water for a communit~.r water system. 

A chemically resistant oxide of silicon (SiOz), 

The introduction of, or replacement by, silica, generally 
resulting in the formation of floe-grained quat·tz, 
chalcedony, or opal, which may fill ~ores and replace 
exiaHng minerals. 

A tabular igneoua intrusion that parallels the planar 
structure of the surrounding rock. 

A sedimentary material consiating of five mineral 
particles intermediate in size between sand and clay, 

Stone composed of hardened stone. 

An opening at the earth's surface caused by the collapse 
of rock above a solution zone where ground water haR.moved 
along a joint or fracture system and has washed out or 
dissolved underlying material, such aa limestone. 

A potentially acceptable site or a candidate site, as 
appropriate, until such time as the controlled area has 
been established, at which time the site and the 
controlled area are the same. 

Activities, whether in the laboratory or in the field, 
undertaken to establish the geologic conditions and the 
ranges of the parameters of a candidate site relevant to 
the location of a repository, including borings, surface 
excavations, excavations of exploratory shafts, limited 
subsurface lateral excavations and borings, and in situ 
testing needed to evaluate the suitability of a candidate 
site for the location of a repository, but not including 
preliminary borings and geophysical testing needed to 
assess whether site characterization should be undertaken • 
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siting 

siting guldeline11 

slabbing 

slash 

slickensides 

slip 

slough 

sloughing 

slump (geologic) 

slurry 

smectite 

solubility 

solute 

sonic log 

All of the exploration, testing, c.valuation, and 
dec!Hionmaking associated with sit~e screening, site 
nomination, site reco~nendat1on, and site approval for 
characterization or repository df:'<elapment. 

General guidelines for &iting geotq·ic repos.!toriesj 
issued by the Deportment of Enerr> as 1.0 CE'R Part 960. 

A stress-induced failure mechan~.!W of the rock around an 
excava ti.on. 

A ml.ning technique :l,n which a lR:rg,~-diametec drilled hole 
is enlarged by using the drill-and-blast tnethod. 

Polished and smoothly striated sv.rfaces that result from 
friction along a fault plane. 

The relative displac::ement of forn.erly adjacent pointe on 
opposite sides of a fault,, measur·,~d in the fault surface. 

Fragments of rock material from ~be wall of a borehole 
that are washed out. of the bale with the return pipeline. 

The falling of looa,ened l;"Ock from the roof or walls of an.d 
u~arground excavation. 

The downward slipping of a mass of rock or unconsolidated 
material of any size, moving as a u~it or as several 
subsidiary units, usually ~ith backward rotation on a more 
or less horizontal axis parallel to the cliff or slope 
from which it descends. 

A fluid mixture of water and finely d~vided material. 

A group of expanding-lattice clay minerals. These 
min~rals a~e common in soils, sedimentary rocks, and some 
min~ral deposits and are characterized by swelling in 
water and ~xtreme colloidal behavior. 

The amount of substance (i.e., an element or compound) 
that can be dissolved in a given amount of solvent. 

A ~ubstance di.ssolved in another substance, usually the 
component of a solution present in the lesser amount. 

A geophysical log made by an instrument. lowered and 
raised in a bor~hole or well, U\~t continuously records, 
as a function of depth. the velocity of sound waves as 
they travel over short distances in the adjacent rocks. 
T~e log reflects lithologic changes. 
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sorption 

sorptive capae: cy 

source term 

specific activity 

specification 

specific heat 

specific yield 

spent fuel 

spherulitic 

spoils 

stability~ 

repository 

stability of 
rock structure 

The binding, on a microscopic ncale, of one substance to 
another, such as by adsorption or .ton exchange. Here 
"sorption" is used for the sorptlon of diHsolved 
radionuclides onto aquifer solids or waste-package 
materials by chemical or physic.'·~ forces. 

The measure of a material's ab:llity to sorb specific 
constituents from a liquid as ! pass(ls through the 
material. 

The types and amounts of radicr.11 dides that make up the 
source of a potential release of radioactivity. 

The measure of radioBctivity as. a function of mass. 
The unit of specific activity ia curie per gram, 

A concise statement of a set of requirements prescribing 
materials, dimensions, or workm!l.nship for something to be 
built or manufactured. 

The quantity of heat nec~ssary to raise the temperatura of 
1 gram of a given substance 1 das;ree Celsius. 

The ratio of the volume of water that a given mass of 
saturated rock or soil will yield by gravity to the volume 
of that mass. 

Nuclear fuel that has been removed from a reactor after 
irradiation and has not been raprocessec to recover 
uranium and plutonium, 

Said of a rock composed of numerous round~d or spherical 
masses of needlelike crystals, radiating from a central 
point. 

The debris or waste material from a mine. 
other natural materials brought up to the 
mining. Also called "mined materials" or 

The rock and 
surface during 
"mined rock." 

The condition resulting frnm the nature and rates of 
natural processes affecting the site during the recent 
geologic past and the expectation that they will be 
relatively slow and will not significantly change during 
the next 10,000 years or jeopardize the isolation of the 
waste. As defined in 10 CFR Part 60, the nature and rates 
of natural processes (e.g., erosion and faulting) have 
been and are projected to be such that their effects will 
not jeopardize the isolation of the waste. 

The capability of an opening at depth to retain its 
original shape for a length of time. Stability is related 
to the quality of the rock mass around the opening~ 
including slabbing and fracture. 
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s ta.ndard 
metropolitan 
statistical 
area (SMSA) 

steel sets 

steppe 

stochastic n,cldel 

storage 
coefficient 

storativity 

strain 

st:ra.tig:r:'aphic 
setting 

s tra. t i graphy. 

stratum 

stress 

strike 

strike-slip fault 

stringer 

One or more contiguous countiet'· containing at least one 
city of 50~000 inhabitants or mot'fl• Additional counties 
have to meet criteria related to metropoU.tan character 
and socioeconomic integration w1 ~.h the central city. 

Support beams used in mine reaL .1nd walls. 

An extensive treeless grassland 1cea that is develop:Lng in 
the semiarid midlatitudes of s1u~heastern Europe and 
·'l.'da, Also u.aed to describe s mUar areas in other par:~s 
of the world. 

A model whose inputs are uncertain and whose outputs are 
therefore also uncertain and mut. t· be described by 
probability distributions. 

The volwne of water sn aquifer releases from, or takes 
into storage, per unit surface a.\·ea of the aquifer and per 
unit change in head. 

The volume of water released from storage in a vertical 
column of 1 square foot when the water table or other 
piezometric 10urface declines 1 foot.. In an undefined·, 
aquifer, it is approximately equal to the specific yield. 

(1) Change in the shape or volume of a body as a result of 
stress. (2) A change in the relative configuration of the• 
particles of a substance. 

The characteristics of the rock layers or other units 
in the geologic environment. 

The branch of geology that deals with the definition and 
:int~rpretation of the rock strata, the conditions of their 
formation, character, arrangement, sequence, age, 
distribution, and especially their correlation by the use 
of foss-ils and other means of identification. 

A single bed or layer of rock regardless of thickness. 

In a solid, the force per unit area acting on any surface 
within it and variously expressed as pounds or tons per 
square inch, or c;lynes or kilograms per: square centimete:r; 
also, by extension, the external pressure that creates the 
iote:t"nal force. 

The direction or trend of a structural surface (e.g., a 
bedding or fault plane) as it intersects the horizontal. 

A fault in which the net sl-ip is horbontal or parallel 
to the strike of the fault (see f:llso "dip-slip fault"). 

A narrow vein or irregular filament in a rock mass of 
different material. 
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student's t teit 

subsidence 

subsurface 
facility 

sump 

A standard statistice.l method used for hypothesis testi-ng 
and normally used with a sampl~ size of less than 30, 

Sinking or downward settling t··f. the earth's surface, not· 
restricted in rate, magnitude. nr area involved. 

See "underground facility." 

A pit or depression serving fj.\ A drain or reservoir for 
liquids. 

surface facilities Repository support facilities in the restricted area. 

surface water 

surge capacity 

Any waters on the surface of tne earth, including fresh and 
salt water, ice, and snow. 

The capacity to accommodate vauioactive materials by 
temporary storage at the repository. 

sys tern See "n:1pos i tory sys tam." 

system performance The complete behavior of a repository system in response 
to the oonditions 1 processes, and ·events that may affect 
it. 

talus 

tectonic 

tectonic activity 

tectonic breccia 

tectonic features 

tectonic fractures 

tectonic model 

Loose rock fragments of any size or shape derived from, 
and lying at, the ·base of a steep slope. 

Of, or pertaining to, the forces involved in tectonics or 
the resulting structures or features. 

Movement of the eat·th's crust such ns uplift and subeidanca 
and the ·associated folding, faulting, and seismicity. 

A breccia formed as the result of crustal movements, 
usually developed in brittle rocks. Slickensides are 
commonly associated with tectonic breccia, and varying 
amounts of claylike gouge may be present. 

Features such as fault gouge, faulted, and folded rock. 

Fractures that may 
adjoining surfaces 
tectonic breccias. 

or may not have slickensides on their 
and are commonly associated with 

Includes fractures across which no 
measurable movement has occurred. 

A nonnumerical, descriptive theory or concept that 
incorporates geological, geophysical, and geodetic data 
into a satisfactory explanation of the evolution of stress 
and strain in the earth's crust; it can be used to make 
estimates of future crustal processes. 
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tectonic province 

tectonism 

tectonics 

tensile strength 

Tertiary 

thermal 
conductivity 

thermal 
decrepitation 

thermal expansion 

thermal gradient 

thermal loading 

A region of the earth'a crust with relatively consistent 
structural geologic features. 

Crustal movement produced by eart!:l forces, such as the 
formation of plateaus and mounta;\r· ranges; the structural 
behavior of an element of the ea1·!.:'1's crust. 

A branch of geology dealing wiltl the broad architecture of 
tha outer part of the earth; tt>a.t is, the regional 
assembling of structural or def ·n:ational features, a 
study of tMir mutual relation~;~ .,,heir origin, and their 
evolution, 

The ability of a material to resiet a. stress tending to 
stretch it or to pull it apart. 

The earlier of the two geologic periods that make up the 
Cenozoic Era, extending from 65 10illion to 1.8 million 
years ago. 

A measure of the ability of a material to conduct heat. 

The shattering of a rock mass or rock •ample caused by 
the heat-induced buildup of excessive pressures in 
contained fluids. 

The increase in linear dimensions that occurs when 
materials are heated. 

The rate of change in temperature with distance. 

The application of h~at to a syste~, usually measured in 
watt~deneity. The thermal loading for a repository is the 
watts per acre produced by the radioactive waste in the 
active disposal area, 

thermoluminescent A type of radiation measuring device that contains 
dosimeter thermoluminescent material that emits light when subjected 

to heat. The amount of light emitted is directly 
proportional to the radiation dose absorbed by the chip. 

threatened species Any plant or animal species protected by Public Law 93-205 
that is likely to become endangered in the foreseeable 
future throughout all or a portion of its range. 

thrust fault 

to the extent 
practicable 

A fault with a dip of 45 degrees or less in which the 
hanging wall appears to have moved upward relative to the 
foot wall. 

The degree to which an intended course of action is 
capable of being effected in a manner that is reasonable 
and feasible within a framework of constraints. 
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topography 

tortuosity 

tracer testing 

traut~fer cask 

transgressive Rea 

transmissivity 

transport path 

transuranic waste 

transuranics 

tridymite 

tritium 

tubbing 

tufa 

The branch of geology dealing w~th the configuration of 
the land surface, including its relief and the position of 
natural and man-made features, P,lf.io used .'iynonymously 
with "terrain," 

The inverse ratio of the length ,,-; ll rock specimen to the 
length of the equivalent path o.~ water within it, 

A procedure in which a soluble s .bstance (tracer) is added 
to ground-water at one locatim .uJd its movement to 
another location ia observed. T ·1.cer testing is a 
technique by which ground-water 1 !ow directions and 
velocities and other hydrologic properties of rocks can be 
eatimnted. 

A cask that provides shielding for the waste disposal 
container as it is transferred from the waate-handling 
buildings for emplacement under~ round. 

A sea that haa encroached on the land. 

The rate at which water of the prevailing kinematic 
viscosity is transmitted through a unit width of an 
aquifer under a unit hydraulic B:radient. It equals the 
hydraulic Conductivity multipl-ied by the thickness of the 
aquifer. 

A route along ~hich radiunuclides tould migrate.· 

Waste containing more than a specific concentration of 
alpha-emitting radionuclides (including uranium-233 and 
its daughter products) of long half-life and high specific 
radioto~{city. This concentration is Currently defined as 
more than 100 nanocuries per gram of waste. 

Elements with an atomic number higher than 92. They do 
not normally cccur in nature and have to be produced 
artificially from Uranium, 

A mineral, BiOz, It is a high-temperatUre form of 
qua·rtz and usually occurs B.S. minute 1 tabular, white or 
colorless crystals or scales in cavities in acidic 
volcanic rocks. 

A radioactive isotope of hydrogen with two neutrons and 
one proton in the nucleus. 

Cast-iron liner plates for shafts, fabricated to 
specification, that bolt together to give support to rock. 

A sedimentary rock composed of calcium carbonate, formed 
by evaporation as an incrustation around the mouth of a 
spring, along a stream, or. around a lake. 



tuff 

tuffaceous 

unconfined 
aquifer 

unconformity 
(geologic) 

underground 
facility 

unit of local 
goverrunent 

unrestricted area 

unsaturated zone 

uplift (geologic) 

upwarping 

urban area 

vadose water 

vadose zone 

validation of 
computer codes 
and models 

" 

A rock formed of compacted volcanic: ash und dust. 

Said of sediments containing up to 50 percent tuff. 

An aquifer containing ground \lfa·;,H that has a water table 
or upper surface at atmospheric ;>raasure. 

A break or gap in the geologic r.~cord, such as an 
interruption in the normal seq···e<JCe of deposition of 
sedimentary rocks, or a break "e':ween li!.tOded metamorphic 
rocks and younger sedin1ents.ry t>t ata. 

The underground struc~urll$ and the rock required for 
support, including mined opening8 .a,nd backfill materials, 
but excluding shafts, boreholes, and their 6eals. 

Any borough, city, county, padsh, .town, township, 
village, or other genera1-purporn pqlitical subdivision of 
a State. 

Any ar~;Ja that is not controlled _fat' tl)e protection of 
individuals from exposure to radiation and radioactive 
materials. 

The zone between the land surface and the water table. 
G~nerally, water in this zone is under less than 
atmosphed.c p;ressur~, and some--of the voids may COII.tajn 
air or ol;hltr gaaes at atmosphttriG pre.ssure. Beneath 
flooded areas or perched-wate~ bodies, the water pressure 
locally may be greater than atmospheric. 

(l) The process that results in the elevation of a portlon 
of the earth's crust. (2) A structurally high area in the 
crust produced by move~ents that have raised or upthrust 
the J-"Ocks, as in a dame or an arch. 

The uplift of a regional area of the earth's crust, 
uaually aa a result of the releas~ of isostatic pressure 
(e.g., the melting of an ice sheet). 

As defined for use in the 1980 census, i.ncorporated,,and 
unincorporated places of 2,500 i.nhabitants or more. 

Water of the zone of aeration (unsaturated zone). Also 
kp,own as "suspended water." 

The unsaturated region of nail or the zone of aeration 
bet~een the .ground surface and the water table. 

A process wl)oae objective is to ascertain that the code 
or model indeed reflects the behavio;r of the real world. 
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vent system 

verification 
of computAr 
codes and nKJ·.els 

very near field 

very unl ik~..ly 
releases 

vesicl~ 

vitr·ophyre 

volcanic glass 

volcanism 

voucher 
collection 

vug 

waste 

waste canioter 

waste container 

waste form 

waste management 

A group of generally parallel fissures from which lava 
came to the ~urface. 

Testing a code with analytical uolutions for idealized 
boundary-value problems. A convuter code will be 
considered verified when it hB1l been shown to solve the 
boundary-value problems with t;. 1:'ficient accuracy. 

The waste package and the roc-: within approximately 3 feet 
of the waste packages emplace. !n a repository. 

Releases of radioactive wastes to the accessible 
environment that are estimated to have between one chance 
in 1,000 and one chance in lO,OUO of occurring within 
10,000 years. 

A small cavity in an igneous r,':lck, formed by the expansion 
of a bubble of gas or steam du_·ing the solidification of 
the rock. 

Any porphyritic igneous rock with a glassy groundmass. 

Natural glass produced by the cooling of molten lava or 
some liquid fraction of molten lava too rapidly to permit 
crystallization. 

The processes by which magma and its associated gases rise 
into the crust and are extru~~~ onto the earth's surface 
and into the atmosphere. 

A collection of dried plant specimens usually mounted 
and systematically arranged for reference; a piece of 
supporting evidence. 

A cavity, often within a mineral lining of different 
composition from that of the surrounding rock. 

As used in this document, high-level radioactive waste or 
spent fuel. 

See "canis-ter." 

See "container." 

The radioactive waste materials and any encapsulating or 
stabili.:z:ing matrix. 

The planning, execution, and surveillance of essential 
functions related to the control of radioactive (and 
nonradioactive) waste, including treatment, 
solidification, packaging, transportation, initial or 
long-term storage, surveillance, disposal, and isolation. 
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waste matrix 

waste package 

water budget 

water flux 

watershed 

water table 

welded tuff 

wind rose 

Wisconsin 

worst-case 
analysis 

x-ray diffraction 
analysis 

xenolith 

Young's modulus 

The material that surrounds and contains the waste and to 
some extent protects it from belt·.~ released into the 
surrounding rock and ground water. Only material within 
the canister (or drum or box) tht'. contains the waste is 
considered part of the waste matJ' .x. 

The waste form and a:1y containe1· , shielding, packing, and 
other sorbent materials irrunediat _ ty surrounding an 
individual waste container. 

The quantificatinn of the amount f. water entering, moving 
through, and leaving a flow syste1 .. ; sometimes called 
"water balance," 

A stream of flowing water; flood or outflow of water. 

A drainage basin. 

The water surface in a body of ground water at which the 
water pressure is atmospheric, 

Indurated volcanic ash in which the constituent glassy 
shards and other fragments have become welded together, 
apparently while still hot and plastic after deposition. 
Where the distinction between nonwelded and partly welded 
tuff is necessary, the boundary should be placed at or 
close to that point where the deformation of glassy 
fragments becomes visible. The transition from partly to 
densely welded tuff is one of progressive loss of pore 
space accompanied by an increase in the deformation of the 
shards and pumiceous fragments. 

A diagram showing the distribution with direction of the 
frequency and the speed of the wind. 

Pertaining to the last definitely ascertained glacial 
stage of the Pleistocene epoch in North America. 

An analysis based on assumptions and input data selected 
to yield a "worst impact" statement. 

Analysis of the crystal structure of materials by passing 
x-rays through them and registering the diffraction 
(scattering) image of rays. 

An inclusion in an igneous rock to which it is not 
genetically related. 

A moduluB of elasticity in tension or compressiont 
involving a change in length. 
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zeolites 

Zircaloy 

ll 

Any of various silicate8 analo.gous in C('mposition to the 
feldspars and occurring as secot1dary minerals in cavities, 
along fraetures, and on joint planes in basaltic lavas. 
Occur also as nuthigenic miner·1 !.s in sedimentary rocks. 

An alloy whose major constitue;t is zirconium, used as 
cladding material for nuclear '·11.~1 rods. 
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

ACOE Army Corps of Englneers 

Act Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 

AEC Atomic Energy Commission 

A lSI o~erican Iron and Steel Institute 

A LARA as low as is reasonably achievable 

ANSI American National Standards Institute 

BIA Bureau of Indian Affairs 

BLM Bureau of Land Management (U.S. Department of the Interior) 

BTU lSr'ithh Thermal Unit 

BWR boilin~ water reactor 

CBRS Coastal Ba·rrier Resources System 

CDA Copper"Development Association 

CFR Code of Federal Regulations 

CH-TRU contact-handled transuranic waste 

CHLW commercial high-level waste 

CRD Corm~ent Response. Document 

CSF consolidated and overpacked spent fuel 

CSIR Council for Scientific and Industrial Renearch (S. African) 

OAF Department of the Air Force 

dB decibel 

dBA decibel (A-weighting network) 

DliLW defense high-level waste 

DOA U.S. Department of Agriculture 
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DOC u.s. Depar·tment of Commerce 

DOE •_!.S. Department of Energy 

IL. S. Department of Energy, Nevada Op: r2tions Office • DOE/NV 

DO! .J.S. Department of the Interior 

DOT u.s. Department of Transportation 

DWPF defense waste processing facility 

E-MAD En8ine Maintenance, Assembly and Dis~1:sembly 

EA Environmental AsBessment 

EIS r·:nvironn1ental Impact Statement 

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

ESD Employment Security Dep~rtment (State of Navada) 

ESF exploratory shaft facility 

FM Federal Aviation Authority 

FASM fuel-assembly structural material 

FSAR final safety analysis report 

FWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

GETT grants-equal-to-taxes 

g physical constant repr. the acceleration due to gravity 
,, 

H-3 tritium 

HAW high-activity waste 

HC hydr~cl!l-rbons· 

HEPA high.'>;"eJficiency parti.<;ulateo air 

HLW high-level waste 

HMTA Hazardous Materials Transportation A~t 
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IAEA 

ICC 

KEV 

LET 

LMFBR 

LWR 

M 

MOA 

MPC 

MRS 

MTHM 

MTU 

NAAQS 

NAC 

NAFR 

NAS 

NCRP 

NDCNR 

NDEP 

NDH 

NDHPA 

NDOSH 

NDSL 

NOW 

·:nternational Atomic Energy Agency 

>nteratate Commerce Commission 

thousands of electro~ volts 

linear energy transfer 

liquid-metal fa~t breeder reactor 

light water reactor 

magnitude 

Memorandum of Agr:eement 

maximum permiseible concentration 

monitored retrievable storage 

metric tons of heavy metal'' 

metric tons of uranium 

Nevada Ambient Air Quality Standard 

Nevada Administrative Code 

Nellis Air Force Range 

National Academy of Sciences 

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements 

Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 

Nevada Department of Environmental Protection 

Nevada Department of Health 

Nevada Division of Historic Preservation and Archaeology 

Nevada Division of Occupational Safety and Health 

Nevada Division of State Lands 

Nevada Department of Wildlife 

ont1n···ll 



NDWR 

NG! 

NNWSI 

NOAA 

NPS 

NRC 

NRDA 

NRS 

NSIM 

NSR 

NTS 

NTSO 

NWPA 

NWSR 

NWTS 

OCRWM 

ocs 

ONWI 

PAC 

PLO 

PM 

PMF 

PNL 

PPM 

PRCR 

N(·vada Division of Wate.t' Resources 

fl.• ... rgeya Geotakniake Institute (Norweygion Geo~ec:hnical Inst.) 

Nt~"ada Nuclear Waste Storagey loves t i&r- ~ions 

i"dtional Oceanic and Atmospheric Adm:' ··istrotion 

National Park Service 

U.fi. Nuclear Regulatot·y Commission; tl; t,ional Res"arch Council 

Nevada Research and Development Are~ 

Nevada Revised Statutes 

Nevada State Inspector of Mines 

New Source Revie~ 

Nevada Test Site 

Nevada ·rest Site Suppor.t Office 

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 

National Wild and Scenic River 

Nuclear Waste Terminal Storage 

Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 

Office of Community Services (State of Nevada) 

Office of Nuclear Wastey IQolation 

potentially adverse condition 

Public Land Order 

particulate matter 

probable maximum flood 

Pacific: Northwest Laboratories 

parts per million 

preliminary repository concepts report 
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PSD 

PUR EX 

PWR 

Q 

RAD 

RAT 

REM 

SA/V 

SARP 

SCP 

scs 

SF 

SHPO 

SIP 

SJC-WCD 

SMSA 

SNGBZ 

SPCC 

SR 

Supply 
System 

sw 

SWL 

1'LD 

TRU 

!'·revention of Significant Deteriora'don 

~-,lutonium and uranium recovery t:hrouB,h extraction 

,iressuri:!!ed water reactor 

quality factor 

radiological assistance team 

See Glossary 

ratio of Surface Area to Solution Vol_urne 

safety analysis report for packaging 

Site Characterization Plan 

Soil Conservation Service 

spent fuel 

Nevada State Historical Preservation Office 

State Implementation Plan 

San Juan Courity Water Conservation District 

standa'rd· metropolitan statistical area 

Sierra Nevada-Great Basin Boundary Zone 

Spill Prevention Control and Counter-measure Plan 

State Route 

Washington Public Power Supply System 

secondary waste 

Static Water Level 

thermoluminescent dosimeter 

transuranic (waste) 

:·• 
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TWC 

Tpt 

t 

UNLV 

UNR 

UP 

USAF 

usc 

USFS 

USGS 

USLE 

UTF 

UTM 

uz 

VRM 

VSP 

WHB 

WHPF 

WIPP 

WLM 

fmP 

WPPSS 

WSA 

WVHLW 

l·~xas Water Commission 

', ~)popah Spring Member of the Paintbrunh Tuff 

n variable, representing a time inte~" al 

iJniversity of Nevada, Las Vegas 

University of Nevada, Reno 

Union Pacific Railroad 

U.S. Air Force 

u.s. Code 

l'.S. Forest Service 

U.S. Geological Survey 

universal soil-loss equation 

underground test facility 

Universal Transverse Mercator 

unsaturated zone 

visual resource management 

vertical seismic profiling 

waste handling building 

waste handling and packagir..g facility 

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

working level month 

Washington Public Power Supply System Nuclear Project 

Washington Public llowel:' Supply System 

WilderncsG Study Area 

West Valley high-level waste 
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Appendix A 

TRANSPORTATION 

A.l INTRODUCTION 

l'his appt:lldix, which is cormnon to all envirm .. _.ental assessments, presents 
general background information on transportation ttpics and issues and 
provides supplementary references to more-detaile 1 ~ources of information. 
The discusdons throughout the appendix are specH·... to the spent-fuel and 
high-level-waste shipments tl'lat will he made to a r.'1pository.""' 'rhe agencies 
responsiblt for the regulation of r.adioactive-material transportation are 
identified, and their regulations or requirements <s. .. ·e reviewed. The shipping 
casks P.ad cask concepts that w"ill be developed in compliance with tbe 
regulatory framework are aLso described. These topics are discussed in th~ 
context of protecting public health and safety aga:!nst the potential hazards 
associated witt· normal transportation, accidents, a-nd sabotage. In addition, 
th~ bases for, and the methods of, avaluating the relative transportation risk 
and cost for each of tha sites nominated as suitable for characterization are 
briefly considered. Separate se~tions are included to consider the use of 
barges as an alternative mode of transportation, and to discuss how the 
consideration of a second repository ~auld affect the resnlts of a 
single-repository analysis. Also included is a section thaU describes the 
criteria developed to aid in the application of thB siting guideline on 
transportation. Finally, several of the major transportation iusuea (routing, 
prenotification, emergency reponse, and liability) that have been raised bY· 
the public are discussed. 

For purposeo of discussion in this appendix, the following terms unique 
to tl'le vocabulary of transportation are defined: 

• Packaging (cask) - the assembly of components, excluding contents, 
that 5hields and contains the radioa~tive contents. Packaging may 
consist of one or more receptacles 9 absorbent materials, spacing 
structures, thermal insulation, radiation shielding, and devices for 
cooling or absorbing mechanical shocks. 

• Package - packaging together with its contents as presented for 
transportation. '!'his term is distinct from "waste package," which 
denotes the contents- of the waste-emplacement hole in the repos·ftory. 

!!' Normal transportation - all conditions of transportation except thos£· 
that result from accidents and sabotage. 

Additional lists. of transportation terms that may be of interest are 
found in 49 CFR 171.8, 49 CFR 1734403, and 10 CFR 71,4, 

• For convenienca 8nd brevity·, the term "radioactive·'Wasl:!e" ·or simply· 
"waste" is often U&ed ·bo mean ·spent fuel or s.ll of the waS tim :to ;be· aecepted by 
the repositot'y. · · ' ' 
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A 2 AGENCIES WITH JURISDICTION OVER THE TRAN~~flORTATION 

OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE 

A.2.1 FEDERA~ JURISDICTION 

The numb·,r of Federal organizations involverl ~u the regulation of 
radioactive-\llu,ate transport is large, and their r. 3ponsibilities and 
authorities are interrdated. However, only thl L.m.ctions of the U.S. 
Department of Transportation (DOT), the U.S. Nuc 6ar Regulatory Commission 
(NRC), and the 'J,S. Department: of Energy (DOE) aa discussed here becau&~e of 
their predominauce in radioactive-materials transpcrt. More-detailed 
infonnatic. .. l and information about organizations not mentioned can be found in 
reports by Wolff (1984) and the NRC (1977). 

The DOT has regulatory responsibility for saf·HY in the transportation of 
all hazardoua materials, including radioactive materials. This responsibility 
extends to all modes of transportation that would be considered for shipping 
Yast.e to the repository. Under its establishing lt!gislation, the Department 
of Transportation Act of 1966, the DOT is responsible for encouraging 
cooperation among Federal, State, and local governments, carriers, shippers, 
labor, and other interest~d parties to achieve national transportation 
objectives. The regulatory and enforcement authority of the DOT over the 
shipments of radioactive material that are in, or may affect, interstate 
commereo was e~tended by the Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) of 
1974 to include, but not be limited to, the packaging of Bpecified types and 
quantities of radioact::l.ve materials, handling, labeling, placarding, routing, 
and drivel.:' training. 

The NRC provides supplementary regulations related to the transportation 
of radioactive material. Under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the 
NRC has responsibility for saf~ty in the possession, use, and transfer 
(including transportation) of by-product, source, and special nuclear 
materials. The NRC licenses collll!ercial entities that possess and use these 
materials. It also promulgates regulations applicable to NRC-licensees 
regarding the packagings of specified quantities of highly radioactive 
materials, ,renotification of shipments, and the physical protection of 
spent-fuel shipments from acts of theft and sabotage. The DOT, by agreement 
with the NRC, accepts the NRC standards of 10 CFR Part 71 for packagings. 
This agreement has been formalized in a memorandum of understanding between 
the two agencies (Federal Register, Vol. 44, p. 38690, July 2, 1979). These 
standards are now in general agreement with international regulations. To aid 
in eaforcement, the NRC requires its licensees to comply with DOT regulations 
when those entities are not otherwise subject to the DOT regulations. 

The shipments of radioactive material conducted by the DOE are also 
subject to DOT regulations. Authority has been granted to the DOE by DOT 
regulations (49 CFR 173.7) to approve and certify packagings ~de by or under 
the direction of the DOE, as long as the evaluation, approval, and 
certification are against packaging standards equivalent to those specified in 
the NRC regulations in 10 CFR Fart 71. Although the DOE will take title to 
all shipments of spent fuel and will be the shipper of record with the 
authority to use DOE-certified packages, a procedural agreement (Federal 
Register, Vol. l~B, p. 51875, November 14, 1983) has been signed between the 
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NRC and the DOE; it provides that the DOE will, while making radioactive-waste 
shipments from \l, .. C-licensed facilities to facilitie1; established under the 
Nuclear Waste Pc'·lcy Act (the Act), usa NRC-certifie~ packages, The agreement 
ls currently liJri.ted to matters of health and safetr incident to packaging. 

The Act .9.111•. restates the requirement that the !"1l'E must comply with DOT 
regulations, A •nemorandum of understanding between ··he DOE and the DOT 
delineates the respective responsibilities and estaL i.shes common planning 
assumptionn l.h"l: the DOE and the DOT ~o~ill observe 1 r.. the implementation of 
transpot'tation requirements under the Act (Federal -~:~gister, Vol. 40, p. 
t•7421, November lf,, 1985). 

A.2.2 KOLE OF STATES 

The States also have an important role in regubting the transportation 
of radioactive materials. Some States have adopted DOT regulations and apply 
them to intrastate shipments as well as interstate shipments. A particularly 
important role of the State under DO'l' regulations is that of designating 
preferred highway routes for shipments of the type of radioactive materials 
that would be shipped under the Act (DOT, 1984). A mora complete discussion 
of the States' roles in highway routing is presented in Section A.l3.3.1. 

A,3 PARTICIPANTS IN THE SHIPPING PROOESS 

Three major participants in the shipping process are subject to existing 
Federal regulations: the shipper, the carrier, and the rec~iver. The shipper 
is responsible for the transfer of the radioactive material even though the 
material may be physically transported by someone else. 1'he shipper must 
identify the contents of the package, inform the carrier (the actual 
transported of the contents of the package, and must notify the States 
through which a shipment will pass. Also, the shipper must perform 
contamination and radiation-level surveys, prepare shipping papers, and 
certify on the shipping papers that the package is praperly prepared. The 
shipper is instrumental in ensuring the safety of the shipment. The carrier 
must placard the vehicle, provide any training that may be required, prepare a 
route plan, and ensure that prescribed routes are followed. The receiver 
generally acts to support the shipper by inspecting shipments on arrival and 
by preparing the transportation vehicle for the return trip, ensuring that 
contamination levels, if any, are below regulatory limHs, 

The shipping participants under the Act are expected to be the DOE as the 
shipper of record (the responsibility of separate offices within the DOE for 
shipments of defense waste to a repository has not been decided upon yet), 
coneercial transporters as the carriers, and the DOE's Office of Civilian 
Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) as the receiver. 

n ' ' 
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A.l_. REGULATIONS RELATED TO NORMAL TRANSPORTATION 

The hazar ·!a of radioa.ctive-material tranaport.ntion under normal 
conditions arc minimized by existing regulations. All radioactive materials 
emit penetraUng radiation of varying strength and penetrating power, and 
shielding is ~·.rovided in the packaging to reduae ·.'\i:ll radiation to low 
levels. Many administra.ti.ve regulations have bee developed to (1) identify 
packages that contain radioactive material and (Z, limit exposures to low 
levels. 

A package •'lUSt be properly prepareO sod have roper markings and labels. 
In addition, a vehicle carrying radioactive materiul of the type that would be 
shipped to a repository must be placarded for further identification. A 
tamper seat is used to show that a shipment has nu1.. been opened by 
unauthorized personnel. Furthermore, the shipper must prepare shipping papers 
and driver instructions that identify the materials being transported and 
provide appropriate instructions for shipping. 

Limits are prescribed for both temperature and radiation-dose rates. The 
accessible surface temperatures of packages may not excee~ 82°C (l80°F). Most. 
likely, the casks for the DOE's waste-wanagement program will be designed to 
ensure that the radiation-dose rates for shipments to a repository will be at 
the regulatory limit of 10 mrom/hr at 2 toeters (6.6 feet) from the external 
surface of the vehicle or trailei', A radiation dose equivalent to 1 year's 
exposure to nAtural background radiation would be received in 10 to 15 hours 
if a person ~ere to stand at the 2-meter (6.6-foot) distance. Although these 
exposures are low~ the labels and placardo are intended to alert the public 
and to prevent prolonged inadvertent contact with a shipping vehicle or 
package. 

Since loose radioactive material may adhere to the external surface of 
the package or the -Vehicle, ex;ternal contamination is also monitored to ensure 
that it does not.reach harmful levels. 

There are meny other regulations that have an important effect on the 
safaty and efficiency of radioactive-meterial ahipmentG. These regulations 
include requir.ements for driver train-ing and qualification, notifications, and 
safeguards. A good review of current DOT regulations can he found in a recent 
DOT report (DOT, 1983b). The reg~lations are found in 49 CFR Parts 100-179. 
NRC regulations are fotmd in 10 CFR Part 7l·and Part 73. 

A.5 REGULATIONS RELATED TO mTIGATING THE CONSEQUENCES OF ACCIDENTS 

During the period from 1971 to 1981, over 1,500 truck and rail shipments 
of spent fuel were completed (Newman, 1985), and only 4 accidents occurred 
(Emerson and McClure, 1983). Two of these -accidents occurred when the casks 
were empty. None of the casks released radioactive material. 

The packagi.ng is the primary means of protection in the event of an 
accident. The stringency of regulations for packagings is relat~d to the 
hazard of the radioactive contents if they were to be disperRed during an 
accident. For the radioactive materials that will be shipped to a repository, 
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packaging& must ',e designed to preclude significant releases -ev~n under severe 
accident condit:l ms. Under the conditions of the v;•st majority of accidents, 
packaging design will preclude entirely the release 0f material. This section 
discusses desigr. criteria in regulations, whiie Sect>on A.7 discusses proposed 
designs of packfl..;J:ings for shipments to a repository. 

Among othe~ requirements, packagings for shiplr,, ,ts to a repository will 
have to survive the testing conditions identified L• i.O CFR Part 71. These 
testing cond.i.t.ions have been estimated to be more . e .rP.re than those 
encountered in at least 99,9 percent of all transpt c ~at ion accidents (McClure, 
1981). By demons ·rating the capability to survive G. ::h severe conditions, a 
packaging ca~ be expected to completely contain its tuntents during an 
accident, nnd this haa been the experience to date. 

The specific tests to which the samf! packaging i.a subjected are as 
follows: 

1. A free drop of 9 met era (30 feet) onto an ll~lyielding target. 

2. A free drop of 1 meter (40 inches) onto a p"ncture probe of a 
specified size. 

3. An exposure to an engulfing thermal environment of 800°C (1,475°F) 
for 30 minutes. 

4, An immersion under 0.9 meter (3 feet) of water for 8 hours. 

5. An immersion ·under 15 meters (50 feet) of water for 8 hours (an 
u-''·damaged packaging may be used for this teat). 

Inforn~tion about the basis for these specific tests can be found in a 
report published by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, 1973). 

In the first four tests, the same package must be tested in sequence and 
in the odentation expected to cause the most damage. The extent to which a 
cask survives such a test is measured by prescribed allowable leak rates and 
prescribed maxi·mum exposure rates at specified distances froro the surface of 
the package. Regulations, .detailed descriptions, leak rates, and survival 
criteria can be found in 10 CFR 7l.51(a)(2), in DOE Order 5460.1, in an NRC 
regulatory guide (NRC, 1975), and in a standard issued by the Amurican 
National Standards Institute (ANSI, 1977). 

Once a package design to be used for shipments to a repository (not all 
radioactive-material packages must survive accident conditionG) has been 
demonstrated to survive the rigorous accident conditions as well as many other 
criteria, a certificate of compliance is issued. The certificate specifies 
the operating conditions under which the package may be used. 

Both the regulations and the certificates can be 1110dified to include 
experience that rela·tes to the perfonna.nce of packages. For example, in a 
recent occurrence (Klingensmith et al., 1980), damaged spent fuel became 
oxidized during shipment, and a serious contamination prbblem resulted during 
unloading. As a result, the NRC ha6 modified ttle ~ert-ificatcs of compliance 
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of currently Cf .:tified spent-fuel caska to require that the~ be operated with 
inert atmosphe1:~s in the cask cavity. By using an :i.nert gas in the cask 
cavity, the potential for fuel oxidation i.s substantially reduced, 

Since t.he transportation packaging can be rel! •;d on for protecting the 
public during -.n accident, shipments can be allowe<~ 1\o occur in general 
commerce. Corwequently, relativelY' few lo~ederal r~ <.tht.tions for vehicl~s are 
imposed on the carriers of radioactive materials (e.tcluding physical 
protection requirements) beyond those required fo · ~he carrier of any 
hazardous material. Vehicle-safety conditions ar; ~ddressed by othe~ Federal 
and State regul.e.~ions that are ·not specific to vehi les carrying radioactive 
material. For example, truck safety is governed by the Bureau of Motor 
Carrier Safety (49 CFR Parts 390-398), which imposes vehicle-safety and driver 
standecds on all interstate truck c&rriars. Along W'ith other functions, the 
Bureau conducts unannounced roadside inspections oi truck carriers and 
drivers. During an inspection, the weight and a v1~riety of safety 
considerations, including vehicle lights and brake~ and driver documents, are 
checked. For :cail shipments, similar inspection c··iteria and safety 
requirements have been promulgated by the Federal Railroad Administration in 
49 CFR Parta 209-236, Regulations related to hazardous nwterials 
transportation by rail are discussed in Section A.L3.4.2. 

A.6 REGULATIONS RELATED TO SAFEGUARDS 

An issue that has caused concern about the public risk due to 
radioactive-material transportation is the hazard pased by the aabotage of a 
radioactive-material shipment,; One postulated scen.a:do is the destruction of 
a loaded caak with well-placed explosives. Such an attack would be of 
particular concern if it were conducted in a densely populated area. 

A.6.1 SAFEGUARDS 

1n June 1979 9 the NRC published regulations for the protection of 
commercial-spent-fuel shipments. In 1980, after reviewing public comments and 
assessing its own experience in administering these regulations, the NRC 
published amendments to the rule. The NRC further amended the rule in 1982 to 
include State prenotification requirements. The amended rule is currently in 
effect a~ 10 CFR 73.37(a)-{f), These regulations were promulgated to address 
the issue of safeguarding spent-fuel shipments against acts of terrorism and 
sabotage, :f.t:.cluding the posaible hijacking and subsequent sabotage of such 
shipments. Known as physical protection or "safeguard" regulations, these 
security rules are distinguished from other regulations published by the NRC 
and other Federal agencies that deal with issues of ~t~ affecting the 
environment and public health, The safeguard regula~ions reflected analyses 
conducted in the mid 1970s. In particular, an NRC-sponsored study (DuCharme 
et al., 1978) suggested that the sabotage of spent-fuel shipments had the 
potential for producing serious radiological consequences in areas of high 
population density, The NRC concluded that to protect public health and to 
minimize danger to life and property, it was prudent to require that certain 
safeguard measures be taken.,to. pl',o.W.Ct spent-fuel shipments until a more 
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precise and schntific analysis could be performed. The stud.}" had. been 
concerned with .'ll eas of high population density, but:, because of t.he 
possibility that ahipments could be hijacked in low-population areas and 
subsequently tra.~~.sported to high-population areas, Ue requirements applied to 
all shipments regardless of routing, 

Tite NRC st.p,·ced in the preamble to the rule chttro:e that it had intended 
the original safeguard rules to be in effect 1mtil · .~, results of confirmatory 
research becume available and could be analyzed. 'rh·• NRC and the DOE 
responded to this need for more testing by sponsor n:~ separate but coordinated 
experimental prog·1·ams. Both programs were deaigne1.' .() yield information about 
the release of radioactive material from a specified reference sabotage avent 
that w.as defined in terms of tha expert he of the saboteurs, the amount of 
explosivl)s used, the type of charge employed, and tht': characteristics of the 
cask. '£he NRC-Bponsored experiments (Schmidt et al .. 1 1982) used model 
(small-scale) explosives against simulated casks containing irradiated fuel. 
The program sponsored by the DOE (Sandoval et al., 1983) included one 
full-scale and ~;everal small-scale experiments. 

The results of both of these latter studies showed that the likely 
release of respirable radioactive particles from sabotage and the resulting 
consequences of individuals breathing such particles are substantially smaller 
than the estimates made in the previous NRC-sponsored study that. had prompted 
issuance of the original safeguard regulations. That study had predicted 
several tens of early fatalities and hundreds of latent-cancer fatalities from 
sabotage in a densely populated urban area of a truck cask containing three 
fuel assemblies. The subsequent DOE and NR\J-aponsored rese.arch predicted no 
early fatalities and fewer than 15 latent-cancer fatalities for the sabot.sge 
of a three-assembly cask in a similarly populated area. These latter 
consequences would occur only under assumptions that are very favorable to the 
saboteur. Assumptions concerning the age of the spent fuel (i.e., the cooling 
period), population density, and the lifetime of respirable particles were all 
postulated at worst- or near-worst-case levels. When such assumptions are 
changed to more closely resemble typical or normal tt·annport.ation situations, 
the resulting consequences are predicted to decline further. 

In June 1984, the NRC published proposed amendments to its existing 
safeguard regulations and solicited public comment. These woendments take 
into account the results of the experiments sponsored by the NRC and. the DOE, 
but continue to provide for protection against the loss of control over a 
shipment and the unhindered movement of the shipment by a saboteur. The 
objectives of both the current rule and the proposed amendments are to--

1. Deny an adversary easy access to shipment-location information. 

2. Provide for early detection of hostile moves against, or the loss of 
control over, a shipment. 

3. Provide a means to quickly summon assistance from local 
law-enforcement authorities. 

4. Provide a means to impede t.h~ unauthorized movement of a truck 
shipment into a heavily populated area • 

. "' ,,.,..,., 
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The current NRG safeguard t·ule roquires--

1. Advanct notification of each shipment to ttle NRC. 

2. Maintm.w.nce of a communications cantor to .''mtinuausly monitor the 
prog:rei~.i:l of each shipment, 

3. Keepir,3 a written log d£lacribing the shiprr nt and significant e.vents 
during the shipment. 

4. Advattce arrangements with local law-enforu nent agencies along the 
route. 

5. Advanco toute approval by the NRC. 

6. Avoiding scheduled intermediate stops to tL~a extent pract!ioable. 

7. At lea1t one escort to maintain visual surueillance of the shipment 
during stops. 

8. Shipment escorts· to contact the corrqnunicatlions center every 2 hours 
to report the status of the shipment. 

9. Capability '<to i111n0bilize the cab or cargo-carrying ·por.r:ion of a 
shipment transported by t~uck. 

10. Armed escorts in ·heavily populated areas. 

11. On-board contnunications equipment. 

12. Advance notification to the governor of a State (or the governor's 
designee) of a shipment to be transported within or through his 
State. giving the estimated date and time of .entry into the State and 
applicable routing· information. This information nrust not be· 
publicly releas~d until 10 days after the shipment has entered o~ 
originated within the State. 

All of these requirements will continue to be in effect for shipments of 
spent nuclear fuel that has be~n coolod less than 150 days because there is 
currently not enough information on the consequences of s~botage to this 
"hotter11 fuel to warrant r~gulatory modifications. 

The proposed amendments change the regulationa for shipments of spent 
fuel cooled 150 days or more by eliminating the I'equiremt!nts for--

1. Maintenance of a communications center. 
2. Written logs. 
3. Advance arrangement with local law-enforcement agencies. 
4. Contacts 'eVery· 2 hours by escorts. 
5. Armed escorts in cities. 
6. Advance route approval by the NRC. 
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At present~ NRC's safeguard rules apply only to NHC lice~sees. However~ 
DOT regulations equire that DOE-owned spent fuel bn shipped under a 
physical-protect·on plan that is equivalent to NRC gafeguard rules and has 
been approved by DOT (49 CFR 173.22(c)), DOE Orde1· 1540.1, which covers DOE 
transportation rogulations, is being revised and wi!..' include phyRical 
protection proc~~<lures the.t essentially paraLlel thtl rl:rsical-protection 
procedures propc!Jed hy the NRC in 1984. 

When sh:~.pping commercial waste to a repositor;·, the OCRWM will comply 
with whatever NRC shipment-protection requirements li.'ll in force at the tima. 
The NRC safeguard requirements at present are limit·_, to spent-fuel 
shipments. The OCRWM will work with the NRC to estnt·lish the need for, and 
the function of, safeguard requirements for the other radioactive waste that 
could be shipped under the Act. 

A.6.2 CONCLUSioN 

Though transportation packagings have not been 3pecifically designed 
to mitigate the consequences of a sabotage event, they have been shown 
experimentally to limit to low levels the potential adve~se health 
consequences to the public. Predictions based on releases experimentally 
determined in both DOE and NRC studies indicate that no immediate 
radiation-induced deaths and a small number of latent-cancer fatalities would 
be expected even in a very densely populated area (Sandoval at al., 1983). To 
create the level of hazard encountered in the experiments. such sabotage 
attempts would hQVe to be performed by trained experts, and preo!s~ placement 
of the explosives in the most vulnerable positions would be naceesary. 

In order to protect the health and safety of the public, the packaging of 
shipments made to a repository will be as strong as those us.ed in the 
exp~rimental studies. 

A.7 PACKAGINGS 

This section discusses the design and fabrication of transportation 
packagings~ trends in future designs, the designs assumed for the cost and 
risk analysis, and possible future developments. 

A.7.l PACKAGING DESIGN, TESTING, AND ANALYSIS 

Radioactive-material packaging&~ or casks, ar~ deaigned and certified to 
carry specific contents. Thia ia necessary because of the unique ~hermal, 
radiologicalt and criticality characteristics of the contents. Other 
materials can be carried in the ca~k only if it can be shown that they present 
no greater radiological, thermal, or criticality hazards than thoae of the 
certified contents. ·Several cask type a will be used for transporting waste .to 
a repository. Generally~ the sice of the package will be dictated by the mode. 
of transportation. 
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The type c11: packaging to be used for shipmen ttl to a repository is t'e
quired to sut'VJ're the conditions of both normal transportation and accidents. 
Survival is det:.:rmined by the extent to 1...-hich the f>G.ckaging contains its 
contents, shiclGs against excessive level9 of radiR~ion, and prevents a 
nuclear chain t :action from occurring even after being subjected to the 
prescdbed hypor.hetical accident conditions (see s~r.t"!on A.S). 

A new packaging is designed through a. rigorou pt'ocess similar to that 
for other nuchar-related products. If a fea.sibl~ •esign is proposed, the 
design proceeds thraugh an engineering analysis o: ~':s survivability when 
subjected t>l the testing conditions. Physical eny:beering tests may be 
conducted during this stage to support analyses. P1 :mf of survivability under 
accident co~ditions is required either through analysis, f~ll-scale or model 
testing, or a combination of both. Once feasibility and survivability are 
ensured, a final design is prepared. In the design of packaging used for 
collllle:dcal--waate shipments to a repository, all of this effort will be 
performed by the cask designer for the DOE under a dgorous quality-sssuran~e 
program. Once the DOE is certain that the design satisfies all requirements, 
c safety-analyeis report for packaging (SARP) will .1e submitted to the NRC. 
This SARP vill contain a description of all analyses and will be the means for 
transmitting all operational and safety information to th~ reviewer. Once the 
NRC is convinced that all criteria have been satisfied, it will iasue a 
certificate of .compliance. 

Since packaging certifi~ation can be basad on engineering analysis~ 
without actual physical testing, it is important to have confidence that the 
analytical· rasults closely represent those that might be expected to occur if 
a package vera actually subjected to accident conditions. Several 
experimental programs, both reduced-scale and full-scale, have boen run to 
produce carefully controlled accident environments that can be directly 
correlated with analysis .(Jeffer.eon and Yoshimura, 1978). The correlations 
have been reasonably close, and much confidence has heen developed in 
analytical modeling capabilities as a reliable and cost-effective tOol to 
replicate response to accident conditions. 

A.7.2 TYPES OF PACKAGING 

The analyses presented for transportation in thia enviromnental 
assessment are based on the representative characteristics of a new family of 
casks that are expected to be used to transport spent fuel and high-level 
waste. These casks either are being designed now or will be designed in the 
future, and more accurately represent the type of packaging that will be used 
than do existing casks being used to transport commercial spent fuel. 

As stated earlier, packaging& are designed for specific contents; 
spent-fuel casks are no exception. The existing casks that are currently in 
usc are designed to shield, dissipate heat, and prevent a nuclear chain 
reaction in spent fuel that has just come out of a reactor.. Because the spent 
fuel to be shipped to a repository will have been out of the reactor for many 
years (5 years at a minimum), the existing casks are "overdesigned" for the 
mission. Although the expected radiation-dose rates would be much lower than 
those allowed by regulation, the cask payloads are also lower than optimum, 
thus requiring more shipments. The lower radiological risk per shipment using 
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existing caslt.':i 11ould he roughly offset by the incr~;ased over~ll risk that 
would result fr-·m the increased nwnber of required r,hipmenta. 

The DOE i~ planning new cask designs that will increase payloads and 
substantially rviuce the number of shipments, Table A-1 presents the cask 
capacities assumed for performing the consequence B.'~L riBk analyses in Section 
A.B. These Cl:>.!l':a will benefit from past designs, t t the application of 
current technoJ ;Jgy and analytical tools may allow i provements in design. For 
example, new-generation casks will probably be ded~ ;led to be handled entirely 
remotely and thus loi'ill' eliminate much routine lo/'ork .•t exposure. 

A.7.2.l §pent-fuel ~aaks 

Figures A-1 and A-2 show a representative truck cask and a representative 
rail cask that will be u®qd to transport spent fuel ~o a repository or to a 
facility for mo~itored rqtrievable storage (MRS) if such ~ facility ia 
approved by Congress (see Section A.8.3.4). The lOO·•ton rail cask depicted 
could also be used for barge transport. The truck cask will b6 able to 
acconmodnte two spent-fuel assemblies from a preesurlzed-water reactor (PWR) 
or five assemblies from a boiling-water reactor (BWR), This represents about 
a doubling of capacity over existing truck casks. The representative truck 
cask will weigh 21,773 kilograms (48,000 pounds) when empty; when the cask is 
loaded on the tractor and ~railer, the vehicle will 'feigh lesn than 36,288 
kilograms (80,000 pounds), a weight that will allow it to travel relatively 
unimpeded by State weight linlits for vehicles on the nation's highways. The 
cask may be constructed of carbon or stainless steel; shielding may be 
provided by steel, depleted uranium, or lead. 

The rail/barge cask ldll be able to acconroodate 14 PWR or 36 BWR 
assemblies, again representing a doubling of current cask capacity. The 
concept shown has a stainless-steel body with a sufficient wall thickness to 
meet all structural and radiation-limit requirements of regulations. 

The conceptual designs for both the truck and the rail/barge casks have 
exto:lrnal impact. limiters (shock absorbers designed ~o r~duce tl\e e:fhGtli of 
accidents) mounted on the ca~:~ks, as well as internal impact limiters made of 
c-.rusbable honeycomb material. 

A.7.2.2 Casks for defense and cormercial hish-level waste 

An artist's concept of the truck cask for defense high-level waste (DLHW) 
is shown in Figure A-3. It will be able to carry one 0.6- by 3-meter (2- by 
10-foot) canister of vitrified defense waste (and possibly commerical 
high-level waste from the West Valley Demonstration Project (WVHLW)). When 
the cask is loaded on the tractor and trailer, the loaded trailer and tractor 
will weigh less than 36,288 kilograms (80,000 pounds). The cask will be 
constructed of stainless steel and will have a shielding sleeve of depleted 
uranium and steel. The cask will have features that allow it to be remotely 
handled, and the impact limiters will not have to be removed during loading 
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Origin and destinu ion 

From reactors to l"fl>"· •Si tory 
or ~RS facility 

Tr11ck 
Rail 

From HAS facility to 
repository, 100-ton ,,·asks 

Salt sites 
Tuff site 
Basalt site 

Fro111 ~AS f,_.;ill t:t to 
repository, 150·-lon 'cuks 

Salt sites 
Tuff site 
Ba:saH site 

from MRS facility to all 
sites 

100-t.on ca~ks 

150-ton cuks 

ll:ail 

Defense waste 
Truck 
Ailil 

c~erclal ~·•te' 
Truck 
Rail 

Tabh A~l. Refsrence cask capacities 

Cnntainer 

SPENT FUEL AND SECONDAII:Y WA$TE 

Spent fuel UnCOIISO 1 i; 1--.ttlld ~S&.emj)lit~ 
Spent fuel Unconso ~~-<~ted ane~t~b 1 i es 

Spent fuel Disposal c1.1ntai nar" 
Spent fue 1 Disposal cuntai nerg 
Spent fuel Ohposal -·(onlain•r~ 

Spent fuel Callhtero•lh 
Spent. f~,~,, tAniH•."~ 
Sp,llt fue 1 ~ani~:er 11 

liArdwJ~:".•. •nd IIi ~h-
actlvHy lol':'-·,Oivel 
wa1te Canht•r• 

11•rdwa": •nd hiT!'! .. 
. ac~ivi~tr lo.,.- eYel 

Canister•· waSte 
Contact-handled 

~renll.ll"'f.nic· wute 01"\lllt 

'HIGH-LEVEL WASTE 

Glass HW Gttnl&ter 
G1ns HLW' Cani shi" 

Gla;sJ .HLW Cani ,t•r 
Gl.iss HLW Canis till' 

• PWA: pressurized-water reactor; BWR : boiling-water reactor. 
b Pairs of numbers show the numbar of PWR and BWR assemblies, respectively: for 

hMip1•, 2/5 11eau 2 PWR ·asslflllblies or 5 BWR assernblie!l. 

215 
14/36 

24/30 
18/42 

,24/4' 

72/.150 
491?11 i 

.. ~MJ71 

4 

j 

(f) 

1 
5 

1 
7 

e Oisposal containers suitable for direct •mplacement in a repository, Container siat• 
are differen~ for each repository host rock. 

"In thin-wall canishrs that would r•quire encapsulation in dlspo~al container at the 
ropository. Canister shes are different for each repository host rock. 

• A canister contains five 55-gallon drums. 
r Thirty-siK drums per trAnsport package, two packages &J•r rait.::ar. 
~ High-level waste from th• West Valley ll'IIIK!nstration Pro.fect. 
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ASSEMBLY SUPPORT BASKET 

FUEL ASSEMBLIES 
IMPACT LIMITER 

SHIELD AND DUST COVER 

'o<Xl'ERNA.L IMPACT LIMITER 

Figure A-1. Truck spent fuel cask. 
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fUEL AI~EMBLY SUPPOIIT III.SKH 

COVER 

Figure A-2. Rail/barge ~pent fuel cask. 
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Figure A-3. OHLW truck cask . 
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and unloading. 
expected to be 
A-1.) 

A rail cask may also be developed; and its c&pacity 
f .ve canisters of vitrified defense hlgh-level waste 

A.7.2.3 Casks t_vr ute from an_MRS facility to the l5!,E.Q,lltory 

is 
(see Table 

The DOE's ;•ission Plan' (DOE, 1985) discusses JU. improved-performance 
waste-management systein. th~;~t includes a facility fo monitored retrievable 
storage (MRS). Fully lntograt:ed into the system, ttl<! MRS facility would 
perform most of the waste-pt·epatation functions no: ,)gsigned to the 
repository. In p~~ticular, it would consolidate t,e spent-fuel rods, which 
are contained in .. ·ectangular spent·-fuel aaaemblies, nto a tighter circular 
array, load the consolidated rods into a metal canis·.:er, and store the 
canister until shipment to a repository, where the canisters would be 
encapsulated in disposal containers and emplaced in 'he undersround disposal 
rooms. It would also be possible to have the MRS l0a.d ~~'·.consolidated-fuel 
canisters into disposal containers, which would require fief further preparation 
at the reposito":"y. · 

Casks that would be used in transporting the co1\$'olidated spent .fuel from 
the r-ms facility to the repository have not yet been detJigned; howe'ver, any 
design would be certified by the NRC. Seeping analyus have been completed 
and allow projections of cask capacities to be made. These projections are 
presented in Table A-1 for casks that weigh 100 and 150 tons. The larger cask 
may be feasible if an MRS facility is approved by Congress. The cask 
capacities depend on the host rock of the repository becouse each host rock is 
assumed to require a unique canister design and size. 

The consolidation of spent-fuel rods at an MRS facility would separate 
the fuel from the structural components and therefore create another waste 
type that requires disposal. This secondary waste is separated into three 
classes: hardware, high-activity low-level waste (HAW), and contact-handled 
trsnsur~nic waste (CH-TRU). It is assumed that the hardware and high-activity 
waste would be loaded into 55-gallon drums, with five drums loaded into a 
canister. Packaging capacities for these wastes are given in Table A-1. The 
t~ansuranic w~;~ste would be loaded into 55-gallon drums and shipped in a 
packaging that is assumed to have a capacity of 36 drums. Two of these 
packages could be car~ied by a railcar while only one cnuld be carried by a 
truck trailer. 

A.7.3 POSSIBLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

A.7.3.1 Mode-specific regulations 

Even with the safety record of packagings that have been analyzed or 
tested to survive accident conditions, the NRC is currently reviewing 
regulations defining accident test conditions in order to assess whether the 
conditions sufficiently bound those experienced in real accidents. The 
regulations prescribing accident conditions for transportation are not 
specific to the mode of transportation, the implicit assumption being th3t the 
conditions for all modes tire covered by the current standards. Such an 
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assumption has bq:en questioned, and, in response, thB NRC h .comparing the 
current standar·i. with actual accident experience ftH: all mod,"!Js, 

Highway loa .. l restrictions limit the wP.ight of tJ."Hf~k casks, which in turn 
limits cask payl•lads. In general, these limitationl'i are intended to protect 
the nation's highway system from damage. Consideri. ; the safety objective of 
minimizing the number of spent-fuel sh.i.pments, hoW'9V:<r, the DOE 1 in approving 
designs for future casks, will balance the benefit o~ reducing shipments 
against possible r:-ond damage caused by overweight ·n~··;.i.cles. 

Slightly larger truck casks can increase payload capacity, which, in 
turn, can significantly reduce the number of shipments. The DOE intends to 
investi~ate t.he potential of these larger casks and will conaider their use if 
additional road damage can be minimized. The proposed use of any overweight 
equipment will be subject to Barly review and comment by appropriate State 
official.i becautle the DOE recognizes the State as the permit-issuiD.g authority 
for shipments requiring overweight or oversize equit-ment over the n.l.tlon's 
highway system. 

A.7.3.3 Rod consoUdat:lon 

Another way to increase the capacities of spent-fuel casks is to 
consolidate spent-fuel rods in a canister, as mentioned above for the MRS 
facility. By so doing, cask capacities might be doubled. Prelimina~y 
investigatiortB 'indi'c:ate ·tha·t, in terrlls of cask' design, thEi principal problems 
associated with rod consolidation are the increase in weight and the amount of 
heat that· must. be dissipated. 

A. 7 .3.4 ~dvanced handling concepts 

Since the number of radioactive-material packages received and handled at 
a repository will be high, even the low levels of radiation at the surfaces of 
the packages would be sufficient to cause high total worker exposure. In an 
attempt to minimize worker exposure~ the use of advanced remote-handling 
equipment 1 such aa robotics. for unloading the packages is being 
investigatedo New shipping· caske will be designed to facilitate the cask 
handling and unloading operations at the repository or MRS facility; 

A.7.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The design and performance of current packagings are adequate for the 
specific contents for which they were designed. However, the waste to be 
transported to a repoSitory would not be efficiently ttattsported in existing 
casks since it is older and cooler than the contents for which the··existing 
casks were designed (typically spent fuel cooled for 180 days). Therefore, 
new casks desi8ned for fuel at least S years old will ·be added to the fleet. 
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These casks "'-U 1 have increased capacities and features that facilitate remote 
handling. Bee. use these new casks more realisticH.lly represent future 
shipping opera, ions~ the expected characteristics c-f these c,~aks are used in 
this environmontal assessment. 

A,B .~OTENTIAL HAZARDS OF TRAr•P.ORTATION 

This ssctlon provides a numerical estimato < f .;he hazard associated with 
transporting radioactive waste to a repository. ·r, response to numet·ous 
cofl'd'llents received on the draft Appendix At additL:t ·-1 ernphasi,. was placed on 
the potential cousequences to an individual, as Ofipc.!led to a general 
population, The goal wa.~t to answer the frequent qu-astion; "What happens to 
me~ :l.f ••• ?" After explaining the consequences th,'r. could be expelt'ienced by 
an individual affected to a. credible maximum extenc, the consequences are 
extrapolated to a genet·al population and then finally are combined with 
accident probabilities to produce an expected value of risk to the public. A 
separate analy~~is was performed to considQr barge transport, which currently 
is thought only to provide a potential supplementary role in the transportation 
system (see to Section A.lO). The potential uncertainties inherent in the 
results presented here are also discussed. 

It. must be emphasized at this juncture that all analyses are thought to 
be conservative, and hence the risks they predict are expected to be much 
greater than the risk that may actually occur. 

A.S.l POTSNTIAL CONSEQUENCES TO AN INDIVIDUAL EXPOSED TO TaE MAXIMUM EXTENT 

The analyses in this section are really ("snapshots in tilDe") where an 
individual is exposed as a result of a particular set of circumstances that 
ruay never happen and would probably never happen twice in exactly the same way 
or to the same individual. These analyses are specific to a single shipment, 
and details about shipping schedules and scenarios are deferred until Section 
A.8.2. 

A.S.l.l Normal trantp2rtatio~ 

This section presents estimates of credible maximum radiation doses that 
may be received by a person from selected activities that could result from 
transportation operations. The activities are not related to accidents but 
rather could occur during normal operations. 

The results in the tablca are taken from Sandquist et al. (1985). 
Sandquist et. al. represent truck and rail casks with a simple analytical 
model and asauma that the dose rates emitted from the ca&kB are at regulatory 
levels (i.e., at the maximum levels permitt~d by existing regulations). Table 
A-2 presents estimates ~or a-truck cask, and Table A-3 is for a rail cask. A 
numbe~ of services or activities are analyzed for oach mode. 

In order to explain what the results in the tables mean, consider Table 
A-2 for truck. Under the "truck servicing" category, the table gives the dose 
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Table A .. 2. flrojttctlld maKimum individual eKposures fr0111 IIOI'Rial t.ransport 
(truck sp41nt-fuel caak)• 

De:.criptlon 
(service cr activity) 

Mean distance 
to center 

of cask (ft) 

l~i!Kimum 
CIKposure 

dme \Jilin) 
Dose r·ate 

and ,total dose 

--------------- ·--·------

Pasten~rs in vehicles traveling in 
adJ•~•nt la~es in the sa.e direction 
as cask vehicle 

Traffic obstr~· ;tlon 

PassenRers in stopped vehicles in 
lan•• adjacent to the cask vehicle: 
vehicles have stopped because of 
traffic obstruction 

Residents and pede~trlans 

Slo- transit {because of traffic control 
through area wi lh pedestrians) 

Tru<ek ~top for driver's rest: e•posu1·es 
to realdents and passers-by 

Slow tranait .tl'lrough are1. with r•sldents 
(hOMea, busineutts, ate.) 

Truclt s•rvlcing 

Refueling (.lQQ .. gallon cap1city) 

One noule fro.~~ one pu11p 
Two no.ulel fr011 onenpump 

Load inspection and enforcement 

Tire change or repair of cas.k trailer 

State weight scales 

25 
25 

35 30 

15 30 

20 6 

130 ' 

50 6 

(at tank) 40 
(at tank) 20 

,~,.,! 

10' 12 

16' 50 

15 2 

0.04 tnl"fllll•ln 
I "'"0111 'I • 

0, ·1 Mrer~/ml n 
\] 1111"811'1• 

"' o·. 07-· l'llrllllllllli n 
·· Oo4 f!re111· 

0;006r 11ra1111fri · 
3 ..... _ . .-

Q.Q2• IIII"Mv'lllifl 
·,Q,J•IIIreM"-'; 

"'"'" "''·. 
Oo06. lllrentlllli!l' ; 

;,-, ,.,,,. '". '' 
2 mrem 

·'I ••r,1111i ,., ' 

· .. :, ' r" '. ' . 
0. 2 mrem/mi n 

''2"•re•• ,;~, ... "''·"• .,. ' 
o. 1 mrem/111in 

5 .... e. 
''···' ,,.,. 

0.1 •rMII•i n-
0.2 mrent 

• These e~pos~res sho~ld not be multiplied by the a~pected number of shipm4nts to a 
r~pository in an attempt to calculate a -orst case b~~ause the same individual would not be 
•~posed for every ship~ent, nor would the9e cireu~stances arise during eve~y shipment. An 
individual ruiding .. JOO feet fr0111 a transportation ro~te and witnessing .b.U.X ship~~~ent w(luld 
receive an annual dose of 2 to 8 ~rem, depending on the ~ode of shipnent ar.d the cask sile. 

b Assumed to be overnight (8 l'lours). 
c Inspection occurs near personnel barrier. 
d Changed tire is the Inside tire nearest cask. 
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Table A--3. Projected maJtlmum individual eKposures frnm r>ormal tr.aruport 
(rail spent-fuel c.uk) 1 

-----------------------------------------------
Oescri!'i:.ion 

(serviu or- lzctlvity) 

Passengers in rail cars or highway 
vehicles traveling in same direction 
and vicinity as cask vehicle 

Traffic obstruction 

Persons in- vicirdty of oask ve!,icle 
stopp~ Or slowed down by 
rail traffic obstruction 

Residents and pedestrians 

Slow transit (through station rlr 
becavse of traffic control) 
through ·af'ea with pedestrian5 

Slow tr•ntit. through area with 
rest4•nts (homes, businesses, etc.) 

Train stop.· for -crew's personal needs 
(food 1 ·crew change, first aid, etc.) 

t~ean distance 
to center 

of cask ( ft) 

65 

20 

25 

70 

150 

1a11imum 
llii)OSUre

ti•M (min) 

10 

10 

·10 ,, I 1·.' 

120; 
•I•.• 

Dose rate 
and total dose 

0.03 mroenf/Mt,t· 
0.3 nn••lit .. 

·0.1 l'lll"etit/min · 
I''' ·-2 'MriiHII"''' 

_. ,,- r ,, .,. ,, 

0.07 mremlrnin 
,, ' 0.•7'-.ll"'t!l" . 

'"·''' !: 

• 0.02 ltlr'lfll/illin 
1 1. .-o~-2,,...,. .. ., ..• 

-r .. ,. •01006· lfl"flllll'mt'n1 ' 

."- ,,.,,., Oi7 llfi'MII• 

'' 

Train servicing ,, ' r ,,-,,, .' -'" ,; 

Engine--refueling, car changes, 
train .. tntenance, etc. 

[11-

Cask Inspection and enforcement by 
train, State, Ol' Federal officials 

Cask-Cir coupler inspection 
or Nintenance 

AKh, wflettl, or brake Inspection, 
lubrication, or maintenance 
o" cask car 

35 120-

'·"'''· 
10 "ntQo;,• 

30 20 

25 30 

: '·1'0'J04' lllrat~Ye~l h'•'\ 
5 111rem 

' 'o! ·, ',, ' .,,,\) 

il'1 2 \llll'em1111l" 
2 ··-, f)~·":'<· I I",., 

0.07 mrem/mi n 
1 mrem 

' •\ ~" ' ,, . 
0.09 mre111/min 

3 mrem 

1 These exposures should not be multipled by the eJtpected nu111ber of shipment~ to a 
repository in an attempt to.calcu~ate a worst case bacause the sa111e individual would not be 
eJtposed for every shipmen~. nol'l would these circu111Stances arisllt dur-!119 e.,ery sllf~l1t.. An 
indlvidu•l resldi"g lOO,feet from.a tt:>aMportatiol1 route and wit11esslng ut.O: shtp111ent would 1 

receive an ann~o~al dose o{ 4 ta 8-lllrernl dep1nding on the mode of shl~nt a11d'tHe cask'she;-· 

,, •' 
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delivered to a p&l"son changing a tire on thct trailer of a truck carrying a 
loaded spant-fuel cask. To change the tire, that required hirr. to be only 5 
meters (16 feet) ~rom the center of the cask. It wa~ further assumed that 
changing the inn~rmost tire (dual wheels) would take 1\lmost a full hour. The 
dose rate at the 10r.ation was estimated to be 0.1 mil·; irem (mrem) per minute, 
a rate that wculd produce a 5-mrem dose to an indivir.ual for the complete 
11ervice procedur This dose is about the same as tt ,\t received on a 
transcontinental airplane trip. If this person were ~~timated to change many 
tires in a year, the DOE may impose administrative C01\trola to minimize the 
accumulated doae. Such control could be something -.a simple as requiring 
temporary lead shields between the cask and the aret -:here the tire was to be 
changed. 

Many of the services or activities analyzed would require administrative 
control!i if they were to happen routinely. Routine occurrences either would 
not be allowed, or administt·ative controls would be applied to limit 
cumulative exposures. These types of activities and s~rvices will be more 
fully analyzed d.lring the preparation of the envit·oru11ental impact statement. 
This analysis does highlight the fact that additions. controls may be 
necessary for the large numbers of shipment& that will occur under the A~t, 
but it must also be emphasized-that the simplified model used by Sandquist et 
al. (1985) will calculate doses muah greater than expected. 

A,8.1.2 Accidents 

Table A-4 presents the results of an analysis performed by Sandquist 
et al. (1985) to evaluate the individual dose that may result from three 
classes of very severe accidents--accidents that would produce conditions more 
severe than the regulatory test conditions. Accidents of this severity are 
not likely to occur during shipments to a repository. 

Each set of results in Table A-4 is for an accident in which there is a 
release from a rail cask carrying 14 PWR assemblies. The releases are 
consistent with those assumed in past analyses (Wilmot et al., 1983; Neuhauser 
et al., 1984~ and are based on the release mechanisms defined by Wilmot (1981). 

The three accident classes (4, 5, and 6) are taken from Wilmot et al. 
(1983). These are very severe accidents, all of which vould produce 
conditions greatly exceeding those specified iu the NRC regulationA. A Class 
4 accident would require a very severe impact (i.e., perhaps a 30-meter 
(100-foot) drop onto a granite slab). This impact would release adhered 
act:l.vstion products and may rupture a few spent-fuel rods. A Class 5 accident 
requires a Class 4 impact with a subsequent very intens~ fire (a fire longer 
and hotter than that of the regulatory test). A Class 6 accident requires a 
Class 4 impact and an even hotter fire than Class 5. A Class 6 accident would 
result in the severe oxidation of ruptured fuel rods. These accidents are 
extremely wllikely; they are estimated to occur once in a million vehicle 
accidents. 

The maximum dose received by an individual in the most severe accident is 
about 10,000 mrem; it would be incurred by a person standing about 70 meters 
(230 feet) from the scene of the accident. Most of the dose comes f.rom 
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Table A··'~· Estimated maximum individual ra.diation doae 
for rail-cask accidents 

Dose (mrem)~-~---· 
PlWDO Ground Dust 

,ccident classc Inhalation ge.rrona , ..... J.nhalation 

4 190 11 12 0.0001 

5 6,100 71 91 0.004 

6 9,000 550 710 0.0006 

Total 

~00 

6,300 

10 t 300 

• Maximum indi~idual dose oecurs about 70 meters (230 feet) downwind of 
he release point. 

b Values reported as the effective whole-body dose. 
c Accident class as defined by Wilmot et al. (1983). Class 6 is the 

~at severe, but all classes have probabilities of less than 1 in a million 
ccidents. 
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inhaling radioml.(i.ides from the plume. The dose itself would occur over 
decades and woulc' come from radionuclides retained within the body. Even if 
all of the dose ··are received during a short ("acute exposure") period, the 
individual would .:;how no symptoms nor have his l:l.fe t~reatened. An "acut(:" 
dose of about 50,000 mram would be required before El"\"~ symptmns would be 
observable; a do::.e of more than 450,000 mrem would b: required before the 
chance of dying ··ithin 30 days is 50-50 (NCRP, 1962), 

The doses calculated can be greater or smaller .. C.epending on thu 
circwnstances; however, the analyses made no attem~·t to account for the 
mitigating measures that would immediately be exen '.~it.:d after an accident. 
Even such simple ~:·easuras as staying indoors could '! 'lily reduce the dalles by 
tenfold or m"re. By carefully tracking the release c.: material as it is 
dispersed by the wind, such advisories can be made, 

The dose received by a firefighter was calculal8d for nn accident even if 
no radioactive material was released. If the firefiahter spent an hour at the 
scene of the acr:ident, he would receive a dose of up to 2lf mrem. A 
description of this analysis is also given by Sandquist et al. (1985). If a 
firefighter was responding to an accident in which there was a release and did 
not use breathing protection, he could be expected to receive a dose of about 
10 1 000 mrem, as deacribed above for the maximumally exposed i.ndividual. With 
breathing protection, the dose could easily be reduced to less than 1 1 000 mrem. 

A.8.2 CONSEQUENCES TO A LARGE POPULATION FROM VERY SEVERE 
TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS 

In this section, some doses are calculated for a large population, not 
just for a single individual as in Section A.8.1. The accidents analyzed are 
very unlikely, on the order of 1 in a million accidents or less. 

Two scenarios are postulated: (l) an accident where material is released 
during an accident, dispersed, and deposited on the ground and (2) an accident 
where the radionuclides released are deposited in a reservoir that is used for 
many purposes, including drinking water. The three most-severe accident 
classe& defined by Wilmot et. al. (1983) are considered, as described in 
Section A.8.1.2. Three exposure pathwaya are considered: inhalation, 
cloudsbine, and groundshine. A fourth, the inhalation of resuspended dust, 
was found to be unimportant in comparison with the other three. As shown in 
Table A-5, in the most-severe accident in an urban area, 22 latent-cancer 
fatalities are predicted for the ground-deposition case and 13 for the 
water-deposition case. These values are baaed on the assumption that no 
mitigating administrative control or accident-scene clean-up takes place. 
Evacuation would reduce these numbers, as would cleaning up the contaminated 
arean. In the water-deposition caae 9 no credit was taken for the normal 
settling and filtering processes that take place during water treatment and 
would certainly be en~ployed after an accident. Details can be found in the 
report by Sandquist et al. (1985). 
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Table A-5. Estimated SO-year population dose for rail-cask accidents" 

Urba,o areal 
AIr Cl:l liUil• 

Runl arB 
Accident Pl L.ae Ground ,_ Ground water release in 

consequence Inhalation ...... ,._ Total Inhalation ..... . .... Total urban area'-

CLASS 4. ACCIDEJITSF 

Population dose ' O.ll >40 ... o. 005 0.0005 1.4 1.4 180 
(man-rea} 

11\llllber of latent- 0.2 O.OG(Jl O.O'i 
cancer fatalities~ 

ClASS S ACCIDEM1Sr 

Population dose 110 2.2 13 ,OCO U,!lOO 0.2 e.oo:s 21 21 6,990 
(IIBn-rem} 

Number of ll'~:tut- ' 0.004 1.4 
Ciln!:c-r : ,;: ··'' -

CLASS 6 ACCIDENTS 

Population dose 150 17 110,000 110,000 0.2 0.01 "' "' 6l,OtJO 
(IBn-rem) 

Nuaber of latent- " 0.04 " cancer fataltties 5 

> "£stt•tes based CJn the assi.IIIPtiCJn that there 1s no cleanup of dep.o:sited rad1onuc11des. 
1 a: The ground dose is the dose that would be received \f each llltllber of the population stayed at the same location for so yei!lrs. 
~ n:e inhalation d&se ts a so-year dose COIIIIItt:.nt frolt the inbalatiOfl of the: passing phse. Doses are for the po~ulatton within 80 

kHCJEters (SO trlles) of the release potnt. 
c llrban ana assuned to hi!iYe 10,00:6 people per square mile. 
0 Qural area ass....ed to have 16 people per square •tle. 
~ Population dose fro. water ingestion. llle noble gas krypton-85 is Olllitted because of tts negligible Ulltake by a surface-water 

bOdy. Populat1ort-da:se esti~~~ates based on a 100-acre, 1-bilHon-g;ailon reservoir that supplies the dcmesttc. a11ricultural, and 
industr1al needs of 37 -"llton people. No radioactt~e decay, settling, or filtration is assumed. The water-release acctder.t·is much 
less likely to occur than etther of the atr-release accidents. 

F ACCident 'lasses as defined by Wtl_,t et a1. (1983). 
G Based on 1 .aan-rem = Z x 10-4 latent-cancer fatality p'tus first.- and second-generation senetic effects. 

a 

!':'JC 

-

c; 

~ -
c 
c 
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A.8.3 RISK ASSE!it·iMENT 

The precedilt..~ naction prasentod the cansequencat: of an accident to a 
large population. This section examint~s the expected risk to tht!: public (as a 
group of individu<:'lR) by includins not only the cons'~~uences but elsa the 
probability of Ue accident. The results depend on .i-lipment logistics and 
schedules for al',. shipments. In order to describe t.:·e results more clearly 
and to expl~_in tile differences between the resultu J ·e~ented in the draft 
appendix and in this final version, this section br··-- fly describes the 
computational models and the revisions made in the ~.dela, the 
was te-me.nagement rcenarios that were analyzed, and ·1J<~:>wnptions about the waste. 

A.B.3.1 Outline of method for estimating populatim. risks 

By recognizing similarities and uniformities over a national or large 
regional scale, simplifying assumptions were made in the risk-assessment 
calculations • Such- simplification is justified becl1ltSe the importanee of the 
results presented is nat so much in their abBolute valueR but rather in their 
relative magnitude when compared among the potential repository sites. 

The most important simplification was to create "unit-risk" factors, 
which represent the risk of transportation for a unit distance of travel in a 
defined population zone. The use and development of unit-risk factors have 
been described by Madsen et al, (1983). 

Once the unit-risk factors have been obtained for the population zones· 
required (in this analysis, three different population densities were 
considered), three other factors are needed to evaluate the total risk of 
transportation to a site: (1) the total distance per trip, (2) the fraction 
of travel in each of the population zones, and (3) the number of shipments 
that may occur. Actual distances for representative routes were calculated 
from each reactor and wasta source to the potential repository sites. The 
number of shipments was calculated from detailed logistics models that are 
best described in the detail~d text of Shay et al. (1985). Row the fraction 
of travel i~ the va~ious population zones was determined is discussed by 
Cashwell et al. (1985). It h sufficient here to mention that actual 1980 
cenRUS data were reduced to population contours, which in turn were overlaid 
on postulated routes. The distance of travel in each zone was subsequently 
translated to a fraction of travel. 

A.8.3.2 Computational models and methods for estimating population risks 

The analytical. tools (i.e., the analytical models or codes used in this 
analysis) have been extensively documented elsevhere, and the interested 
reader is encouraged to review this documentation for details of model 
development (AEC, 1972; NRCt 1977; Taylor and Daniel, 1977, 1982; Madsen 
et al,, 1983; Wilmot et al., 1983; Neuhauser et al., 1984). Thia section 
identifies lhe models and shollla that they have been developed, used, and 
verified sufficiently to establish their credibility. 
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The RADTR.AN-II code, which was used to calculat.e the radiological 
unit-risk facto1 a, is the product of about 10 year11 of development. Its 
precursor was u:.ed to produce the envirorunental assessment used in Interstate 
Commerce Commia--ion (ICC) hearings concerning the itsue of hauling radioactive 
material in tra:ms dedicated to radioactive materit;.' {ICC, 1977). RADTRAN was 

• used to producf•. document~ that are current standarCt· for evaluating the risk 
of transportinn radioactive materials (NRC, 19 7 7, ' 'i83), Furthermore 1 the 
code bali been used as the basis for other signific. 11: risk-assessment tools, 
including Ml!:TRAN (Finley et al., 1980), which eva 1 u .tes the risk of 
transportation in urban areas, and INTERTRAN (Eri e >tl and Elert, 1983), which 
is the risk-aue~'sment tool of the International At '!nic Energy Agency. 

The nonrndiological unit-risk factors were calr::ulated from available data 
collectGd ft:om actual transportation records (Calih'.'"ll et al., 1985). 

HIGHWAY (Joy et al., 1982) and INTERI.INE (Peterson, 1984) are routing 
models for highway and rail shipment. Developed over the paet several years, 
they are updahd periodically to reflect current rc•ad and track conditions and 
railroad ownership. They are benchmarked against r~ported mileages and 
observations of commercial truck and rail firms. 

A.8.3.3 Changes in the analytical models and methods f~r estimating 
population risks 

Many significant improvements have been made in the analytical models and 
methods since the enalysea were by comploted by Neuha~.:.ser et al. (1984), for 
the draft environmental assessment. A couple of the modifications have 
resulted in significant changes in the absolute value of the expected results, 
and therefore it is important to identify them. The interested reader is 
encouraged to review the references given. 

The most important improvement wss made to the railstop model in 
RADTRAN-II, which calculates the occupational and public dose accumulated as a 
truck or train is stopped during transit. The primary basis for the change is 
a survey performed by an expert in railroad operations and docwoented by 
Ostmeyer (19S5a). The railstop-exposure model can treat both general-freight 
and "dedicated-train'' (see Section A.l3.4.3) shipmonts. The model clauifies 
railstop exposure8 into two types: employee proximity expoaures and general 
rail-and-nonrail population exposures. The proximity exposures are received 
by employees who handle waste shipments at railstops. In the case of 
general-freight shipments, these expoliures result from train classifications, 
car repair, and train inspections. The dedicated-train proximity exposures 
result from train inspections and car repairs. General rail-and-nonrail 
exposures are received by railyard employees not handling the shipment and the 
general population that surrounds the railyard. Unlike crew proximity 
exposures, which depend on the nwnber of train "bandllngs," general-population 
exposures depend on railstop duration. 

Another majo% change to RADTRAN II is the addition of a food-ingestion 
model. Population doses frosn food ingestion are estimated by using 
radionuclide transfer fractions. ~e model is documented by Oatmeyer et al. 
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(1985b). Popula t:l on f cod exposures are estimated only for acc.l.d.en ts that 
occur in rural ar 111s. However, beeause of the natur(\1 of the m;)dal, 
food-ingestion dc~es are not limited to the resident~ of rural areas. 

Food transfe·:- fractions were determined for cobb.\ t, cesium, strontium, 
and plutonium rndtonuclides. All other rsdionuclider will make negligible 
contributions to food-pathway risks for waste-transpc·1;ation accidents. Each 
transfer fraction represents the "time-integrated" t .,nsfer of the 
radionuclide through the food-ingestion pathway. T:a:.~~.·1sfer fractions were 
determined by using both empirical fallout data an6 s; .. stems-analysis models. 

The occupational and nonoccupational nonradiolot; cal risks for rail 
accidents wer~ updated to be consistent with the roost recent edition of 
National Transportation Statistics (DOT, 1985). In addition, the calculation 
of risk associated with dedicated trains was updated 'o incorporate the 
appropriate statistical base. Two years of accident Jata, 1982 and 1983, are 
cited in this docum~nt; to obtain statisticG for the analysis performed here, 
the data for both years were ave~aged. 

For calculating all of the radiological and nonradiological risks 
associated with incident-free rail transportation, input must be in terms of 
fatalities per railcar-kilometer and injuries per railcar-kilometer. For 
general-commerce rail transportation, average occupational and nonoccupational 
accident-related fatalities are divided by the appropriate av~rage values for 
railcar-kilometers of Class I freight. The number of injuries are derived 
from the numbers of fatalities. 

However, unlike all radiological risks and incident-free nonradiological 
pollution risks, 1<ihich depend on train length, the nonrudiological-accident 
term is dominated by grade-crossing accidents, whose occurrence depends solely 
on the number of trains rather th&n the length of trains carrying radioactive 
waste, Consequently, for dedicated trains only, the unit risk factors are 
expressed in terms of risk per. train rathet' than risk per railcar. Dedicated 
trains ar~ assumed for shipments from the MRS facility. Further details are 
given by Cashwell et al. (1985). 

Finally, a method was developed for 
reflect changes in population densities. 
presented below. 

modifying unit-risk 
A brief discussion 

factors to 
of this method is 

In the relationships given below, five symbols are used. They are 
defined as fallows: 

Ft= A zonoe- and material-dependent ds1t factor based on rural, 
suburban, and urb~n population densities of 6, 719, and 3,861 
persons per square kilometer, respectively. 

Fz= Any revision to Ft desired because of a change in population 
density. 

§t= One of the population densities (6, 719, or 3,S61 persons per 
square kilo~eter). 

§z= The altered value of a population density. 
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aa Tho:! fr·<'iCtion of the normal nonoccupational radiolog:l.cal risk 
contd.Juted by offlink exposures to the g'3neral population [a ,. 
offlin.:/(onlink + stops + off link)]. 

The following vul.ues of the quantity a were used fov e-ach mode and population 
:!';One: 

Mode 

Truck 
Train 
D1:1dicated 

Train 

R1.~ral 

o.oo 
0.03 

o. 23 

o. 8 
0. ,,5 

0.97 

0.07 
0.47 

0. 76 

The resultant radiological and nonra.diological d.Rk factors aro as follows: 

Radiolugical Risk§_ 

Normal occupational fatalities 
Normal nonoccupational f.atalit:les 
Accident nonoccupational fatalities 

Nonradiglogical Risks 

Normal nonoccupational fatalities 
Accident occupational fatalities 
Accident nonoccupational fatalities 
Accident injurjes 

Unchansed 
Fz~ Fi[&(§z/§1) + (1 ~a)} 
Fz= (§:d§dFI 

F:~. ,. (§z/§1 )Fl 
Unchanged 
Unchanged 
Unchanged 

A.8 • .3.4 Transportation scena.dos evaluated for risk analysis 

The DOE has described two different waste-management systems in the 
Mission Plan (DOE, 1985): an authorized system and an improved-performance 
system. In the authorized system, spent fuel and defense high-level waste 
would be ahipped directly from the sources (reactors a11d waste sources) to the 
repository, In the improved-performance system, a centrally located MRS 
facility would be used to prepare the apent fuel for disposal in the 
repository, 

The rate at which the repository would accept spent fuel and high-level 
waste in given in Table A-6 for the authorized system. The high-level waste 
is assumed to be sent directly to the repository under either plan. The 
volume of defense waste that is used for this analysis is greater than that 
presented in the Mission Plan in order not to underestimate the environmental 
impact of transporting this waste. 

Several cases are considered for the improved performance system; they 
are defined by changes to two inputs: (1) the size at the cask used to 
transport waste to the repository from the MRS facility and (2) the location 
to which reactors west of the Rocky Mountains (longitude 100°W) ship their 
spent fuel. Two caE!k sizes were considet·ed: 100 and 150 tons. Reactors west 
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Table A-6. Repo1 itory waste-acceptance schedule for· the authr,,rized system 
(metric tons of uranium) 

H !gh-leve 1 \!.1>'-'''-'"'-'-·-'------

Year 

1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 

Spert fuel 

400 
400 
400 
900 

1,800 
.3.000 
3,00(' 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3.ooo 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
:~ ,000 
3~000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
1,100 

Savannah 
River 

350 
350 
350 
350 
350 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
350 
350 
350 
350 
350 
350 
350 

INELC 

300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 
300 

1.anford West Valley" 

75 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 

·15 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 
75 20 

lO 
20 
20 
20 
20 

• A canister of high-level waste containa the fission products from the 
reprocessing of 0.5 MTU of spent fuel. 

b The values given for high-level waste were developed for use in these 
EAs. They are believed to be maximum values that would not be exceeded and do 
not reflect expected values. They do not compare with the values given in the 
Miasion Plan (DOE, 1985). 

c Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. 
d Commercial high-level waste from the West Valley Demonstration 

Project, 
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of longitude 1()') 0 W were assumed to ship either dil·ectly to Lhe repository or 
to the ~ms fad. lit:y. All four combinations W19re conBidered. The 
waste-acceptan'~"" rates for the MRS facility and thf) repository are given in 
Tables A-7 and A-8 for the two cases involving dihtlt'ent destinations for the 
spent fuel frolll \1/'estern reactors. 

A.8.3.5 Ast!umption about wastes 

Detailed def .. criptions of t~e spent fueL and rni: :eUaneous wastes are 
given by CaHhweli et al. (1985); however. some basic asswnptiona fundamental 
to the risk analysis ur.~ presented here. 

Tte spent fuel W'SS assumed to be 5 years old if shipped from the reactors 
and 10 years old if shipped from the MRS facility. In order to bound the 
conaequences, all analyses assume that the composit.>,on of the radionuclide 
release during (lOstulated accidents is derived from a pressurized-water 
reactor. The fuel burnup was assumed to be 33,000 MWd/MTU. It was assumed 
that lbe spent-fuel assemblies have limited amounts of radioactivity ("crud") 
on their exterior surfaces; tbis can be knocked loose and readily released to 
the inside of a cask under accident conditiona. Spent fuel shipped from the 
MRS facility is consolidated and shipped either in a thin-wall 
repository-specific canister or encapsulated in a eontainer designed 
specifically for disposal in one of the differe~t repository host rocks. (The 
repository-specific canisters would be encapsulated in disposal containers at 
the repository.). 

The high-level waste--defense high-level waste from three reprocessing 
plants and commercial high-level waste from West Valley Demonstration 
Project--was assumed to have the composition of defense waste from the 
Savannah River Plant. Therefore, each canister of waste was assumed to 
contain the inventory resulting from the processing of 0.5 MTU of spent fuel. 
The waste JBatrix was assumed to be a glass. 

'Th.e wastes resulting fro~n fuel consolidation--hardware, high-activity 
low-level waste, and contact-handled transuranlc waste (CH-TRU)--were asswned 
to be shipped along with consolidated spent fuel to the repository. The 
hardware contains activation products; the high-activity low-level waste also 
baa significant amounts of fission products; and the contact-handled 
transuranic waste contains mainly transuranic radionuclides, which pose no 
particular external radiation hazard. The high-activity low-level waste and 
the hardware are placed in drums and then five drums are loaded into a 
canister; the trsnsuranic waste is packed in drums. 

A.8.3.6 Operational considerations in risk analysis 

Shipments from the reactors and HLW processing plants are made by truck 
or rail in general-commerce shipments. Cask sizes are limited so that no 
special restrictions are encountered enroute. Shipments from the MRS 
facility, however, are made in dedicated trains that haul only the radioactive 
material being shipped to the repository. The ref~rence dedicated train 
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Table A-·1. Receipt r-ates for sce~ario involvi~y all reactors 
shippi~g to an MRS facility 

Sacnt f!.,u:tt' .• II:IIUl S:~ll:liDdlltX l!l:il:it.ll Pt'l:d!.u::U tg !:IUIQ:lii 1Q!:X 
All reactors "" to Hardware Higll-,..:•.lvity CH-TRUt> 

" to MRS repository {ca~isters) waste (c~ .. li.tters) {drums) 

96 400 
97 1,800 

" 3,000 400 35 J3 74 ,. 3,000 400 35 .B 74 
00 3,000 400 35 '!3 74 
01 3,000 900 79 4 166 
02 3,000 1,800 "' I 7 331 
OJ 3,000 3,000 264 246 552 
04 3,000 3,000 264 246 652 
OS 3,000 3,000 264 ,! -1£ &52 
06 3,000 3,000 264 ;~46 652 
07 3,000 3,000 264 ~·46 55.2 
oa l,OOO 3,000 264 1116 55,2 
09 3,000 3,000 264 "' 552 
10 3,000 3,000 264 246 552 
,11 3,000 3,000 264 l46 "' 12 3,000 3,000 264 246 552 
'13 3,000 3,000 264 /.46 652 
14 3,000 3,000 264 246 652' 

'" 3,000 3,000 254 246 "' 15 3,000 3,000 264 246 552 
17 2,800 3,000 264 2116 652' 

" 3,000 264 246 '" 19 3,000 264 246 -~~ 20 3,000 264 246 552 
21 3,000 264 246 552 

" 1 t 100 97 90 202 

• Spent fuel only; high-level wash is auumed to be shipped directly to a repository 
the i~proved-perfo.-..nce syste~. bypassing the ~RS facility {see Tab1e A-6). 

b Contact-handled transuranic waste. 
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fable A-8. faci'it~ r·ecelpt rates for scenario Involving on·r y eest~l'n .. ,~actors 
shipping to an I-IRS facil tty 

~lttn.L.fuel U:t!Ul 
Eashrn lies tern se,D:odar:r ua.tl:...Rttul~o~'1~ t!2 t':til:a:.itgr::r: 
reactors reactors to I-IRS to Hardware High-acti.,.ity CH-TII.U 

"' to 1111.$ repository repository (canisters) -waste (canisters) (drums) 

~')6 370 
997 1 ,665 ... 2, 775 30 370 32 31 68 ,,. 2,7'15 " 370 32 31 " 000 2,775 30 370 32 31 68 -·i' 

001 ?., 775- 67.5 832.5 73 68 154 
002 2. 775 135 1 ,665 146 27.8 306 
003 L, 775 225 2, 775 244 228 511 
004 2, 775 225 2. 775 244 "' ' ' 511 :;!. 

005 2, 775 225 2, 775 244 228 ','1' 511 ;,, 
'006 2, 775 225 2. 775 244 "' 511 " 007 2,775 225 2, 775 244 228 511 
:008 2, 775 225 2, 775 244 228 511 
009 2, 775 225 2,775 244 "' 511 
:010 2, 775 225 2, 775 244 228 511 
011 2, 775 225 2,775 244 228 511 
'012 2, 775 225 2' 775 244 228 511 
013 2,775 225 2, 775 244 228 511 
014 2,775 225 2' 775 244 "' 511 
015 2,775 7.25 2. 775 244 228 511 
016 2,990 225 2,775 244 228 511 
017 2,800 225 2, 775 244 228 511 
018 225 2,775 '"' 228 511 r 
.019 225 2, 775 244 228 511 
.020 225 2,775 24<1 228 511 
:021 225 2,775 24<1 228 51-1 
'022 82.5 1 ,017 .s 90 83 187 

"' '' '" ·- '·' >t'-'V••i" 
I I," .. ,, ;_,._,) 
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consists of five Ei~ent-fuel caska, two hardware cask!i, two high~-activity-waste 
casks, and one raj car carrying contact-handled trans~~nnic waste. The 
dedicated train h1::1:' different operational characteristl.cs than a 
general-commerce t:-:ain, and the analyses reflect thost'J differences. 

A.8.3.7 Value@. for factors nee~d to calculate Poeu1 i_ion risks 

As describad in Section A.8.3.1, four factors t.~t, needed to assess the 
population risks f1.om waste tranSI?o:>rtation: unit r:l.-1~· factors, 11hipment 
distances, frActions of travel in var-ious population ·, Jl'll:!s, and the number of 
shipments. 

Tables A-·9 through A-12 present all of the unit dsk factors used in the 
analyses made for this environmental assessment, Tables A-9 and A-10 give the 
factors for £hipments that originate at the reactors and the HLW processing 
plants. The unit risk factors are given for truck an.d rail shipment and for 
each population zona. All rail factors are for an h·dividual t'ailcar in 
general comerce. Table A-9 presents estimates of the radiological risks from 
normal transportation and accidents. The normal rist: is subdivided into 
occupational and nonoccupational categories. The accident risk is not divided 
by occupational category because potential exposures for each category are 
similar (see Section A.8.1.2), and the population density used in the 
calculations can be considered to include both categories. Table A-10 
pre.sents estimates of the nonradiological risk. 

Tables A-ll and A-12 contain risk factors for shipments that originatP. at 
the MRS facility. Separate factors are given for consolidated-fuel shipments 
in both the 100- and 150-ton casks and for the secondary wastes that are 
generated in consolidation. All shipments from the MRS faeility were assumed 
to be by dedicated train, and therefore the unit risk factors are for a 
complete train (i.e., the factors are on a train-mile, rather than a 
railcar-mile, basis). 

Shipment distances are found in Tables A-13 and A-ll•. Table A-13 gives 
the distances from a few cho!len reactors in different regions of the United 
States to the MRS facility and each repository site and from the MRS facility 
to each repository site. A complete listing of reartors can be found in the 
report by Cashwell et al. 0985). Table A-14 shows the distances from the HLW 
sites to the various repository sites. A summary of total shipment distances 
is given in Table A-15 for each transportation scenario evaluated for the 
authorized system and the improved-performance system. Distances are given 
for the cases where shipments are made by all truck or all rail. For two of 
the scenarios estimates at·e given for each 'Waste type to provide a perspect:>"ve 
on the contribution of each. 

The fractions of travel in the various populdtion zones are found in 
Tables A-16 and A-17 for the selected reactors and the HLW processing sites, 
respectively. Routes from each source are analyzed to determine the 
approximate amount of travel in each of the population ones. Further details 
and all remaining reactor data can be found in the report by Cashwell et al. 
(1985). 
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r,.·-Je A-9. Radiological risk factors foe :shipmtollt!. fro'" 
waste sources to a repository or HRS facility• 

Mode lone Hazord group Spent H.i'J b DHLW" WVHLI.'d 

Truck Rural '':1rmal occupational fatalities 4.70[ ''" 4.14E-09 4.14E-00 
Truck Rural Normal 11onoccupational fatalities 2 ,04E · 8 2.54E-08 2.5-'lE-08 
Truck Rur.11 Accide11t nonocr.up~tlonal f~tallties J.H~--·3 2.56£-13 1.79£-13 

Truck Suburban ~ormal occupational fata.li ties 1.03. ····g 9. lOE-09 9. JOE~O'J 
Truck Suburban Nornal nonoccup,tional fatalities 4,J6!i-. 3. 92E-08 3. 92E-08 
Truck Suburban Accident nonoccupational fatalities 7.46£-l·• 1.08E-l0 7.60£-11 

Truck Urbon Normal occupational fatalities 1. 72£-0B l. 52E-08 1. S~E-08 
Truck Urbi'.n Normal nonoccupational fatalities 5.96E-::3 5 .36E-OB 5. 36£-08 
Truck Urban Accident nonoccupational fatalities 1.2.2£->J'] 2.16E-10 1.52E-10 

Rai 1 Rural Normal o<:cupatioflal fatalitin 2.1-'lE-09 2.04£~09 I ,OJE-09 
Rail Rural Monnal flOnOctupal i anal fatalities 1. 15E--Cr9 1 .0;3E-09 1.03E-09 
Rail Rural Accident nonoccupational fahlities 1.34£-12 5,56£-13 5.40£-13 

Rail Suburban Normal occupational fatelitie1 2. l4E-G9 2.04£-09 2.04£-09 
Rail Suburban Norme.l nonoccupqtional fatalitie:; 7, 70E-iJ9 6,90E-09 6.901i-O<J 
Rail Suburban Accident ~onoccupational fatalities 2. 78E-09 2. 72E-TO 2.64E-10 

Rai 1 Urban Normal oc:cupational fatal itiu 2,14E-09 2.04E-09 2.04E~G9 
Rail Urban Normal r\OnOCCtJpat l on a] fa~alities 2.58E-09 2.3ilE-09 2.32E-09 
!l."'il Urben Accident nonoccupationol fatalities 6. 72E-09 5.08E-09 4.92E-09 

• Radiological risk factors per kilometl!r of travel. To cOn'o'ert factors to risk per mile, 
multiply by 1.609. 8ased on 1 man-rem= 2 x 10-4 latent-cancer fatality plus first- and 
s~cond-ge~eration genetic effects. 

b Unit ri~~ factor~ for generol-c~mmerce tr~ck and rail transportation of ~pent fu~l; 
units are p•r kilomeUr for truck and per railtar-~ilometer for rail. 

c Unit risk factors for general-commerce truck and rail transportation of defen5e 
high-level ~tastes; units &rl!' per ki111meh·l" for truck and per railcar-kilometer for rail. 

d Unit risk factors for ge-neral-comero:e truck and rail transportation of conm~rcia.l 
high-level waste from West ~alley; units are per kilometer for truck and per railcar-kilometer 
for rail. 

"4.70E-09 = 4.7 x 10_,_ 

... , 
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Table A-10. ~:Jnradiological risk fdctors for shipments f~()m waste so<.~rces 
to a repository or HRS facil i t.y• 

Zone Hazard group Spent-ft., 1 b OfHLWc 

-·-
Rur.Jl flonnal nc.noccupat I on a 1 fata.l i ties 0 .OOE;i ) 0.00£+00 
Rural Accident occupational fata'iitin 1. SOE· ~ 3" 1. 50£-08 
Rural Accident nonoccupational fatalities 5.30·'-0' 5.30E-08 
Rural Accident occupational injuries 2.60J .a-:; 2.60£-08 
Rural Ace: dent .,onoccupat i onal i njuri tt B.OOf.· 0 1 6.00£-07 

Suburban Nor~~~al nonoccupational fatalitltu O.Oo£.,.Qt: 0. OOE:+OO 
Suburban Accident occupational fatialHie'J 3. 70E-09 3. 70f··09 
Suburban Accident nonoccupational fatalities 1, JOE-Oil l, 30£-08 
Subvrban Accident occupational injuries 1.30E-vG l.30E-06 
Suburban Accident nonoccupational Injuries 3.80£-..:7 J.BOE-07 

Urban Nonnal nonoccupat I on a 1 fatalities 1.00£-07 1 .Q0£-07 
Urban A•:tldent occupational fatalities 2.10E-fl9 2. 10C-09 
Urban Accident nonoccupational fatalities 7, 50£-rl') 7.50£-09 
Urban Accident occupational injuries 1.30E:-IJB 1.30£-08 
Urban Accident nonoccupational l njurl es 3.70£-07 3.70£-07 

Rural Nonnal nonoccupat ion a 1 fatalities 0.00£+00 O.OOE+OO 
RYral Accident occupational fatalities 1.61£-09 1 .a IE-O'J 
Rural Accident nonoccupational fatalltius 2.64E··OB 2.64E-08 
Rural Accident occupational injuries 2.46£-07 2.46£-07 
Rural Accident nonoccupational i njurl es S.12E-OB 5. l2E-08 

Suburban Nonnal nonoccupat I on a 1 fatalities 0 .OOE+OO 0.00£+00 
Suburban Ac~ident occupationdl fatal ltles 1.81£-09 1 .BlE-09 
Suburban Accident nonoccupational fato1liliet 2.64£-08 2.64E-08 
Suburban Accident occupational Injuries 2. 46£-07 2.46[-07 
Suburban Accident ~onoccupational lnjur\t$ 5.12E-08 5.12£-08 

Urb.an No""al nonoccupational hlalities 1. 30E-07 1 .30E~07 
Urban Accident occupational fatalities 1.81E-09 l.BlE-09 
Urban Accident nonoccupational fatalities 2 .64E-OB 2.64E-OB 
Urban Accident occupational injuries 2. 46£-07 2.<16[-07 
Urban Accident nonoccupational Injuries 5. 12E-OB 5.12£-08 

WVHLW 0 

0.00£+00 
l.SOE-08 
S.JOE-06 
2. 60E-08 
B.OOE-IJ7 

0. OOE+OO 
3, 70E-09 
1. JOE-DB 
1. 30£-08 
3.80£-07 

1. 00£-07 
2.10£-09 
7. SOE-09 
1. 30£-06 
3. 70£-07 

0. OOE+OO 
l.BlE-09 
2. 64E-OB 
2. 46£-07 
5.12£-08 

0.00£+00 
1.81£-09 
2.64E-OB 
2. 46£-07 
5.12£-08 

1.30£-07 
1 .BlE-09 
2 .64E-OB 
2.46£-07 
5.12£-08 

• Nonradlological risk factors per kilometer of traYel. To convey·t factor~ to risk per 
le, multiply by 1.609. 

b Unit risk facton for general-commer_ce truck and rail tntnsportotlon of spent fuel, 
its are per kil~M~~ehr for truck, per railcar kilometer for non~~~-1 rail, and per 
·ain-kilometer for rail accidentt. (Note: for genera1-corm~erce rail, 1 train-kilo!'t!eter is 
:uivalent to 1 railcar-kl1ometer.) 

c Unit risk factors fo1· (,lotneral-cOIIIIIIei"ce truck and rail transportation of defense 
gh-le"'e-1 waste; units are pflr kilo111eter for truck, per railcar-kilo~eter for nonnal rail, and 
·t· train-kil0111eter for rail accidents. (Notl!: Fol" general-connerce rail, 1 train-kilometer 

equivalent to 1 rail car-ki 1 nmeter.) 
~ Unit risk facto~s for general-co~erce truck and rail transportation of commercial 

gh-level waste fro111 West Valley; unih are per kilom~ter for tr!Jck, per railcar-kilometer 
,r normal rail, and per train-kilQf!!eter for rail accid~nh. (Note: For generatl-connerce 
.il, I trah1-ki"l01!118ter is equiYalent to 1 railcar-kiloml!!ter.) 

• l.SOE-08'" 1.5 ll 10-8 • 
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Tcl.b1e A.-11. b.dlalogical rhk factors for" shipments fr0111 HRS faciltt/' 

tQD~Q]jdat~d ~~~Dt f~~] 
100-ton eask- 150-tgn cask 

Hode Zone Hazard group MRS-salt8 HWS-tuff1 I".RS-basal tl MRS-salt8 MRS-tuff8 MRS-basalt 

.. , 
""~' Mo!'llll.l occu!Ritianal fatalities 6,68£-10 6.68£-10 6.68£-10 6.68£-10 6,68£-10 6.68£-10 

Rail !rural Mon.al. nonoecUPational fatalities 1,3zt-10c 8.3ZE-10 a.3zt-Jo 8.32£-10 8.32£-10 8.32£-10 
Rail Rural A.cct~t non-occupational fata11ties 6.5af-12 4.88£-12 6.56£-12 1. 76£-11 1.22£-11 :2.02E-11 

Rail Suburban Normal occupational fatal1t1es 6.6&£-10 6.68£-10 6.68£-10 6.68£-10 6.68£-10 6.68£-~0 

Rail SuOurhan Monmal nonoccupational fatalities 3,36£-08 3.36E-08 3.36£-08 3.36[-08 3.36£-08 3.36£-08 .. , c;.._~burban Accident nonoccupational fatalities 1.29£-08 9.!18£-09 1.19~-08 3.46£-08 2.38£-08 3. 94£-"oa 

fla, i .. lo..-.llli!l c,;;-:u~t!~! '"ataHties E.68l-1& 6.611£-10 6.68£-10 6.68[-10 6.68£-"10 6.68£-10 
llail lii'bar. ~~nmal nonoccgpational fatalities 7.98£-09 7.98£-09 7.98£--G':f 7.98£-09 7.98£-09 7.98E-09 
Rail Urbon Acctdent nonoc:cupati onal fat a 1 it ies 3, lOE-08 2.38£-08 3.10"[~8 8.30[-08 S; 76£-08 9.50£-08 

s~'Qfidacx ~~te~ 
100-too Cask 15!!-too Cask 

..... .... H&zard aroup tiBS-IlR!l.Qc HRS-HMf HRS-IR!l MRS-IlR£llriR"' I'.IRS-I:I&IE HBS-IB!l 

Rai1 ""~' NonMl occupational fatalities 2.68£-10 2.68[-JQ L56E-JO 2.68E-10 2.68£-10 1.56£-10 
ia11 iura1 Nonaa.l nonoccupation.a.l fatalities t.l4E-Hl 3.34£-10 2.40£-10 3.34£-10 3.34£-10 2.40£-10 
Rai 1 .. ~, Acctdent nonoccupational fatalities 3.46£-16 2.34£-11 3.28£-11 8.5ctE-16 3.98£-ll 3.28[-17 

"'" Suburban No~l occupatton.a.l fatalities 2..68£-10 2.61£-10 l.Sil-10 2.68£-10 2.68£-10 1. 56E-1U 
ia11 Suburban Nana!l nonoccupationa1 fatAlities 1.34£~8 1.14£-tll 9~£6[...:09 l.l4E-08 l.l4E--G8 9.66[-09 
ial1 SUburban Accident nonoce~~pationa1 fatalities 3.58£-14 2.12£-o:a 2.28£-14 9.80£-14 3.62£-08 2.28£-14 .. , Urban •or-..1 aceupattanal fat:al~ttes 2.68£-10 2.68£-1& 1.56[-lQ 2.68£-10 2.68£-10 1.S6E-10 

"'" Urban larmal nonoccupational fataltt~es t.20E-09 3.20£-09 2.30£-09 3.20E-G9 3. 20£-09 2.30£-09 
~ail Urban Acc1r!ent oonocctJIR!ti on.al fata 1t tt es l.liiE-13 3.86£-07 4.18£-13 2.74£-13 6.64£-07 4. 18£-ll 

A To convert :'.,.:;:toFS to risk: per 111tle, a..lttply by 1.609. Based on 1 man-rem" 2 x 10_4 --latent-cancer fatality plus first- and 
Stl!;.ilO~-;_,o.,ration gene.tk effects. 

8 lh"lit rtst;:- factors far ded\cate.d-ran transportation of consolidated spent fuel packa9ed for sh'ipment to either a salt reposttary, 
a tuff repos~tory, or " basalt reposttary, expressed as risk per 5 ra11~;ar-kl10111eters. 

c Unit risk factors for ded~ated-rail transportation of the transuranic waste (TRU) generated during spent-fuel consolidation, 
e)(pressed as risk Pi!T 1 railcar-lctlm~~eter. 

D UOit risk factors fQr dedicated-rail transPOrtation of spent-fue1-ass~ly har~re expressed as risk per 2 railcar-kilometers; 
packagin11 is the Slllle regaraless of repository site. - · 

~ U.oit risk factors fo.- ded~cated-rail transportattoa of higt:a-a.c.tivit)' 1011-le-tel ""aste (HAlo/) generated durinlil spent-fuel 
consoHciation, e)(pressed as risk per 2 railc.ar~kilometers; packagtng is the SanE regardless c:f repository site. 
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Table A-12. Monradtologtcal rtsk factors for shtpments fr~ HRS factlttyA 

Consolidated sRent fue1 11 Secondary waste ..... ...... Hazard iroup HRS-reposttor:t HRS--HR!Mtc MRS-HAW"' MRS-TRUE 

Rail "'"''' Nor.al nonocc~pattonal fatalities 0.00(+00 o.ooE ... oo 0.00[+00 0.00[+00 

"'" Runl Accident occupational fatalities 1.27E-07F o.ooE ... ao 0.00(+00 0.00[+00 

"" """'' Accident nonoccupational fatalities l.BSE-06 0.00[+00 0.00£+00 0.00£+00 .. , """'' Acctdent occupational tnjurtes 1.74£-0S 0.00[+00 0.00£+00 0,00(+00 
Ra1l Rural Accident non-occupational tnjuries !.60E-D6 0.00£...00 0.00[+00 o.ooE ... oO 

.. 11 Suburban Mo~l nonoccupational fatalities 0.00[+00 0. 00[•00 0.00[+00 0.00£+00 
Rail SU.."'urban Accident occupational fataltttes 1.27£-07 0.00£+00 0.00[+00 0,00(.;.00 
R\!. 1 ' 

::;,_·.---··-.. .,_ • .;~i!'!l't I'\OnOCcupattonal fataltttes 1.85£-06 O.DOEt08 O.DOE+DO 0,00£+00 
Rail ~';obi bl! .. ~~td~;' Uc~up&llor~~ 1njurtes 1. 74£-05 O.ODE+OB 0.00[+00 0,00(+00 
Rail SUburban Accident Man-occupational Injuries !.60[-06 0.00(+00 0.00£+00 0.00(+00 

Rall Urban No~l nonoccupational fata11ttes 6.50[-07 1.60£-07 2.60[-07 1.30(-07 .. , Urban AcCident occupational fatalities 1. 27£-07 O.OOC:-tOO 0. 00[+00 0.00(+00 
Rall Urban Accident nonoccupational fatalities 1.85[-06 O.OOE-tOO 0.00£+00 O.OO[t.OO 
Rail Urben Acct~eot Occupational Injuries 1.74£-05 0.00(+00 O.OOt.LlO O.OOEf.LlO .. , Urban Accident Mon-occupat1onal Injuries !.60(-06 0.011[1-00 0.00£...00 O.OOEtDO 

A llionradtologtcal r\sk: factors per kilometer of travel. To convert factors to l"isk per mtle, 1t111tip1y bY 1.609. 
11 untt risk factors for dedicated-ran transportation of spent fuel in 100- and lSO-ton casks to a salt repository, a tuff 

r2posttory, or a bas~lt repository; expressed as risk per ktloneter for nonRal transportation and as risk per train-kilometer for 
accidents. 

t:' 

c 

<' 

c l.lnit risk factors for dedicated-ran transportation of spent-fuel-assembly hardware, expressed as risk per 
rancar-!c11ameter for nonaal transportatton and as risk per tra'!n--ktlometer 'for aCeldents; packagl-flg ts not affected by reposltory 0: 
site. 0 Unit risk factors for dedtcated-rail transportation of the high-activity 1QW-1eve1 waste (HAW) ~enerated during the 
consoHdation of spent fuel; exPressed as risk per r!11lcar-k11cmeter- for nol'llll.l transportation and as risk per tratn-kilOIIeter for 
accillents. 

£ Untt rtsk factors for dedtcated-ratl transportation of the contact-handle~ transuFanic waste {TRU) generzted during the 
consolidation of spent fuel: expressed as risk per railcar-kilometer.- or normal transportation and as risk per tratn-ki10111eter for 
accidents. 
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Reactor 

Maine Yankee ( Ht1i ne) 
Truck 
Rai 1 

Table A-13. Distance per shipment from sell!ctad" 
reactors and the HRS facility 

RTCht.on Deaf Sml th 

J ,570 2' 1~0 
1,920 2, lBO 

Tuff 
Oavi!l Canyon (Yucca '·It 

2,570 3 Ql·:lj 
2, 750 :1, Z"'3 

Crystal River (florida) 
Truck S79 1 ,670 2,310 2,600 
Rail 671 1,699 2,450 3 ,0()0 

Quad-Citiu (Illinois) 
Truck 959 J ,040 1,300 l '711·0 
Rai 1 1,080 m 1,~0 2,0(.10 

Palo Verde (At>i zona) 
Tr·uck 1,908 789 •g• Ql'6 
Rail J ,950 93:1 I, 7 0 "' 

Trojan (Oregon) 
Truck 2,780 1 .8.50 1 '190 1 ,330 
Rail 2,919 2,210 1,250 I ,460 

HRS faci 1 i ty 
Truck ... NA NA NA 
Flail 620 1,410 l ,950 1 ,470 

Basalt 
(Ho.nford) 

3' 107 
3,150 

2,990 
3,210 

1,910 
1 ,9ea 

1,5$0 
t' 690 

302 
301 

NA 
1,620 

""' (Oak Ridge) 

1120 
1460 

639 

'" 
'" 861 

1920' 
2290 

2630 
2890 

NA 
NA 

• These reactors were ~hos•n as represel1tative of reg'ions throughout 'the :·Country. 
• NA = not applicablf,·· 
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~able A-14. Distance per shipment from 
sources of high-level waste 

·-----------------·-----

Source 

Banford 
Truck 
Rail 

Idaho National 
Engineering 
Laboratory 

Truck 
Rail 

Savannah River 
Plant 

Truck 
Ra:U 

West Valley 
Truck 
Rai.l 

Richton 

2,610 
2,670 

568 
644 

1,160 
1,450 

Salt 
Deaf Smith 

1660 
l, 730 

1,210 
1,200 

1,580 
1,690 

Davis Canyon 

1,010 
1,070 

604 
555 

2,060 
2,200 

2,000 
2,100 

Tuff 
(Yucca Mt.) 

1,150 
1,288 

740 
763 

2,350 
2,750 

2·,7,50 
2,860' 

Baaalt 
(Hanford) 

NA' 
NA" 

610 
696 

2,740 
2,890 

··2:,550, 
2',860 ... 

----------------~-.....L.--·f• . .-,,.",,' 

• NA • not applica~le. 
b Commercial high-level vaste. 

' ,.,. '•' 
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Tabl~t A-15. Tolcll cask-miles 
i mproved-per•formance 

for shipmen~s in the authorite~ and the 
systems (one-wa.y minion mileS) 

Rogosjto~.··"·u.c_ ________________ ___ 

Hodl! and waste t 1 - e 
Richton Deaf S111ith 

AUTHO~IZEO SV5TEH 

100l truck 
5p•nt. fuel 67.4 94.<1 ll!J.) 
Dafens• h'gh-level waste 28.0 26.0 28,0 
CD~~~nercial lligh-hvel waste~ 1.0 1.0 2-.0 

100" raf I 
Spent fuel 11.0 15,4 18.8 
Defense high-level 1~aste 6. 5 6. 1 6' 5 
Commercial high-level waste• 0.2 0.2 o.:2 

Totals 
Truck from origin 96.4 121.4 145.1 
Aall froM origin 17.7 21.7 25.5 

IHPROVED-PERFOR~NCE SVSTEH 

), A1l futl tg t.18S f1u:l l I tl! 

100~ truck fr~ origin 
Spent fuel 48.8 48.8 48.8 
Defense h\~h-1ev•l wast• 28.0 26.0 28.0 
C011111erci a 1 h\gh-1 1~V.t•l, waste• 1.0 1.0 2.0 

100~ rai 1 fro111 origin 
Spent fuel 8.0 8.0 8.0 
D•f•nse h\gh-l•vel waste 6.5 6.1 6.5 
Ca..ercial high-level waste• 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Rail froll'l ~s fadlltyb 
1 00-ton cash o 6.3 1S.3 20.6 
150-ton casksc: 2.1 5.0 6. 7 

Totals, 100-ton casks 
Truck from origin~ 84., 91.1 98.9 
Rail from origin 21.0 2').6 35.3 

Totals, 150-ton casks 
Truck from origin~ 79.9 80.8 85.0 
Rail from origin 16.8 19.3 21.4 

2. Western reactor spent fuel to raposjton_ 

Totals, 100-ton casks 
Truck fr~ origind 83.7 85.1 
~ail from origin 20.5 27.6 

Totals, 150-ton casks 
Truck fr~ or\ find 80.0 75 .a 
Rail from orig n 16.7 18.3 

• Wasta fr~ West Valley DeMonstration Project. 
0 All shipll!ents in dedicated trains. 
" Includes casks carryiug secondary wa!.tes. 

90.4 
32.5 

77 .o 
19.0 

Tuff 
(VuCCII Ht.) 

141.8 
33.0 
2 .o 

23.2 
7.6 
0.3 

176.8 
31. 1 

48.8 
33.0 
2.0 

a.o 
.~ ,,6 
Q.3 

26.3 
11.2 

110. 1 
42.2 

95 .D 
27. 1 

99.8 
38.6 

86.4 
25. 1 

Basalt 
(Hanford) 

149.7 
35.0 
2. 0 

124.6 
8.4 

··o.3 

186.7 
33.3 

48.8 
15.0 
'.o 

8.0 

~·· .3 

25 .o 
a. 1 

110.8 
41.7 

94.5 
25.4 

101.4 
38.4 

86.8 
23.8 

~ Totals for t~e improved-performance syst.m include both truck ship~ents from origin 
to the HRS facility and dedicated-rail shipl!lcnts from the HAS facility to the repository. 
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Table A~16, Fr11r.tion of travel in population lOnes from selac~•d reactor~ 41ld tke HAS• 

Tuff Bault 
J~'..h.t.QD_ Deaf Smith ~ (;anron ~-1'Ll (Hanfgr.tl_ MRS fac! 11ty 

Reactor Trur:~ Rail Truck Rai 1 Tru'k Ra·l Truck ~.ai 1 rruck Rai 1 Truck Rail 

Mal ne Yankee (Hoine) 
UrbM .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 ,03 
Suburban ·" ,48 .35 .34 ·" • 23 .26 " .26 .27 .48 .49 
Rural .57 .50 .64 .63 .71 .76 .74 !8 ,73 .71 .51 .48 

Crystal River (florida) 
Urban 0 .01 .01 .02 0 .01 .01 . ~ 1 .01 .01 0 .01 
Suburban ·" .16 .23 ... .2j .17 .17 '16 ·" .16 .32 .26 
Rural .81 .61 .77 '74 ·" ·" .82 83 .ao ·" .68 .73 

Quad-Cities (Illinois) 
Urban 0 .02 0 6 .01 .01 0 ,01 0 ,01 0 .64 
Suburban .19 .24 .18 ,13 ·" .68 ·" ,69 .16 .12 . 33 .24 
Aural .81 .74 .82 .86 .aa .91 .aa .96 .90 .87 .67 .72 

P~J.lo Verde (Arilona) 
Urban .61 .63 .02 .01 .62 .62 .02 .61 .02 .02 .01 .61 
Suburban .15 .19 .09 '16 .68 .20 '14 .69 .23 .25 .14 .15 
Aural .84 ·" .89 .96 .90 .78 .85 .90 .75 ·" .84- ·-.84 

Trojan (Oregon) 
.01 Urban 6 .01 .01 .61 0 .61 6 .02 6 .61 6 

Suburban .16 .11 '13 .69 .19 '14 .18 .10 ·.35 .17 .17 ,II 
Aural .84 .aa .86 .96 .80 .as ·" .89 .64 .82 ·" .aa 

HRS facility (Tennessee) 
Urba/1 .01 .02 .02 .02 .61 
Suburban ... .30 NA .16 NA .12 NA .12 NA ,II NA NA 
Rural .69 .82 .87 .86 .aa 

• Tkasa reactors were chosen 
t> NA = not app11cable. 

.. rep,.sentative of regions throughout the country • 
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Table A-17. P'r.1etion of travel in population zones from high-level waste sources 

§~lt 
·-~--

Toif .~B.salt 
RichlQ!L_ neaf Smith Q!yJ.:_f-anyon ~Yucca Mt2 (Hanfor42 

Waste source_ Truck gail Truck RQil TI,'U_s!. Rail Truck RaU Tru,ck Rat -
Hanfor4 

Urban .01 0 ,01 .01 0 0 0 .0) .N~ W< 
Suburban .16 ,11 .12 .10 .19 .15 • 18 .10 NA · . NA 
Rural .84 .89 .87 ,89 ,81 ,84 ,82 • 89 N~ NA 

I4aho National 
Engr Lab 

Urban 0 .01 .01 .01 ,_01 .01 .ot .01 ·o 0 
Suburban .15 .10 • 10 .11 • 21 .22 ,19 .11 .15 .12 
Rural .85 • 90 .89 .88 • 78 .77 .80 .88 .85 .sa 

Savannah River Plant 
Urban .01 .03 .01 .02 0 .02 .o 1 .02 Q ~Ol 
SuburQan .30 ,26 .23 • 2) •. 22 .19 .17 • 21 .1?, ,.17 
Rural ,69 , .• 72 • 76 • 78 ,77 • 79 ,82 • 78 .81, .· .82 

West Valley 
Urban .01 .• 03 0 .02 ,01 .02 .01 .02 .01· ' .01 
Suburban .• 32 ,33 .30 .21 ,22 .18 .20 .21 ,'2'1 •:._ .17 
Rural • 6 7 .64 • 70 • 78 • 77 .80 • 79 • 78 • 78 .82 

l.o'A-+42 
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The numbers of shipments from each reactor to the r-epository and to the 
MRS facility arfo given in Tables A-18 and A-19. rep,p...,ctively. The numbers are 
different becaus~ of the difference in the waste-acc··~ptance schedules for the 
authorized syst(:r'll Rnd the improved-performance systPr: (see Tables A-6 and 
A-1). Table A-2') provides Information on the numben1 0f shipments to the 
repository or MJ'S facility and the numbers of shipm~;·.:ts from the MRS facility. 

A.8.3.8 Results :>f population-risk J!nalyses 

The ris,!.a of radioactive-material transportation must be evaluated for 
both radiological and nonradiological effects. Sinr~a a package does emit 
small ruoounts of radiation, a shipment exposes the pul:>lic dudng all phases of 
its journey. People are exposed at stops and along ~outea even when the 
package is moving. In addition to the radiological ~ffects, transportation 
increases the h·vels of air pollution. Any equivalE-nt-weight shipment of 
potatoes, bricks, or other nonradioactive materials ,·..,ould have the 1:1ame 
effect, but that effect must be evaluated for a complete analysis. In fact, 
even in most transportation accidents. the traumatic injuries and deaths 
resulting fro111 an impact or a fire may fBI' outweigh any radiological 
consequences. Accor-dingly, in evaluating the potential consequences or risk 
of any radioactive-material shipment, the injuries and deaths from both 
radiological and nonradiological causes muat be considered. 

Tables A-21, A-22, and A-23 summarize the results of the analysis for 
each of the scenarios evaluated for the authorized system and the 
improved-performance system. Table A-21, for the authorized system, estimates 
the total radiological and nonr-adiologlcal risks f9r each of the sites and for 
the cases where all shipments are assumed to be made by truck or by rail. 
Table A-22 which estimates risks for the improved performance system, shows 
the results for shipments from the MRS facility in 100-ton casks, which carry 
disposal containers ready for emplacement in the repository and 150 ton casks 
which carry thin-wall canisters. Table A-23 is analogous to Table A-22 except 

• that it presents results f(Jr the scenarios in which spent fuel from Western 
reactors is ~ent dir~ctly to the repository, rather than the MRS facility. In 
all acenarios it was assumed that both defense and cc:iDIIIercial high-level waste 
would be shipped directly to the repository. 

Results for two scenarios (the authorized system and one case for the 
improved-performance system) are presented in mor-e detail in Tables A-24 
through A-31. Results are presented by waste type, normal or accident 
conditions, and population group. Similar details are available in the report 
by Cashwell et al. (1985) for all scenarios evaluated for thi.s 'environmental 
assessment, 



Tabl~ A-16. Number of shlpM~nts to a repository fr~ 
each rtactor sitt (avthoriud syste1'11) 

100% 
Reactor name rruck 

fadey 1 120 
Farley 2 46 
Palo Verde 1 511 
Palo Verdi 2 484 
Palo Vertle .3 -l4B 
Arhnsu Nucl1ar One 1 ,62 
Arkansas Nuclear "ne 2 167 
Calvert Cliffs 1 69.3 
Calvert C1iffi 2 863 
Pil9rim 1 761 
nobinson 2 SBI 
Brunswick 2 799 
Brunswick 1 791 
Perry I 806 
Perry 2 747 
Dresden I 136 
Dresden 2 9Q9 
Dresdfln 3 B2!1 
Quad Cltin 1 B6Z 
Quad Cities 2 GIS 
Zion 1 sse 
Zion 2 824 
laSallfl 1 fi7~ 
LaSalle 2 572 
Byron 1 638 
Byron 2 631 
Br~idwood 1 566 
Connecticut Yankee 702 
Indian Point 1 BO 
Indian Point 2 762 
Sly Rock Point 104 
Pal hade-s 796 
Midland 2 373. 
Hi!lland 1 334 
L~ \:ros.se 143 
Fermi 2 609 
Oconee 1 759 
Oconee ~- 61'. 
Oconee 3 719 
HcGuira 1 115 
HcGui re 2 73 
Beaver Valley 1 735 
Beav~r Yall•y 2 272 
Crystal ll:lv11r 3 676 
Turkey Point 3 695 
Turkey Point 4 694 
St. Lucie 1 B94 
St. Lucie 2 486 
Hatch 1 312 
Hatch 2 289 
Vogtle 1 5<17 
Vogt1e 2 416 
River Bend 465 
Clinton I '!i28 
Cook 1 948 
Cock 2 933 
Ouone Arnold 562 
Oyster Creek 777 
Wolf Creek 191 
Shoreham 270 
\Oaterford l 421 
!'!ai n• Yankee 980 
Thref!' Hila h land 723 
Grand Gulf 1 247 
Grand Gulf 2 340 
Cooper 771 
Nine Hile Point 1 700 
Nine Hile Point 2 243 

10or. 
Rail 

18 
7 

72 
70 
63 

108 

" 127 
122 
\OS 
83 

111 
109 
110 
104 

18 

"' 114 
119 
113 
122 
117 

" " A8 
86 
83 

100 
11 

108 
14 

113 
49 
46 
19 

" lOB 
87 

111 
17 
11 

104 
39 

" 99 
99 

113 
70 
43 
40 
78 
60 
65 
74 

135 
133 

" lOB 
27 
3B 

" 140 
103 
35 
48 

107 
97 
33 

Reactor r.. L'\r 

Hil htone 1 
Hil htone 2 
Hill stone 3 
Hontic11lo 
P~alrie Islan!) 
Prairie Islanci ;', 
Fort C•l houn I 
Humboldt Bay 
Olablo Canyon 2 
Diablo Caflyon 1 
Susquehanna 1 
Susquehanne 2 
P11ach Botto" 2 
Peach Botto"' J 
lill!eriek 1 
limerick 2 
Trojan 
f'it~patrick 
Indian Point J 
Seal!rook 1 
Seabrook 2 
'Sal• 1 
~ale111 2 
Hope Creek 
Ginna 
Rancho Seco 1 
su..,.r 
San tll'lofre 1 
San Onofu 2 
S•n Onofre 3 
South Te~as Project" 1 
South TaMil Project. 2 
Browns Ferry 1 
Browns Ferry 2 
Bt•owns Ferry 3 
Sequoyah I 
Sequoyah 2 
Watts Bar 1 
l'tl!tts Bar 2 
Bellefonte 1 
Bellefonte 2 
H•rhviHe AI 
Hartsville A2 
Yellow Creek I 
YelltJW Creek 2 
Com11nche Peak 1 
Comanche Peak 2 
Oavh-Bene 1 
C•llawey l 
\ltMI!(Int Yankee 
Surry 1 
Surry 2 
Nort,h Anna I 
North Anna 2 
WNP2 
WMP 1 
WNP 3 
Point Beach 1 
Point Beach 2 
Kewaune• 
Y•nkee 
Brunswick 2 
Brunswick l 
Horri s BWII: pool 
HGrris PWII: pool 
!-lest Val hy I!WII: pool 
\Oest Valley PWR pool 

100% 
Truck 

804 
805 

36 
fi9:i 

'" '" 534 

" 236 

"' 652 
614 

11;;!6 
1126 

"' 421 
330 
614 
714 
486 
no 
791 

~~ 
503 
721 

12 
203 
306 
347 

'" ~" 699 

"' 986 
444 
425 
518 

'" 444 
327 
463 
328 

90 
so 

412 
368 
248 
360 

"' 748 
620 
365 
295 
650 
394 
617 
620 
591 
634 
340 

72 
80 

150 
175 

17 

" 

100% 
Rail 

111 
106 

6 

" " 90 

" 12 
34 
40 
90 

" 156 
156 

" " 18 
107 
102 

" 46 
113 
109 

71 
71 

103 
2 

" .. 
50 
82 
82 

"' 140 
137 

" 42 
74 
74 

" 47 

" 45 
13 
8 

58 
53 
31 
51 

" 102 , 
47 
38 
90 
56 
89 
88 
84 
90 
48 
10 
11 
20 
25 

2 
8 

70,SS3 9,'J27 
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Table A-19. Numl·u of shipments to an MRS faci 1 i ty from e;ntt-rn and '•Hif.tqrn rep,ctors 

1actor name 100% h1• Truck 100% by Rail 

'"' ey 1 
1rl ey 2 
11o Verde 1'" 
110 Verde 2.• 
1l< Verde 3" 
·kansas Nuclear 01'\e 1 
•kansas Nuclear One 2 
1lvert Cliffs 1 
ilvErt Cliffs 2. 
1 ~rim 1 

1b1 nson 2 
·unswi ck 2 
·unswi ck 1 
lrri s 1 
!rry 1 
!rry 2 
·esden 1 
·esden 2 
·nden :l 
lad-Cities 1 
1ad-Cities 2 
IOn 1 
ion 2 
1Sallc- 1 
&Salle 2 
Iron 1 
1ron 2 
·aidwood 1 
•aidwood 2 
1nnecticut Yankee 
1dian Point 1 
1di<ln Point 2 
1 g Rock floi nt 
tlisades 
idland 2 
1dland 1 
1 Crosse 
Jnlli 2 
:onee 1 
;onee 2 
:onee 3 
:Guire 1 
:Guire 2 
1tawba 1 
1tawba 2 
!aver Valley 1 
!a.ver Va.11ey 2 
rystal River 3 
;rkey Point 3 
;rkey Point 4 
~- Lucie 1 
~. Lucie 2 
ltch 1 
1tch 2 
~gtle 1 
J9t1e 2 
iver Bend 
linton 1 
~ok l 
~ok 2 
rnol d 
yster Creek 
ood Creek 

"l17 
t :3 
:]1)6 
331J 
332 
762 
49F 
ag·· 
853 
761 
581 

"' 791 
160 
722 
579 
136 

"' "' 662 
815 
858 
824 
669 
632 
593 
552 
570 
484 
702 
80 

762 
104 
706 
304 
261 
143 
609 
759 
612 

"' 334 
268 
241 
196 
735 
154 
676 
695 
694 
914 
375 
512 
482 
41S 
290 
329 
407 
946 
933 
572 
111 
164 

56 
4S 
52 

" 47 
108 
43 

127 
121 
105 
83 
Ill 
100 
23 

100 
60 
18 

126 
114 

"' 113 
122 
117 
93 
67 
B5 
76 
B1 
69 

100 
11 

108 
14 

113 
43 
37 
19 
B5 

lOB 
87 

111 
44 
39 
31 
25 

105 
22 
96 

" " 130 
54 
61 
57 
59 
41 
4S 
57 

13S 
133 
79 

106 
27 

a o o o a 

Reactor name 

Humboldt B~ty• 

Oia.blo Ca.nyun Z' 
Olab1o Canyo1 i" 
Susquehann.!l 
Susquehanna .:. 
Peach BoHr. ' 
Peach Botto 
Limerick 1 
Limerick Z 
Trojan• 
fihpatrick 
Indian Point :l 
Seabrook 1 
Seabrook 2 
Sal e111 1 
Sal&~~~ 2 
Hope Creek 
Gi nna 
Rancho Seco 1'" 
Su!ll!ler 
San Onofre l 0 

San Onofre 2' 
San Onofre 3• 
South Te~as Project 1 
South Tt!~as Project 2 
Browns fl!rry 1 
Browns Ferry 2 
Browns ferry 3 
"Sequoyah 1 
Sequoyah 2 
~atts Bar I 
Watts Bar 2 
3ellefonte I 
Bel 1 efonte 2 
tiurtsvi 11 e A I 
Hartsvi11 e ,,2 
tomanthe Peak I 
Comanche Peak 2 
Oavis Besse 1 
Callaway 1 
Vermont \'ankee 
'Surry 1 
Surry 2 
Nor-th Anna 1 
North A110a 2 
WNP z• 
WNP 1• 
~NP 3• 
Point Such I 
Point Beach 2 
Kewaunee 
Yankee 
Brunswl tk 2 
Brunswick 1 
Shoreham 
Waterford 3 
l'laine Yankee 
Three Mile Island 
Grand Gulf 1 
Grand Gulf 2 
Cooper 
Nine Hile Point 1 
Nine Mile Point 2 

2 0 

100% by Truck 
• 

66 

"' 252 
516 
463 

I, 126 
I, 12.6 

500 
287 
605 
864 

'" 343 
177 
791 
764 
36S 
503 
721 
215 
203 
306 
348 
539 
453 
944 
821 
966 
588 
571 
46S 
424 
315 
109 
264 
194 
294 
2S7 
321 
260 
675 
748 
620 
469 
420 
605 
251 
448 
620 
591 
634 
340 

72 
60 

201 

'" 980 
723 
316 
210 
771 
700 
165 

JO{l% by Rai 1 

12 
30 
36 
71 
67 

156 
156 

70 
40 

117 
127 
102 

" 26 
113 
100 

51 
71 

103 
31 

" 44 

" 77 
64 

135 
140 
137 
113 
108 

66 
61 
45 
29 
40 
26 
42 
33 
43 
38 

" 106 
68 
56 
so 
64 
36 
63 
68 
64 

2B 
42 

140 
103 
45 
30 

107 

" 26 

" 4B 
10 
11 



Tabh A-19. Nu,..Jttr of shlpi11&1'1h to an HRS facility from ea!lhl'll and we~lllrn readors 

Re;&clor "'"' 1 0(1% il . Truck 100% by Ral1 Ructor naltll' 100% by Truck 100" by Rail 

tills tone 1 .'l"J4 111 Fort Calhoun l 534 16 
\ill stone 2 '49 135 Horri! BWA pt ·:1 150 20 
li1lstone 3 <!27 33 Horri a PWA ~~ .1 175 25 
!.ontice11o "' 96 West Val1ey lfl pool 17 2 
•ra1rie Island 1 650 92 West Va11tP r•·•A pool ____bll -~ 
'rai ri& It land 2 631 90 

Total 7(),568 9,934 

---------------------------·--
• Considered a western reactor for thh analysis. 
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Table A-20a. ?"umber of cask ahi.ptnenta: to_tal caP.!4-ahip!J1ent.ii ,from reactors 

Numb'-~ r ~f cask shiQments 
Destination Mode PWR BWR Total 

----
Repository 100 t truck 43.611 26,91•2 70,553 

100 t rail 6' 190 3,737 9,927 

MRS facility, 100 t Tr\,\ck 44,2~2 26,346 70,568 
all spent fuel 100 1 Rail 6, Z67 3,667 9,934 

MRS facility, 100 '1. Truck 40,915 '· .<~ .~Sl! 65,~97 
eastern 100 1 Rail 5,793 3,390 ·9 ,.ls:l 
spent fuel only 

Table A-20b. Number of 
consolidated 

cask-shipments: 
spent fuel from 

total cask shipments of 
MRS facili ty• 

Destinstion Cask dze All spent Eastern 
(repoaitot·y site) (tons) fuel fuel only 

Salt sites0 100 8,074 7,500 
150 2,103 1,900 

Tuff 100 6,050 7,500 
150 3,186 3,000 

Basalt 100 6,610 6,100 
150 1,823 1,700 

• Estimates of shipment numbers. 
b Richton, Deaf Smith, or Davis Canyon. 

,. .... l. 
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Table A-21, Summary of the risks of tr&nsporting 
spent +Jel and high-level w;~stes for disposal in th.- authorhed system" 

Mode Md risk type ~;;;:,;:ht;,c,:---;;,,;,;f,-il~m~lft;:h--;oc,c.o; ,:<cC,O,C::y<'l· 

100" truck 
~aQiological 6.3 '·' '.1. Fi 
No-nnd i o 1 ogi ca 1 " 24 30 

100% rail 
Radiolorical 0.2 0.2 0,3 
NonradiO'Iogical 1.8 2.1 2.6 

Tuff 
(Yucca Mt) 

11 
36 

0.3 
3.0 

Basalt 
(Hanford) 

12 
39 

0. 3 
J .2 

~Risks eKpres&jjd in numbers of hhlltiu fro111 radi~_l,~git"'ol ~nQ nonradiological 
ca.uses. The number1 of fataliths from radlologiu.l cau$,;,t,·rcliJ~' first~ and 
second~generation g&netit effects. 

,. ' 
':.i,'J; 
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r.1llle A.-22. Sul\"''nary of the risks of transportation 
for the improved-perfo~Bnce system•·b 

Deaf 
Mode and risk tyjJa Richton Smith 

Qa,yj!j 
Canyon Yucca Mt. Hanford 

100% Truck, 100-ton coskc.<l 
Radiologica'! 5.3 5.4 
Nonrad l ol ogl ca 1 21 30 

5.4 5.7 5.-7 
35 42 39 

100% rail, 100-ton cMk<l"' 
Radiological 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0. 3 
Nonradiolo, ica'I 6.9 16 22 27 ,, 

100% true~ .• 150-ton cask<>·' 
Radhllogical 5.3 5.3 
Non radi ot ogi cal l7 19 5 ·' 

5.7 s. 7 ' 
21 27 2>• 

100"- rail, 150-ton cask"· f 

Rodiolot;~ical 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2 
Non rad l o 1 ogi ca 1 3.0 5.4 ••• 12 7.8 

• A.ll spent fuel assumed to be sent first to the HAS facility and frOM there to the 
repository; all hiqh-level waste assumed to be sent directly to the repository. 

b Risks eMpressed in n~bers of fatalities froa radioloqical ~nd nonradio1ogica1 
causes. The nutnbers of radiological fatalit.ies include first- and second-generation 
genetic effects. 

c Shipment by truck from reacton al'ld HLW processing plants; shipment in dedicated 
trains from MRS facility to repository. 

<I Shipment in general-coll'l'nerce trains fro~ reactors and HLW procasslng plants; 
shipment in dedicated trains from MRS facility. 

" The 100-ton cask carries ready-to-~plsce disposal containers. 
' The 150-t4n cask carries thin-walled canistora to be anoapsul&ted in ~ispo~al 

containers at the repository·. 

A'!!-49 
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rable A~23. 
'or disposal 

Surm~ary of the risks of transpo1·t i n9 
in the improv•d-performance sy~~P.~··~ 

Mode and risk typ~ Richton Oea<f"s~m~l~t~,----,,"•~,11:,-cc,~,~,~o~o 
Tuff 

(Yucca Ht,) 

---
100~ truck, 100-ton r.u.sk"·d 

Radiological 5.4 5.0 5 .o 5.3 
Nonradi ol ogi ca 1 20 " 32 39 

100'1 rail, 100-ton cask. d • • 

Radiological 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 
Nonradiologl.al 6.5 15 20 25 

100% truck, 150-ton cask"·' 
Radiolugical 5.3 5.0 5. 0 5.2 
Nonrad I ol ogi ca 1 17 18 19 24 

100% rail, 150-ton co.sk"·' 
Radiological 0.2 0.2 o. 2 0.3 
Nonradl ologl ca 1 2.8 5.0 6.4 11 

---

Basalt 
(Hanford) 

·5.3 
35 

0.3 
22 

5o2· 
2·1 ' 

0.2 
7. 3 

• Spent fuel from •••tarn reactors ass~d to be sent first to the MRS facility and 
from there to the repository; spent fuel fr0111 'olestern re.sctors l!sSuMd to be sent diuctly to 
the repository. All hlgh~lev81 waste assumed to be s~nt directly to the repository. 

~ Risks expressed In n~bers of fatalities from radlologlcil and nonradlologtcal 
cauus. The numbers of radiological fatalities Include first- and second-generation genetic 
effects. 

" Shipment by truck from reactors and HLW processing plants; shipment in dadtcated 
trains fr011 HRS facility to repository. 

"Shipm.nt in general-conwnarce trains from reactors and HLI~ procassing plents, 
shipment in dedicated trains fr0111 HAS facility. 

• The 100-ton cask carries ready-to~place d;sposal containers. 
' The 150-ton cask carries thin-walled canisters to be encapsulated in disposal 

containers at the repository. 

Of\t\{"18l 



Table A-24. l1·ansporhtion risks for autlloriud system fr';;i!l spent fuel only 

Oeef Oa>1is Tuff • Basalt 
~lode and risk t)'j<tl' Richton S~ni til Canyon (Yucca Ht.) {Han-ford) 

RADIOLOGICAL RISK• 

Muck transportation 
Normal occupational fatalities 0.7 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
Normal nonoccup&t ion a 1 fatalities J,8 5. 2 6.5 7.7 8.4 
Accident nonoccupation, 1 fatal it in ~ IL.Q,l IL.Q,l ll...Q! IL.Jl. 

'i'otal fatalities 4.6 6.2 7.7 '. 2 10 

ai 1 t ranspo rt:.t ion 
Normal occupational fat•llties 0,06 0.07 0.09 0, I 0.1 
Norm&l nono~cupat ion a 1 fatalities o.as o.oa 0.1 Oo1 0.1 
Accident nonoccupation~l fatalities IL.Jl.2 IL.Jl.2 IL.Jl.2 IL.Jl.2 IL.Jl.2 

Total fataliti~~ts 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

NONRAOIOLOGICAL RISK 

ruck transportation 
Normal nonoc~:upat ion& l fatalities 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.4 Q.,4 
Accident o~cupational fatalities 2.7 3.9 5.2 ••• 6.8· 
Ac~id~~tnt nonoccupational fatalities 9.6 14 18 23 24 
Accident oc~upational injuries 6.5 7.7 10 12 ,. 
Accident nonoccupational lr~jurhs llL m.._ ~ ,ug_ JaL_ 

Total fatC~liths 13 18 24 ,. "' 
'" transportation 

Normal no~o,cupational f•~•ltties 0.1 o. 1 0. 1 ·Od!' o.-2 
Accider~t a~cupational f~tAlitles 0. Q-7 0.09 0.1 o.1 0. 1 
Accident nof'IO.(Cupat I onal, f.oJ.tal it i es 1 1.3 1.7 2.1 -21,•l 
Accident occupa.tional lnju.ries 9.2 12 15 19-- 19 
Accident nonoccupational injuries --l..i- ~ __a.z ~ ...$.~!· 

Total faUlitie:s 1.2 1.6 1.9 2.4 2.4 

~Radiological fataliti•! include first- and second~generation genetic effectt. 



Table A-25. Tran1portation risks for the authorhed system from i'!i4;ih-1eve1 W.!tSle only 

--
Dee.f Davis T1.1ff Basalt 

Hode and risk typ!· Richton S111ith Canyon { 'fiJCCa Mt.) (Hanford) 

RADIOLOGICAL RISK~ 

ck transportation 
Normal occupational fatalities 0.3 0.3 0.3 0. 3 0.3 
~ormal nonoccupat ion a 1 fa.talities 1.5 1.5 1.5 1'.8 1.8 
Accident nonqccupa.tiono:: fa.talities JWlGl Jl...lllll Jl...lllll Jl...lllll Jl...lllll 

Total fatal I tii!'J 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.1 2.1 

transportat.ion 
~ormal occ1.1pational fata.lities 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 
NorMa 1 nonoccupa tiona 1 fatalities 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 
Accid~nt nonocc1.1pational fatalities Jl...llllll Jl...lllll JWlJ1l IW1liZ Jl...lllll 

Total fatalities 0.6 0.06 0.07 0.08 o.08 

NONRAOIOLOGICAL AISK 

ck transportation 
Normal occupational fatalities 0.02: o. 1 o.os o. 1 0.02: 
Accident occupational fatalities 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.6 
Accident nonoccupational fatalities "' 4.7 4.7 5. 7. s·:s 
Accident occup;,.tional injuries 2.7 2.6 2.6 ~·.-1 3.2 
Accident nonoccupational h1juries ZL.... 15.,_ 2L- !IlL !lL.:-

Total fatalities 6.2 6.2 6.1 7,4 7.4 

transportation ... : 
Nonnal occupational fatalities 0.03 0.04 0.04 0'.04 0'.04· .,,,_,; 

Accident occupational fatalities 0.()4 0.04 0.04 . ' o. 04 '·0.05 
Accident nonoccupational fatalitin 0.6 0.6 0.6 ·0~6 0:·7 
Accident occupational injuri&s 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.3 6.6' 
Accident nonoccupational injuri&s :w.. L.L L.L ·L.L l~ 

Total fatalities 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.8 

'" Radiological fata1iths·include· firat- and second-generation genetic effects. 

"' ,.. '•,.. 1'\ l\ ... . .., 



Table A-26. Total trMsportation risks for the authorized systt~m 

Deaf D~ Tuff Basalt 
Hade and risk typ~ Richton Smith C<~.nyon (Yucca Mt.) (HMford) 

RADIOLOGICAL RISK• 

<tck transportation 
Norma 1 occupation a 1 fatalities 1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 
Normal nonoccupational fatalities 5.3 '·' a.o 9.5 lO 
Accident nonoccupationa1 fatalities lWll lWll lWll II...Q!I ~ 

Total fatalities 6.3 7.9 '.5 ll l2 

i1 transporh'o.ion 
Normal occupational fatalities D. 1 D. 1 0.1 D. 1 0.1 
No~l nonoccupational fatalities 0.1 0.1 o. 1 o. 1 0.2 
Accident nonoccupational fatalities u...u.: IL.Illi IL.Illi !L.UO: IL.Illi 

Total fatalities 0.2 0.2 D.3 D .3 D .3 

NONR~DIOLOGICAL RISK 

~ck transportation 
Norul nonoccupat i 0111.1 fat•lities 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.4 
~ccident occupational fatalities 4.1 5.2 6.5 B 8.4 
~ccident nonoctupational fatalities 14 l8 23 28 30 
Accident occupational injudo;~ •• 1 lO l3 " l7 
Accident nonoccupational inJ1.1ries UIL llllL JilL .wL.. !IlL. 

Total fatalities " 24 30 37 39 

11 transportation 
Noi"Nl nonoccupational fatalities D.2 0.2 D .2 0.2 0.2 
Accident occup•tional faU.Htles D. 1 D. 1 D.2 D.2 0.2 
Accident nonoceupational ¥atalities 1.5 l.B 2.2 2.6 2·,6 
Accident occUpational Injuries 14 l7 2l 25 26 
Accident nonoccupational injuries _._ 

~ ..4.3 li...J. ->...<! . 
Total fate.Hties 1.8 2. 1 2.6 3. D 3.2 

• Radiologiu.l fatalities include first- and second-generation genetic effects. 



Table A-27. TnH-lportation risks tor the improved-perfonMncmo system fr('m shipping 
spent fuel from reactors to the MRS facil•t.y• 

Deaf Davh Tuff Bf.salt 
Mode and risk 1. pe Richton S111ith Canyo 1 ( 'r'ucca Mt.) (Hanford) 

··--------
RADIOLOGICAL RISK'> 

Truck transportation 
Normal occupational fltalities 0 6 0.6 0.6 0 .• 6 0.6 
Normal r10noccupa t i or~ a I ~atalit.ies 3 3 3 ' . 3 
Accident nonoc.upational fatallt.hs ll&Z IWIZ IWIZ ll&Z n...az 

Total fatalities 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 

Rail transportation 
Normal occupational fatalities 0.05 0.1)5 o.os 0.05 0 .os 
Norma 1 nonoccupational hh.lltles 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.1)7 0.07-
Accident nonoccupational fatalities IWIZ IWIZ ll&Z IWIZ IWIZ 

To till fatalities 0.1 0. 1 0.1 0. 1 0. 1 

NONRADIOLOGICAL RISK 

Truck transportation 
Normal nonoccupational fatalities o. 2 0.2 0.2 o.a o.z 
Accider~t .,ccup·a.tlonal fatalities 2 2 2 2 , a 
Accident nonoccupational fatalities 7 7 7 '7 7. 
Accident occ~~ational fnjul"ies 4, ]. 4.1 4.1 4,1 4 •. 1 
Accident nonoccupational injuries JliL JliL JliL JliL JliL 

Total htalities 9. 1 9. 1 9.1 9. 1 9.1 

Rail transp11rtatton 
Normal nonoccupational fatalities 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 ,Q,J 
Accident occupational fatalities 0.05 o.os o.os o.os 0.05-
Accident nonoccupational fatalities 0.8 o.o 0.8 .Q,8 o.8 
Accident occupational i nj(jr,i es 7 7 7 7 7 
Accid~nt nonoccupational Injuries J.d._ J.d._ w.. J.d._ J.d._ 

Total fatalities 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

• E9ti~~~ated risks of shipping all spent fuel from reactors to the MRS facility. Th• 
risks are the same for all fuur of the sret~arios discussed in the te)(t. 

~> Radiological fatalities include first- and second-generation genetic effects. 

,.,. 



Table A-28. TrM'Iportation risks for tho improv~~:d-11erfo""an(,e system fr(oli'! shipping 
con!IO·i., iated spent fuel from the MRS facility to t.IIA repositor)·• 

-----

Risk type 

Noi"TTIal occupational fatalities 
N.oMI!al nonoccupational fc•talities 
Accident nonoccupational fatalities 

Total fatalities 

NoMIIal nonoccupational fatalities 
Accide~t occupational fatalities 
Accident nol"loccupationul fatalities 
Accident occupational injuries 
Accident nonoccupational injuries 

Total htalitil!s 

---,..SW----· 
Dat~f Davi' 

Richto11 Smith Cii!Wtl • 

RADIOLOGICAL RISK~ 

0. 002 
0.02 
!I.Jlgji 

0.02 

0.004 
0.02 
lLJlL 

0.04 

NONRAOIOLOGICAL RI$K 

o. 01 0.09 
0.3 0.9 
5 14 

47 130 
..!I..L .a._ 

5.4 16 

o .. 0',; 
OJ/l 
IWI.L 

0.04 

Q.1 
1.3 

19 
180 
.JA._ 

20 

---

Tuff 
{Yucca Ht.) 

0.006 
o.oa 
lLJlL 

0.05 

0.1 
1-6 

24 
220 

. .A6.--
25 

Basalt 
(Hanford) 

0.00.5 
0,03. 
lLJlL 

0.04 

0.07 
l.4 

" '190 
~ 

" 
• Esti-ted l"isks fr0111 shipping consoHdatfd apent fuel frolll th• MRS faci,lity to the 

repository. All ski,-.nts assu•ed to be by dedlcatad train in IOO~to~ Q&sks carrying 
ready-to-~plac• disposel containers, 

b Radiological fatalities include first- and secand-generation genetic effects. 

0 'n 't"' t'\ 0 



Table A-29, Translt~rtation risks for th~t improved-performanc~ ~ystem from 1hipping 
U(';(,·ldary wash from the MRS hciHty to the repo~itory• 

Type of risk 

lrmal occupational fatalities 
lrmal nonoccupat i ona 1 fatbllties 
:cident nonoccupational f,\talities 

Total fatalities 

~rmal nonoccupational fatal Hies 
ccident ot:cupational fatalit.ln 
~cldent nonoccUpational fatalities 
ccident occupational I njurha 
eel dent nonocc·upat I on a 1 lnj1Ji-ie5 

Total fatalities 

Richton 
Deaf 
Smith 

RADIOLOGICAL RIS~b 

o .oooa 0. 001 
o. 005 0.008 
Q...WlJi_ IUL 

o.ooa o. 02 

NONRADIOLOGICAL RISK 

0.008 0.02 

o.ooa 0.02 

Davis 
Canyun 

0.0(. ' 
0 .OG', 
IUL 

0.02 

0.03 

0.03 

--------
Tuff Basalt 

(Yucca Ht.) (Hanford) 

0.002 0.002 
O.Ol 0.014 
II..O.Z... IWIL 

0.03 0.02 

O.Q4 0.03 

0.04 ··o.o3 

• Estinated risks of shipping secondary waste (spent-fuel-assembly hardware, 
high-activity low-level waste, and contact-handled transuranit' wash) from the MRS 
facility to the repository. All secondary-waste stdptnents assumed 't'ci be b'y dedicated 
train in 100-ton casks. 

b Radiological fatalities include first- and second-generation genetic effects. 
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Table A··30. Trlll,•,port.at.ion risks for the improvf!d-performant:i: system fro~\ shipping 
high-l('vel wastl!l to the rll!lpository~ 

O•af Oo~~..-is Tuff Basalt. 
Mode and risk lpt! Richton Smith Canyo1 (Yucca Mt.) (Hanford) 

RADIOLOGICAL RISI<'> 

Truck transportation 
Nonnal occupational fatalities 0.3 0.3 o.' 0.3 0.3 
Nor"TII41 none»!lt;Upational f$Ulitiu ].!'j 1.5 I ,5 1.8 1.6 
Accident nonoccupation, 1 fa tall ties Q...W JL..aJl.l JL..aJl.l JL..aJl.l JL..aJl.l 

Total fatalilHlS 1.6 1.6 l.B 2. 1 2. 1 

Rail transportr.Cion 
Nonnal occupatior.al fatalitlu 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 
Normnl nonoccupational fatalities 0.03 o.oJ 0.03 o.o4 0.04 
Accident nonoccupational fato1lities JL..aJl.l Q...W Q...W ~- Q...W 

Total fatalities o. 06 0.06 0.07 0.06 0. 07 

NONRAOIOLOGJCAL RISK 

Truck transportation 
Nor"TII41 nonoccupational fatalities 0.02 Q.1 0.05 Q,J 0.02 
Accid&nt occupational fatalities 1.4 1.3 1.3 ·1..6 '·' Accident nonoc~upatlonal f1talitles 4,8 4. 7 4, 7 •• 7 5.8 
Accident G'~upa\ional inJu~ies 2.7 2.6 2.6 3.1 3.2 
Ace! dent nonoccupat I on a 1 I nj urie:s ZL. 15._ ZL !.L. 2.L 

Total fatalities 6.2 6.2 6.2 7.4 7.4 

Rail transporta\ion 
Nonm.l nonoccupational fatalltiu O.OJ 0.04 0.04 0,06 0.04 
Accident occupational fatal.Hies 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.1)5 0.06 
Accident nonoo~upational fat~lities 0.6 o. 6 0.6 0,7 . 0 .• 7 
Accident occupational injuni,es 5.3 5.3 5.4 6.9 6.6 
Ace i dent nonoccupat ion a 1 I nj uri es w... l...L l...L w... w... 

Total fatalitiu 0.63 0.64 0.66 0.84 0.79 

• Esti11!4hd risk of shipping high~·level .,.aste directly to the repository. Al"l shiptl•nts 
assumed to ba in 100-tJn casks. 

"'ll:adiologlcal fatalities incl1Jde first- and second-generation get1etic eff~cts . 

.... . . 
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Table A-31. rotal transportation risks for the improved·-parformanca S)'thm• 

Oe~~of Davi" Tuff 8a!alt 
Mode ""d ri s.k t;•p.t fH chton Smith CMyo-, (Yucca Ht.) (Hanford) 

RADIOLOGICAL IUSKb 

Truck transportationc 
Norm~l occupational fatalities 0.9 o.e 0.~ 0.9 0.9 
Normal nonoccupational fatalitlos 4.8 4.4 4.5 4.7 4.8 
Accident nonoccupatio• al fahliti&s II..QJ LM ~ IWili LM 

Total fatalit·!es 5.3 5.4 5.4 s. 7 s. 7 

Rail transpor~ation~ 
Normal occupational fatalities 0.09 0.09 o. 09 0.1 0.1 
Norma 1 nonoccupat ion a 1 fatolitin 0.1 0.1 0.1 0. I 0.1 
Accident nonoccupational fatalities II..QJ ~ ~ LM II&! 

Total fatalities 0,2 o. 3 0.3 0.3 0.3 

NONAAOIOLOGICAL RISK 

Truck transportationc 
No~l nonoccupational fatalities 0.2 0.4 0.4 o.s 0.3 
Accid~nt occupational fatalities 3.7 4.3 4.6 !h'2 8.0 
Accident nonoccupatlon~l fatalities 17 " 30 36 33 
Accident occupation a 1 I nj_ uries S4 130 180 230 200 
Accident nonoCcupational Injuries ZliJL ZZlL ;uo_ ZliJL ~ 

Total fatalitiet 21 30 35 4Z 39 

Rail transportation~ 
No~l nonoccupational fatalities 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 
Accident occupational fa't&Htles 0.4 1.0 1.4 1.1 '·'1,5 
Accident nonodcupationo1 fatalities 6.3 IS 20 25 22 
Accident occupational injuries 59 140 190 240 210 
Accident nonoccupational injuries J.L. ..zL. ..l2..... ...4:L c&-· 

Total fatalitle! 6.9 16 22 27 24 

"Estill'lilted risks of shipping (1) a'l spent fuel from reactors to the HRS facility, (Z) 
consolidated spent f~el from the HAS factl;ty to the repository, (3) secondary waste froM the 
I'IAS facility to the repository, and (4) hi911-lev41l wash directly to the rt>pository. All 
s~lpments fr~ the HRS facility assumed to b~ in 100-ton casks. 

b Radiological fatallti~s include first- and second-generatio~ genetic effects. 

~ Shipment by truck from reactors and HLW processing plants; shi~nt in dedicated 
trains from HRS facility to repository. 

~ The 100-ton cask carrie-s ready-to-emp'lace disposal containers. 
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!he result& presented here are to be used only in comparing potential 
repository sites because their absolute values, tho,\gh considered to be 
representative, t1ave acknowledged uncertainties asao:.inted with them. 
Important onea .'h.clude the following: 

1. The risk analysis (Section A,8,2.8) was pe~.ormed on a national 
scale, using aggregate input from large rt ,J:.ons. As a result, these 
inputs are averaged and may not accurately ~·oJ!flect information for 8 

specific route. 

2. The packaging capacities are not known at this time nor are actual 
exposure rates for new casks. 

3. Some inputs will be refined during the stud:les conducted concurrently 
with site characterization and during the p:~eparatiOn of the 
envirorunentnl impact statement, 

A,9 COST ANALYSIS 

Early efforts at defining the transportation-system equipment and 
operating requirements for the repository were initiated in the late 1970s, 
when it was recognized that transportation is an illlpor·tant factor in 
repository siting. This section summarizes the method, assumPtiOns• and 
models used in arialyzing the costa of waste transportation. 

A.9.1 OUTLINE OF METHOD 

The analysis in this environmental assessment makes use of the models 
developed to evaluate the costs of transporting waste to a repository. The 
analysis is dependent on a logistics code, WASTES, whi.ch analyzes the cost of 
transport and hardware requirements (Shay et al., 1985). The hardware costs, 
both maintenance and capital, sre evaluated by using the output from WASTES. 
The total costs can therefore be thought of 38 the composite value of shipping 
costs, hardware capital expenditures, and maintenance allowances. All three 
factors are highly dependent on the assumptions underlying the analysis. 

A.9.2 ASSUMPTIONS 

In calculating costs, the spent-fuel discharge data published in a recent 
DOE report (Reeb et al. 7 1985) were used. In all scenarii::ua a total of 62,000 
MTU of spent fuel is shipped from individual reactor sites. the specific 
amotmts of spent fuel to be shipped from each reactor site were selected on a 
yearly basis by applying the following criteria: 

a o o 0 8 2 ') .• 4 



l. 

2. 

Reactors 
withln a. 

Reactors 
priority 

~)Xperiencing a loss of full-core-reserve (FCR) 
,;iven year were given the highest priority, 

·.mdergoins decommiasioning were giveu tha next 
years after their last year of ope_:&t.ion. 

capacity 

highest 

3. The olde:<.t fuel remaining at reactors was gi;e:~ final priodty. 

The other majcor assumptions used ~n thi~ analysis au· de!iicritled below (see 
Cashwell et al., 1965, for det~i~s). 

A,9.3 MODELS 

The WASTES model was used to c•~culate shipping ¢Osts and the si~e of the 
cask fleet. Thie moQel has bee~J, benc~rkeQ a_s,4inst fltlSt ~naly~es. A good 
discussion of thE' capabilities of WASTES is ~resented. by, Shay et al. (1985), 

A.9.4 COST ESTIMATES 

The cost~ o£ tr,nsportins waste in the various ~cenarios are shown in 
Table A-32. Estimates for the $uthoriaed system 4nd two scen4rios for the 
improved-perfo~nce system ~re presented in sufficient det4il to sbow the 
costs of shipping the various types of wa$te. Only suwmary results are 
presented for the other scenarios, but details are available in the report by 
Cashwell et al. (1985). The results for the same two scenarios are provided 
in Tables A-33 anQ A-34 except that different detail is highlighted. In these 
tables, the three major cost components are shown for spent-fuel shipments 
only. The basis for the capital and maintenance costs is given in Tables A-35 
and A-36. It should be noted in Table A·-35 that the cask-maintenance costs 
are for 15 years--the assUilled. life of a cask. Table A-36 a~timates the 
numbers of casks needed over the lifetime of the repository for each of the 
various scenarios. 

The cofit& of tr~naportina, high-level waste are given in Tables A-~7 &Ad 
A·-38 for each of. the repository sites and for each mode conaidered. 

A.9.5 LIMITATIONS OF RESULTS 

The results presented should be used only to compare the potentia~ly 
acceptable sites. As absolute values~ they are limited for several reasons: 

1. No e.ttemp,t lias tqa,(\fi= to escalate costs for inflation, All costs are 
in co,nstap.~ l.9~5 ,C\Oll4rS, 

2. The transportation-distance estimates will be aff~ct~d by the 
selected routes. 
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Table A-32. Total tran5portation cost 
(millions of dollars) 

-··--

----- Beposj tan SitL.---

!'lode and waste typa kichton Deof Smith Davis Canyt'r Yt~cca Ht. tlanford 

AUTI-!ORIZED SYSTEI1 

100~ Trt~ck 
Spent fuel 722 922 1 ,08(1 1 ,'Z86 1,345 
Defense high-leve'l waste 207 195 214 m 264 
(OII'IIIfi"Cial high-level 7 a 10 "' " waste• 

100% Rail 
Spont futl 699 832 917 1,024,1 ' 1,056 
Defenae high-level WQste 272 279 278 308- 308· 
Co~erdal high-leve1-... 10 10 11 12 12 

waste• 

Totals 
' 

Truck from ori9in 936 1 '127 1 '305 1 '538 1 ,615 
R.ai 1 from ori g1 n 982 1 '122 1 ,207 1,345 1,376 

IMPR.OVEO-PERFORHANCE SYSTEM 

1. All (uel to the H~S hcility 

100~ truck from origi11 
Spent fuel '" '" 600 600 600 
Defense high-level waste 207. 19S 214. 237' 264, 
C 01111110 r c ia l high-level 7 a 10 15 1S 

waste• 

100" rail f~om origin 
Spent fuel 594 "' 593 593 593 
Oefense high-level waste 272 279 278 308 308 
C011111e ~ci a 1 high-level 10 10 11 12 12 

-..aste• 

Rai 1 fr~ HII:S, 100-ton casks 
Spent fuel in disposal 421 "a 728 800 693 

containers 
Assembly hardware and 80 '".4 144 "' "' high-activity waste 
Contact-handled a 9 9 10 10 

transuranic waste 

Rai1 fr0111 MRS, 150-ton casks 
Spent ft~tl in disposal 157 212 236 412 248 

contai·ners 
Assembly hardwart and 87 123 140 147 172 

high-activity waste 
Contact-handled a 9 10 10 11 

transuranic waste 



Table A-32. Tobl transportation cost (('ontinul!d) 
(millions of dollars) 

----------------•'•••oo"'"'"'•'''''"'"'"'"'""~.de-------------------------
~Jodi! and wash ty·'f Richton D&af Smith Davis C·,\y~n Yucca Ht. 

IMPROVED~PEIIFDRI'IANCE SYSTE/1 (Contlr 10,) 

1. All fuel to the HRS focility (Cond ·.rtd) 

Total co&t, lCIO~ton cask.i 
Truck frc , oritn 1 ,323 1,576 1 '709 1,828 
Rail from orlg n 1,384 1,654 1 '767 1,889 

Tohl cost, 150-ton casks 
Truck from origin 1 ,065 1' 149 1,210 1 ,422 
Rail from origin J. 127 1,227 1 ,268 1 ,483 

" Western-reactor spent fuel directly to the repository 

Total cost, 100-ton casks 
Truck from origin 1 ,265 1 ,439 1 '560 1 ,674 
Rai 1 fro111 or! gl n 1,328 I ,537 1,640 I, 760 

Total cost, 150-ton casks 
Truck fr~ orifin 1,046 1 ,084 1 '126 1,:-108 
Rail fr0111 ol"ig n I, 109 1' 182 l '206 1,394 

"' High-level waste fron1 the West Valley Ottn~onstration Project. 

A.-62 
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Hanford 

1,748 
1. 792 

1 '30 1 
I, 345 

; ,562 
1 ,628 

I ,205 
1 ,271 

. ... , 

,, ' 

'- ''I 
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Table A-33 Costs of transportation from reac~vra to repository 
in the authoriJed ~Y$tem•·b 

Repository site 

Richton 
Deaf Smith 
Davis Canyon 
Yucca Mountain 
[Ianford 

Richton 
Deaf, Smith 
Davis C41nyon 
Yucc.a l"!olUltain 
Hanford 

(millions of dollars) 

Shipping Capital 

ALL SHIPMENTS BY RAIL 

390 202 
477 232 
534 250 
604 275 
626 280 

AI.L SHIPMJU.ITS ijY T~OCK 

442 181 
595 212 
717 235 
876 266 
922 274 

r-~·aintenance 

108 
123 
134 
146 
150 

. 99 
ll6 
128 
145 
149 

-----------------------------------------
• Spent fuel only. 
b Values have been ~ounded. 
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Total 

69.9 
.832 ' 
9\1. 

l·,Q_24 
\,,055 

n·2 . 
9Z~ .. 

,1,080-
·')., 286, 
\,345,· 
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Table A-34. Co~ ,'a of transportation in the improvei.· performance system-1' b 

(millions of dollars) 

~.eposi tory site Shipping Capital laintenance 

·----
RAIL SHIPMENTS TO AND FROM THE MRS l'AdLITY 

Richton 598 248 256 
Deaf Smith 799 354 212 
Davill Canyon 895 277 306 
Yueca Mountain 963 379 227 
Hanford 906 354 211 

TRUCK SHIPMENTS TO, AND RAtL SHIPMENTS FROM, 11HE MRS FACILITY 

Richton 
Dea-f Sm.i th 
DaviS Canyon 
YucCa Mountain 
Honf6rd 

623 
824 

•' 919 
988 

. ggl 

Z36 
'342 
2'65 
-367 
142 

250 
. 207 

3bo 
. 222 

206 

Total 

1,102 
1,369 

--~ 1 1t47'7'' 
1;569 
1';,471].' 

l·;-108 
'_; 1't372 
;;,1,485''' 

11i5'76' 
1'1 ~79 

a All spent fuel sent first to the MRS facility and from there to the; ' 
repository, after consolidation. All shipments in 100-tbrt· c&slts; ·_,:,:-

b Cost estimates do not include high-level waste, and values have been 
rounded. 

"" ,..,. ,... n nl 



T·tble A-35. Capital and maintenance costs 
(millions of 198S dollars) 

Transportation n:.-·de 

fl.dactor to MRS facili.ty 
Truck cask 
Rail cask 

MRS facility to repository 
100-ton rail cask 
150-ton rail cask 
Rail package for 

transu.ranic to~astec 

Defense high-level wasted 
Truck cask 
Rail cask 

CapitalM 

1.5 
2,5 

2.5 
2.75 

1.6 ,, '" ·" 

1.1 
!'.8 

Maintenance~:~ 

0.075 
0,125 

0.125 
o.qs, ,_,.,,,_. 

·'!'· '' 
OJOH ,,., .. _ 

0.06 
0.09 

,_,, 

• Capital costa ar.e for each cask and include th~ cost Qf ;rA~i,·~~-.qt , 
railcar. 

b Maintenance costs are per_ package-year for the. aesumed 15-year -eal!lk' ._,,, 
life. 

~ Based on two packages per.railcar. 
d Includes commercial high-level waste from the West Valley 

'' Demonstration. Project. ,,:, 
... ,. 1 I,, :l 

., ... 

--·"' • ,, -q·' 
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Tatle A-36, Total requll"ttllle11ts for tra11sportation packagl.·1g 
(N~mber of Cl$ks) 

----- -----------<0<<_< ___ _ 

Deat 
Smith 

Qeposl J:r..::.WU.:t_-;:;;------
Oavh Yucca 

Mode and waste typ£ Richton Canyon I'll. 

100" truck 
Spent fuel 
Defen'e high-level waste 
Com~ercial hi9h-level waste 

100" rail 
Spent fuel 
Defense high-level waste 
COIIW!Iercial hlgh-l&vel waste 

AUTHORIZED SYSTEM 

'" 40 
2 

81 
34 

2 

145 
43 

2 

93 
36 
2 

IHPROVED-PERFORHANCE SYSTEH 

16) 
48 

2 

100 
38 

2 

1. All spent fuel to the filS facility 

100" truck from ori_gin 
Spent fuel 
Defense high~level wa,~e . 
Comercial high.:.1t.Je1 'Wast'& 

100~ rail frq111-.origin 
Spent fuel 
Defense high-level waste 
Conmercial high-level waste 

Rail from HAS, 100-ton c~skS 
Spent fuel in disposal 

con tal r~ers 
High-activity waste 
Contact-handled TAU waste 

Rail fr0111 HilS, 150-ton casks 
Spent hal in canisters 
High-activity waste 
Contact-handled TR.U waste 

106 
40 
2 

55 

4 
2 

20 
8 
2 

106 
44 

2 

67 
37 

2 

70 

4 
2 

20 
8 
2 

106 , 
67 
38 <2 

7S 

4 
2 

20 
8 
2 

2. Western-reactor spent fuel to the repository 

100" Truck from origin 
Spent fuel 111 
Defense high-level waste 40 
Co11111ercial high-level waste 2 

100" rail from origin 
Spent fuel 70 
Defense high-level waste 34 
Commercial high-level waste 2 

Rail from HRS, 100-ton casks 
Spent fuel in disposal canisters 50 
High-activity waste 4 
Contact-handled TAU work 2 

Rail from HRS, 150-ton casks 
Sper~t fuel in canisters 20 
High-oJ.ctivity waste a 
Contact-handled TAU woJ.ste 2 

a o \1) o a 

108 
44 

2 

69 
37 

2 

60 
4 
2 

20 
8 
2 

106 
48 

2 

" 38 
2 

70 
4 

' 
20 

8 
2 

2 3 I 

182 
50 
4 

110 
42 

2, 

106 
51 
4 

67 
42 

,{t 2. 

'.. ',, 

so 
4 
2 

30 
6 
2 

lOS 
51 

4 

" 42 
2 

70 
4 
2 

30 
6 
2 

Hanford 

188 
53 
4 

112' 
•44' 

z. 

106 
56 
•• 

1

67' 
47 ., 

4 
2 

20 
lO 
2 

106 
56 

4 

67 
47 

2 

60 
4 
2 

20 
8 
2 

,; '' 

)_ ._,;.,. 

';J,i{ 
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Table A-37 Costs of transporting high-l~vel waste by truck• 
(millions of 1985 dollars) 

Source and destin .,tion Shipping Capital ~ .. aintenance 

Savannah River Plant 
Banford 135 48 26 
Yucca Mounta::.ll 110 42 23 
Deaf sm~.th 63 31 17 
Richton 34 22 12 
Da\·is Canyon 97 40 22 

Hanford 
Banford NA NA NA 
Yucca Mountain 10 3 3 
Deaf Smith 15 4 4 
Richton 24 6 4 
Davis Canyon 9 3 3 

Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory 

Hanford 26 10 8 
Yucca Mountain 29 10 8 
Deef Smith ;~: 40 12 10 
Richton 74 16 14 
Davia Canyon 23 10 B 

West Valley Demonstration 
Plantb 

Banford. 9 4 2 
Yucca Mountain 8 4 2 
Deaf Smith 5 2 1 
Richton 4 2 1 
Davis Canyon 7 2 1 

•l , • 

• Values have been rounded • 

• Commercial high-level waste. 

Total 

210 
175 
Ill 

68 
158 

NA 
.16 
23 
34 
15 

44· 
•47, 
62 

105 
41 

15· .,;: 

15 
9· '' 
7 

10 



Table A-38. 

Source and des tina .ion 

SRP to 
Banford 
Yucca Mountain 
Deaf Smit.h 
Richton 
Davis 

Banford to 
Banford 
Yucca Mountain 
Deaf Smith 
Richton 
Davia 

INEL to 
Hanford 
Yucca Mountain 
Deaf Smith 
Richton 
Davia 

West Valley to 
Hanford 
Yucca Mountain 
Deaf Smith 
Richton 
Davis 

Costs of transporting high-level waste by rail~ 
(Millions of 1985 dollars) 

Shipping Capital ·.i<~intenance 

142 65 32 
126 54 27 

92 43 22 
56 32 16 

118 50 25 

NA NA NA 
15 5 4 
20 5 4 
26 7 5 
14 5 4 

44 14 11 
48 16 12 
64 16 12 
91 22 16 
39 13 10 

7 4 • 2 
7 4 2 
5 3.6 2 
4 4 2 
6 4 2 

1 Values have been rounded. 

' .-; 

Total 

240 
208 
157 
105 
193 

NA 
25 
30 
39 
24 

69 
77 
92 

129 
61 

12 
12 
10 
•10 
n 



3. Published tariffs were ueed in this analysis where available; 
however~ mder the deregulation that has recently occ\,rred, the DOE 
will be e 'Jle to negotiate with carriers for ~·ates and services, and 
shipping costs may change. 

A.lO BARGE TRANSEORTATION TO RE:Pi ITORIES 

The most likely way in which barge transportal ;,1; would be used to make 
shipments to a rep1·.eitory would be to complete a pat:·: .. al leg of the journey. 
In all cases, barges cannot be loaded directly from tr ~ reactor-pool loading 
area without the use of heavy-haul truck equipment or a railcar. In the barge 
scenario for eastern reactors evaluated by Tobin and Meshkov (1985), it was 
considered likely that a reactor within 483 kilometers (JOO miles) of a large 
port capable of handling large rnilcasks and served !Jy a railroad would ship 
by rail and then use a barge through an intermodal transfer. The eastern 
reactors for which barge transport was considered to be a feasible option are 
listed in Table A-39. The shipment from the reactor would then proceed as far 
as possible by barge, and then another intermodal transfer would occur back to 
a railroad. This transfer point was assUJJ1ed to be either in the Gulf of 
Mexico or on the Mississippi River. Therefore, the shipment would arrive at 
the repository by railcar, The possible exception where barge loadings and 
unloadings could be madfl directly would be a sped.ally designed cask-handling 
facility at the MRS facility. Because a barge has tremendous capacity 
(equivalent to at least four rail casks), it is highly inefficient to use 
small truck casks. 

The results given in Table A-40 for the risk from barge transportation 
generally show that barge transportation increases occupational exposur~ for 
normal operations during the shipment of spent fuel. Because barge shipments 
require intermodal transfer at both ends of the journey, the workers involved 
in this activity receive relatively high radiation doses and account for the 
large increase in occupational exposure over the rail mode. The exposure of 
the public is also increased by the intermodal transfers. 

The results presented in Table A-40 are a first attempt at characterizing 
barge transportation. The numbers are expected to be refined as further 
studies are conducted to provide models of similaL detail as those available 
tor the truck and rail modes. As in previous studies for truck and rail 
modes, when data are not well characterized, assumptions are made that tend to 
overpredict the actual values. liowever, reactor-specific re~mlts presented by 
Tobin and Meshkov (1985) suggest that under several circumstances the barge 
mode may reduce risk. 

Tobin and Meshkov did not investigate the consequences of barge accidents 
because a previous study (Unione et al., 1978) was found to contain analyses 
for barge accidents that w~re similar to those used by Sandquist et al. (1985) 
for truck and rail accidents. The results of that study are shown in Tables 
A-41 and A-42. These results can be compared with the equivalent categories 
in Table A-5. Table A-42 is comparable to results for water release. The 
results Dhow accidents from bargeR to be of the same order ss for other modes, 
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Table A-39. Reactor sites included In barge st11dy 

Jraosfer at Houstonr. _ 
Plant Statu 

runs..,.ick North C.1 ··olin a 
alvert Cliffs Maryl<~ond 
rystal River flodda 
ar 1 ey Alabama 
ndian Point New Yc•rk 
Iaine Yanktte 11aine 
ll 11 stone Connectict.:. 
'yster Creek Ne"tl Jersey 
'ilgrim Me~s~achuutts 
.alem New Jersey ,,, Lucie Florida 
iurry Vi rgi ni"' 
·ut•key Point Florida 

• Plants loc.,.ted on a waterway. 

transfer at 
Plant 

Sig Rock Point 
Browns Ferry 
Cook 
D;svi s-Besse 
Drndan 
Fi tzpat l"i ck 
Gtnna 
Ke .... aunea 
Nine Mile Point 
Palisades 
Pol nt lhtach 
Sequoyah 
Zion 

b Plants located within 300 miles of port. 
c Shipments to Houston are by ocean. 
d Shipments to Mc11phis a;re ·by inland water"Way. 

il I a ,<J o a 

Michigan 
Alabama 
Michigan 
Ohio 
Illinois 
New York 
New York 
Wisconsin 
New York 
Mi ehigan 
Wisconsin 
Tennessee 
Illinois 

ll,<Lth 
~Guire 
:J-i"th Anna 

r·-,aeh 8Qttom 
~ ,1bi nson 
~ •JI!JIIer 

·.squehanna 
).,rea Mile Island 
Vtnnont Yankee 

Georgi a 
North Carolina 
Virginia 
PennJylvania 
Soutl'l Caro 1 i n<'l 
So1.1th Caroline~ 
Pannsy1vania 
P&nnaylvania 
Varmortt 



Tab!~t \-40. Projected latent cancer·s for ~hipments t.o reposi•.ories 
from reactors wl th barge access• · :• 

Deaf Smit Hanford 
Type of transfer Barge/rail All rail 

__ YuccA Mount&; ) __ 
Barye/rail AlI r"'il Barge/r<~il All rail 

Ofhhol"e to Gulf of 
Mexico 

Nonoccupational 
Occupational 

Inland walel"'ll'ays to 
Hississippi River 

Nonoccupat ion a 1 
Occupatior~~l 

Rail to water and 
GuH of HeJtico 

Nonoccupat i anal 
Occupational 

Total, 35 reactor sites 

Nonoccupational 
Occupational 

Total 

0.03 
0.09 

0.02 
o.oa 

0.05 
o.os 

a. to 
~ 

0.32 

0.02 
0.014 

0.01 
Q,Ol 

0.01 
0.007 

0.04 
lWI.l 

0.07 

0.04 
o. 1 

0.03 
o.oa 

o. 06 
0.06 

0.13 
~ 

d.J7 

,.1,03 
1.02 

11.02 
().015 

I}. 01 
0.01 

0. OS 
lUll 

o .lo ' ~ ~ ' 

0 .OS 
0, I 

0.03 
0. 08 

0.06 
0.06 

a. 14 
Jl,.ll 

0.38 

o:o3 
0 .1)2 

0.015 
0.015 

0.'01 
0.01 

0.08 
lUll 

0~ 10 

• Considers shipments from reactors listed in Table A-39 according to sched.ule given by Tobin 
and Heshkov (198.5). 

b Analysis was made only for three potential repository sites. 

i ., . 
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Table A .. 4L Summary of the radiological .Qir .. release 
consequences of airborne releases 

from barge accidents' 

Accident 
cla61&., 

Latent-( ~~r fatalitiesb 
Ave~a$A .~aximum 

4 

5 . ·; 2 X 10- 4 

6 0.2 

• Estimates based on data presented by Unione et al. (1978,' ' 
Table 6.4). 

b Based on the assumption that a population dose of '1 man-rem 
induces 0.00,02 latent-C4P.c.er fatality plus Uz:st;- and 
second-seneradon senetic effects. 

G Accident classes from Wilmot et al. (1983). 

Table A-42. Summary of the radiological 
consequences of waterborne releases frmo barge accidents' 

Specific 
dose pathway 

Drinking water 

Fresh-water fish 

Shoreline deposits 

Irrigated crops 

Total of all pathways 

Latent-cancer 
fatelitie&b 

1.0 

4 

0.02 

• Estimates based on data presented by 
Unione et al. (1978, Table 6.16). 

b Based on the aesumption that a population 
dose of 1 man-rem induces 0.0002 latent-cancer 
fatality plus first-and second generation genetic 
effects. 
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Shipping by !.1arge may be more expensive than the rail mod~:~, Tobin and 
Meshkov suggest t' at shipping spent fuel by barge and rail to o repository 
could cost from .f-8 to $/17 pf;!r kilogram of uranium, b·.1t these nun1bers atte high 
because new coat. c::stimates for casks are lowtr than those used in their 
study. If valuea from Table A-35 are substituted, tb .. ; adjusted cost for barge 
transportation br..:omes $27 tc $34 per kilogram of urn·,lwn. This comp«res with 
a nmge for rail Jf $13 to $17 per kilogram of uraniu1·, or appr:oxima\l.ely half 
the barge and ra.!..l cost. The barge-and-rail cost ca; be reUuced by adding· 
more casks to each barge; Tobin and Meshkov auume fu1,r railcasks on a barge. 
It is feasible to ship at least Six casks on a bargf , 

A primary objj:,:-:tive of the Tob:ln and Meshkov stu•. ! was to determine 
whether barge transportation is a discriminating factot in sHe selection. It 
can be inferred, however, from Table A-40 and from the preliminary estimates 
of cost r-er kilogram of uranium shipped that barge transportation will augment 
the other modes and will be used in special circumstances where the other 
modes are not available. Since all shipments in the ~egion of the repository 
site will be comrleted by rail or truck even if batges are used, no site has a 
significant advantage because of its proximity to 8. n·larby port, For example, 
the Richton site may appea.r to be better than Yucca Mountain because of iJs 
proximity to the Gulf of Mexico, but there is no advantage because a shipment 
to eithE!r site must be completed by rail. Similarly, barges on the Columbia 
River could arrive within about 16 miles of the Hanford site, but this option 
does not appear reasonable or probable for eastern reactors because of the 
additional crew exposure, cost, and time required to complete s shipment via 
the Panama Canal. Administrative concerns, including safeguarding and travel 
through foreign cou~tries, add to the unlikeliness of this option. As can be 
seen in Figure A-4, '!!lome reactors west of the longitude 100°W could ship to 
the Hanford site using intermodal transfers. The Trojan plant in Oregon as 
well as the Humboldt', Bay and Diablo Canyon plants in Californh. could possibly 
ship directly if the·proper dock facilities were available. It is not likely 
that a barge can land at San Onofre in California. Power plants in Arizona 
and the Rancho Seco plant in California are also not likely to ship by barge 
because rail shipments would have to be made to a suitable port. In each 
case, this port is li~ely to be densely populated, and therefore there is 
little incentive to use barges. 

No additional ins'ight for ranking sites is gained from Table A-40. At 
this preliminary stage in the evaluation of the barge mode for its feasibility 
and safety, it is concluded that the barge option is not a discriminating 
element in comparing s~tes. 

A.ll EFFECT OF THE SECOND REPOSITORY ON 1'RANSPORTATION ESTIMATES 

The analysea that have been discussed to this point (see Section A.8,3) 
do not explicitly consider the effect of the second repository; however, the 
siting guideline on transportation requires the second repository to be 
considered in the cost aPd risk analyses. A supplementary analysis was 
performed to predict the·, expected uncertainty in the results for a single 
repository when a seCond repoSitory is added to th~ waste-management system. 

A·dJ 
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A.ll.l SINGLE-.EPOSITORY ANALYSES 

The impact..3 reault.ing from shipments from reactc rs to the repository have 
been evalttated !>>J-: both the authorized system and thr• improved-performance 
system. 

In the auUwdzed system, spent fuel and high-: .,,.el waste are shipped 
directly to t·.he repository. The spent fuel that wfls 'lSsumed to be shipped 1.9 
generally the oldest fuel, except when a reactor tJ 1f: is running out of 
storage capacity h given preference. The gttog1"aph .. .r location of the fuel is 
not conside1"ed. 

In the scenarios analyzed for the improved·-performance system, similar 
assumptfvns were made about the fuel that is shipped. but the fuel is sent 
fir.st to the MRS facility and then to the repoRitory.. Four variations of the 
improved-performance system were considered. The fi.nt two assumed that all 
of the spent fuel that is received by the repository is routed through the MRS 
facility. Thene two variations differ only in thQ s.ze of the caak ~ssumed to 
be used for shipments from the MRS facility to the repository (100 and 150 
tons). Defense high-level waste is sent directly to the repository; it does 
not pass through the MRS facility. 

~o other variations were generated by taking into account the geographic 
distribution of some of the fuel. In these variations, about 4,500 MTU of 
spent fuel from the reactors west of the Rockies is sent to the first 
reposito1"y without passing through the MRS facility. The remaining fuel is 
preferentially selected by age except fo1" caaes where reactors have no storage 
capacity. These two variations are also distinguishable because 
two different cask sizes were assumed for each. 

None of the variations of the improved-performance system or the 
authorized system fully consider the geographic distribution of fuel; some 
do not consider it at all. 

A.ll. 2 LOGIC SUPPORTING THE SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSIS 

If a second repository is introduced into the waste-management system, 
the spent fuel that will be sent to the first repository can be chosen not 
only for the age of the fuel but also for the proximity of the fuel to the 
repository. Logic and the mandate of the Act appear to dictate that fuel 
closest to the first repository should be shipped to itt with the remainder 
being shipped to the second repository. When an MRS facility is added to the 
waste-management system, the ideal fuel selection for the first repository 
would be the fuel farthest from the second repository (approximately nearest 
the first repository). 

The second repository will enter the system several years after the 
first. Consequently, its effect on the population of raactors shipping to the 
first repoaitory will be somewhat reduced because the reactors with storage 
problems would li~ely not bQ restricted from shipment to a more distant first 
repository as long as their storage p1"oblems t"emained. The supplementary 
analysis more closely represents a system that simultaneously has two 
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repositories in OP•'ration and therefore will manifest the greot,.,st effect of 
regionality on tht transportation impacts, 

A.ll. 3 DESCRIPT:ON OF SUPPLEMENTARY ANALYSES 

Two separate analyrHl9 were p1nformed: one that ~ .msidered the MRS 
facility and another that did not, For each analysi~, two cases were 
considered: (1) U·e firat repository receives spent hJel from reactors 
closest to it and 0.) the first repository receives 01- mt fuel from reactors 
farthest from it (Figure A-5). Only Yucca Mountain i~ shown in Figure A-5; 
however, $!milar figures wer<e generated for analyses !or each of the five 
sites nominated a~ suitable for characterb:ation. 

The major assumptions are as follo~SI 

o The cumulati·ve sp~:~nt-fl.!.el quantities .were aGsumed to be those of the 
"midcase" projection by the: DO~'s Energy Inftnmation Admini'stration 
(EIA). 

o Estimates based on adjusted "great circle" distances. 
o Use of 150-ton casks for shipments from the MRS facility, 
o All spent fuel ~outed through tha MRS facility. 
o Only spent fuel was assumed to be shipped. 

The results ere pt:esented in Table A-43. Only cas~""111iles WQre calculated 
because cask-mlles !lre a good surrogate maa.aure of transportation cos·ts and 
risks. Table A-44 Qontains the percentage variation from the 
single-repository values. It can be seen that the -introduction of a second 
repository can produce a significant effect on the ~esults for a 
single-repository analysis. 

A.l2 CRITERIA FOR APPLYING THE TRANSPORTATION GUIDELINE 

The siting guideline on transportation (10 CFR 960.5-,-7) contains a 
number of terms that are subject to interpretation. These terms are 
underlined in Table ~-45, which is a complete listing of both the favorable 
and the potentially adverse conditions of the guideline, Terms like "short,'' 
"economical," "cuts,." and "fills" are clearly open to interpretation. These 
common terms generally. defy the application of accepted objective definitions. 

Early in the process of implementing the guidelinP., it was recognized 
that a consistent set of criteria was needed to apply the transportation 
guideline. In September 1984~ an ad hoc transportation group was established 
to deal with transportation issues in the environmental assessments (EAs). 
The group included a member from the DOE Project Offices representing the 
three host rocks considered for the first repository and representing 
substantial expertise in the transportation of radioactive veste. One member 
had been instntn~.entel in drafting the guideline itself, Before the issuance 
of the draft EAs, this .group developed criteria for applying favorable 
conditions 1. 2, anq ,; t..nd potentially adverse conditiona 1 end 3. These 
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Table A-43 

Repository 
site 

Richton 

Deaf Smith 

Davis Canyon 

Yu9ca Mountain 

Hanfot·d 

Cask-miles from reactors to potential repoaltory locations 
with and without an MRS facility• 

(Millions of cask-mile~: 

--~ithout MRS Jacit!.tt__ Wi-th 't!RS facilitr 
EA EA 

Closest Analysis Farthest ,r r:.sest Analysis Farthest 

6.5 11.0 15.3 5. I 9.2 14.0 

11.6 15.4 18. 7 6.8 10. 9 15. 7 

14. I 16.8 22.7 7. 8 11.9 16. 7 

17.4 23.2 27.6 11.4 15.6 20.3 

19.2 24.6 28. 9 8.6 12.8 17.5 

• Estimates based on the shipment of 62,000 MTU of spent fuel. 

Table A-41.. Percent variation in c:aak-miles resulting from the introduction 
of second repository 

Wl thout MRS facility With MRS faciliti 
Repository' site Closest Farthest Closest Fartheat 

Riol;tton -46 ;40 -44 •52 

Deaf Smith -30 +23 -38 +44 

Davis Canyon -29 +22 -34 +40 

Yucj!a Mountain -29 +21 -27 +30 

Hanford -25 +19 -33 +37 
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Table A-45. Cr.iteria for applying the transportation guideline 

FAVORABLE CONDit::lCI~.'S 

(1) Availability of access routes fr.om local existinB ~lighways and r~dlroads 
to the site which hove any of the following charu1 Ceria tics: 

(i) Such rou!.es are relatively short and !£.Q.Qf.:.rJ~al to construct as 
compared to access routes for otb@r co111pau~ :.e siting options. 

(ii) hd,eral condemnation is not required to acquire rights-of-way fot 
the access routeo, 

(iii) Cuts, Jills, tunnels, or bridges ate not tequired. 

(iv) Such routes ate free of ~SP curves or ~ep grades and are not 
likely to be affected by landslides or rock slide~. 

(v) Such routes bypass local cities and ~· 

Cdtedon 

All parts o~ this favorable conditiQn pertain to the access rqute to th• 
repository. The access ~Qute is the road or tailspur that ~at be conatt~cted 
to connect existing roads o~ track with tne site. Only on~. part need be 
present. 

(i) The favorable condition is present if the access route is less than 
10 miles long and costs less than $10 million. These ctiteria are 
applied to truck and rail routes separately. 

(ii) If any part of the access route must be constructed over private 
land, it is assumed that Federal condemnation will be required, and 
the favorable condition is not present 

(iii) All road or track construction requires cuts and fills. Cuts and 
fills for generally fl~t terrain are considered acceptable. Tne 
favorable conditiqn is not present if bridgea or tunnels are 
required. 

(iv) The favorable condition is present if the acce&s read is 
constructed over generally flat terrain. 

(v) The favorable con~ition is not present if the accesa toute passes 
throug~ a nighly populated area, as defined in 10 CFR Part 960, 
Subpar.t A, Qr 9~0.5~2.-l(c)(2) (Fedtral Reshtert Vol. 49, pp. 47754 
and 47763, resPectively). 
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Table A-4'i, Criteria for applying the transportation guideline 
(Continued) 

(2) Proximity tc local highways and railroads that p!' )Vide access to regional 
highways an<\ railroads and are adequate to serv~ ..:he repository without 
sign:lficant upgrading or reconstruction. 

Criterion 

This favorable cond.1.tior1 pertains to that segment of ~!!}(.~sting track between 
the outer end .Jf the access route and the nearest Statr~, Federal, or 
interstate highway and the nearest mainline railroad t;.oat does not require 
upgrading or repair. Th.is segment of road or track .should be no longer than 
10 miles and cost no more than $10 million. 

(3) Proxim!!! to regional highways, mainline railroad~, or inland ~aterway.s 
that provide access to the national transportation system. 

Criterion 

this distance refers to the length of the road or track between the outer end 
of the access route and the nearest· Stata, Fedetal, or· interstate highway' or 
the nearest mainline railroad. This distanCe Mhould be no more than 3d 
miles. DistanCe to a waterway· is not considered becauuE! a batge shipment· 
would have to offload onto a railroad. 

(4) Availability of a regional railroad system with a minimum number of 
interchange points at which train ere~ and equipment changes would be 
required. 

Criterion 

All sites have at least one railroad interchange point at the point where the 
site spur joins the ~inline. All other interchanges within 12S miles of the 
site will be counted. the sit'e,~dth. the fewut interchanges will be 
considE!red to have the favorable condition present. 

(5) Total projected life-cycle cost and risk for transportation of all wastes 
designated for the repository site which are significantly lower than 
those for comparable siting options, considering locations of present and 
potential sources' of waste, iriterim storage facilities, and other 
repositories. 

Criterion 

All sites ~ill be compared; only one site will have the favorable condition 
present. 
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Table A~lr5. Criteria for applying the tt'ansportati,oo guideline 
(Continued) 

·---------
6) Ava ilab ili ty d rea ional and lac a 1 carriers--t ruci·: .. nil, and 

~ater--~hich 1 ave the capability and are ~illing i,·) ~1andle ~aste 
shipments to ':,he repository. 

ri terion 

his favorable condj :ion is present if any carrier--t.l.L k 1 rail, or water--is 
vailable 1~ith:~o t:he minimwn transpot·tation study are&. 

7) Absence of legal impediment ~ith regard to complh:nce ~ith Federal 
regulations for the transportation of ~aste in orr through the a.fhcte.d 
State and ad,joining Bt·ates. 

riterion 

his favorable condition ~ill be addressed as explained in Appendix C. 

8) Plans, procedures, and capabilities for reaponse to radioaclt.tw waste. 
transportation accidents in the affected State that are completed or 
being developed. 

·rtterion 

,ny evidence that emergency-response plans, procedures,. and, capabilities-.ex.ist .. 
•i 11 be favorable. Evidence for all of these is required for a Hn..:::ing that 
he favorable condition is present. 

9) A regional meteorological h4story ·indicating that significant 
transportation disruptions would not be routine seasonal occurrences. 

:riterion 

~he repository activity-_ h--~.d.gnificantly ·d-isrupted if it h not able .to--meet 
.ts annual accept::ancet ra·te. 

, :r 
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Table A-45. Criteria for applying the transportation gu!deline 
(Continued) 

--------- .. ------
POTENTIALLY ADVERSE ·;oNDI'riONS 

(1) Access rout'ls to existing local highways and railr" •ds that are expensive 
to construct relative to comparable siting option~. 

Criterion 

An expensive access route is considered to be one that c~ats more than $10 
million. 

(2) Terrain between the site and existing local highwa:.fs and railroads such 
that steep grades, sharp switchbacks, rivers, lake&, land•lidea, roek 
slides, or potential sources of hazard to incoming waste shipments will 
be encountered along access routes to the site. 

Criterion 

This potentially adverse condition is present if the terrain over which the 
access route must pass is not generally flat and if the aect~ss route must 
cross a river or lake'.· 

(3) Existing local highways and railroed~ that could require significant 
reconstruction or upgrading to p~ovide adequate routes to the regional 
and national -·transportation system. 

Criterion 

This potentially adverse condition is present if a dgnificant reconstruction 
or upgrading of a truck or rail route costs more than $10 mUlion. This 
criterion is applied separately to truck and rail routeR. 

(4) Any local condition that could cause the transportation-related costs, 
environmental impacts, or risk to public healt~ and safety from waste 
transportation operations to be significantly greater than those 
projected for other comparable siting options. 

Criterion 

Examples of local conditions that are potentially adverse are proximity to a 
bombing range, extreme costs, and despoiling of the environmental and 
aesthetic qualities of pristine land. 
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cdteria were aJplied during the rankin& prucess doC"\lJ'Ilented {n Chapter 7 of 
the draft EAs. 

The procetu~ by which the criteria were developd relied heavily on the 
collective transportation expertise of the ad hoc &l oup. Rules-of-thumb were 
often used to nw.ke estimates ifl the context of indefir.ite terms. For example, 
the cost of a rr.de of new highwAy or railroad tracl L~ often ass\lJ'Iled to be $1 
million when tt,•~ route traverses flat terrain. Sw an estimate might be used 
when much additional information is not available Ihe application of such 
rules, experience, and informed judgment allowed n )J.e-definitive criteria to 
be developed while considering the requirement to ~~ \ge transportation 
c'onditions in the context of "comparable siting opl:L·ns." In other words, the 
criteria va.~.ues were developed by fully considel'ing the r&nge and distribution 
of values for all of the five sites nominated as su.~.l:able for. characterization. 

The comments on the draft EAs notod other inconsistencies in the findings 
reported for the transportation guideline, particularly for the conditions 
that contain tht~ term "regional". The DOE then Qec:•.dsd to develop criteria 
for all of the conditions in the transportation guideline. Throllgh repeated 
discussions with the ad hoc committee members, the final criteria presented in 
Table A-45 were promulgated in August 1985~ Again, the process of criteria 
development relied on the judgment of the transportation ad hoc group. 

A.l3 COMMON QUESTIONS REGARDING TRANSPORTATION 

A.l3.1 PRENOTIFICATION 

Many States wiQh to be notified in advance of certain radioactive-waste 
shipments. 

Whether prenotification results in an increase in safety is the subject 
of considerable discussion awong Federal regulatory agencie~ and State and 
local governments. Currently 9 the NRC, under Congressional mandate, requires 
NRC licensees to notify States in advance of spent-fuel and certain 
radioactive-~·aate shipments (10 CFR 71.97 and 73.37(0). The DOT requires 
poatnotification of shipments (49 CFR 173.22(d)). In an effort to understand 
the issue and to gauge the efficacy of the NRC regulation 9 the DOE sponsored a 
study (Pellattieri and Welles, 1985). Currently, the DOE and the DOT have 
completed a joint study that surveyed tho State, local, and facility 
notification requirements for hazardous materials (Dively et al., 1985). 

The DOE currently provides State officials with generic notification of 
its shipments of radioactive material. This notification reviews the type and 
quantity of shipments but does not designate the time and the date of 
shipment. For current shipments in support of the OCRWM research and 
development program, the DOE is supplementing this generic notification with 
courtesy communications to arJ appropriate officer of each State through which 
the shipment will pass. In light of the number of spent-fuel shipments to 
repositories, the DOE will evaluate ita current procedures for tracking 
radioactive-waste shipments and consider a number of additional options. For 
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example, an effe·~tive real-time shipment-tracking t>ystem may be a preferable 
alternative to J.•:enotification. Decisions will be based on the best 
technology avaii·~ble and applicable laws and reguhd:ions in use at the time of 
shipment to a Wflrite-management fac:l.lity. 

A.l3.2 EMERGENGY RESPONSE 

Emergency responSe to a transportation accidet.t involving radioactive 
material is anoth1.•r concern of State and local offic .ils. 

State a1.1.d local jurisdictions have the primary responsibility for 
emergency response to incidents occurring in connection with all hazardous 
materiaLs, including spent··fuel shipments. Federal <:~ssistance can be provided 
in many ways, however. For example, the DOE will make available from its 
resources such radiological advice and assistance as is requested and 
appropriate to protect public health and safety and ~o cope with radiological 
hazards. DOE personnel will respond to requests from NRC licensees; Federal, 
State, and local author.ities; and private persons or companies, including 
carriers. Assistance can be obtained from any one of eight DOE regional 
centers, which are capable of responding to radiological incidents on a 
24-hour basis. Requests for aid are handled directly through the DOE regional 
centers or through an emergency clearing house called CHEMTREC (Chemical 
Transportation Emergency Center) that is Rponsored and funded by the chemical 
industry. The DOE offices, when requested, will provide radiation assistance 
tewns. 

For States hosting facilities developed under the Act, the DOE will seek 
to negotiate writteri agreements that can address assistance and funding for 
emergency-response preparations. In othe~ States, funding or assistance in 
lieu of funding (e.g.? training courses, equipment, etc.) will continue to be 
available through the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FF~) or other 
Federal agencies. Examples of the type of assistance already provided by the 
Federal Government are the emergency-response workshops for first responders 
sponsored by the DOE at various locations in the country each year as part of 
its compliance training program. 

The FEMA hs.s coordinated the development of the interim Federal 
Radiological Emergency Response Plan (Federal Register, Vol. 49, p. 35896). 
The interim plan outlines procedures to be taken in the event of nuclear 
accidents, including those involving the transportation of radioactive waste, 
and is designed to provide coordinated Federal response in support of State 
and local governme·nts. Under the plan, State and local governments have the 
primary responsibility for responding to emergencies; Federal technical 
assistance is provided on request. In addition, the FEMA has published 
interim Guidance for Developing State and Local Radiological Emergency 
Response Plans and Preparedness for Transportation Accident~ (FEMA, 1983). 
This guidance, which is currently being revised, provides a basis for State 
and local governments to develop emergency plans and improve emergency 
preparedness for transportation accidents involving radioactive materials. 
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A.l3.3 HIGHWAY R•JUTING 

A.l3.3.1 His~.t. rQyting regulations 

The routing of radioactive-waste shipments is a ,)rimary concern of State, 
local, and tribs'l officials. On January 19, 1981, t:e DOT by its authority 
under the Hazarclo>us Materials Transportation Act, p1,.'Lished a final rule 
governing the highway routing of radioactive mated.!'· s. Designated HM-164, 
this rule has beFJn codified as 49 CFR Parts 171, e·2, 173, and 177, The DOE 
will, of coursfl, comply with all DOT regulations, 

Accordin~ to HM-164 1 highway carriers of "high~1a; route controlled 
quantity radioactive materials" (e.g,, spent nuclear fuel) are required to use 
"preferred routes." A preferred route consists of a:l interstate highway, 
including the use of interstate beltways or bypasses ~hen available to avoid 
city centers, or alternative routes that are des.i,gnated by a Sta.te routing 
agency (which includes the appropriate authorities of Indian Tribes). 
State-designated alternative routes must be selected in Accordance with DOT 
guidelines for selecting preferred highway routes (DOT, 1984) or an equivalent 
routing ana.lysis that adequately considers the overall risk to the public. 

The DOT stated that it followed three basic concepts ln devising a 
highway-routing frwnework for radioactive materials; 

1. Route selection shoul.d be based on some vaUd measure of reduced risk 
to the pubU,.c. 

2. Uniform and consistent rules for route selection are needed from both 
a practical and a safety standpoint, 

3. Local views should be carefully considered in ro"~iog decisions 
because routing is a site-specific activity unlike other 
transportation controls, such ~a marking and packing (FedtF@l 
Register, Vol. 46, p. 5299), 

The DOT's nppro&ch to routing acknowledges that public policy for the 
routing of radioactive materials should be baaed on a consideration of the 
overall risk involved in transporting such materials. The risk dependa on 
such factors as accident rates, total travel timet traffic patterns, 
population density, road conditions, time of travel, and driver training. 
Further, the DOT recognized tbe nead to balance local and national interests 
in routing decisions while providing for uniformity and consistency of 
transportation regulations. With regard to the acknowledged need to provide 
for local input in routing decisions 1 the DOT provided for the designation of 
alternative routes to interstate highways by State routing agencies in 
consultation with affected localities, neighboring States, and Indian Tribes 
and in accordance witb DOT guidelines, ~o ensure the consideration of all 
impacts and continuity of designated routes. 

Carriers of spant fuel may deviate from a preferred route under the 
following three circumstances: 

1. Emergency conditions that would make continued use of the preferred 
route unaafe. 
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2. To make necessary rest, fuel, and vehicle·~repair st:.,ps. 

3. To the ~xtent necessary to p:l.ck up, delive.t~ or tranl.lfer a 
large·~yuantity package of radioactive mate·:!.als (49 CFR 
177.82,,(b)(l)). 

HM-164 has numerous other provisions designed .1 ensure the safe highway 
shipment of radioactive materials. These include t. ~ requirement for the 
provision of written route plans to the shipper ar.·l specific driver-training 
requirements, which include knowledge of procedure to be followed in an 
accident or other emergency. 

There e..·P. several methods by lo'hich the DOE can tJupport the 
highway-routing efforts of the States and the DOT. c~ request~ the DOE lo'ill 
assist t:he States as practicable in the evaluation Bad determination of 
State-designated alternative routes. The DOE, as the shipper of record, lo'ill 
continue to notify its carriers of the State-designated alternative routes and 
will instruct that these routes be used during all s~ipments. Moreover, the 
carrier will be instructed that all safety and routing requirements must be 
met and that lack of compliance lo'ill result in appropriate sanctions, 
including the potential suspension of carriers (41 CFR 109-40.103-1). Federal 
and State reports of carrier performance, postnotification of routes, and DOE 
tracking of actual shipments will provide mechanisms by whf.ch operations can 
be monitored. In addition to diligent ond consistent observance of these 
currently available procedures, the DOE will continue to coordinate with the 
States concerning the routing of any highway route controlled quantities (49 
CFR 173.403) of radioactive materials shipped by the DOE. 

A.l3.3.2 State and local ordinances 

As discusBed in the preceding section, the DOT derives its authority to 
regulate hazardous-materials transportation principally from the Hazardous 
Materials Transportation Act (HMTA). The HMTA (Section ll2(a)) preempts 
" ••• any requirement of a state or political subdiviaion thereof, which is 
inconsistent with any requirement set forth in {the HMTA} o~ regulations 
issued under [the HMTA)." ThUs, State or local actions are ~ct necessarily 
precluded; only those that are "inconsistent" are preempted. The DOT can, 
however, grant an exemption from this blanket preemption proviaion to allow an 
inconsistent State or local requirement to remain in effect. Such an 
exemption can be granted if, mainly because of local considerations, the 
requirement (l) affords an equal or greater level of protection to the public 
than is afforded by the requirements of the HMTA or of regulation& issued 
under the HMTA and (2) does not unreasonably burden connerce. 

In its general discussion of the highway-routing rule, the DOT notes its 
conclusion that "the public risks in transporting [radioactive} materials by 
highway are too low to justify the unilateral impoaition by local governments 
of bans and other severe restrictions on the highway mode of transportation" 
(Federal Register, Vol. 46, p. 5299). 
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Appendix A t? 49 CFR Part 177 delineates DOT policy reganling the 
consistency of s·~ate and local rules with DOT highw~-..y-routing t'equirements for 
the purpose of t',c,.lising State or local governments how they can exercise their 
responsibilities 'lith respect to the regulation of nl<; ~or carriers. The DOT 
generally regnrdr,' State and local requirements to be Inconsistent if they--

• 
• Prohibit the transportation of large-quanti\:- radioactive materials by 

highway between any two points without provi.< ing an alternative route 
for the duration of the prohibition. 

• Conflict \1.•\th NRC or DOT phy.dcal-security N: :uirements. 

• Require additional or special perRonnel, equipment, or escort. 

• Require additional or different shipping pap.1r entries, placards, or 
other hazard~warning devices. 

• Require filing route plans or other docwnent.L containing information 
that ie specific to individual shipments. 

• Require prenotification. 

• Require accident or incident reporting other than as imm~diately 
necessary for e1nergency assistance. 

• Unnecessarily delay transportation. 

A.l3.4 RAILROADS 

A.l3.4.1 Railrcad routing 

There are no regulatory requirements for the routing of rail shipments. 
Rail--shipment routes depend largely on the railroad to "'hich the shipment is 
originally consigned and how that (and each successive) railroad handles 
interconnections with other railroads. 

A.l3.4.2 Rail resulat1.ons 

Several government e.gencies perform inspection-and-enforcement activities 
to promote the aafe transportation of radioactive materials on the nation's. 
railroads. Since rail is a predominantly interstate mode of transportation, 
the Federal Government has long been considered the entity best equipped to 
develop, promulgate, and enforce a uniform set of safety regulations for the 
transportation of hazardous materials by rail. 

The safety and safeguards regulations for shipments of radioactive 
material by rail. in many cases, are the same as those for highway shipments. 
The NRC hus issued general routing guidelines for rail shipments of spent 
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fuel, w-hlch are ;ncluded in its physical-protection 't'equi.reme11ts that were 
promulgated to g·~rd againat acta of sabotage for b~th rail and truck 
spent-fuel shipm ... nts. The DOT has issued specific ri'.les limiting both the 
number and the d ration of rail stops and designatin;1 the placement of cars 
carrying spent f: . .',cl in the makeup of the train, In !Hi.dition, there are 
standarda for t:·~.ck quality and other operating fent,,r-es of importance to 
safety of rail ttansport. 

Shippers who prepare material for rail transp< :Cl .t>.tion are reqt.dred to 
comply w-ith DOT regulations found in 49 CFR Part li l :;.efore offering any 
hazardous material shipment to a carrier. Tbe respor dbilities of rail 
carri.ers of radioactive waste are outlined in DOT regulations 49 CFR Part 
174. In accepting a shiproont, the carrier inspects H visually to ascertain 
that the hazardous material is not leaking, that spedfic rail equipment (air 
and handbrtlakl!l, journal boxes, and trucks) is workini, properly, and that 
appropriate placards are provided. The carrier cannot accept packages that 
arc leaking or damaged. In addltion to the DOT requ.'.rements, rail companies 
inspect railca.t:s periodically to ensure that the~y an. rnechapically sate for 
operation. In particular, certain equipment is routinely inspected at 
interchange points by the carrier, 

Carrier operations are also subject to DOT regulations covering safety 
enforcement procedures, track safety standards, and accident-reportins 
procedures. Under the conditic~s of U9 CFR 171.15 and 171.16 1 the carrier 
must notify the DOT immediately of any unintentional release of 8 hazardous 
material during the courS(l of transportation and must submit a written 
hazardous materials incident report to DOT within 15 days of such an event. 

Although jurisdiction over the transport of radioactive waste by rail is 
vested primarily in the Federal Government, States and local governments that 
wish to assume specific responsibilities in this area also have 8 role. The 
Federal Rail Safety Act (45 U.S.C. 434) directs that a State may enforce its 
own railroad safety regulation provided that the State regulation is (1) 
consistent w-ith Federal regulations, (2) necesaary to eliminate o.r reduce an 
essentially local safety hazard, and (3) not a burden on tbe free flow of 
interstate commerce, 

The DOF.'s Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management (OCRWM) is 
investigating means for facilitating a cooperative effort among affected 
Federal and State agencies and the railroad induatry i.n forging shipping 
arrangements that are safe, efficient, and equitable, '!here appears to be a 
strong willingness by all affected parties to work toward this goal. 

The DOE will reinforce the DOT's and the NRC's inspection-and-enforcement 
activities through the establishment of a comprehensive quality-assurance and 
quality.Mcontrol progr8.01 to address each aspect of the transportation process, 
including the integrity of the shipping casks and the procedures for handling 
the casks. The quality-assurance program will Umplement systematic proced~res 
designed to ensure and provide demonstrable evidence that program goals, such 
as safety, reliability, and maintainability, are achieved in a cost-effective 
manner. 
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The use of "d~dicated trains" involves the designtltion of specific 
equipment (locomot ~ves, cask cars, buffer cars, and ct•.·,ooses) for the use of a 
particular commod:ity between fixed orlgin and destina·:·.on points. In many 
respects. it :i_s a•.milar to tne "sole-use" vehicle tha; is commonly employed by 
motor carriers fo::· specific commodities (one example ·~ the transportation of 
bulk, lm"¥"-specif lc-activity radioactive material). 

Special arr.anyements to expedite the movement (" cedicated trains can be 
~de among railroatil. For example, the equipment "<ln• l..t!ated" for sole use may 
be owned by L.e odginating carrier. This equipment t'>uld be used for the 
full length of the move. There may be no switching or interchange with other 
carriers at terminals along the route, After deliveq~, the empty cars t~.re 

returned to the origin for the next movement, possibly under the same 
expedited process 86 the loaded train. The originathg carrier and the 
carriers tnat o~· and operate the rail lines to be u~ed by the dedicated train 
would agree on the apportionment of revenues B!ftong tl\emselves for the entire 
move. 

A.l3.5 INSURANCE COVERAGE FOR TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS 

The Price-Anderson Act of 1957 (42 U.S.C. Sections 2014 and 2210, as 
amended) p1.·ovidea ext:l!!insive liability coverage for damages~IJuffered by the 
public in the event of nuclear accidents at certain facilities (which include 
commercial nuclear power reactors ar.d DOE cOntractor-operated facilities) or 
accidents that occur in the course of tranepOrtation to or from such 
facilities. Liability coverage extends to all potentially responsible parties 
(except, in some insbances, the Federal Government, whose liability would be 
covered under the Federal Tort Claims Act) and is not limited to parties who 
actually purchase insurance or enter into inde«mity agreementB ~ith the 
Federal Government. 

State h.w is generally used to determine liability and the extent of 
damages in the event of a nuclear incident; the Price-Anderson Act in turn 
establishes a system for paying for those damages. The Act places 
restrictions on the use of State law in the event of an "extraordinary nuclear 
occurrence" (ENO) at certain facilities--an occur:rence that involves 
substantial offsite releases of radiation and is likely to result in 
substantial offsi.te damages to persons or property. ~-~hen the Federal 
Government determines that an extraordinary nuclear occurrence h9s occurred, 
certain defenses available under State law must be waived. One waiver 
requires the imposition of strict liability, without proof of negligence on 
the part of any responsible party. Defenses related to governmental immunity 
are also waived. The Price-Anderson Act further declares that in the event of 
an extraordinary nuclear occurrence, defenses based on statutes of limitations 
will be waived if a suit is brought within "three years from the date that the 
claimant first knew, or reasonably could have known, of his injury or damage 
and the cauae thereof, but in no event more than twenty years after the date 
of a nuclear ineid'erit." A State statute of limitations that allows a greater 
period of time for fi~ing suit would remain in effect. 
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